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ABSTRACT 
The paper deals with the application of the mild combustion technique to CO/H2 mixtures. 
The objective of the work is the estimation of the main process characteristics in view of the 
experimental activity on a 100 kW burner for  biomass gasification gases which will work in 
the flameless modality. 
Different kinetic mechanisms, namely GRI and Miller & Bowman (1989) have been 
considered. The CHEMIN package was used to perform the calculation of ignition delay 
times and pollutants (CO and NOx)  formation rates along with a sensitivity analysis. Some 
preliminary results are presented in view of a more extensive activity which will cover also 
the acquisition of experimental data. 

INTRODUCTION 
A great deal of discussion is currently going on about the technical and economical feasibility 
of the biomass derived gases (with LCV 5-7 MJ/Nm3) in CHP plants. A promising 
application is their utilisation in the supplementary firing stage of the gas-turbine cogenerative 
systems. The main advantages of such a technology are those of high efficiency and low 
polluttants emissions [8].  
When trying to exploit these gases for power generation purposes some problems arise 
because of their characteristics, namely the reduced combustion temperature, low burning 
rates and narrow stability limits. In industrial application the typical approach is to raise the 
heating value by addition of high grade fuels or by burning them in two stage systems where a 
high calorific value gas is used for flame stabilisation in the LCVG-air mixture. Another 
solution is the recirculation of energy between products and reactants so that the diluted 
combustion seems to be the most suitable technique. 
The effectiveness of mild combustion has been widely demonstrated for the industrial 
furnaces fed with natural gas, but the application to LCVG needs to be investigated both 
experimentally and numerically. 
In fact flameless oxidation will be employed in a lower temperature field than that typical of 
the process industry so that special attention on NOx has to be paid since the aforesaid low 
temperature regime could bring about the conversion of NO to NO2. Another matter of 
concern is the production of N2O, one of the most harmful among the greenhouse gases [4]. 
The following paragraphs describe a simple kinetic study that we've undertaken in order to 
investigate into the combustion chemistry of the biogas under diluted conditions. Indeed 
various detailed and validated mechanisms exist for methane and natural gas, the most used of 
which is the GRI one. But LCVG has a large content of inert and only 2-5% of CH4. It seems 
reasonable that such a mixture could be described by means of slightly different sets of 
intermediate species and reactions also in light of the mild modality of fuel processing. 
However these literature available schemes are the compulsory starting point.  
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KINETIC CALCULATION 
The fuel is a typical wood chips gasification gas whose lower calorific value and density are  
3974 KJ/Nm3 and 1.145 Kg/Nm3 respectively. A classical gas-turbine discharge gas (15% 
vol O2 ) is used as oxidant. In table 1 the composition of both the biogas and the vitiated air 
are reported. The oxidant stream is available at 770 K.   
The traditional  combustion of such a fuel-oxidant mixture has relevant ignition delay times, 
which range from 0.83 s to 0.1 ms for an initial temperature of 850 K and 1300 K respectively 
(these values are calculated with the Senkin routine). The material and energy balances have 
been performed with reference to the scheme in Fig. 1, which represents the conceptual model 
of a trapped-vortex burner. Part of the main oxidant stream coming from the turbine discharge 
is entrained into the vortex established inside the combustion cavity where the mixing with 
the recirculation products and with the fuel takes place. The entrained air is 16% of the whole 
oxidant so that a stoichiometric air-fuel mixture is realised, while the remaining oxidant 
stream does not participate to the combustion. The recirculation ratio of the combustion 
products (Kv) is 60% of the global flow which undergoes the reaction into the vortex.  The 
simulation of the flameless process requires an iterative calculation for the solution of mass 
and energy balances to find out the stationary working conditions starting from a conventional 
flame. The combustion reaction has been simulated in adiabatic atmospheric conditions by 
means of the Senkin module [6] of the CHEMKIN software. Two kinetic mechanisms have 
been implemented: the GRI-3.0 model [3] and the Miller and Bowman [2]. The residence 
time for the Senkin routine was chosen equal to 50 ms. 
The iterative procedure converges in both cases to the same temperatures upstream and 
downstream of the reaction block: the hot products recirculation rises the fresh reactants 
mixture temperature up to 1295 K; the O2 molar fraction of the mixture is 4.5%. The 
temperature increase, due to combustion reactions, is about 400 K and an outlet value of 1728 
K results, with 1.3 % for the O2 molar fraction; the final temperature is 1030K downstream of 
the burner. 

 
 

Mol Frac. (%) H2 CO CH4 CO2 N2 O2 H2O NO 
Biogas 14 18 2 8 58 - - - 
Oxidant - 6E-04 - 3 76.5 15 5.5 47E-04 

 
Tab. 1. Volumetric composition of the fuel and of the oxidant. 

 
 

  CO NO N2O NO2 
Miller 2.96E-02 3.19E-05 3.97E-08 1.31E-08 

In 
GRI 1.51E-02 3.58E-05 2.79E-08 1.77E-08 

Miller 0.0002183 3.44E-05 6.79E-08 2.24E-08 
Out GRI 0.0001273 4.12E-05 4.77E-08 3.04E-08 

Miller 5.67E-05 4.40E-05 1.63E-08 5.36E-09 
Final GRI 3.69E-05 4.82E-05 1.15E-08 9.07E-09 

 
Tab.2. Molar fractions of some species at stationary working condition. With reference to 
fig.1, In is the stream before "reaction", Out is the stream after "reaction" and Final is the 
flue gas stream.  
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Fig.1 Schematic representation of a mild combustion burner. 
 

RESULTS 
The first observation is that polluttants emission  is not a problem in the diluted combustion 
modality. Considering the NO species the final concentration is about 50ppm (see tab. 2) for 
both the mechanisms so that the biogas combustion does not increase the initial NO content of 
the oxidant stream (47 ppm). This behaviour is not valid for the CO, which has a final 
concentration of 30 ppm while the inlet oxidant stream has only 6 ppm. This means that a 50 
ms reaction time is not sufficient for the CO consumption at these relatively low 
temperatures. As far as the reaction block is considered the GRI mechanism gives a slightly 
higher estimate (about 10 ppm, see fig.2) than that of Miller and Bowman for the NO while 
NO2 and N2O present minor discrepancies (fig. 3 left). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2: NO and CO molar concentration vs time. 
Initial condition of the mixture are reported in the first two row in tab.2 

 
The sensitivity plots in fig.4 can give reason of this evidence. In fact in the Miller mechanism 
NO mole fraction is mostly sensitive to reaction N+O2�NO + O (G233 in fig.4 left) which is 
a key step in the thermal path, but in the application under study the temperature is relativley 
low. Considering the GRI sensitivity it turns out that the thermal steps are not involved, rather 
a sequence of reaction that comprises the decomposition of N2O is the relevant phenomenon 
(reaction G38, G185  and G208 in fig. 4 right: H+O2�O+OH, N2O (+M) � N2 + O, NNH + 
O�NH + NO). A further effort is needed for the interpretation of these results in light of the 
peculiarity of this application. 
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Fig.3 : N2O and NO (left side), HO2 and OH (right side) time profiles. Initial conditions are 
in tab.2. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: NO sensitivity plots for the Miller mechanism (left side) and for GRI mechanism (right 
side). 

CONCLUSIONS 
We have discussed a work in progress about the combustion chemistry of biogas mixtures 
under diluted condition. The initial calculation with the Chemkin package show that the NOx 
are not a concern from the environmental point of view, while the complete combustion of the 
CO may become a drawback because of the slow rate of the reaction CO+OH� CO2+H. This 
issue requires further analysis aimed at the refinement of the process residence time. From the 
point of view of the reaction mechanism other schemes will be taken into account, first of all 
that of Glarborg (1998) [5]. 
Finally the comparison of our numerical simulation with experimental data should be made so 
that the more appropriate NOx formation scheme can be found. On this subject the Enea 
Laboratory is actually engaged for the realisation of a test-rig for a trapped-vortex biogas 
burner. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Self-propagating High-temperature Synthesis (SHS) is a well known technique for the synthesis of 
advanced materials characterized by highly exothermic reactions [1-3]. The modeling of SHS 
processes is really complex since it involves the description of different physico-chemical 
phenomena such as melting and diffusion of reactants, chemical reactions with formation of 
intermediate phases, nucleation and grain growth, etc. Considerable effort has been made both in 
experimental and modeling directions in order to understand the basic mechanisms occurring during 
self-propagating reaction [3].  
      Recently, a new method, based on the use of an electric field to activate self-propagating 
reactions in less-exothermic systems, was developed [4]. This method, known in literature with the 
acronym FACS (Field Assisted Combustion Synthesis), allows one to synthesize materials 
heretofore not possible by normal SHS (e.g.  SiC, SiC-AlN, MoSi2-SiC, Ti3Al, B4C-TiB2 and TaC). 
In FACS systems the electric field is applied on the sample simultaneously with the ignition source. 
The reaction front propagates through the sample only in the presence of the electric field and in a 
direction perpendicular to it. Since we are dealing with systems that are not self-sustaining, when 
the field is turned off during wave propagation, the combustion front stops immediately. Although 
SHS and FACS techniques appear really advantageous for industrial applications, process scale-up, 
as well as the optimization of the operating conditions and process control may not be 
straightforward because of the lack of knowledge in terms of reaction and structure formation 
mechanisms. At the experimental level a relevant effort has been addressed to highlight all physico-
chemical steps and mechanisms involved during self-propagating reactions. To this aim the 
combustion front quenching technique, which is based on the rapid extinction of the combustion 
front during its progress, is often used. This technique may provide a relatively accurate picture of 
the physico-chemical phenomena involved during reaction evolution. By investigating product 
microstructure and composition at different areas relative to the location of the frozen reaction 
wave, it is possible to identify intermediate species and phase transformations taking place. For 
systems characterized by low reaction heat, which can be synthesized through the FACS technique, 
quenching of the reaction can be obtained by turning off the electric field during front evolution 
[5,6].  
      With the aim of contributing towards the development of a reliable model of the FACS process, 
which may become a simple but powerful tool to support the investigation of electrically activated 
self-propagating high-temperature reactions, we present in this paper a two-dimensional model of 
the FACS technique which is able to simulate the rapid quenching of the reaction during its 
progress as the applied field is turned off.  
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MODELING OF FACS PROCESSES 
 
A schematic representation of the FACS system and its use for the quenching of the combustion 
front is shown in Figure 1. Powders of elemental reactants are typically mixed in stoichiometric 
amounts and pressed into round-ended rhombohedral pellets. The sample, which is placed between 
two graphite electrodes, is ignited by means of a tungsten coil placed few millimeters away from 
one end. The electric field is applied, simultaneously, with the ignition source which is turned off 
immediately after the reaction is initiated. The reaction front propagates through the sample only in 
the presence of electric field and in a direction perpendicular to it. Since we are dealing with 
systems that are not self-sustaining, when the field is turned off during wave propagation, the 
combustion wave stops immediately. The process evolution is measured from video recordings 
using a time-code generator. Real-time current (I) and voltage (V) data are also acquired during 
wave propagation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
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The dependence of the thermophysical properties, such as thermal conductivity, electrical 
conductivity, and heat capacity on temperature and composition, as well as the mixing expressions 
are taken from the literature [6]. The equations (1) and (2) are solved simultaneously by adopting a 
finite difference scheme at the internal node points and integrating the resulting system of ordinary 
differential equations by means of standard routines. For each time step the system of algebraic 
equations arising from the discretization of equation (8) is solved using a band matrix solver. An 
appropriate finite-difference scheme also applies to the boundary condition appearing in equation 
(5), where non-linearities are handled with the Newton method. The computation was generally 
performed by considering 3600 (120x30) spatial discretization points. Higher values of the internal 
node points did not cause any change in the results [8].  

 
 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The reaction Si + C  SiC, which does not involve the formation of intermediate phases, in 
accordance with the adopted kinetic equation, is considered as model system, while physico-
chemical data, model parameters and  operating conditions used for simulation runs are reported in 
the literature [7]. The function g(t) appearing in equation (4) is obtained by interpolating the entire 
temperature profile at the base where the sample is ignited.  In agreement with experimental results 
[5], the proposed model predicts that in the absence of an imposed field no self-sustaining 
combustion waves take place. These waves can be activated when an electric field is applied above 
a minimum (threshold) value, i.e. 7.8 V/cm. Typical modeling results concerning the output of 
current and voltage during FACS are shown in Figure 2 (dotted lines) for the case when the electric 
field is maintained throughout the process.  

        
       Figure 2         Figure 3 
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It is seen that when the wave is initiated, the current increases rapidly and then reaches a relatively 
flat level during wave propagation before the wave reaches the opposite side of the sample. When 
the field is turned off during the propagation of the combustion wave, the extinction of the reaction 
front occurs rapidly as it may be seen in Figure 2 (solid lines). This effect is clearly  illustrated  in  
Figure 3  where  the time-space conversion profiles are depicted. The wave velocity rapidly 
decreases after the time when the electric field is turned off (i.e. t = 12 s), until the front is stopped.   
For the case when the electric field is maintained throughout the process, the temperature levels of 
the sample during combustion wave propagation at a given time (i.e. t = 12.8 sec) is reported in 
Figure 4. It is clearly shown that the temperature varies significantly along y-direction and 
therefore, in the description of a FACS process, the proposed two-dimensional model appears more 
suitable with respect to the one-dimensional approach [9]. 
The variation of the calculated ratio dp/dp0 and the corresponding extent of conversion as a function 
of the spatial distance along the pellet axis at t = 12 s is shown in Figure 5. Moving from the region 
on the right corresponding to the reactants, the particle diameter of the solid component first sharply 
decreases in a relatively narrow region (about 1 mm thick) and then continues to decrease at a much 
slower rate, until the product region is approached. 

 
                                  Figure 4            Figure 5                       
                           
        The development of a comprehensive model of the type proposed here and in previous studies 
available in the literature [9] may consequently provide an excellent tool to capture the essential 
features related to the microstructure evolution observed experimentally during FACS. Thus, 
together with appropriate experimental investigations, this approach may represent a good starting 
point towards the development of a more accurate description of the phenomena taking place 
during electric field-activated self-propagating reactions.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In the recent years the focus of the energy research is set on the minimization of pollutant 
emissions of engines and power plants. Several innovative combustion systems have been 
investigated leading to a noteworthy improvement in both pollutant emissions and combustion 
efficiency. Among the others, it is worth mentioning the introduction of regenerative burners 
using hot flue gases to preheat the combustion air. However, regenerative burners leads to a 
very high production of nitrogen oxides through the classical Zeldovich pathway. This high 
production of thermal NOx can be avoided by coupling regenerative burners with the so-called 
“flameless” or “mild” combustion. This new technology uses a recycle of burnt gases to dilute 
the high-temperature combustion air, thus leading to a good thermal efficiency combined with 
low NOx emissions [1–13]. Real-size burners realize “flameless” conditions feeding the 
combustion air and the fuel through separated high-velocity jets into the combustion chamber. 
The air-jets entrain a large amount of burnt gases from the combustion chamber before 
reacting with the fuel. Consequently, the reactants concentration is lower than in traditional 
flames, while turbulence is higher. Therefore, chemical reactions occur with lower rates 
(comparable with mixing rates) in a larger space region and the heat generated is diluted in a 
larger mass. This avoids the formation of hot spots in the furnace and reduces thermal NOx 
production without compromising thermal efficiency. The high temperatures of the gases 
recycled in the combustion chamber give ignition and stability of this kind of burners.  
The fundamentals of this technology can be investigated using the well-controlled conditions 
achieved in laboratory-scale burners. In this work, an apparatus characterized by high internal 
recycle ratio, high back-mixing as well as the possibility of simulating external recycles of 
burnt gases is described, as well as the main results achieved.  

LABORATORY SCALE-BURNER 
Such as in real-scale burners also in a laboratory burner it is necessary to obtain a fast mixing 
of air and burned gases with the fuel to obtain similar mixing and reaction rates. This 
condition can be obtained with high turbulence, which allows a fast mixing of gaseous 
streams. 
The adopted solution involves a single high velocity nozzle. This generates a high velocity 
flow of air (that can be vitiated with inert gases to simulate both internal and external burned 
gas recycle) inside a small pipe, into which the fuel stream is injected perpendicularly. 
The laboratory-scale burner is sketched in figure 1; it is basically constituted by a close quartz 
cylinder divided in two section: the combustion chamber (A) and the air pre-heating section 
(B). Centrally, on the bottom of the combustion chamber the nozzle (C) is located from which 
the high velocity jet exits. In the nozzle the combustion air (D) and the fuel (F) partially pre-
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mix before entering the combustion chamber. The combustion reaction cannot proceed inside 
the nozzle due to the small diameter of the pipe and the short residence time. The jet entrains 
a large amount of burned gases and this provides the fast dilution required by “mild” 
combustion. Due to the high velocity, no conventional flame can be stabilized on the nozzle 
tip and the combustion proceeds in the whole combustion chamber volume. In figure 1 a 
secondary inlet of air (E) is also evidenced that is used during the start-up of the system. 
Before switching to “flameless” conditions, the combustion chamber must be preheated using 
a conventional flame stabilized on the nozzle tip. 
The two section of the burner are enclosed in refractory insulation equipped with electrical 
resistances. The lower oven provides the air preheating, while the upper one (whose  
temperature is always set below that of the combustion chamber) has been used to reduce heat 
losses from the combustion chamber. 
 

 
 
Fig 1 Sketch and picture of the laboratory scale apparatus. 

RECYCLE RATIO ESTIMATION 
An important parameter that can determine the performance of the laboratory-scale burner is 
the value of the recycle ratio inside the combustion chamber. To estimate the recycle flow rate 
into the combustion chamber, some calculations have been performed with a general-purpose 
code for computational fluid dynamics [14]. 
When the burner works in “flameless” conditions, the fluid dynamic regime of the system can 
be approximated as an isothermal confined turbulent jet where a recycle of the burnt gases 
takes place, increasing the flow rate of the jet. In Figure 2 a typical model result is reported as 
isovelocity contours for half the combustion chamber (since it is symmetric), where the 
location of the jet nozzle is y = 0 and x = 0. We can see that the high jet velocity close to the 
center of the combustion chamber rapidly decreases along the radial direction (that is, the y 
one) till zero. Behind this point a reverse flow is evidenced, leading to a recycle of the burnt 
gases into the jet. From these computations the recycle flow rate has been estimated as: 

( )∫π=
R

1R
x ydyy,xu2)x(Q  
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where the co-ordinate R and R1 are defined in Figure 2. Q(x) is the backflow rate, whose 
value depends on the axial co-ordinate, x, and it is equal to zero when the jet boundary hits the 
wall of the combustion chamber. Behind this point there is no backflow. 
The recycle ratio, k, has been estimated as the ratio of the maximum value of Q(x), Qmax to the 
inlet jet flow rate, Qin. For typical conditions used in all the experiments, this value has been 
found equal to about 5. 
 

 
Fig 2 Velocity field of the confined turbulent jet in the combustion chamber. 

TRANSITION FROM TRADITIONAL FLAMES TO “MILD” CONDITIONS 
It is known that “flameless” industrial burners show different combustion regimes as a 
function of the average temperature in the combustion chamber and the amount of burnt gases 
recycled back into the air jets. Stable flames are possible over the whole range of combustion 
chamber temperature but only for a very low recycle ratio. For higher recycle ratio values, the 
flame becomes unstable, lifts off and finally blows out. However, if the furnace temperature is 
sufficiently high, the fuel can react in the very steady and stable form of “flameless” or “mild” 
combustion.  
To determinate the recycle ratio value that enables the switch from conventional combustion 
to the “mild” one at a given air pre-heating temperature, we gradually switched from a low-
speed jet able to stabilize a conventional flame on the burner tip without any entrainment of 
burned gases to an high velocity jet leading to a high recycle of burned gases and a volume 
combustion. This has been done by feeding at first through the nozzle only the fuel surrounded 
by secondary air fed through the inlet (E) (see figure 1). Then, the flow rate of the secondary 
air has been gradually reduced while augmenting that of the primary air through the nozzle, 
thus increasing the jet velocity and consequently the entrainment of burned gases. This mimes 
the variation of the recycle ratio in real-size burners. 
A typical behavior evidenced experimentally is shown, for the sake of example, in figure 3 for 
methane and ethane combustion. In both the cases we can see that increasing the recycle ratio 
value leads to an homogeneous thermal profile in combustion chamber where the NOx 
emissions show a drastic reduction. In particular, for methane combustion we can see that 
“mild” transition occurs for a recycle rate equal to about 3 – 4, while for the ethane 
combustion this value is slightly reduced to about 2,5 - 3,5. This behavior has been found in 
all the experiments carried out and clearly shows the possibility of achieving “mild” 
conditions for different fuels once provided a sufficient recycle of burnt gases. 
The stability limits for “mild” conditions have been also determined for the two fuels. Once 
obtained the transition to “mild” combustion the air preheating has been gradually decreased 
looking for the combustion extinction. Using methane as a fuel “mild” combustion has beenn 
found to be stable down to a combustion chamber average temperature equal to about 800° - 
850°C, while using ethane as a fuel this temperature strongly decreases to 600° - 650°C. 
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Fig 3 Typical transition to “mild” combustion for methane (left) and ethane (right). 

CONCLUSION 
A laboratory burner for mild combustion has been realized. Several experiments demonstrated 
that it is possible to reproduce also at a laboratory – scale the main phenomena observed in 
real - size flameless burners. Operating conditions for obtaining stable “mild” combustion 
with methane and ethane as a fuel have been investigated and operating parameters maps have 
been obtained. Work is in progress to investigate the feasibility of using “mild” combustion to 
reduce the emission of pollutants other than thermal produced NOx. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Liquid fuels are one of the most important energetic resources and are used in many 
applications. The characteristics of this combustion are very complex because the fuel is 
introduced into the combustion chamber in the form of a spray of fuel droplets of different 
sizes and the smaller droplets evaporate at a faster rate. This non-uniform evaporation process 
is very difficult to model and an investigation should start from simpler configurations. Such 
models always need to be proved and experimental results of flames of liquid fuels are not 
easy to find in literature [1,2]. Liquid fuels are blends of several components. For simplicity, 
n-heptane has been chosen as fuel surrogate in this study. 

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The experimental results have been obtained on a counterflow burner. The separation distance 
between the nozzles is 15 mm and the nozzle diameter is 27.38 mm. The fuel nozzle is 
located at the bottom and nitrogen is flowed from an anular duct around the fuel nozzle in 
order to form a curtain to protect and isolate the flame. Nitrogen and burnt gases are 
ventilated from another anular duct around the oxidizer nozzle and cooled down. 
The velocities of the two streams are selected in order to obey to the global strain rate 
definition [3], 

O F F
g

O O

2 V V
a =  1+

L V
ρ
ρ

 
  
 

 

and to satisfy the momentum balance: 
22

FFOO VV ρρ =  
 
The oxidizer is air at room temperature while the fuel stream is composed of a mixture of 
nitrogen and prevaporized n-heptane having different composition case by case, held at 400 
K. The bottom part of the burner is heated and the temperature is accurately controlled to 
provide a constant fuel stream temperature. 
Nitrogen and n-heptane are mixed in the prevaporizer, which consists of a stainless steel 
chamber electrically heated. The desired mass flow rate of n-heptane is introduced by a pump 
while the nitrogen stream is introduced from the bottom. Half of the chamber is full of glass 
beads in order to improve the residence time in the chamber and hence the heat transfer. The 
temperature of the exiting gas is constantly tracked by a thermocouple. 
The temperature profiles of the flames have been obtained by a thin wire Pt-Rh thermocouple 
having bead diameter of 0.508 mm and wire diameter of 0.127 mm. 
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Fig. 1a Experimental temperature profiles at the strain rate 30 s-1. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In order to characterize the extinction point several experiments have been carried out varying 
the global strain rate and the nitrogen dilution. 
Strongly diluted n-heptane flames show a faint blue color. The amount of nitrogen in fact is 
so high that even though the flame is non-premixed, pyrolisys reactions and soot growth 
cannot take place. 
Figure 1a shows the experimental values of temperature for two flames having global strain 
rate 30 s-1 and nitrogen concentration in the fuel stream 85% and 90% respectively. 
Temperature measurements are not corrected for the thermocouple radiation heat loss. 
With 90% dilution the temperature peak substantially decreases, this effect is to be expected 
as in this case the concentration of n-heptane is much less than with 85% dilution. 
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Fig. 1b Experimental temperature profiles at the strain rate 50 s-1. 
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Fig. 1c Experimental temperature profiles at the strain rate 70 s-1. 

 
The same trend can be observed in figures 1b and 1c in which the same set of experimental 
results is presented for the strain rate cases of 50 s-1 and 70 s-1 respectively. 
A study of the dependence of the extinction point has been carried out and the results are 
shown in figure 2. The nitrogen concentration reported is the value over which the flame 
cannot sustain any more. 
From the diagram it seems that this value is constant and does not depend on the strain rate. 
Some authors however [4-6], found that for different fuels this value of critical concentration 
of dilutant should decrease at very low strain rates due to radiation heat loss. 
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Fig. 2 Critical nitrogen dilution as a function of the strain rate . 
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A study of n-heptane flames at very low strain rates, however has not been possible since in 
these conditions the flame extinguished because of flow instabilities and buoyancy effects 
rather than nitrogen dilution. 
 
Very preliminary model predictions are reported in Figure 3, for the 85% and 90% of nitrogen 
dilution at strain rate 30 s-1. The comparison of temperature profiles shows large deviations 
between experimental results and model predictions, therefore further investigation is 
required. Nevertheless it seems relevant to observe the large differences in the predictions of 
benzene and naphthalene formation at the two different nitrogen dilutions. 

Fig. 3 Model predictions (temperature and mole fractions) and experimental temperature 
profiles at the strain rate 30 s-1. 

  Experiments:  o  (85% N2)  and    x   ( 90% N2) 
  Predictions:  Solid lines (85% N2) and dotted lines ( 90% N2) 
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Flameless Combustion: from furnaces to new applications 
 

A. Milani, J.G. Wünning  
  

WS Wärmeprozesstechnik 
 
Flameless combustion has been extensively employed now in high temperature process 
technology, basically heating and heat treatment furnaces in the steel and non-ferrous metals 
industry, for low NOx purposes, where it was originally discovered and developed [1], and 
for exploiting the considerable energy saving potential (order of 25 to 50%) associated with 
the high combustion air preheat made feasible by the flameless  technique.  This main 
characteristic  is accompanied by additional, advantageous features  of the flameless 
combustion pattern that is unlike the conventional, burner-stabilised flame combustion (heat 
transfer uniformity, noise abatement, insensitivity to fuel and to equivalence ratio).  
Flammability limits are restricted as far as O2 concentration and inert-gas concentration 
before reaction are concerned: this is certainly true for the stabilisation of a flame front. 
Assuming that the process is above self-ignition temperature (order of > ∼ 800 °C for safety) 
and therefore safe against explosion risk, a combustion pattern different from the burner 
stabilised flame-front pattern can be  devised.  This is carried out by entraining a consistent 
rate Kv of recirculation products into the reactants before combustion.  
 

 

 

Figure 1 – Flammability triangle O2-CH4-Inert gas 

By so doing, a flame front attached at the  burner becomes unstable (Figure 1: moving  into an 
air vitiated zone, very sensitive to equivalence ratio for Kv >∼ 0.5); then lifted flames (flame 
fronts “stabilised” by local turbulent structures) are still possible, but for Kv above the 
qualitative threshold Kv >∼∼ 2.5-5 a stable flameless combustion mode is set up, as shown in 
Figure 2. By entraining a large amount of recirculation gases, composed by CO2+H2O+excess 
O2+ N2 , a large thermal ballast is added to the reacting partners and the temperature jump ∆T 
during reaction is inherently limited: it may be easily computed that ∆T  is limited to ∼ 200-
400 °C in flameless conditions, with respect to ∼∼ 800-1200 °C in flame conditions. No 
wonder that in the flameless case, thermal NO formation is abated by one order of magnitude; 
also chemistry and detailed kinetics and other pollutant formation are quite different from the 
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flame front case, where the bulk of radical related reactions are confined into a highly 
convoluted and stretched turbulent ,“two-dimensional” layer with strong thermal gradients.   
 
 

 

Figure 2 – Limits of flameless combustion vs recirculation rate 

Flameless firing has been identified as volume combustion to stress that the reaction rate is 
smoothly distributed over a wide volume, unlike the flame-front firing pattern.  WS prefers to 
avoid mixed firing patterns and tends to emphasize the difference between the two 
combustion  modes, as it may be appreciated from the following picture; the burner may fire 
either in flame-mode (as it must indeed, for temperatures below self-ignition) or in flameless 
mode. A pure flameless mode does not use or require any pilot flame and it is not possible to 
monitor flameless combustion with any known flame detector.  Only when temperature is 
safely above self-ignition threshold (∼∼ 850 °C), is it possible to switch from flame to 
FLOX or flameless mode.  
 

airfuel

reacting fuel & air

 
Figure 3 – Flame and FLOX  (flameless) firing modes 
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Figure 4 shows how this is carried out in a typical WS high velocity burner.  Fuel gas can be 
injected radially to stabilise a flame into the primary chamber (flame mode) or axially in such 
a way that this central jet has no chance of creating a stable flame front (in absence of any 
flame holder or central recirculation vortex). 
 

 
 

Figure 4 – High velocity burners: details of gas injection  
 

Standard CFD computations (taking into account temperature controlled kinetics) confirm 
realistic and validated temperature predictions, as shown in Figure 5. 
These design principles have been implemented in several thousands burners typically firing  
reheating furnaces (mainly large pieces of equipment) and heat treatment furnaces (usually 
dedicated, small scale, natural gas fired burners), as reported in the recent HTACG4 
Symposium organised by ENEA (Rome, 26-30 November 2001).   
 
 

 
 

Figure 5 – Flame and flameless firing predictions 
 

The design principle and the associated know-how (on materials for high temperature, 
manufacturing etc) lends itself to use in a multiplicity of other applications as well.  A 
convenient field for WS concerns delivering “high quality heat” (i.e. at high temperature with 
high thermal efficiency (above >∼ 75%) , good uniformity,  compact design, flexibility and 
availability etc) to small or very small pieces of decentralised equipment.  During a R&D 
project, a FLOX® burner for Stirling engines was developed (Figure 6); besides low NOx-
emissions and high efficiency, a compact design and the potential for low production cost, 
when produced in large series, were important. The Stirling engines are intended to be used as 
CHP-units (combined heat and power) for decentralized electric power generation. To use the 
advantages of a more uniform heat distribution from flameless oxidation for new, more 
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compact furnace designs was the topic of another R&D project called CFHU (compact fired 
heating units). The use of liquid fuels, produced from waste wood, was the topic an R&D 
project. Flameless Oxidation proved to be very applicable for difficult fuels since flame 
stability is usually one of the major problems when using special fuels.   

 
 

 
Development will continue to improve recuperative and regenerative burners for furnaces: 
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Figure 6: Burner development for Stirling engines

hould favour regenerative concepts (for air preheat) due to their higher 
cy.  For instance, regenerative radiant tubes which allow for internal 
A-type-tubes, are currently under development in WS’ test hall and 
. 
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New concepts have been developed 
for: 
 petrochemical furnaces 

(reformer) 
 micro FLOX®-reformers for 

fuel cells (Figure 6) 
 gas turbine combustion 

chambers 
 waste gas disposal 

  
Application of flameless to gas 
turbine combustors, for both small 
and large machines, is being seriously 
taken into consideration (see e.g. [2]).  
First tests of a newly developed 
FLOX prototype  is being 
successfully carried out at WS’s 
experimental hall.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The dynamic behavior of continuous stirred reactors occurring during the oxidation of most 
part of hydrocarbons have been extensively studied over the years. Although the 
thermokinetic effects related to periodic temperature oscillations are not yet completely 
understood, they have been clearly related either to the cool flames or multistage ignitions 
according to the operating temperature ranges. 
In this analysis, smaller hydrocarbons, such as methane, have been disregarded because the 
oscillation phenomenology associated to these hydrocarbons were considered to occur in a 
temperature and pressure range not relevant for practical applications. As a matter of fact, 
only few papers on methane cool flames are present in literature. The only experimental data, 
reported by Vanpèe [1] and confirmed by Egret et al. [2], were obtained in a batch reactor in 
rich, not diluted conditions. In these works methane ignition diagrams were obtained and one 
cool flame, two cool flames, slow combustion and ignition regions have been identified at a 
fixed C/O ratio. In more recent years, Vanpèe extended the range of experimental parameters 
considered [3] by analysing the concentration effect and the influence of reactor dimension on 
the occurrence of oscillations. These results were modeled by Basevich et al. [4] and Lignola 
et al. [5] with success. More recently, Di Maio et al. [6] and Barbieri et al. [7] extended the 
detailed kinetic model of methane oxidation of Lignola et al. [5] in order to make it able to 
predict dynamic behavior (periodic ignition and complex oscillation) of the CH4/O2 system in 
a continuous stirred reactor in isothermal conditions. However, no experimental result in these 
conditions has been so far published to verify the effectiveness of the kinetic models. 
The renewed interest toward such phenomenology in methane oxidation arises from the 
development of new combustion modes, stimulated by pollutant reduction and energy saving 
requirements. This is the case of Mild combustion concerning fuel oxidation evolving in very 
diluted, highly preheated conditions. These processes show several features that make them 
quite attractive from the scientific and practical point of view. For instance, they are 
characterized by extension of reaction zone where nearly homogeneous temperature and 
concentration profiles are present, by absence of the typical noise and flame luminosity and 
by high infrared emission. Therefore, the exploitation of this new combustion mode does 
claim for extension of the study of both physical and chemical processes occurring in these 
extreme working conditions. During the experimental evaluation of the influence of high 
temperature, very diluted conditions on methane oxidation kinetics, a significant temperature 
oscillation phenomenology was detected. Therefore, a characterization of oscillating regimes 
in methane combustion was experimentally done at different initial temperature and 
carbon/oxygen ratio in a continuous stirred reactor. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
CH4/O2/N2 mixtures were injected in a spherical quartz Jet Stirred Flow Reactor with volume 
of about 0.1m3. The reactor was located inside a cylindrical (0.3m i.d.) electrically heated, 
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ceramic fiber wall oven, equipped with a temperature controller. A recirculation air system 
provides for an homogeneous temperature distribution in the oven which can reach a 
maximum temperature of 1300 K. The reactants pass through a pre-heating coil in the furnace 
so that the reactant temperature at the inlet of the reactor is nearly equal to oven temperature. 
Time resolved profiles of the reactor temperature were measured using a silica coated fine 
wire (40µm bead size) Pt-Pt13%Rh thermocouple. The temperature values were acquired by 
means of an A/D converter at a sampling rate of 50 Hz, then stored and analyzed by a 
personal computer. 
The experimental tests were carried out at atmospheric pressure, different inlet temperatures 
and mixture compositions. In particular, C/O ratio was changed from 0.1 up to 1 while 
keeping constant the dilution and the residence time (τ). Hence, the nitrogen volumetric 
fraction was fixed at 90% of the inlet flow, whereas CH4 and O2 fractions were changed 
simultaneously in order to obtain a τ of 0.5 s. For each C/O ratio the inlet reactant temperature 
(T0) was changed from 1020 K up to 1220 K. 

RESULTS 
The study of methane combustion in a continuous flow reactor in mild conditions revealed 
several characteristic behaviors that were classified by means of temperature temporal profile 
analysis. The regions corresponding to the different phenomenologies were pointed out in the 
bifurcation map reported in Fig.1 where inlet temperature and C/O ratio were considered as 
continuation parameters. The symbols correspond to conditions where experimental tests 
were performed. 
On this map three different regions were identified. The first one, on the left side of the dotted 
line corresponds to the conditions where stable oxidation occurs ( ). As expected at such 
high inlet temperatures, in this case a single step ignition leads the system to a steady working 
temperature that depends on the T0 and C/O ratio. This is the only phenomenology occurring 
in the region of richer C/O ratios down to 0.8 in the whole temperature range analyzed. 
At lower C/O ratios a second characteristic behavior was recorded corresponding to the 
region on the right side of the dotted curve ( , , ). As a matter of fact, starting from 
C/O=0.7 temperature oscillations can be found at T0 higher than 1120K. The oscillating 
temperature region enlarges toward lower T0 by decreasing the C/O ratio, thus covering 
almost the whole temperature range at leanest condition. 
Several dynamic behavior were recognized in this region. For C/O between 0.7 and 0.4 a 
stable oscillation phenomenology with simple waveform was identified ( ). An example of 
temperature temporal profile corresponding to the point indicated as (a) on the bifurcation 
map is reported in Fig.2(a). 
In the region around stoichiometric C/O ratio ((C/O)stoic=0.25) stable temperature oscillations 
with complex waveform ( ) were detected in the temperature range from 1100 K up to 
1200 K. They generally show a double peak wave-shape such as shown by the temperature 
temporal profile reported in Fig.2(b), corresponding to the point (b) of Fig.1. In the same 
region irregular temperature oscillations were also detected (▲). Also in this case a sort of 
periodicity can be recognized, such as shown by the temperature profile reported in Fig.2(c), 
corresponding to the point (c) of Fig.1. 
Although point (d) in Fig.1 is representative of a stable oscillation with simple waveform, 
such as the point (a), the related temperature temporal profile (Fig.2(d)) is quite different from 
temporal profile collected in (a). As a matter of fact, the latter is symmetric with respect to the 
average value whereas the former presents a bell-shaped profile. These differences correspond 
to a different oscillation frequency that changes from 0.2Hz in (a) to 2.8Hz measured in (d). 
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Fig. 1 Experimental bifurcation map for 
diluted methane combustion for 
inlet temperature and the C/O 
ratio as continuation parameters. 

Fig.2 Temperature temporal profiles 
corresponding to the points (a), 
(b), (c) and (d) of bifurcation map 
reported in Fig.1. 

Better information on system behavior can be pointed out by analysing the bifurcation 
diagram obtained by fixing one of the continuation parameters considered before. Therefore, 
in Fig.3 reactor temperatures measured for C/O=0.1 (a) and 0.6 (b) were reported as function 
of T0. In respect of the symbolism generally used, the solid lines correspond to the stable 
working temperature or to stable static branch, whereas the dotted lines with full symbols 
represent the maximum and minimum temperatures measured during oscillation and, 
therefore, the stable periodic branch. 
Low temperature increase, ranging from 25K at T0=1070K to few degrees at T0=1220K, were 
detected for C/O=0.1. The decrease of amplitude oscillation corresponds to an increase of 
oscillation frequency (f), such as shown by the frequency profile at C/O=0.1 reported in the 
bottom of Fig.3 ( ). In this case, f rises from 1Hz at 1070K up to 4.7 Hz at 1150K, then it 
slight decreases reaching a nearly constant value of about 3Hz. Similar behavior was shown 
by temperature profile related to C/O=0.6. Also in this case, the oscillation amplitude 
decreases with the increase of inlet temperature whereas f shows a monotonic trend passing 
from 0.53Hz at 1150K up to 2.7Hz at 1220K. The stable static and stable periodic branches 
obtained in present work were compared with the bifurcation diagram obtained by Lignola et 
al. [8] by means of a numerical analysis and represented in Fig.3 with the curve (c). The LP 
and HP1 are representative of limit and bifurcation points respectively. Although this 
temperature profile was computed for inlet conditions different from the one considered in the 
present work, it is noteworthy that the temperature range where stable periodic branches have 
been experimentally detected is a subset of temperature range where this phenomenology has 
been already predicted without the support of any experimental data. 
On the basis of these evidences a numerical simulation of these behavior were tentatively 
performed by using the methane oxidation model by Warnatz [9]. The system was 
schematized by means of Aurora configuration of the CHEMKIN package [10], that allows 
for the simulation of perfect stirred flow reactor in transient conditions. The temperature 
profile computed at T0=1070K and C/O=0.2 was compared in Fig.4 with the profile measured 
in the same conditions. The model fairly well reproduces the oscillation frequency although it 
fails in the computation of temperature oscillation amplitude. 
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Fig.3 Experimental bifurcation diagram 
for methane combustion in a JSFR 
considering the inlet temperature 
as bifurcation parameter. 

Fig.4 Experimental and numerical 
temperature temporal profile 
comparison. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Although an impressive number of papers on methane oxidation are present in literature, this 
is the first time that oscillation phenomenology has been experimentally recognized in 
methane combustion in a continuous flow reactor. The oscillations occur in high temperature 
range (T > 1000K) very different from the temperature range characteristic of oscillations 
related to most part of hydrocarbons. This experimental evidence can contribute to better 
understand the oxidation kinetic of small paraffins and represent a rigorous test for validation 
of kinetic models that must be able to predict the dynamic behavior of the reacting system, 
thus considering more stringent constraints. Moreover these results point out that mild 
combustion conditions do not exclude the occurrence of periodic behavior. 
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Abstract

In thepresentwork we want to investigatetheuseof hydrogenasfuel in turbulentcombustion,focusingon
flamestabilizationandflamestretching.We numericallyinvestigatea turbulentnon-premixedflameof ����������
for whichreliablepointmeasurementsareavailable.Thefuel jet Reynoldsnumberis ������� ; its velocity is �������! 
andthatof air (coaxial)is "#�$�� . We solve thereactive %'&)( axisymmetricNavier-Stokesequationsin RANS
andLES approximations,assuminga FastChemistryapproachfor hydrogenoxidation(the error associatedto
neglectingnon-equilibriumeffectsis usuallysmall).

Resultsshow goodagreementwith theexperimentaldataavailable,revealingimportantaspectsof combustion
suchaseffect of heat-releaserate,role of buoyancy, andLewis-numbereffectsduring theflame-vortex interac-
tions. In particular, we observed thata positive stretchingon theoutersideof theflamedecreasestemperature
anda negative stretching(compression)increasestemperature;the effectsof stretchingareoppositewhenthe
stretchingis appliedon theinnersideof theflame.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this work we numericallysimulatethedouble-concentrichydrogen-airjet diffusionflameexperimentallystudiedby Taka-
hashi[1]. This testcaseincludesdetailedvelocity andtemperaturedatafor thevalidationof advancedturbulentcombustion
modelscapableof predictinghigh-ordermoments: the near-field turbulent structurehasbeeninvestigatedby usingcondi-
tionally sampled,three-componentlaserDopplervelocimetryandcoherentanti-StokesRamanspectroscopy. Thecombustor
consistsof a centralfuel tube(9.45mm inner diameter, 0.2 mm lip thickness,806 mm lenght)anda concentricannulusair
tube(26.92mminnerdiameter),centeredin a verticaltestsection( *+���-,�*+�!�.�/�  squarecrosssectionwith roundedcorners
[quasi-octagonal],486mmlenght),throughwhichexternalair is supplied.Hydrogenis injectedaxially.

At first weanalyzedfrom akineticalpointof view by meansof SENKIN [4] (aCHEMKIN package,thatpredictsthetime-
dependentchemicalkineticsbehavior of ahomogeneousgasmixturein aclosedsystem)threedifferentmechanismscomparing
themwith adetailed�!� reactionsmechanism:asingle-step[2], a two-steps[2] andanothertwo steps[3]. To simplify theCFD
calculationwe assumedthefirst two globalmechanisms,i.e.,a single-stepanda two-steps[2]. Hydrogenkineticsis relatively
simplewhencomparedto thatof hydrocarbons.

2 RESULTS

We useda standardindustrialflow solver (FLUENT 5) for thesimulations.We simulatedtheburnerin %0&1( axisymmetric
domainby meansof theclassicalRANS 23&54 andLESSmagorinsky [5] models.In thefollowing weshow ourresultsobtained
with thetwo differentmechanismschosen,with andwithoutbuoyancy effect,andcomparethemwith experimentaldata.

We adoptedtheunstructuredfinite-volumesolver, with second-ordercentraldifferencingfor convective momentumfluxes
andsecond-orderupwindingfor scalarfluxes. The SIMPLE pressure-correctionschemeis usedfor time-advancement;dis-
cretizationof pressurein thecorrectionstepis second-orderaccurate.

For theRANS simulationswe adoptedtheEDC combustionmodel[6] andthesimplereactionswithout any modelingfor
turbulence- chemistryinteractions:we did not observe any differencebetweenthe two approaches.The temperaturefield is
shown in Fig. 1. Theflameis anchorednearthefuel tubeexit ontheair sideof thedividing streamline;thepredictedmaximum
temperatureis in agreementwith theadiabaticflametemperature.

The LES calculationis unsteadybut formally �6&7( (to reduceCPU time) andthereforethereis no vortex stretching;
anyway theseresultsarein agreementwith theexperimentaldata.In particular, themodelshave revealedimportantaspectsof
combustionsuchaseffectof heat-releaserate,roleof buoyancy, andLewis-numbereffectsduringthevortex-flameinteractions.
Fig 2 shows aninstantaneousiso-temperaturefield evidencingtheeffectof buoyancy-drivenstructures.Onceavortex is devel-
opedit rolls alongtheflamesurfacewhile it is convecteddownstream.To compareour unsteadyresultswith theexperimental
data,we computedensembleaveragesof measuredquantities.In eachsituation(differentchemistry, with andwithout buoy-
ancy) theflamebaseis anchorednearthefuel tubeexit on theair side(low-velocity region) of thedividing streamline(whose
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Contours of Static Temperature (k) Apr 29, 2002
FLUENT 5.4 (axi, dp, segregated, spe5, ke)
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1.73e+03

1.88e+03

2.04e+03

Figure1: Temperaturefield for theRANScalculation.

radial distancefrom theaxis: 8:9�"<; =��/� ) asthe sharptemperaturepeaks( >?�!�!��� K at @)AB*!; �+�C� , 8:A?� to �D; ���/� )
indicate. The maximumtemperatureregion shifts outward andbroadensdownstream. The rms temperaturefluctuactionis
maximum(up to E��!� K for theexperimentalcase)in theouterthermallayerwherethemeantemperaturegradientwaslarge;
this maximumis shiftedmoredownstreamin thesimulationsthanin theexperiments.Theresultsobtainedshow anexcellent
agreementwith theexperimentaldataavailablein particularfor theLES1-stepwith gravity case.In Fig. 4 wecompareaverage
temperature,its rms valuesandaxial velocity, of all our simulationswith the measureddataat oneaxial location(from the
experimenttherearesevenaxial locations,@FAG*�; �	HI*I�JH��!�DH����JH�=��	HI*+��� and ���!� mm).

Contours of Static Temperature (k)  (Time=3.6000e+00) Apr 29, 2002
FLUENT 5.4 (axi, dp, segregated, spe5, LES, unsteady)

3.27e+03

2.47e+02

4.99e+02

7.51e+02

1.00e+03

1.26e+03

1.51e+03

1.76e+03

2.01e+03

2.26e+03

2.52e+03

2.77e+03

3.02e+03

Figure2: Temperaturefield for theLES calculation.

The transitional �5'&K����� diffusion flame(seeFig. 2) is subjectedto stretchby two typesof vortices,onelocatedon
the fuel sideof the flameand the otheron the air side [7, 8]. Both typesof vorticescreatepositive (stretch)andnegative
(compression)stretchregionswhen interactingwith the flame. The flame-stretchfactorand temperatureat different radial
locationsareplottedfor theouterandinnervortex-flameinteractionsin Fig. 3. Whentheoutervortex interactswith theflame,
themaximumstretchoccurrsat a location25 mm upstreamof thevortex center(zL 175mm).Thebuoyancy-inducedvortex
in this casedevelopslocally stretchedflameletshaving a stretchfactorup to 210  NMPO andcompressedflameletshaving k as
low as90  MPO ; theflametemperaturedecreaseswhentheflameletis stretchedandincreaseswhenit is compressed.Theouter
vortex in this flameis associatedwith thefluid thatrotatesin theanti-clockwisedirection,andinducesanaxial velocity in the
flamezonethatdecreaseswith decreasingradialdistance.Thepositive velocity gradienthasmoreeffect on theheattransport
thanon themasstransportin the �  &1����� diffusionflamethathasa Lewis numberlessthanunity on the fuel side. In this
case,in fact,wehave aPrandtlnumberof 0.85andaSchmidtnumberof 0.7,sotheLewis numberis lessthanunity. Thefaster
removal of heatfrom the flamezone,dueto this velocity gradientin the stretchedflamelet,decreasesthe flametemperature
(Fig. 3) by about150K. Sincethevortex is on theair-side,theflamehasa convex curvaturewith respectto theincomingfuel.
This resultsin anincreasedflametemperaturein thecompressedflameletdueto thefuel cominginto theregionfasterthanheat
canescape.During theinnervortex-flameinteraction,theflameis stretchedin theregionswhereit is pushedradiallyoutward.
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Figure3: Profilesof thestretchingfactorandtemperaturealongtheflamesurface.

Whentheflameis pulledbackin thetrailing edgeof thevortex, thelocal flameletis compressed.Notethattheflamestretchis
maximumatalocationslightly downstreamof thevortex center. Flametemperature,whichis nearlyconstantin thesteady-state
flame,changeswith the axial distanceduring this interaction. In contrastto the resultsobtainedwith the outervortex-flame
interaction,whentheflameis stretchedby the innervortex, the temperatureincreases.Similarly, whenit is compressed,the
flametemperaturedecreases.
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Figure4: Comparisonof radialprofilesof temperature,axial velocityandits rmsatoneaxial location.
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INTRODUCTION 

In the last years lean premixed combustion has received great attention as it results in lowering 
the flame temperature thus reducing NOx emission. However, at low equivalence ratio values, a 
loss of stability can occur leading to spontaneous oscillations of temperature and pressure in the 
combustor. Pressure oscillations can be dangerous because they can lead to mechanical failures 
and high levels of acoustic noise. Many experimental and theoretical works have been developed 
in order to identify the physiochemical mechanism responsible for the dynamic behaviour of gas 
turbine combustors at lean conditions [1-3]. The main issue is to understand if the occurrence of 
large pressure oscillations experimentally observed in lean premixed combustors are driven 
unstable by unsteady release of heat and thus related to flame instability (intrinsic instabilities) or 
whether there is a feedback mechanism between acoustics and heat release from the flame 
(system instabilities). In a previous paper [4], we have addressed the oscillating heat release from 
the flame to the presence of heat losses in the combustors and to the reaction rate of the 
combustion and more specifically, to the positive feedback of temperature on reaction rate 
coupled with the negative feedback of fuel concentration on reaction rate. We have shown that a 
very simple model, based only on propane mass and energy balances, is able to simulate the 
oscillating behaviour. It seems reliable that in the next future biomass or by-products of 
combined-cycle coal gasification will be a significant source of fuels for gas turbines. Recently 
experimental runs have been performed in order to test the behaviour of combustors when 
mixture of hydrogen and hydrocarbons are fed [5]. It has been shown that the presence of 
hydrogen strongly stabilises the flame during lean combustion. In particular, it has been observed 
that by increasing hydrogen content in the mixture not only the region of existence of sable 
steady operating point is increased but also that oscillations are less likely to occur. The present 
work aims at theoretically studying the influence of hydrogen on both steady and dynamic 
combustor stability. The stability analysis of the combustor is performed by means of the 
bifurcation theory carried out by varying the residence time for mixture with different hydrogen 
contents.  

MATHEMATICAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The combustor has been modelled as non-adiabatic WSR. The gas behaviour is assumed as ideal. 
Moreover, one-step reaction rates for both propane and hydrogen have been used. The model 
equations are the unsteady fuel mass balance and energy balances. They read:  
Propane mass balance: 

dYp/dt = (Yp,in - Yp)/τ – rp/ρ  (1) 

Hydrogen mass balance: 

dYh/dt = (Yh,in - Yh)/τ – rh/ρ  (2) 
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Energy balance: 

dT/dt = Cp (Tin - T)/(τ Cv) + Σi=p,h(∆Hr,i –R T) ri/(ρ Cv) – h av (T - Tc)/ (ρ Cv) (3) 

initial conditions: 

@ t=0      Yi=Yi°, T=T°  (4) 

The reaction rate for propane used in the model is a one step kinetic equation evaluated 
according to Westbrook and Dryer [6]:  

rp = (k°/α) exp(-Ea/R T) Yp
0.1 Yox

1.65 ρ1.75  (5) 

where k°=2.8e8 kg/ m3 s; Ea/R = 15098 1/K. The reaction rate for hydrogen propane used in the 
model is a one step kinetic equation evaluated according to Marinov et al. [7]:  

rh = (k°/α) exp(-Ea/R T) Yh Yox
0.5 ρ  (6) 

where k°=1.8e13 kg/ m3 s; Ea/R = 17614 1/K. The parameter α  takes into account the effect of 
microscale mixing limitations. The heat transfer coefficient (h) has been evaluated according to 
the Dittus-Boleter equation reported in Incropera and DeWitt, [8]. The bifurcation analysis of the 
proposed model, has been performed by means of the software AUTO97 based on the 
continuation method [9].  

RESULTS 

The residence time is assumed as bifurcation parameter. The combustor stability has been 
studied for the three mixtures reported in 
table1. The choice of mixture composition 
has been conducted by ensuring a constant 
combustor thermal load. In figure 1 the 
bifurcation diagram for mixture 1 in terms of 
the combustor dimensionless temperature is 
shown as function of residence time. The 

occurrence of an isola with a stable steady state region can be observed besides the non ignited 
solution that has been omitted for the sake of clarity. 
On the isola extremes, two fold bifurcation points (or 
limit points, ● ) are present. The lower temperature 
solution of the isola is a saddle point. The range of 
existence of a stable steady state hot solution extends 
from the HB_L point (τ = 4.86 ms) to the HB_H point 
(τ=11.26 ms). These points are two stable supercritical 
Hopf bifurcations from which stable oscillations of 
temperature and pressure arise.  

Table1. Mixtures composition 
Mixture H2(%) C3H8(%) Y_C3H8 y_H2 

1 0 100 0.036 0 
2 100 0 0 0.014
3 50 50 0.018 0.007

τ  (s)

0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 0.012

Θ

2.5

3.0
HB_L

HB_H

unstable SS
stable SS

HB stable
LP

 
Figure1 –Bifurcation diagram of mixture 
1:dimensionless temperature as function of 
residence time 

Blow out occurs when the region of existence of the 
stable limit cycles vanishes. Same calculations with 
respect to the dependence from the residence time 
have been performed for mixtures 2 and 3. In figure 2 
the bifurcation diagram is shown for mixture 2, in 
terms of the combustor dimensionless temperature. 
The region of existence of a stable steady state point 
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Figure 2 – Bifurcation diagram of mixture 2: 
dimensionless temperature as function of 
residence time 

 

for pure hydrogen is wider than that obtained for pure 
propane, ranging from τ=3.4e-7s (HB_L) to τ=0.19s 
(HB_H). These points are stable supercritical HB 
bifurcation (HB_L and HB_H). The HB_H point is not 
interesting being an operating point characterised by 
low values of temperature (T=855K), far away from 
typical operating conditions in combustors. The low 
residence time Hopf bifurcation point (HB_L) occurs at 
a very low value of the residence time (τ=3.4e-7s), 
never reached in a real combustor. As a consequence, it 
is possible to conclude that not only the blow out region 
is strongly reduced if compared to that one of pure 
propane but also that when H2 is used oscillations are 

not possible in actual conditions. In figure 3 the bifurcation diagram for the mixture of propane 
and hydrogen (mixture 3) is shown. In this case the region of existence of an ignited solution is 
larger than the pure propane region (Fig.1) but narrower than the pure hydrogen mixture (Fig.2).  
Three Hopf bifurcation points (HB_L, HB_M and HB_H) can be detected. The point at low 
values of the residence time (HB_L, τ=8.8e-5s), is unstable. This point corresponds to the HB_L 

point of the pure propane bifurcation diagram (Fig.1). 
The presence of hydrogen, not only shifts this point to 
lower values of the residence time but also is able to 
destabilise it. As a consequence, from this point no stable 
oscillations are possible. At higher values of the 
residence time the two Hopf bifurcation points (HB_M 
and HB_H) are stable and then oscillations may arise. 
The HB_H point occurs at values of temperature 
(T=870K) and conversion degree (x=0.015) far away 
from the typical values of existing combustors. Point 
HB_M corresponds to the HB_H point in the pure 
propane bifurcation diagram (Fig.1). The presence of 
hydrogen, is able to shift this point at lower temperature 
(1300K) and higher values of residence time, enlarging 
the region of stable steady state operating conditions. 
Near point HB_M an hysteresys behaviour is possible, 
according to which by increasing the residence time from 

point HB_M oscillations occur followed by a jump on the lower stable branch of the isola 
instead of blow out. Comparison of the bifurcation results (Fig.1, 2 and 3) as function of the 
residence time shows that mixtures 1, 2 and 3 differ in terms of characteristics of the solutions 
and their stability. At the typical operating conditions, a pure propane mixture can give rise to 
oscillating behaviour, while pure hydrogen mixture, exhibits only steady state solutions. Mixture 
3 has an intermediate behaviour because, differently from the pure hydrogen mixture, it can 
exhibit stable dynamic regimes but it has a much wider range of stable steady state operation 
points than pure propane. These results suggest that the presence of hydrogen in the feed mixture 
could stabilise the combustor in a steady state operating point reducing the possibility of 
oscillations. Tomczak et al. [5] have performed experimental tests in a gas turbine combustor by 
using pure methane, pure hydrogen and a mixture of methane and hydrogen (50%) at different 
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values of load. Their results show that the presence of hydrogen in methane strongly reduces 
amplitudes of the oscillations.  

CONCLUSIONS 

The stability analysis of a lean premixed combustor for different fuel compositions has been 
performed by means of the bifurcation theory. The combustor has been modelled as an unsteady 
well stirred reactor. Three different fuel compositions have been compared and in particular, 
pure propane, pure hydrogen and a mixture of propane and hydrogen at the same value of 
thermal load. The results show that propane and hydrogen exhibit significantly different 
behaviour in terms of both blow-out and dynamic conditions. This behaviour has been addressed 
to the higher hydrogen reaction rate and wider flammability limits. It is to point out that to 
simulate the behaviour of a real combustor the effect of non homogeneous spatial distributions of 
compositions and temperature have certainly to be included. Furthermore, as a consequence of 
this kinetic instability, acoustic oscillations can also be excited. Therefore, the complete coupling 
with fluid flow and acoustic is needed in order to perform also a quantitative comparison with 
the experimental results.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Liquid fuels (gasoline, jet fuels and diesel fuels) are complex chemical mixtures, often 
containing thousands of compounds. These fuels only meet broadly defined specifications, 
therefore their composition varies with crude oil source and also with season and year of 
production. The definition and use of surrogate blends allow the fuel composition to be 
accurately controlled and monitored, thus providing a model fuel useful for experimental and 
computational tractability and reproducibility. Surrogates need to meet physical and chemical 
properties of the real fuel in a given application. As an example, a surrogate blend of 6 pure 
hydrocarbons is found to adequately simulate the distillation and compositional characteristics 
of a realistic JP-8 [1]. 
Liquid fuels are mainly composed of paraffins, naphtenes and aromatics. Dodecane and 
tetradecane are typical reference components for linear alkanes, while iso-octane is often used 
as a model component for branched paraffins [2]. Cyclohexane and methyl cyclohexane are 
assumed as the reference molecules in the cycloalkane fraction while light alkyl-benzenes, 
such as xylenes, can represent the remaining aromatic fraction.  
The detailed kinetic modelling of normal and branched paraffines has already been widely 
discussed and clarified in recent years, while the behaviour of aromatics and naphtenes, less 
defined and accurate, should require more attention.  
The recent interest in the homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) as a clean and 
valid alternative to spark ignition (SI) and diesel engine, imposes a deeper understanding of 
combustion characteristics of liquid fuels, naphthenes in particular because they are critical 
components for ignition delay times. 
 
PROPERTIES OF LIQUID FUELS 
 

Kerosenes are complex mixtures containing C9 to C16 hydrocarbons, their composition 
depends on the crude source and refinery process conditions. The typical distillation range is 
145 to 300°C, therefore the boiling points of the carcinogenic 3 to 7 fused-ring polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) are well above this range [3]. 
The major components of kerosenes are branched and straight chain paraffins and naphthenes 
(cycloparaffins), these normally account for at least 70 to 80% by volume. Aromatic 
hydrocarbons, mainly alkylbenzenes and alkylnaphthalenes, do not normally exceed 20-25% 
by volume. Olefins are not present at more than 5% by volume. In facts, they are undesirable 
constituents of kerosenes since they are relatively unstable and can cause polymer and gum 
formation when burnt. 
Kerosenes are essentially of two types: straight-run, obtained from crude oil by atmospheric 
distillation, and cracked, obtained from thermal or catalytic treatment of refinery streams. 
The most important use of kerosenes is in blending aviation fuels. Such fuels have demanding 
specifications, both for civil and military aircraft. Common jet fuels, with a maximum 
aromatic content of 25% (vol), are: 

•= Jet A-1 : used in civil aircraft, maximum freezing point -47°C. 
•= Jet A : similar to Jet A-1, but with maximum freezing point of -40°C (available in 

North America). 
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•= Jet B : wide cut type, used in civil aircraft, very limited availability. 
•= AVTAG/JP-4 : wide cut type, used in military aircraft. 
•= AVCAT/JP-5 : high flash point, used in naval aircraft. 
•= AVTUR/JP-8 : kerosene type used in military aircraft. 

Jet fuels are blends of kerosene streams, sometimes supplemented with naphthas together 
with low concentrations of additives to improve stability and performance. All jet fuels must 
be free of contaminants, particularly water and must be pumpable at very low temperatures 
and stable at higher temperatures. Physical properties and specifications limits of jet fuels are 
summarized in table 1. 
 
Property Unit Method 

(ASTM)
Jet A 
Jet A1 

Jet B JP-4 JP-5 JP-8 

Distillation range 
10% over °C D86 205 - - 205 205 

Distillation end point °C D86 300 - 270 300 300 
Density at 15°C kg/m3 D4052 775-840 751-802 751-802 788-845 775-840
Reid vapor pressure at 
37.8°C kPa D323 - - 14-21 - - 

Closed cup flash 
point, min. °C D3828 38 - - 60 38 

Kinematic viscosity at 
–20°C, max. mm2/s D445 8.0 - - 8.5 8.0 

Freezing point, max. °C D2386 -40(JetA) 
-47(JetA1) -50 -58 -46 -47 

Aromatics, max. % v/v D1319 25 25 25 25 25 
 
Table 1 Specification limits and properties of typical jet fuels [3]. 
 
Gasoils are used primarily in the production of fuels for diesel engines and for both industrial 
and domestic heating [4]. Also gasoils are complex and variable mixtures of hydrocarbons, 
predominantly C11 to C25 with boiling temperatures in the range 150-450°C. Chemical 
composition depends on the nature of the crude and on the refinery processes that they have 
undergone. Gasoils must meet specifications based on technical performance requirements, 
their principal uses are: automotive fuels for diesel engines, heating oils, marine fuels. 
Physical properties of these fuels are given in table 2  
 
Property  Unit Method 

(ASTM)
Automotive 
gas oil 

Heating oil Distillate 
marine fuel 

Boiling range °C D86 160-390 160-400 170-420 
Kinematic viscosity at 40°C mm2/s D445 2-4.5 2-7.4 1.5-7.4 
Flash point, min. °C D93 56 56 60 
Pour point, max. °C D97 -5 0 -6 
Density at 15°C kg/m3 D1298 820-860 810-900 820-920 
Vapor pressure at 40°C KPa D2889 ca 0.4 ca 0.4 - 
Sulphur max * % m/m D1552 0.05 0.2 1.5-2.0 

* Stricter maximum sulphur limits may apply in some countries. 
 
Table 2 Typical properties of gas oils [4] 
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Gasoils contain straight and branched chain paraffins, naphthenes and aromatic hydrocarbons 
and also mixed aromatic cycloalkanes (e.g. indanes and tetraline). Olefins are usually present 
only in cracked gasoils. Performance requirements for gasoil fuels are defined primarily in 
terms of physical properties, the sulphur content typically being the only significant 
compositional parameter. Most commercial gasoils contain also PAH, mainly 2 and 3-ring 
compounds. The use of heavier atmospheric, vacuum or cracked gas oil components is likely 
to result in an increase in the content of 4 to 6-ring PAHs, some of which are known to be 
carcinogenic. Commercially available gasoils may contain low concentrations of performance 
additives such as flow improvers, corrosion inhibitors, defoamers, dyes/markers, anti-
oxidants, stability improvers, cetane improvers, detergents and anti-static additives. 
 
KINETIC MODEL 
 

A large and general semi detailed kinetic scheme of hydrocarbon oxidation was already 
developed and discussed in earlier works [5]. The scheme uses a simplified description of the 
primary propagation reactions and primary intermediates for the reference fuels (n-heptane 
and iso-octane) and then treats the reactions of smaller species with a detailed elementary 
kinetic scheme. This semi-detailed approach, together with an extensive use of structural 
analogies and similarities within the different reaction classes, readily accommodates 
extensions of the kinetic model to different fuels and/or additives. Liquid fuel surrogates are 
usually defined in terms of a limited number of heavy reference components. On this basis, 
the extension of the scheme to include heavier paraffines (n-dodecane and n-tetradecane), 
naphthene reference components (such as cyclohexane and methylcyclohexane) and tetraline 
(C10H12) only required the analysis of their primary propagation reactions [1,6]. 
In order to show the possibility of the kinetic model, two different mixtures are analysed.  
 
Methyl-cyclohexane/Toluene 
The study of these simple blends containing substantial amounts of naphtenes and aromatics 
constitutes a key step towards the analysis of real fuels. Experimental data of methyl-
cyclohexane (MCH)-toluene blends were obtained by Zeppieri et al.[7], in the Princeton 
Turbulent Flow Reactor. The model properly predicts the lower reactivity of toluene, both in 
the case of pure toluene and in the mixtures. As shown in figure 1, MCH conversion correctly 
decreases due to the addition of toluene; conversely, the mixture’s effect increases the toluene 
reactivity.  
 

 
Figure 1 Mixture effect on MCH and Toluene oxidation in PFR at 1160 K; Φ=1.3 [7] 
Normalized mole fractions of MCH (panel a) and Toluene (panel b) as a function of time [s]. 
Pure MCH: 1815 ppm and   pure Tolene 2559 ppm  (solid lines and filled circles) 
Blend: MCH 1229 ppm - Toluene 1475 ppm (dotted lines and squares) 
Blend: MCH 240 ppm - Toluene 2592 ppm (dashed lines and empty circles) 
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Kerosene 
The rich kerosene/O2/N2 laminar premixed flame (Φ = 1.7) has been analyzed by Doute’ et 
al.[8]. They report a broad chemical analysis of kerosene. On mole basis, the assumed fuel 
composition is 73.5 n-dodecane, 5.5 i-octane, 10 MCH, 1 benzene and 10 toluene. As shown 
in figure 2, the overall agreement between model predictions and experimental data is good. 
Olefins from C2 to C5 are correctly reproduced by the model, while acetylene, ethane and 
benzene are underestimated.  
 

Fig. 2. Experimental (symbols) and predicted (lines) mole fractions of relevant species in a 
kerosene flame[8]  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Real liquid fuels are complex mixtures of several components. Since they must meet broadly 
defined specifications, their composition varies not only with refinery source, but also with 
year of production. Therefore surrogate blends, which reproduce the chemical and physical 
characteristics of these fuels, are needed for experimental and computational studies. A semi-
detailed kinetic model was tested against experimental data of methyl-cyclohexane/toluene 
mixtures and conventional kerosene giving satisfactory agreement between experimental data 
and model predictions. 
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    INTRODUCTION 
    Flux methods are approximate methods for the solution of the radiative transport equation,  
    the simplifying approximation consisting in the assumption of the angular distribution of  
    the intensity of incident radiation at a point in the medium. A second order partial differential   
    flux transport  equation is obtained by angular integration over the 2π solid angle centred about 
    the positive and negative direction of each axis for the relevant component of the radiative flux 
    vector, whose spatial distribution remains thus defined by the boundary conditions. A variety  
    of flux methods is encountered in the literature as a consequence of different assumptions of  
    the profile of incident radiation, as well as of different procedures of integration. 
    The discrete ordinate four-flux method for cylindrical axisymmetric coordinates in object  
    is the present state of refinement of that originally developed in Ref. 1. The validation has 
    been focused on the wall heat flux profiles obtained by assigned temperature distributions  
    in the medium in view of the application to furnace design and performance prediction,  
    where the main objectives are the heat flux profile at tube walls and the temperature of  
    refractory walls. The ranges of absorption thickness and albedo of the radiating medium 
    considered in this validation include any combination of combustion gases with the soot  
    and fly ash content typical of atomized liquid and pulverized fuel flames, and with the dust  
    loads found in the freeboard of fluidized bed combustors and in cement clinker rotary kilns.  
 
 
    GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
    The flux transport equations of the two components Gz  and Gr of the average radiative flux G, 
     obtained by angular integration of the radiative transport equation in an absorbing/emitting  
     and isotropically scattering medium of absorbing and scattering coefficients ka and ks after 
     assigning our discrete ordinate intensity profile, are: 
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    the 2x2 matrices Ω, M, and W(= M-1) being functions of the geometry of the elementary  
    volume only [1]. 
       The boundary conditions for the flux transport equations above are: 
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    at walls of blackbody emissive power  and emissivity iwE , iw,ε  normal to the axis z and r, and 
 

0/ =∂∂ rGr  
 
    on the symmetry axis. 
    The flux method above has been further extended to take into account the anisotropic scattering 
    of radiation by large particles of a cloud compared to thermal wavelengths by delta-Eddington 
    approximation of the relevant phase function. The rate of radiative heat transfer by such  
    a medium is intermediate between that of the purely absorbing/emitting and of the absorbing/ 
    emitting and isotropically scattering medium of the same absorption thickness, as reported  
    in Refs. 2 and 3 for the case of the freeboard of a fluidized bed combustor. 
 
    VALIDATION 
    The dimensionless heat flux at the isothermal black walls of the cylindrical chamber  
    of diameter D and length L filled by a purely absorbing/emitting isothermal medium  
    of absorption coefficient ka gives the emissivity 
 

εG = εG(kaD, L/D) 
 

    whose dependence on the absorption thickness of the medium kaD and aspect ratio of the  
    chamber L/D obtained by the flux method can be visualized in fig. 1. The sensitivity 
    to the aspect ratio is a maximum for media of absorption thickness of the order of unity  
    and tends to vanish in both the thin and thick medium limits. A number of exact values 
    of the emissivity calculated by the zone method [4] are also reported in the Figure for  
    the purpose of comparison. The agreement is particularly good when the absorption thickness 
    is lower than 1., and still good even for large aspect ratios in fairly thick media, where  
    the largest discrepancies occur ( -5.2% for L/D = 5 and -6.6% for L/D = 10). 
    The results of a more demanding test on the case of a non-isothermal medium exhibiting  
    the initial temperature rise followed by a fall after reaching a maximum, typical of  
    a combustion chamber where the heat release by the flame exceeds the heat absorption  
    by the cold walls up to a distance from the burner end between a half and two thirds of  
    the length, are shown in fig. 2. The temperature profile is reported together with the heat flux 
    profiles at the circumferential cold wall (at temperature Tw = 500K) of a furnace of diameter  
    D = 1m and length L = 6m where the exact heat flux profiles have been calculated by Chui  
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    et al. [5] for the three levels of the absorption coefficient ka = 0.1, 1., 10. m-1. The comparison 
    with those obtained by the flux method is very good for all values of the absorption 
    coefficient, and hence over the whole range of absorption thickness that may be expected  
    in the combustion chamber when fired by a lean gas flame (ka ≈ 0.1m-1) or by a sooty oil or 
    pulverized fuel flame (ka = 1. to 10. m-1). 
    The validation has been extended next to scattering media, two-phase media in this instance,  
    such as solid particle laden combustion gases, where the functional dependence of the emissivity 
    in the case of isotropic scattering becomes 
 

εG = εG(kaD, L/D, ω) 
 

    the albedo ω being the ratio of the scattering to the extinction coefficient (ω = ks/(ka+ks)).  
    Exact solutions are available in the literature for absorbing/emitting and isotropically scattering 
    media, even if only in the limiting cases where the aspect ratio tends to zero or to infinity. 
    The predictions of the flux method are compared with the exact solutions of Hottel and 
    Sarofim [4] in the L/D  limit for a plane slab of a purely absorbing/emitting  medium  0→
    in fig. 3 and of an absorbing/emitting and scattering medium in fig. 4. In the first case (fig. 3) 
    the flux method is shown to underestimate the emissivity toward the transparent medium limit, 
    and to overestimate that of intermediate and high absorption thickness media. Quantitatively,  
    the agreement is satisfactory, as the maximum discrepancies do not exceed -7% for kaL < 0.3 
    and +5% for kaL > 0.3. In the second case (fig. 4) it may be worth noting that the upper limit  
    of the emissivity/absorptivity of an isotropically scattering plane slab is no longer that of  
    the blackbody, but a lower value the higher the albedo, the complement being the reflectivity.  
    The overall trend of the predictions of the flux method is reversed with respect to that  
    observed in purely absorbing/emitting media, in that the emissivity is overestimated for low  
    and intermediate values of the absorption thickness (below 5% for ω<0.7 and up to 9% for  
    ω=0.9) and underestimated for thick media (with a maximum discrepancy of -2.7% for ω=0.9).  
    In the case of the infinite cylinder the exact values of the emissivity of an  absorbing/ 
    emitting and scattering medium reported in fig. 5 are those calculated by Azad and Modest [6].  
    The predictions of the flux method are in very good agreement in thin media, as well as over  
    the whole range of absorption thickness for low values of the albedo. The underestimation 
    observed in the range of intermediate and thick media does not exceed 8% even for such 
    considerable scattering levels as ω>0.5.  
       
    CONCLUSIONS 
     A reliable discrete ordinate four-flux method has been developed for the purpose of design  
     and performance prediction of cylindrical furnaces, in the light of the good agreement 
     found with exact solutions of the radiative transport equation in the validation tests. 
     The adoption of the method can thus be recommended for purely absorbing/emitting  
     combustion products, such as gas species and soot, as well as for cases where the solid  
     particles present in the flue gas reach concentration levels that confer appreciable  
     scattering properties to the two-phase medium. 
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Fig. 2 – Heat flux profiles predicted  
by the flux method (full lines) and  
exact values [5] (symbols) at the 
circumferential wall of a D=1m, L=6m 
cylindrical chamber filled by a medium 
of absorption coefficient ka with the 
temperature profile shown. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 - Emissivity of an absorbing/ 
emitting cylindrical volume of  
absorption thickness kaD and aspect 
ratio L/D predicted by the flux method 
(full lines) and exact values [4] 
(symbols).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 - Emissivity of a plane slab 
of an absorbing/emitting medium  
of absorption thickness kaL  
predicted by the flux method 
(full line) and exact [4] (dotted line). 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Significant concentrations of NO2 have been found in the products of range-top burners,1 
because a large proportion of NO is converted to NO2; besides the final NO2 concentration is 
likely to rise through rapid cooling of hot exhaust gases. Since NO2 is believed to be a greater 
pollution hazard than NO, the question has some environmental significance especially on 
unvented gas space heaters because these appliances discharge exhaust gases in domestic 
environment causing a serious source of indoor pollution especially in the amounts of NO2. 
Current research about NO2 formation on domestic appliances, based on detailed kinetic 
modelling, indicates that the concentration of both NO2 and NO fall sharply with increasing 
air equivalence ratio, λ, under fuel-lean conditions.2 
The present paper reports the results of a possible way to reduce NO2 emissions in the exhaust 
gases of an unvented room heater. In particular, the effects of the cooling conditions of the hot 
exhaust gases on NO-NO2 conversion in unvented gas space heaters are fully investigated 
with both chemical kinetic calculations and experiments, in order to find a practical way to 
prevent NO to NO2 conversion. 
 
 
MODELLING CALCULATIONS 
 Natural cooling rate of exhaust gases coming out from the flame with surrounding air at 
ambient temperature has been modelled with a CFD code (Fluent), as shown in Fig. 1a). 
There are mainly two cooling rate profiles: the central and the lateral one of 20 K/ms and 90 
K/ms respectively. To investigate NO to NO2 conversion during the quenching process of hot 
combustion gases, the cooling rate profiles, expressed in terms of temperature gradient over 
time (dT/dt), were given, and the changes of species concentrations with time were calculated 
by the Chemkin code. The final gas temperature was fixed at 373 K. Twenty-five species and 
96 reactions for only C1-chemistry and NOx mechanisms important for NO2 formation were 
considered, and in this study only those extracted from mechanism proposed by Miller & 
Bowman were used.3 The pressure was fixed at one atmosphere. The initial concentrations of 
chemical species, except for species containing nitrogen, have been verified to be almost the 
same as in condition of chemical equilibrium in the adiabatic flame for a methane/air mixture. 
Indeed we found that, except for the initial NOx concentration, they exert little influence on 
important results. Initial NO and NO2 concentrations were fixed arbitrarily. The total 
calculation time was fixed at one second, because this is long enough not to affect the results 
significantly. The degree of NO2 formation is expressed by a NO2 conversion ratio:  
 

[ ] 100%
22

2
2 ∗

++
=

NOONNO
NONO     (1) 

 
When exhaust gases are cooled gradually the NO2 conversion ratio can be kept below 10%, as 
show in Fig. 1b). Thus the cooling rate of free flame in surrounding air should determine NO2 
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conversion ratio under 20%, but the NO2 experimental emissions do not match with this 
result. Indeed, this slow cooling simulation requires gradual and well controlled cooling, 
together with equilibrium conditions of heat transfer, but unfortunately the reaction chemistry 
in the case of combustion and cooling process in an unvented heater is not under equilibrium 
conditions. Therefore the time evolution of the combustion gases and heat radiative transfer 
become important in explaining the NO2 formed by oxidation of NO. Besides commercial 
unvented heaters have a black internal surface that causes heat losses by exhaust gases.  
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losses by exhaust gases, to increase a surrounding air temperature and to increase the 
residence time of exhaust gases at high temperature. 
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Fig. 2 – a) NO2 conversion ratio as a function of surrounding air temperature  

 b) NO2 conversion ratio as a function of NO inlet concentration 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
 The experimental tests have been carried out with a modified commercial unvented room 
heater. Following the guidelines suggested by the simulations as described above, according 
to which a slow and controlled quenching of exhaust gases reduces the NO2 formation, we 
have put inside the unvented heater a Worgas heat exchanger and a Worgas burner. Fig. 3 
shows a photo of experimental facilities.  
 

 
Fig. 3 – Photo of unvented room heater, with Worgas burner and Worgas heat exchanger, 

under regular hood for measurements according to ANSI standard 
 
The tests have been carried out following the guidelines of the American standard ANSI 
Z21.11.2. This standard describes also a proposal draft to perform NO2 emissions’ 
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measurements for unvented room heaters. NOx and NO concentration were determined in the 
sample gas by means of a chemiluminescent analyser and NO2 concentration emissions by an 
unvented heater burning methane gas is obtained by the difference between the two data.  
The experimental results with original unvented room heater can provide fundamental data on 
NO2 formation levels in combustion systems where the dilution/cooling processes occur. Such 
a high and rapid dilution of the flue gases with cold ambient air is a typical characteristic for 
unvented heaters and is mainly useful to cool down hot flue gases to prevent burn hazards for 
people. The results of the experimental tests are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1 
Input Load 100% Commercial configuration 

(without heater exchanger)
Worgas configuration 

(with heater exchanger) 
NO2 air free [ppm] 33 ± 2 13 ± 2 

 
This heat exchanger realises a NO2 reduction of about 40% in respect to commercial room 
heater, confirming our expectation. Thus this is a solution to reduce NO2 emission in this type 
of domestic appliances. The NO2 production is reduced controlling the quenching of hot gases 
coming out from the flame, or controlling the surrounding air temperature. Thus the Worgas 
heat exchanger controls the cooling rate of the combustion products, reducing heat losses, and 
maintains both an appropriate residence time and residence temperature, which result in a 
reduced conversion of NO to NO2. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 We see the possibility of developing a Worgas heat exchanger and burner for room 
heaters to realise low NO2 conversion controlling the interactions between appliance 
geometry and hot exhaust gas flux. This paper has emphasised how these results can help 
designing low NO2 appliances in reference to ANSI Z21.11.2. To achieve this goal some 
parameters have been defined to design a heat exchanger that allows low NO2 emissions in 
every unvented room heaters. As shown above one effective way of reducing the NO2 
emissions is reached through the use of the Worgas heat exchanger. This exchanger decreases 
heat losses by exhaust gases and increases the surrounding air temperature which determine 
low NO2 conversion ratio. We are developing new Chemkin simulations in order to better 
understand the relations between the temperature and the diffusion made of secondary air 
towards the flame and the level of NO2 concentrations in exhaust gases; we are also checking 
the effect of radiation. We will verify our results testing new prototypes of heat exchangers 
with new designs on the same gas room heater.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Reburning technology in combustion consists of a combined air and fuel staging, in which a 
part of the second one (about 10-20% called primary fuel) is injected over the combustion 
zone. In this section, called reburning zone, reconversion paths of NO to other nitrogenous 
compounds, such as N2, NH3, HCN, are favourite. Secondary fuel can be the same of the 
primary one, but generally methane is preferred because of his lack in N content. Combustion 
is completed in burn-out zone with an excess of “over-fire air” that determines the oxidation 
of unreacted species. In this section, HCN, N2, NH3 can reconvert to NO, but the total NOx 
amount, measured at the stack in reburning conditions, results remarkably less than the one 
obtained in conventional combustion.  
Global mechanism can be subdivided in two steps [1]. In the first one, NO is fastly coverted 
to HCN (thanks to the presence of hydrocarbon radicals), through the paths: 

 NO + HCCO ⇔  HCN + CO2                           (1) 
NO + CH3 ⇔  HCN + H2O               (2) 

In the second stage, the slower and therefore the limiting one for the process, HCN is 
transformed in NHi and then in molecular nitrogen:  

                          O, OH, H 
 HCN  NHi                             (3) 
                     
    NHi   N2                                       (4) 
                                                                                                  NO 

Since HCN is the principal product of NO reconvertion, a measure of this compound in the 
reducing zone can be a good index of reburning efficiency. 
THE EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 
 

The experimental tests have been carried out in a steam production plant, which dimensions 
are: 13 m height, 13 m length and 7 m width. In the furnace body, natural circulation tubes for 
water vaporization are placed. The most part of the steam produced, at 224°C and 23 kg/cm2, 
with a mass flow of 2.73 kg/s, is conveyed to an air condenser. A minor fraction is employed 
for atomization of the liquid fuel (with a low sulfur content), preheated at about 100°C. 
A number of eight burners, all placed in the frontal part of the furnace, have been used: four 
MAIN burners (Low-NOx kind, three swirled coaxial air flows), two reburning burners (RB, 
with two coaxial swirled ducts), and two overfired air ones (OFA, of the same RB kind with 
no fuel duct). Combustion products exit from the furnace at a temperature of about 550°C and 
are carried to a tubular exchanger in which air is preheated up to 290°C. In our tests, flue 
gases have been recirculated only to the RB burners (with an inlet temperature of about 
350°C), while air has been conveyed to MAIN and OFA ones. Experimental campaign has 
been performed in two phases. In the first one, emissions have been monitored at the stack, 
while in the second one they have been directly sampled in the furnace body. In the first tests 
grid, plant operating conditions have been varied in order to find the best configuration, in 
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terms of the lowest NOx emissions. Second phase was particularly finalized to an in-flame 
characterization of HCN distribution, after the introduction of air and fuel staging. 
Measures collection has been carried out with a FTIR and a Chemical Ionization Mass  
Spectrometer,  available on ENEA Mobile Lab, typically used for in situ online analyses. 
 

Mass Spectrometer 

HCN 
VOC: Formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde, Propionaldehyde, Acetone, 
Crotonaldehyde, Butyraldehyde, Benzene, Toluene, Styrene, O,p-
Xylene, Ethylbenzene, Propylbenzene,  Ethyltoluene, Mesitylene, 
Trimethylbenzene, Butylbenzene.  
PAH: Naphthalene, Fluorene, Anthracene, Phenanthrene, 
Chrysene, Benzanthracene, Benzopyrene, Benzofluoranthene, 
Dibenzanthracene, Coronene      

FTIR coupled to O2 
and CO2 detectors NO, NO2, N2O, SO2, CO, CH4, HCl, HF, NH3, H2O, O2, CO2 

 

Tab.1: Chemical equipment employed in the experimental campaign 
 

During the sampling, adduction lines connected with instrumentation were heated and kept at 
about 180°C, to prevent water and heavy polyciclic hydrocarbons condensation risk. 
 
Emissions online monitoring at the stack 

Seven plant configurations, summarized in the following table, have been tested: 
 

Baseline 100% air and fuel to MAIN. No staging 
Ofa20% 20% air to OFA, 100% fuel to MAIN 
Ofa25% 25% air to OFA, 100% fuel to MAIN 
Ofa30% 30% air to OFA, 100% fuel to MAIN 
Ofa30%Rb25% 30% air to OFA, 25% fuel to RB 
Ofa30%Rb20% 30% air to OFA, 20% fuel to RB 
Ofa30%Rb15% 30% air to OFA, 15% fuel to RB 

 

Tab.2: plant configurations tested 
 

Total fuel and air mass flows were respectively 525 kg/h and about 7.5 tons/h. For each plant 
configuration, the stoichiometric ratio at the reburning zone has been changed by slightly 
modulating air mass flow to the MAIN and OFA burners. In such a way, the oxygen content 
at the outlet of flue gas duct has been monitored, until the minimum manageable value has 
been reached. This value is established as a compromise between the minimum NOx content 
at the stack together with an acceptable CO level. PAH, VOC and macro-polluting species 
such as CO, CO2, NOx (calculated as a sum of NO, NO2 and N2O and expressed in terms of 
total N2O), SO2, HX (HCl, HF), NH3 have been monitored for all the plant configurations. 
All the data have been normalized with respect a 3% oxygen content in the flue gas. Best 
performances were obtained with Of30%Rb20% configuration, as it can be observed in Fig.1.  
For this specific configuration, the most convenient oxygen residual content in the flue gas 
was about 1.5%, in correspondence of which a NOx abatement above than 60 % with respect 
to the Baseline operating conditions was reached (250 mg/Nm3@3%O2 in comparison with 
800 mg/Nm3@3%O2).  
With regard to the other pollutants, the following remarks can be made: 
- benzopyrene, benzanthracene, benzofluoranthene and dibenzoanthracene, some of the most 

dangerous and carginogenic substances belonging to the PAH group, kept always below the 
italian regulation limit [2] of 0.1 mg/Nm3, established for steam generator of 50-500 MWt. 
No dependence with different plant configurations could be observed, probably because of 
their high molecular weight which caused them to condense in the flue gas adduction line to 
mass spectrometer; 
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- SO2, HCl and HF kept below the limits respectively of 1700, 100 and 5 mg/Nm3 for all 
plant configurations; 

- NH3 was never found in the stack emissions; 
- The total amount of the principal Volatile Organic Compounds (formaldehyde, 

acetaldehyde, crotonaldehyde) never went below the fixed limit of 20 mg/Nm3, as the 
formaldehyde content in the flue gas was always well beyond that value, except for the 
Baseline configuration, in correspondence of which it wasn’t detected. 
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Fig 1: CO vs NOx emissions, for different plant configurations 
 

In particular, it was observed that formaldehyde grew up, according to an exponential trend, 
with the oxygen residual content and the NOx amount at the stack.  
Such a trend can be explained by supposing that, in the reburning zone, the following reaction 
rules formaldehyde formation path: 

                            CH2 + NO ⇔ CH2O + N                                       (5) 
In the burnout zone, the mean residence time is probably not long enough to let the CH2O 
reconvert in CO and then CO2. 
 
In furnace characterization of HCN distribution 
For three plant configurations (Baseline, Ofa30%, Ofa30%Rb20%) and 1.3 % residual 
oxygen content in the flue gas, a test grid has been performed, by sampling the gas inside the 
furnace body with a water cooled probe, supplied with a Pt/Rh thermocouple and connected 
to the mass spectrometer for chemical analyzation. HCN concentration was determined in 
correspondence of 45 points for each configuration, distributed on three rows of three inlet 
holes for each one (right, central and left sides), and five sinking in every hole. 
The rows were placed as follows: 
- 4th  row: 0.12 m above the MAIN burners axis, at the gas exit from the main zone; 
- 6th row: 0.21 m above the RB burners axis, at the gas exit from the reburning zone; 
- 10th row: 1m above the OFA burners, at the gas exit from the burnout zone.  
For Ofa30%Rb20% plant configuration, the following ‘in furnace’ distribution of HCN 
concentration was obtained, in correspondence of the 4th holes row section.  
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Fig. 2: In furnace HCN distribution: 4th holes section, reburning conditions. 
 

For Baseline and Ofa30% plant configurations, no HCN could be detected. 
Moreover, the HCN highest value, obtained in reburning conditions, is about 20 ppm. This 
result depends on fuel nitrogen content. The maximum is localized in the 4th holes row section 
that is the nearest one to the reburning zone.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

An experimental campaign on reburning technology application has been carried out at the 
Ansaldo Caldaie facilities, on a 6MWt steam generator. The plant has been tested in seven 
different configurations, in order to find the best operating conditions in terms of NOx 
reduction at the stack. The optimal ones have proved to be 30% of total air to OFA burners, 
20% of total fuel to RB burners, 1.3 % of residual O2 content in the flue gas. 
For this configuration, a NOx content in the flue gas composition of about 250-300 
mg/Nm3@3%O2 has been obtained, corresponding to an abatement above 60% with respect 
the Baseline conditions, in which the measured value was 800 mg/Nm3@3%O2.  
PAH, SO2, NH3, HCl, HF kept always below the fixed limits of italian regulation, but some 
troubles were found for VOC pollutants, as formaldehyde [3] exceeded the limit every time 
that air and fuel staging was introduced. 
The second phase of the experimental campaign has been focused on ‘in furnace’ 
characterization of HCN distribution, as it represents an important intermediate compound in 
the reburning mechanism. At this purpose, a grid of sampling has been established, in order to 
achieve a sufficient amount of points inside the furnace body.  
Three experimental configurations have been tested (Baseline, Ofa30% and Ofa30%RB20%), 
and HCN has been detected only in reburning conditions. A maximum value of 20 ppm has 
been found in correspondence of the 4th holes row, the nearest one to the reburning zone. 
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Abstract

The aim of thepresentwork is to analyzeturbulence- kineticsinteractionon a Nuovo
Pignoneindustrialburner, calledK120,particularlyfocusingon theflamestabilization.The
burneris feededby a primary jet consistingin a mixtureof

���������
	��
, andby a secondary

jet of
����

. Weperform ����� LargeEddySimulationsconsideringbothsimplemixing and
reactingcases.We modelturbulenceandcombustionby meansof theFractalModel ( ��� )
as ���� closure.Weassumethatchemicalreactionstake placeonly at thedissipative scales
of turbulence,i.e., nearthe so called “fine structures”(Eddy DissipationConcept). ���
predictsthegrowth of thedissipative scalesdueto theheatrelease,enablinglocal ����� in
thehot regionsof theflow wherespatialresolutionincreases.

THE BURNER

In this work we numericallysimulatethe DLN-K120 burner, designedby Nuovo Pignone
(DLN standsfor Dry Low NOx) for a gasturbine[1]. It is a scaledpremixedburner. The air
enterstheburnerby meansof anannularduct,with a gasflow rateof 76.33g/sanda velocity
of 12.01m/s.The ��� � entersfrom 12 cylinders,locatedat uniformdistance(30 degrees)along
a circumference.Eachcylinder hassix holeswith a diameterof 1 mm, threefor eachside. So
thegasis injectedperpendicularlyto theair flow. Therearealso12 bladesto swirl theflow, if
needed.The mixture entersthe combustionchamberat  60 m/s. The combustionchamberis
cylindric, 1 m long, with a diameterof 120mm. In thewall neartheburnerheadtherearealso
12 holes,with a diameterof 0.9mm. By meansof theseholessomemore ��� � is injectedinto
thecombustionchamberwith a directionparallelto thechamberaxis, resultingin 12 diffusive
pilot flames;without thesepilot flamesthecombustionin theburneris unstable,dueto thehigh
excessof air ( ! canhave valuesfrom 1.2 to 2.1). The ��� � flow rate from the pilot holesis
normallynotabove15%of thetotal ��� � flow rateto limit theNOx production;in our casethis
flow rateis 2.6g/s(7%of thetotal �"� � flow rate);theresultingvelocity inlet is 40.17m/s.The
inlet temperatureof all reactantsis 300K.

Somemeasurementshave beendonein ENEA on this burner: temperatureandvelocity at
four differentaxial positions,respectively 5, 80,160and450mm from theburnerhead.There-
fore we comparetheexperimentaldatawith resultsof our numericalsimulations.We simulated
asegmentof thecombustionchamber, 60 degreeswide,assumingperiodicboundaryconditions
at thesideaxial planes.A segmentof 60 degreesis sufficient to have a computationalgrid with
agoodskewness.
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Figure1: RANStemperatureradialprofilesat 80 mm from theburnerhead.

RANS RESULTS

In previouswork we simulated[1] theburnerby assumingtheclassicalRANS #%$'& model
andtheEddyDissipationConcept[2, 3] to treatturbulence- chemistryinteractions.In [1] we
adoptedfivedifferentreactionmechanismsto simulate�"� � oxidation(in particularWD1 in the
figuresindicatestheone-stepglobalreaction[4]).

In Fig. 1 we comparepredictedtemperatureradialprofilesat 80 mm from theburnerhead
with the experimentaldata. The axial velocity distribution at the samemiddle plane,is qual-
itatively in agreementwith that of the otherRANS simulations;but momentumloss is larger,
resultingin a lower maximumaxial velocity in theregion neartheburnerhead(60 m/sandnot
90 m/saspredictedin theotherresults).

After having comparedour predictionswith theexperimentaldataat differentlocations,we
concludethat the chemicalmechanismthat givesresultscloserto the experimentaldatais the
one-stepof Westbrook& Dryer. The velocity field is well predicted,while the otherchemical
modelsgive unsatisfactory results. The predictedmaximumtemperatureis higherdue to the
single-stepassumed(theothermodelsgivemorerealisticmaximumtemperatures),but theradial
profilesarein goodagreementwith theexperimentalones,showing temperaturedecreasesnear
theexternalwalls.
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Figure2: LES instantaneoustemperaturefield for theadiabaticinlet ductcase.

LES RESULTS

We have alsosimulatedthe burnerby using (*)�+ andthe FractalModel ( ,�- ) [5, 6] for
turbulenceandchemicalkineticsclosures,assumingthe samesingle-stepmechanism[4] used
in RANS. We want to investigate(1.) the unsteadynatureof the physico- chemicalmecha-
nismsanchoringthe premixed turbulent flame,and(2.) the turbulence- heatreleasecoupling.
Moreover, we investigatetheeffect of themainflow temperatureat the inlet of thecombustion
chamberassumingadiabaticwalls for the inlet ductsandwalls at a fixed temperature(500 K,
valuederived from the experimentalmeasurements).The different temperaturechangescom-
bustioncharacteristics;whenthe walls areadiabaticthe flow entersthe chamberat 300 K and
thereforethe ignition delay time is not shortand the flamestabilizesdownstreamof the step
recirculationzone(seeFig. 2); assumingtheinlet walls at 500K, instead,producesa flow with
temperaturehigherthanthepreviouscase,reducingtheignition time.

We performedthe simulationspresentedhereusing a code[7] linked to a subroutinefor
our +/.0+1,0- . We adopteda finite-volumescheme,implicit, secondorderin time, andsecond
ordercenteredin space;the formulation is incompressible.Inlet 20�03 werevelocity profiles,
temperatureandspeciesmassfractions;pressurewasextrapolated.Zerogradientwasimposed
to all variablesattheexit. No-slipandzeronormalvelocityconditionswereimposedatthewalls;
zerogradientto all theothervariables;for thewalls of thecombustionchamberwe considered
radiativeandconductiveheatlossesto calculatethewall temperature.Thecomputationalgrid is
thesameof theRANScalculationsandhas  300000nodes.

In [5] weproposedanovel turbulencemodelbasedonfractaltheory( ,�- ), laterextendedto
turbulentflames[6, 8]. ,�- is a +/.�+ model:it generatesavortex cascadein eachcell of a �","4
domain,startingfrom thelocal cell dimension5 andReynoldsnumber6�798 . Thecascadeends
at the dissipative scale : . We assumereactionstake placein the “fine structures”: ; therefore,
their stateis different from the “filtered” stateof the cell. ,0- canpredict the growth of the
dissipativescale[5] with increasingtemperature,sensingthelocal regimeandadaptingto it, for
instanceturningitself off in laminarflow regions.,0- modelssubgridstressesby meansof an“eddy viscosity” ;=< , thatgoesautomaticallyto
zeroin laminarregionsandin particularatwalls. ;>< is definedby [6]:

;=<@?BADCFE�G�CH;I?JAKC9LNMPORQTSUCWV 8�5X G CH;Y8UZ (1)
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where A is thesoleengineering“calibrationconstant”of themodel. In our simulationsA1?\[]Z_^
and ;><N?`[ for 6�798badc , becausefor 6�798e?dc themodelpredictsa fractaldimension4 S ?df ,
associatedto laminarregime.

Combustionchemistryoccurscloseto dissipationscales.,0- treatsthereactive “fine struc-
tures” asa PerfectlyStirredReactor;this idea is derived from the Eddy DissipationConcept
( )�4g� ) of MagnussenandHjertager[2, 3]. ,�- estimatesthevolumefraction h=i occupiedby
thedissipativestructuresin each��,"4 cell, by meansof

h i ?JhkjWlmC n 5 :�oUp=q MPS Z (2)

Here hkj l is theratioof thenumberE�G of : scalesto thetotalnumberof scalesgeneratedlocally,
and 4 S is the local fractal dimension[6]. h i musttendto ^ at low Reynolds,becausethe cell
scale 5 becomesthenthedissipative scale.TheFavre-filteredchemicalsourcetermsin the E
speciesequationsandin theenergy equationareobtainedby multiplying themolecularreaction
ratesinsidethereactortimes h=i [6].
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  ABSTRACT 
 

This paper is focused on the characterization of the flow, thermal and concentration species 
fields for swirled and confined natural gas diffusion flames, comparing different turbulence 
and combustion models. The experimental work developed within the German TECFLAM 
cooperation, concerning a swirl burner characterized by 150kW thermal load, 0.8 equivalence 
ratio, and 0.9 swirl number [1], has been used as reference for the numerical analysis. 
The CFD analysis is performed using the commercial code FLUENT6, a multi purpose code 
based on the finite-volume approach widely used for different technical applications. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The growing attention to the environmental protection is driving the research activity towards 
new strategies with the goal of minimizing combustion system impact. A promising strategy 
is represented by the application of a swirled velocity component to the flow. The resulting 
flame, shorter and with wider radial developments, leads to rapid homogenization of the 
mixture and stronger stability [2], improving control of the combustion process and 
minimizing the pollutant production, mainly related to NOx. 
The CFD analysis represents a useful tool to provide preliminary information, even if, due to 
the rapid changes in both the pressure and the velocity field, an accurate mathematical 
simulation of such complex flames is difficult, as also recent works have shown [3-5], and is 
one of the great challenge for modern CFD.  
 
EXPERIMENT 
 
The TECFLAM investigation is focused on a device similar to many combustion systems of 
practical importance. It consists of a cylindrical water-cooled chamber with an internal 
diameter D = 0.5m and a height L = 1.2m, equipped with a swirl burner, which provides the 
flow with the effective swirl number Seff = 0.88 [4]. The most evident feature of the flow is a 
recirculating zone close to the fuel inlet, that sustains the entrainment process of the outer 
stream into the inner one, enhancing the mixing process. The swirled flow field can be 
divided into three separate zones: the mixing zone between the oxidizer and the fuel streams; 
the inner recirculating zone; the outer recirculating zone [3].   
        
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The simulation developed with FLUENT6 uses a non-uniform unstructured mesh. In 
particular the analysis is computed over a two-dimensional axial symmetric grid composed by 
28000 cells. The grid has been adapted near the inlets and stretched close to the axis (Fig.1), 
to give high resolution where required and to save the computational effort elsewhere.  
The boundary conditions of the inlet velocity assume the profiles experimentally measured at 
1 mm below the burner inlet. That allows to further increase the computation accuracy. 
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In the present study reaction rates are computed from the Arrhenius rate expression and from 
the eddy dissipation concept of Magnussen and Hjertager either using the 1step or the 2steps 
combustion models. The Second-Order Upwind Scheme is adopted for the spatial resolution 
and the SIMPLE algorithm is assumed for the coupling between pressure and velocity [6]. 
PRESTO algorithm is used for the pressure interpolation at faces, as usually suggested for 
swirled flows [7]. A steady state simulation is performed. Since the experimental data show 
that roughly 60% of the thermal power of the flame is lost, thermal radiation is included in the 
simulation using P1 model, even if the simulations show that radiation does not significantly 
affect the flow field and the velocity profiles. A two standard equations k-є model is used to 
model turbulence, and standard wall functions are used for the wall treatment.  
To get the final solution, we adopt a convenient strategy, which can be summarized as in the 
following. Initial guess of combustion fields is assumed the solution of the isothermal cold 
conditions. Successively, the reactants are fed at high temperatures (1500K). A continuous 
method is then used to decrease the temperature down to the real inlet conditions (300K). 
The comparison between the numerical and experimental data shows a general good 
agreement both in the temperature and in the velocity fields as shown by the two temperature 
maps of Fig.2. Both are characterized by a hot central core from the inlet up to 160-180mm, 
where the hot intermediate products are transported from the flame, and where the      
combustion process is completed. 

Mean Flow Fields 
The analysis mainly refers to the zone closed to the inlets, characterized by the strong 
turbulent mixing process and the high degree of combustion intensity. Axial, radial and swirl 
velocity component are depicted at 10, 30 and 70mm. 
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Figure 3 shows the radial development of mean axial velocity U. The presence of the whirling 
zone near the axis, denoted by the negative values of U, is evident. As expected, diagrams 
reveal that the recirculation zone is more pronounced in the center of the eddy. The 
recirculation velocity peaks (–20m/s) in between 60-90mm. The computed U profile fits the 
experimental one, except in the central recirculating zone where the velocity is slightly 
underestimated (8%). The radial development of the simulated flame comes out wider, being 
the peak of the calculated U smaller than the measured, both at 30mm and 70mm. 
The analysis of the radial velocity V (Fig.4) also confirms the goodness of the prediction.  

The largest deviations from the experimental results are detected in the outer region of the 
flame (r > 40mm). The negative value of the real velocity is due to the air entrainment coming 
from the dead space on the back of the burner. The temperature boundary conditions at the 
wall partially affect these results. 
The above considerations are also valid for the W profile. When r > 40mm, the simulated flow 
shows a more intensive tangential component. 
 
Temperature field and species concentration  
From Fig.5 it is evident that the predicted temperature distribution agrees quite well with the 
experiments (see also Fig.2). The analysis is performed comparing experimental data with the 
results achieved considering 2steps combustion model even if the 1step combustion model 
does not change significantly the obtained profiles.  

 
FLUENT6 is able to simulate the inner recirculating zone and the region affected by the 
reaction. The radial development clearly shows the drop in temperature that underlines the 
differences of heat level between the first hot region constituted by the reactive mixture and 
the burnt recirculating gas and the second zone characterized by the air. Remarkable 
differences from experimental data are relative to the zone closed to the axis for x > 30mm. 
The simulation overestimates the experimental temperatures, both with 1step and 2steps 
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model. The simplified reaction model adopted partially explains the observed differences. The 
experimental data suggest that pyrolysis of CH4 (to dehydrogenated heavier species) plays an 
important role at these high temperatures  (T > 1800K). The pyrolysis endothermic reactions 
decrease the temperatures and cannot be simulated either by 1step or 2steps models.  
This consideration is partially confirmed by CO concentration levels (Fig.7). Experimental  

 
CO data are strongly higher than simulated, mainly close to the axis. The formation of more 
reactive hydrocarbons in comparison with CH4 allows faster oxidations and consequently an 
enhanced CO formation. 
The use of a combustion model limited to 2 reactions comes out as inadequate and further 
kinetic details are needed to better represent the real temperature and concentration profiles. 
 
Conclusion   
The present investigation, developed by using a CFD approach, has shown the capability of 
FLUENT6 to predict flow and temperature fields of the high swirled TECFLAM flame. In 
particular the analysis focused on the turbulent mixing zone reveals a good agreement with 
experimental data. Mass fraction distributions of computed major species do not match the 
experimental data. The deviations from measured values are due to the simplified combustion 
model used (either 1step or 2steps). The introduction of more detailed reaction schemes will 
improve the results and grant reasonable predictions of pollutant formation.  
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ABSTRACT 
 

A model of industrial burner for air breathing engines has been investigated experimentally 
and numerically. The combustor is formed by an external circular duct (obtained with the 
overimposition of a diffuser on a circular pipe) and a stabiliser (consisting of an inverted 
frustum of cone) fixed axially. 
Burner shape has been designed to generate an abrupt increase of vorticity along the inner 
wall of the outletting annular jet. A ring like vortex steady evolves downstream the bluff body 
as a consequence of  the strong velocity gradient of the outletting mixture (methane-air or 
LPG-air). 
Exhaust gasses, coming from annular front flame, evolve in a central counter rotating zone 
(generated by the annular vortex) and form an “hot bubble” useful for flame stabilization.  
A comparison between experimental PIV measurements and numerical calculations (RANS 
2D, 3D and LES) allowed us to point out either flame base properties either numerical 
performances, with a description of GT burner behaviour (from a fluid mechanic, thermal an 
chemical points of view).   
 
Key words: CFD simulation, PIV measurements, GT burner  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Recirculation zone properties, downstream a conical bluff body burner (applied on gas 
turbines combustion chambers), have been investigated with the join venture of experimental 
measurements (PIV and LDA velocities measurements, thermocouples measurements) and 
numerical evaluations like: Reynolds Average Navier Stoke Simulation (RANS) and 3D 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Ring like vortex (steady evolving downstream an axial bluff 
body stabiliser) fixes the premixed flame at the burner exit by a  maximum Reynolds number 
of Re=12000 and equivalence ratio (φ=fuel flow/air flow) changeable in the field φ=0.57-1.2. 
Experiences showed in the following have been made on methane-air premixed flame with 
constant regime. This working condition corresponds to low pollutant emissions1 (low NOx 
and limited CO). 
To put in evidence different numerical performances we compared the same mean 
experimental field with RANS and LES results to point out advantages and disadvantages. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
 

PIV measurements have been acquired by means of the following set–up: CCD camera 484 x 
768 pixels; double pulsed Nd:Yag lasers (energy = 300 mJ, wave length = 532 nm); air 
feeding systems (with Al2O3 air seeder); Dantec PIV 2000 cross correlation and 
synchronisation unit. Flame evolves inside a cylindrical test chamber (diameter = 0,4 m, 
height = 1,5 m), with a conical upper hood and a perforated base (porosity = 40%) and 
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outcomes from a conical bluff body burner placed axially 100 mm over the greed above 
mentioned. Burner quarl is formed by an external 23.4 mm steel pipe and an inner stabiliser 
formed by a 15 mm frustum of cone1. 
Air and fuel flow in downward the burner, in a premixing cylindrical volume, with a cross 
flow configuration. Fuel comes from the bottom while four air jets comes from the vertical 
walls, crossing the fuel axially.  
 
EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
 

Experimental measurements have been done with the same Re= 8000 and equivalence ratio 
φ=0,6 (corresponding to low NOx emission1, limited CO production1 and a steady flame 
evolution). Velocity field downstream the conical stabiliser shows the evolution of a counter 
rotating ring vortex (fig.2), where exhaust gasses evolve heating the axial “hot bubble”.  
This burning regime was chosen for low NOx and CO emissions1,2,3 and steady flame 
evolution4,5. To obtain a good numerical representation of flow evolution we measured the 
following boundary conditions: a. turbulence level of the outletting mixture at the burner exit 
is u’/Um=13% (measured by means of 2D LDA technique); b. mean velocity of the air 
incoming from the base of the combustion chamber is equal to 0,05 m/s. 
To verify flame stability and properties we performed PIV acquisition and two dymensional 
(choosen for the symmetry of the burner shape) RANS simulations (useful for the rapidity of 
the result) on the same working regime. Numerical simulation was made without air 
entrainment from the base of the combustion chamber. The result of was an unsteady flame 
that burned out fastly (due to oxygen deficiency). As a matter of fact we considered the air 
entrainment and obtained a steady numerical configuration for flame behaviour. To validate 
numerical results we closed the base of the combustion chamber and verified the unsteady 
behaviour of the flame. This confirmed the  usefulness of air entrainment for flame feeding 
and stabilisation (in figure1 there is a scheme of the base of the combustion chamber). 
The first comparison between PIV and numerical data showed a great difference. This result 
was due to the angularity of the outletting mixture, ought to an error of angularity for burner 
pipe installation. As a consequence, several LDA measurements have been performed on the 
burner exit to control and optimize the symmetry of air-methane mixture outlet .  
 

Combustion 
Chamber Air entrainment 

Burner

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1  Scheme of the base of the combustion chamber and entrainment 
 
The final comparison between  two and three dimensional RANS evaluation and the 
experimental mean trend (reported in fig.2 only for the 2D case for the sake of brevity) 
allowed us to point out the following results for the simulation : 

1. Understimation of the recirculation zone extension; 
2. Fast reduction of momentum downstream the ring like vortex, while the real trend 

shows a annular jet maximum velocity quite constant. 
Contrary of the real case this seems to be due to high turbulent viscosity that  doesn’t decrease 
with temperature. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison between mean velocity field (calcultated on the base of 60 PIV samples) 

and 2D RANS simulation (Re=8000, φ=0,6) 
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Fig. 3 Comparison between mean velocity field (calcultated on the base of 60 PIV samples) 
and 2D LES simulation (Re=8000, φ=0,6) 
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LES simulation was made in two and three dymension. We succed to acquire the flame with a 
2 D PIV for the symmetry of the phenomenum and the absence of  swirl movements of 
outletting mixture. The comparison between 2D simulation and experimental samples shows a 
good agreement, even if we do not consider 3D vortex stretching tipically considered with 
LES calculations (fig.3). 
This semplification allowed us to obtain the same result of the 3D case but with a lower 
computational time.  
Temperature field obtained with numerical simulation gave a good qualitative rappresentation 
of temperature variation  useful  to predict pollutant emissions. 
 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 

Annular bluff body burner has been investigated by means of  two dymensional PIV 
technique. Ring vortex rotates downstream the conical stabiliser, forced by burner shape. This 
recirculation zone creates an hot central volume crossed by exhaust gas. The provisional 
RANS simulation pointed out the relevancy of air entertainment (from the base of the 
combustion chamber) for flame oxygen feeding and stabilisation. An improved ventilation 
system was designed for hook duct to increase air intake downward the combustio chamber. 
The comparison between RANS and LES simulation with PIV mean data allowed us to point 
out high turbulent viscosity of the first code in hot region with an apparent velocity reduction, 
causing an under estimation of the recirculation zone extension. Greater efficiency of LESS 
simulation allowed us to have a quite good reproduction of the whole field. 
Two dimensional application of LES code showed good performances due to the swirl 
absence. Squishing movements generate a rotation in plane that can be measured with 2D PIV 
too. 
Numerical result for temperature field gave an over estimation of local values especially for 
hotter regions. The comparison between thermocouples measurements confirmed us the good 
qualitative representation of numerical result, useful to predict hottest regions (useful for NOx 
emission control and preview) and to detect ignition zone (useful for flame stabilisation and 
control). 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the characterization of a natural gas burner used for steel thermal treatment. The 
burner is equipped with a screw-type swirl generator, providing the rotating motion to the air stream, 
and with a central fuel injector. The nominal thermal power of the device is 12 kW, with a feeding 
equivalence ratio equal to 0.85. 
The flame generated, due to relative low swirl effect imparted to the air flux, is quite long 
(Lflame/Defflux ≈ 10) and is confined inside a radiant tube. The analysis of the device concerned: 
• Velocity measurements by LDV, in order to study the fluid dynamic development of the 

combustion process; 
• Thermal measurements in critical regions both for the flame and the surface of the radiant tube; 
• Pollutant emissions (NOx, CO) at the exhaust, varying the operating conditions of the burner 

(thermal power and equivalence ratio); 
• Comparison between the experimental results and those derived from the numerical simulation of 

the device. 

INTRODUCTION 
In this work it has been investigated the flame produced by a burner used in the steel surface treatment 
industry. The interest of the work lies mainly in the fluid dynamic analysis of the device, characterised 
by a swirl motion imparted to the air stream. The burner is fed with natural gas and air; hence the 
major production of NOx is due to Thermal NOx and Prompt NOx [1-2]. The aim of swirl motion is 
usually to enhance mixing process between the reactants increasing flame stabilization [3], 
contributing also to a reduction of pollutant emissions such as NOx and CO. The flame was 
investigated through Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), thermocouple temperature measurements and 
pollutant emissions measurements at the exhaust; the data obtained by this study have been compared 
with the results of numerical simulation performed through a commercial code (Fluent). The aim of 
the numerical approach is to validate the code, in order to have a useful tool to investigate ways for the 
burner optimisation. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
Details about the burner analysed in this work are presented in figure 1. In this burner the swirl motion 
is produced by a screw type swirl generator, with the air flowing through six helicoidal channels, and 
the natural gas is injected through three apertures on an annular section coaxial with the inner tube. 
The flame produced is a typical diffusion flame. Centrally to the burner, it has been positioned a 
premixed pilot flame used to ignite the mixture and to prevent burnout. The combustion process is 
strictly confined by a flame tube (Dtube/Defflux = 1.2) and the combustion products go backward 
through an annular enclosure and are used to pre-heat the incoming air stream. 

 

Figure 1: the burner geometry. 
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The nominal operating conditions of the device are listed in table 1.  
 

 Air Methane 

Efflux Area [mm2] 350 220 

Flow Rate [Nl/min] 240 21.3 

Reynolds Number ≅5200 ≅500 

Swirl Number S 0.85 0 

Pilot Burner Flow Rate [Nl/min] 23.8 2.5 

Equivalence ratio of the main burner Φ 0.85 
 

Table 1: burner working parameters. 

Temperature and pollutant emissions measurements have been conducted for different input thermal 
powers (from 10 kW to 16 kW) and equivalence ratio (from 0.7 to 1). 
Swirl number of the air flow, defined in [3], has been estimated by integration of axial and tangential 
velocity radial profiles, measured by LDV in isothermal conditions along the minimum available axial 
distance from the burner exit (3.5 mm), and resulted equal to 0.85. Further experimental investigations 
put into evidence that the swirl number is quite constant for different air flow rates in accordance with 
[4]. 
LDV measurements were carried out by means of a Argon-ion laser (Spectra Physics)  coupled with a 
transmitting-receiving unit in back-scatter configuration. The Doppler signals were monitored by a 
BSA unit interfaced with a PC. Tracing particles have been produced by means of sub-micrometric 
Al2O3 powders dispersed in the air flow through a fluidised bed, and the tube used to confine the flame 
has been replaced by a glass transparent tube. Temperature measurements were performed by a B type 
thermocouple with a 350 µm hot junction diameter (results presented have not been corrected for 
radiative and conductive losses). 
Pollutant emissions measurements have been possible by means of a conventional apparatus: 
measurement techniques are based on chemiluminescence for NOx analysis, infrared techniques for 
CO and CO2, and paramagnetic properties for O2. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Due to the complicated geometry of the burner efflux, the axial velocity profile depends on the angular 
position. This influence disappears at progressive increasing distance h from the burner efflux (h=6 
mm) and for this reason in this paper are reported the profiles for a fixed angular position. Axial 
velocity profiles are reported in figure 2 and the tangential velocity profiles in figure 3, at increasing 
distances h from the efflux. For these measurements the pilot burner has been switched off and the 
equivalence ratio fed to the device is the nominal value 0.85.  
It can be noticed the formation and progressive development of a CTRZ (Central Toroidal 
Recirculation Zone) characterised by negative values of axial velocity, due to air swirl effect. In the 
central zone the internal recirculation bubble is disturbed by the presence of a positive velocity region 
caused both by the high confinement and acceleration effect induced by the combustion process. 
Figure 3 shows a complex vortical field generated inside the flame tube.  
Figure 4 shows a comparison between temperature profiles measured for different equivalence ratio, 
along the burner axis. For each condition it is possible to notice the presence of a temperature peak 
and a flat zone subsequent the maximum; the high temperature can be seen as the ignition zone (higher 
for Φ = 0.8 and Φ = 0.85). It is clearly visible the progressive development of the combustion reaction 
inside the flame tube at different operating conditions. 
In figure 5 are reported the temperature profiles measured on the burner axis for different thermal 
powers: the temperature peak rises with the thermal power.  
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Fig. 2: mean axial velocity and turbulence intensity 

profile. 
Fig. 3: mean tangential velocity and turbulence 

intensity profile. 
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            Figure 4: axial temperature profile for different 

equivalence ratio (Thermal Power=12.8 kW).
            Figure 5: axial temperature profile for 

different Thermal Power (Φ = 0.85). 

Figures 6, 7 report the pollutant emissions measured at the exhaust of the burner. The represented 
values are CO percentage and NOx expressed as NO2 mg/Nm3 3% O2 dry basis. The measurements 
have been carried out for the same thermal power and equivalence ratio of the previous temperature 
profiles. 
The trend shown in figure 6 is in quite good agreement with the temperature profile reported in figure 
4: in fact, for equivalence ratio greater that 0.85, CO raises and the temperature decreases, probably 
owing to an incomplete combustion due to lack of optimal mixing conditions. Figure 7 shows a flat 
zone for equivalence ratio lower that 0.9 then an abrupt reduction due to the lower temperature caused 
by incomplete combustion. 
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Figure 6: CO emissions for different equivalence ratio 
(Thermal Power 12.8 kW). 

Figure 7: NOx emissions for different E.R. (Thermal 
Power 12.8 kW). 

Finally, Fig. 8 reports the results of preliminary computations relative to cold flow conditions, 
compared with the experimental data, which allowed the code tuning in term of initial and boundary 
conditions, mesh size (the best compromise was a mesh of approximately 400000 cells), turbulent 
model (“k-ε”). The conclusion of this first stage in the numerical approach is that the fluid-dynamic 
field is satisfactorily described. 
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Fig. 8: comparison referred to axial velocity profile at different distances from the efflux between 
experimental and numerical data. 

CONCLUSIONS 
It has been performed the analysis (experimental and preliminary numerical) of a natural gas burner 
used for industrial applications, under different operating conditions (equivalence ratio and input 
thermal power). Future work will go on with the experimental characterization (probably upon an 
implemented release of the burner) and numerical simulation in the presence of combustion reactions. 
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ABSTRACT 
A swirling natural gas flame has been selected as a test-case for experimental analysis 
performed by LDV, thin thermocouples and pollutant emissions (NOx) measurement at the 
exhaust, comparing the obtained results with those derived from a CFD simulation of the 
combustion process. The burner under investigation is equipped with an axial + tangential air 
swirl generator and with a single fuel injector coaxial to the rotating air stream. The flame 
behavior has been analyzed under different operating conditions, that is varying air swirl 
number (S = 0.7 – 0.85), fuel-air momentum ratio and, consequently, equivalence ratio (φ = 
0.5 – 0.84).   
 

INTRODUCTION 
Among the methodologies under development to minimize the environmental impact of 
combustion systems, the most promising are those based on the improvement and 
optimization of the mixing process between the reactants and cold fresh combustible mixture 
with hot gas products. It is well known that, independently from the combustion technology 
used, any improvement of combustion performance relative to pollutant formation, stability 
and overall efficiency requires a careful study of the mechanism of mixing and entrainment in 
high turbulent reacting flows, especially in the presence of swirl motion. In fact, swirl is 
imparted to the air flow in order to increase fuel-air mixing and improve flame stabilization 
[1]. 

This paper reports on the main results of the characterization of both isothermal and reactive 
thermo-fluid dynamic field developed by a natural gas swirl burner, equipped with an axial + 
tangential entry swirl generator and with fuel injection coaxial to air stream (Fig. 1). This 
burner has been selected for both experimental analysis and numerical simulation: in fact, it 
can be observed that the device presents a geometry similar to that ones used in typical 
industrial appliances, but enough simple to allow a continuous match between experimental 
data and results from CFD simulations. 

The experimental analysis of the device has been performed first in isothermal conditions 
through non intrusive optical techniques (LDV, PIV) in order to select a set of operative 
conditions, in terms of air swirl number S, fuel-air momentum ratio MR and, consequently, in 
order to detect the influence of the over mentioned operative parameters S and MR on the 
development of the turbulent flow and mixing field, on the generation of CTRZ (Central 
Toroidal Recirculation Zone) and on the entrainment phenomenon induced by the outflowing 
jet. Particularly, two values of swirl number S (0.7 – 0.85) and three values of fuel-air 
momentum ratio MR (0.42 – 0.82 – 1.23), corresponding respectively to equivalence ratio 0.5 
– 0.7 – 0.85 and input thermal power 12 kW – 17 kW – 21 kW, have been selected for 
detailed investigation. The characterization in the presence of combustion reactions has been 
carried out equipping the burner with a quartz cylindrical combustion chamber and natural 
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draught hood for continuous burned gases sampling. The analysis covered these points, inside 
the set of operative conditions identified by the isothermal study: 

- Thermal local characterization of the flames through thermocouples. In this case, both 
shielded and nude junctions for high temperature (Pt-Rh) have been used; 

- Measurement by LDV of the reactive flow field in order to analyze the influence of 
flame development upon the main flow parameters, such as the recirculation region; 

- Burned gases sampling and analysis of the pollutant emissions (NOx, HC and CO). It 
has to be noticed that the investigated burner is able to work with a stable flame under 
a high degree of dilution, due to air swirl effect, and with relatively low pollutant 
emissions (NO≈40 mg/Nm3 3%O2, CO≈5 mg/Nm3 3%O2); 

Both in isothermal and hot conditions, a continuous match between experimental results and 
numerical ones has been performed for validation of the models used for the simulations. The 
CFD calculations were carried out by the Fluent 6.0 code, using an unstructured grid (about 
14000 cells, see Fig. 2), under the hypothesis of axial symmetry. k-ε turbulence model and, in 
reactive conditions, 1 step kinetics and P1 radiative model have been used for the simulations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: schematic view of the burner. 

Fig. 2: the computational grid (zoom of the inlet zone). 
 
RESULTS 
 
Isothermal analysis 
Figures 3 and 4 shows the comparison between experimental results and numerical ones, 
referred, respectively, to mean axial and swirl velocity radial profiles at a distance from the 
efflux x/R=0.16, in the absence of the central fuel jet (that is MR=0). The results confirm a 
good agreement between experimental and numerical analysis, allowing the code validation. 
In fig. 5 are shown the streamlines at different swirl number obtained from the numerical 
simulation.  The formation and development of the central recirculation region (connected to 
the rotating motion of the air stream) is clearly visible: increase of swirl number induces a 
radial enlargement of this zone, with a slight influence upon its longitudinal extension. Flow 
confinement gives rise to a vortical region close to the chamber walls.  
 
 

AIRin 

GASin 
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Fig. 3: mean axial velocity profile (S=0.85; 
MR=0) 

Fig.4: mean swirl velocity profile (S=0.85; 
MR=0) 

  

 

Fig. 5: streamlines at different swirl numbers. 
 
Reactive conditions 
Fig. 6 shows a qualitative comparison of the image flame and of the simulated thermal field. 
Central jet penetration, interaction with parallel swirling air stream and progressive 
development of the reaction front are clearly visible from the computations and comparable to 
flame visualization.  
Fig. 7 is referred to a quantitative comparison between computed and measured temperature 
profile, at a distance x/R=7 from the efflux. In this case too, the agreement between the two 
techniques is good, almost in a traverse quite downstream the flame development.  
Finally, fig. 8 reports the values of nitric oxide emissions (expressed as mgNO2/Nm3, 3%O2) 
measured at different swirl numbers and equivalence ratio. It can be noticed that NOx 
formation is more sensitive to swirl intensity rather than equivalence ratio. In fact, swirl effect 
presents a great influence upon the main features (stability, flow field, mixing process and, 
consequently, pollutant emissions) of a typical diffusion flame like that one under analysis. In 
any case, NOx emissions are quite low (under 100 mgNO2/Nm3).  
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outflow
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Fig. 6: comparison of flame image and simulated thermal field (S=0.7; MR=0.42, Φ=0.5).
 

Fig. 7: mean temperature profile along a traverse at x/R=7 from the efflux. 

Fig. 8: NOx emissions as a function of air swirl number and equivalence ratio φ. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Thermo-fluid dynamic experimental analysis upon the device allowed the achievement of a 
wide data-base for validation of numerical simulations, turbulence and reactive models.  
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INTRODUCTION 
    Premixed radiant burners fed with natural gas or LPG offer superior performance compared 
to traditional diffusive-type ones in terms of thermal efficiency, environmental impact, and 
design flexibility [1]. Due to the considerable heat exchange between the gas and the porous 
medium, lower flame temperatures can be achieved, thus allowing a remarkable reduction of 
the NOx emissions. The design of these devices may be approached by making more compact 
geometries of the combustion chamber and of the heat exchanger, and burners can be 
operated firing upwards, downwards or sideways, as opposite to diffusive-type ones. 
Moreover, the system can be operated at lower excesses of air, thus promoting high flue gas 
temperatures. This improves in turn the performance of the heat exchanger, due to the 
increment in the driving force of the heat transfer process, resulting in enhanced thermal 
efficiency.  
   However, these devices might suffer from serious flame stability problems typically 
associated with the occurrence of flashback phenomena, which take place as the result of the 
gas feedstock pre-heating. Once the flame front is stabilized at least in part within the porous 
medium, the upstream surface of the porous matrix reaches relatively high temperatures due 
to back-transfer of heat. Radiation of energy in the upstream direction determines a broad 
increase of the plenum chamber temperature which entails, in turn, a pre-heating of the gas 
stream entering the combustion system. Therefore, the flame front moves upstream within the 
porous medium, as a result of the increased inlet gas temperature that enhances chemical 
reactivity. This determines a further increase in the upstream surface temperature and in the 
upstream energy flux by radiation, eventually promoting the reactants ignition ahead of the 
porous medium (flashback). 
    In order to enhance the system performance and safety, an improved understanding of the 
principles governing radiant premixed burners has become imperative and extensive 
modelling activities were carried out for this purpose [2]. This paper presents a model of 
metal fibre burners for methane combustion, either in a non-catalytic form or catalytically 
activated with palladium. Experiments and simulations are presented and compared for model 
validation purposes. The validated model is used for a stability analysis of the burner, so as to 
single out the range of operating conditions that are necessary to avoid flashback. Since 
flashback is primarily related to thermal profiles in the system, the dependence of the burner 
temperatures on porosity, effective thermal conductivity, fibre dimension, and surfaces 
emissivity was assessed. The focus of the analysis was to point out an optimum strategy for 
materials and geometry selection for the sake of maximizing the flame stability.  
 
MODELLING AND MODEL VALIDATION 
 
   The system description is achieved by means of equations for mass continuity, gas phase 
species conservation, separate gas phase and porous medium energy conservation, and the 
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ideal gas law. The model accounts for inter-phase heat transfer, internal radiation in the 
porous medium, longitudinal mass transfer phenomena in the gas phase and a detailed 
reaction mechanism [3] for methane combustion in the gas phase. The catalyst, when present, 
is assumed to promote the oxygen dissociation and therefore the formation of O. radicals. The 
heterogeneous reaction O2  2O. is introduced on purpose, with a reaction rate that is 
assumed to be mass transfer limited, due to the very fast reaction rates of intrinsic kinetics 
typical of these systems.  
   Model calculations and experiments are compared at different values of excess of air Ea and 
of specific power input Q. The pilot plant and the procedures employed in the experiments are 
described in detail in [4]. The porous medium (the FeCrAlloy fibre mat NIT100S by 
ACOTECH, B) is placed horizontally, at the end of the plenum chamber, and is firing 
upwards. Since temperature measurement with thermocouples in a combustion system is 
known to be a challenging task, a correction to the measured values has been applied, on the 
basis of a thermal balance on the thermocouple tip according to the criteria suggested in [5]. 
Figure 1 shows typical calculated and measured temperatures of the downstream surface of 
the catalytic fibre mat at two excess of air values (Ea). Analogous model performance was 
obtained for the non-catalytic mat. 
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Fig. 1. Model validation for the catalytic burner operated at different Ea values (8 and 15 %). 
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MODEL CALCULATIONS 
   As far as the comparison between the catalytic and the non catalytic fibre burners is 
concerned it has to be stressed that the catalyst stabilizes the combustion more inside the 
porous medium by promoting the production of those radicals that are responsible of the 
ignition of the fuel mixture. As a consequence, the fibre mat receives more effectively the 
energy released by the reactive gas phase. Hence, higher surface temperatures are thus 
observed in the entire range of Ea and Q investigated, together with an improvement in radiant 
performance. To further emphasise this issue, Fig. 3 compares the absolute values and the 
fractions of energy transferred by the catalytic and the non-catalytic burners at various 
specific power inputs. This feature of the catalytic burner is positive, on the one hand, since it 
enables lower NOx emissions, but negative, on the other hand, as it favours flashback. 
  The analysis of the burner flame stability has been carried out by model simulations 
according to the following procedure. The effect of the inlet gas temperature on the upstream 
surface temperature has been calculated and the results are shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 2. Radiative output of the catalytic and non-catalytic fibre burners 
operating at different specific power inputs. 
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Fig. 3. Upstream surface temperature versus inlet gas temperature for the catalytic burner; 
the intersections between the curves represent steady state solutions. 

    When flashback occurs the upstream surface temperature becomes extremely high, and a 
steep increase in these plots can be noticed. The inlet gas temperature is strongly dependent 
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on the upstream surface temperature, which determines the backwards radiative flux 
responsible of the feedstock preheating and therefore of flashback. An energy balance 
equation can be formulated to relate these variables, thus obtaining the curves plotted in Fig. 
3. Obviously, at each value of specific power input the system works at the intersection of 
these different curves. By this method, the region of operating conditions to avoid flashback 
has been determined for both the catalytic and the non catalytic fibre burners and represented 
in Fig. 4. By a comparison between Figures 4a and 4b, it can be observed that the curves 
limiting the regions of safe combustion and of flashback shift to the right direction in the case 
of the catalytic burner, which has thus a more limited range of operating conditions for safe 
operation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Flashback charts in the Q-Ea plane for the non-catalytic (a) and the catalytic (b) 
burners. 

 
    The effects of the burner physical parameters (e.g. fibre diameter, burner density, thermal 
conductivity, emissivity, …) on the system performance were finally assessed. The results of 
such investigations, not reported here for the sake of briefness, will be described in the 
congress presentation. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

   A model of catalytic and non-catalytic premixed fibre burner was presented and some 
general differences with non-catalytic systems were discussed. A criterion for the analysis of 
stability and flashback of a metal fibre burner was thus formulated. In particular, ranges of 
conditions of safe operation and a flashback region, in terms of Ea and Q, could be singled out 
for both catalytic and non-catalytic burners. Such operational maps are currently being used in 
selecting the most appropriate control systems for the burners in high-power-modulation 
boilers. 
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ABSTRACT 
This work contains a brief description of a series of experimental and model studies 
performed to investigate the potential application of DME as a substitutive fuel in domestic 
appliances, commonly fed with LPG. Some results are presented about combustion tests 
performed with pure DME (Dimethyl Ether) and mixtures with propane and butane in 
variable concentrations, along with endurance and stability experiments, carried out to 
evaluate the safety and compatibility of this fuel. A particular attention is devoted to the 
results of numerical models, applied to forecast the combustion performances of the fuel 
mixtures and to predict the formation of not –measured pollutant species. 

INTRODUCTION  

DME, thanks to its good combustion properties, is considered a possible alternative fuel in 
many industrial fields: this work examines the various aspects connected to the possible use 
of this compound in substitution or in mix with commercial LPG, in the domestic cooking 
appliances. DME is the simplest compound of the aliphatic ether family, and it has the lowest 
C/H ratio after methane; it is chemically stable and it is a colourless liquid below 25.1°C: 
owing to this features, DME can be considered very similar to propane and butane, so that the 
same simple technologies can be used for its handling and storage. In the atmosphere it 
decomposes in few hours, so it cannot be considered a potential greenhouse gas; its toxicity is 
rather low and comparable with commercial LPG. DME is used nowadays as spray propellant 
in the dye, agriculture and cosmetic industries, as an ideal substitute of freon, but it is also 
utilised as refrigerant, reactant in the synthesis of high purity dimethyl-sulfate and as 
extracting solvent in many industrial processes. About 150000 tons per year are currently 
produced in the world. Industrial processes for DME production include direct synthesis from 
methanol or reforming reaction from methane or synthesis gas. Ethers, in general, are 
becoming more and more important the combustion applications, manly in the field of 
internal combustion engines, where they can be used both as fuels and additives. DME was 
particularly studied as a possible substitutive fuel in the diesel engines, since it has a high 
cetane number and shows a low tendency to soot formation. This behaviour is favoured by the 
absence of C-C bonds and by the high internal oxygen amount, which enhances the oxidation 
and depresses the formation of carbonaceous compounds. 
The problem of fuel inter-changeability is addressed to verify the good compatibility of all 
those chemical and physical properties of a fuel, which can influence its performances in 
terms of combustion properties, storage and handling or compatibility with commonly used 
materials, respect to another fuel already tested and commonly used. 
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SAFETY ON HANDLING, STORAGE AND UTILISATION OF DME 
To safely produce, distribute and commercialise mixture of DME with LPG, it is necessary to 
verify that undesired reactions cannot take place inside the storage vessels or the mixing 
plants, under common environmental conditions. For this activity eight different gas mixture, 
binary and ternary, at different concentration of DME, propane and butane have been 
prepared. Small bottles, completely filled with very small iron alloy spheres to enhance 
surface contact with gas mixture, have been used for the storage of the gas mixtures. The 
bottles have been submitted to daily thermal cycles (10 and 40 °C) for four months, and 
periodically analysed for gas composition. The analytical results, carried out by gas 
chromatography among this time frame, have shown no change in the chemical composition 
of macro-elements and no new chemical compounds have been detected. From this result can 
be concluded that DME is stable, at standard storage conditions, in presence of LPG pure 
constituents (propane and butane). 

DME & MATERIAL COMPATIBILITY 
In this experimental section the endurance test to DME (the most severe condition) of gas 
governors and commercial flexible tubes has been evaluated. For the endurance test 
additional, not standard, equipment has been designed and build (see picture below), this 
apparatus allow to set seven governors and flexible tube as in typical the gas-cooking 
configuration (bottle, governor, flexible tube, burner) and to submit the equipment to 
periodical on-off cycle with pure DME. 

Governors 
After four months of testing the several type gas governors have not been damaged and they 
did not change the pressure adjustable capacity; very small, reversible (after air washing), 
modification of  K-value have been noticed. Some dynamic test of pressure adjustment in 
pure DME have shown small pressure fluctuation (fraction of mbar). Gas governors with 
Hypalon® membrane did not show any pressure fluctuation. 

Flexible tubes 
Less encouraging results have been achieved with the flexible tube performance; the tube 
submitted to the same endurance test as for the gas governors showed small but meaningful 
losses in hydrogen permeability capacity, even that stay within the allowable range as 
required in the technical standard. For this type of equipment, in the presence of DME or also 
DME-LPG mixture, it will be necessary to set a more frequent item replacement. 

COMBUSTION OF PURE AND MIXED DME 
The combustion process of DME, pure and mixed with propane and butane, was studied both 
experimentally and theoretically, by means of direct in-flame measures and tests on cooking 
stoves and by modelling calculations using available and well-established numerical codes. 
These studies have been performed in order to better understand the chemical behaviour of 
this compound respect to the more commonly applied liquefied fuels and to directly measure 
the DME performances in the real appliances. 

Numerical modelling 
The DISMOKE Code [1], developed by the Department of Chemical Engineering of the 
Politecnico di Milano, was used for combustion modelling, starting from a kinetic scheme 
including hundreds of species and reactions and able to describe the combustion process of 
many different fuels, including DME whose reaction scheme was especially tuned and tested 
for this work. Other calculations were performed with the Chemkin III code using a restricted 
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kinetic scheme, including only DME reactions [2], in order to compare the different schemes. 
The flexibility of the model and its performances were validated by means of comparisons 
between model predictions and experimental results coming from the recent scientific 
literature and referring to experimental studies performed with many different devices 
operating in different experimental conditions (plug flow reactors [3], jet stirred reactors[2], 
shock tubes [4] and premixed burners). 
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Figure 1 DISMOKE Model comparison for JSR [2] experiments (DME = 0.2%   φ = 2    p = 
1 atm   τ = 0.1 s) 

Then, the effect of DME, on the premixed combustion mechanism of fuel mixtures containing 
propane and butane, is evaluated and a clear increase of reactivity is observed, as shown, in 
the first of the following figures, by the anticipated CO2 production. 
A particular attention was devoted to pollutant formation (like aldehydes and aromatic 
compounds). The former show a strong increase in the peak concentrations, certainly due to 
the presence of an oxygenated group which enhances its production and accumulation, 
although this effect is limited to the first flame region. An experimental measurement 
campaign would be useful to confirm this behaviour also under the real condition of 
combustion. On the contrary, a positive reduction effect, in the presence of DME, is observed 
respect to the aromatic hydrocarbon, as shown in the following figures relative to benzene and 
pyrene.  
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Figure 2 Calculated mole fractions of CH2O an C6H6 at increasing DME concentrations 

Flame diagnostic 
Along with this merely model evaluation, an experimental study was carried out using the 
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) technique, in order to measure the OH radical concentration 
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varying the operating conditions and the fuel composition. Tests were performed on a flat 
flame premixed burner, using a porous sintering bronze matrix as flame stabiliser. Different 
stoichiometries and fuel compositions studied point out the similar behaviour of DME flames 
and common LPG flames: the radical concentration profiles for pure DME are very similar to 
the ones measured with butane flames (in both of the cases, more radicals are formed with 
respect to pure propane), clearly indicating the basic similarity among the processes taking 
place. In the figures below we can see the concentration trends of OH radical in some 
different flames, having different fuel feed or stoichiometric ratio. It is evident the drastic 
decrease of radical concentration switching from an oxygen rich mixture to a fuel rich one. 
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Figure 3 OH concentration profiles at various Φ ratios(left)and for different fuels (right) 

Cooking hobs tests 
Five cooking hobs, using different types of burners were tested: cup burner with fixed 
premixed air, cup burner with adjustable premixed air, classic burner with venturi adjustable 
premixed air. The combustion tests, using LPG, pointed out different critical points: thermal 
input out of nominal range, high pollutants levels and different performances for the different 
burners type and size. Butane showed the worst behaviour respect to CO production, while 
propane and commercial LPG mixtures showed lower and very similar pollution levels. The 
use of pure DME does not get the combustion worse, but requires to make some change to the 
cooking hobs set up. The study of LPG-DME mixtures points out the positive effects of DME 
addition respect to the combustion parameters and the CO emissions. This effect is mainly 
evident for those stoves having higher carbon monoxide emissions and in the presence of 
butane-rich mixtures; the cup burner with adjustable premixed air is the most flexible one for 
combustion setting as function of gas type. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of flammability characteristics of raw materials, intermediate and products is 
important for the safety of all the process industries since flammable mixtures can be 
generated almost in any industrial unit operations, such as storage, transfer and handling of 
flammable compounds. Therefore, to prevent fires and explosions it is necessary to know the 
combustion characteristics of fuel-oxidant mixtures under general working conditions (that is, 
composition, temperature and pressure). Unfortunately, many factors influence the 
flammability limits of vapors mixture, such as mixture’s chemical-physic proprieties, 
temperature, pressure, geometric characteristic and materials of the vessel, flame propagation 
direction, turbulence, and so on.  For this reason one can find in literature different values of 
the LFL (lower flammability limit) and UFL (upper flammability limit) for the same 
compound. Moreover, most of the data available in literature were measured at standard 
temperature and pressure, and for “pure combustible” like methane in oxygen or air.  
As previously mentioned, for what concerns the safety of industrial processes a predictive 
method for estimation of the LFL and UFL of generic flammable vapors mixture at different 
temperatures and pressures in different oxidative systems is required. In the past years several 
theoretical methods have been suggested to estimate the flammability limits of mixtures when 
no experimental data are available. However, these methods have some limits in their 
application; for example, the Le Chatelier’s mixing rule for flammable limits yields good 
results only for LFL of mixtures of similar vapors in oxidative environment without any inert 
gas, and the results are not extendible to different pressures and temperatures. These methods 
can be grouped in three classes, for the prediction of flammability limits of: 
 pure compounds in air at standard conditions; 
 mixtures of fuels with or without inert gases; 
 vapors mixed with air in different conditions from their values at standard T and P; 
 any mixture using the Calculated Adiabatic Flame Temperature (CAFT). 

In this work we have choose to investigate the possibility of estimating the LFL and UFL 
using the Calculated Adiabatic Flame Temperature due to its wide applicability to generic 
combustible-oxidative systems in different conditions. The main aim has been to identify a 
reliable procedure for applying this methods to a wide range of operating conditions, thus 
significantly enlarging its predictive capabilities. With this aim, the flammability limits of 126 
pure chemical compounds and several their mixture in a range of temperature of 150-720 K 
and pressure of 0.16-125 bar have been investigated.  

PREDICTION OF FLAMMABILITY LIMITS USING THE CAFT 
This method comes from the old observation that lower paraffins have a nearly constant flame 
temperature. The basic idea on which the method is based is that if a vapors mixture reaches, 
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during combustion reactions, a flame temperature higher than an assumed threshold 
temperature, the mixture is able to propagate the flame and then it is inflammable [2]. One of 
the most relevant aspect of this model is that the method is intrinsically able to determine how 
the adiabatic flame temperature of a generic mixture of combustibles, comburents and inert, 
varies with the concentration, temperature and pressure. 

Mathematical Model 
The basic hypothesis of this method is that the chemical reaction rate and then the chemical 
heat generation rate are much greater then the energy and material transport rates. Therefore, 
it is possible to assume that in the reacting region thermodynamics equilibrium is reached 
without any heat losses. This method involves two steps: the first one requires the estimation 
of the adiabatic flame temperature at thermodynamic equilibrium (CAFT). To determine the 
CAFT, in this work the CHEMKIN-II software package [1] and more specifically the 
subroutines based on the STANJAN III code have been used.  
The second step requires the definition of a threshold temperature. As previously mentioned, 
it is assumed that all the mixtures that can reach a CAFT greater than this threshold 
temperature are flammable. Therefore, once a representative value of the threshold 
temperature of the system is available, it is possible to determine the LFL and UFL. 
According to Melhem [2], the majority of experimental flammability limits correspond to 
threshold temperatures in the range of 1000 – 1500 K. One possible reason for this is linked to 
reaction mechanisms of carbon monoxide, the primary product formed in substantial amounts 
during any hydrocarbon oxidation process. Since the CO conversion to CO2 controls a 
sizeable amount of flame energy release its limiting temperatures will control the overall 
flammable characteristics. The reaction CO+HO = CO2 + H does not occur appreciably up to 
about 1100 K and it is self sustaining above about 1400 K [3]. However, significant 
differences in the predicted values for both LFL and UFL can be obtained using temperature 
values in this range, thus evidencing the necessity of a reliable procedure for defining the 
threshold temperature as a function of the operating conditions.  
The analysis carried out in this work has been articulated in two steps:  
 evaluation of the exact threshold temperature for all available pure species, at different 

temperatures and pressures, and definition (from these results) of general rules for 
predicting threshold temperatures in a wide range of operating conditions; . 

 prediction of the flammability limits for mixtures using these rules suitably mixed. 
This job has been carried out with two aims: the first one was to estimate an “optimum” value 
of the estimated threshold temperature (ETT), that is, one able to give the best fit of the 
experimental data. The second one to estimate a “conservative” ETT value, that  is the 
threshold temperature that allows an estimation of the flammable limits always conservative, 
that is, such as to assure safe working conditions. In the following, only results referring to 
the “optimum” ETT will be discussed. Similar results have been obtained for the 
“conservative” ETT investigation. 

Results and Discussion 
Almost all the “optimum” threshold temperatures (OTT) estimated in this work are in the 
range of 1000~1500 K. However, it has also been found that it is necessary the use of two 
different threshold temperatures for the lower and upper flammability limits predictions. 
Moreover, due to the particular form of the CAFT versus composition curve, the use of the 
threshold temperature of 1200 K, as recommended in the literature as a “rule of thumb” [2], 
yields reasonable results only for what concern the LFL, whereas gives definitely bad results 
in the estimation of the UFL. It has been also found that is suitable to subdivide the 
considered compounds into few classes (such as, alkanes, alcohols, aromatics etc.).  
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An example of the rules derived from the aforementioned analysis are shown in the following 
table. 
 
Class Working conditions OTT Validation range Notes 

mean error in the estimation of the LFL = 8% 
alkanes 298K; 1atm 1550 K   

 T; 1atm 


 ≤⋅−

K 358 >T           K          1450
K 358 T    158.11.1865 T  150 K < T < 623 K  

 298K; P 


 ≤⋅−

atm 0.7>P                K          1550
atm 0.7 P    log56486.1466 P  0.16 atm < P < 125 

atm  

mean error in the estimation of the UFL = 11% 
alkanes 298K; 1atm  1150 K  for CH4:1650K 

for C3H6:1500K

 T; 1atm 1150 K  no CH4 & C3H6 

 T; 1atm 1650 K  only CH4 

 298K; P 1769.39 – 376.38·logP 0.176 atm < P < 125 
atm only CH4 

 298K; P 1301.77 – 220.63·logP 1 atm < P< 34 atm only C2H6 

 T; P 1532.7 – 143.73·lnP 1 atm < P < 55 atm only CH4 

 
We can see that no “universal” ETT can be used without loosing reliability, in particular for 
what UFL estimation concerns. Similar results have been obtained for all the other 
compounds investigated. 
Figures 1 and 2 show a comparison between calculated (with the rules developed for defining 
the ETT) and the experimental values of both LFL and UFL for all the pure compounds data 
at different pressures and temperatures. Quite a good agreement has been found for all the 
data available, resulting in a mean error of about 10%. 
The rules derived for pure compounds can be also used to predict the ETT of mixtures, 
provided that a suitable mixing rule to compute the mixture ETT from the ETTs of the single 
classes is established. We have found that a simple mixing rule, that is: 

( ) 1−∑= iiMIX ETTYETT  
is suitable to reasonably predict the experimental data with an average error equal to about 
20%, as summarized in figure 3 where calculated and experimental flammability limits for 
several mixtures are compared. 
It should be finally mentioned that an advantage of this method is that the presence of some 
inert gas is directly accounted for in a lower CAFT. In other words, the ETTMIX of 
combustible-inert-comburent systems is the same of the combustible-comburent systems as 
computed from the inert free combustible molar fractions. 
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Fig. 3: calculated and experimental flammability limits  for various mixtures in different 
working conditions 
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Abstract

TheTrappedVortex (TVC) strategy hasthemaineffect to reducethepressuredropin acombustorby
generatingastablevortex within acavity, wherefuel andoxidantareinjected,mix andreact.Thetrapped
vortex preventsvortex sheddingfrom thecavity, themainmechanismresponsiblefor thepressuredrop.
The aim of the presentwork is to analyzethe fluiddynamicsin a TrappedVortex Combustoroperated
with differentfuels( �������
	������	���� ) by numericallysolvingthereactive Navier-Stokesequationsin
a RANS approximation.Moreover, we investigatethepossibility to achieve MILD-type combustionby
usingthis TVC strategy. Theactualgeometryof theTVC comesfrom thestudiesof V. R. KattaandW.
M. Roquemore.Resultsshow that it is possibleto burn differentfuelswithout alteringtheeffectsof the
combustionstrategy.

INTRODUCTION
A TrappedVortex Combustor(TVC) is a combustorconsistingof a cavity wherefuel andoxidantare

injectedandmixedinsideavortex systemcreatedby amainair flow blowing parallelto thetopof thecav-
ity.For cartaincavity shapesa main stablevortex avoids vortex sheddingalongthe combustor.Whenthis
occurs,reactantsinjectedinto thecavity burnwith remarkablylow pressuredropin thecombustioncham-
ber. Theanchorageof theflameis dueto therecirculationof hot combustionproductswhosetemperature
is above theautoignitiontemperatureof themixture[1, 2]. Theaim of thepresentwork is to numerically
investigatethis strategy in termsof low emissionindeces,total pressurelossesandresidencetimes,using
differentfuels( propane,methaneandhydrogen)without changingthecombustorgeometry.

In particular, in orderto reduceNOx emission[1], a MILD (“flameless”) combustion[1, 3] approach
wasalsosimulated:this strategy introducestogetherwith reactantshot combustionproducts(volumecon-
centrationof oxidant< 15%). The numericalresultspresentedrefer to two TVC geometriesandwere
obtainedsolving reactive Navier-StokesequationsusingRANS. The geometries(showed in Fig. 1) are
composedby two or threeaxisymmetricdisksmountedonthesameaxis,takenfrom KattaandRoquemore
[4].

Figure1: Geometriesof theTVC burnerssimulated.

Thegeometryconsistsin annularcilinder(diameter=8cm)andtwo disks(thelarger, called“for ebody”,
hasa diameterof 7 cm, the smaller, called“afterbody” , which hasa diameterof 5.08cm). The shorter
geometryis 6.43cm long,while theotheroneis 10 cm longby addinga third diskwhosediameteris 3.81
cm. Thesecondcavity, borderedby the two afterbodies,improvesbothcombustionefficiency ��� andthe

main vortex stability in the first cavity. The blockageratio
�������������! �"#%$'&�&
(*)+$ �, (*-�. is /103254 , 6 $ � . �7�!�8�� '"
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model was validatedusing literatureresultsfor propane R7SNTVU9WYX D[Z\Z�] ^ G`_ D F%LNacbdG�e Dgf�h%i�jlk [5].
Thesimulationswith m�npo and n Q canbedividedinto threegroupsof investigation: q fsr SNW O D SNT�WYt DS T U W X DuZ�Z ] ^ at e Dvf�h%i�j , q Z\r _ W O D _ T�W t D _ T U W X D F%LNaEb at e Dwf�h%i�j , q7F r _ W O D _ T�W t DF�L\/\acb at e W O D e TxW t Dgf / h%i�j . In group q fsr wesimulatedonly conventionalcombustion(annularair
flow, y D F�/\/za ), in q Z�r we investigatedalsoMILD combustionconditionsandin q�F r we simulatedonly
MILD conditions(combustionproductsasannularflow, y D L\L\/�a ).

RESULTSf ^ A|{~}5��� e�� resultsindicatemixing dependsonly on momentumof annularair, fuel andprimary air
jets: if themomentumof themainvortex (whosemasscomesfrom theannularaif flow) is abouttentimes
thatof fuel or primaryair, combustiontakesplacein the bottomof the cavity (asit happensin n Q case,
showedin thepicture)insteadin themainvortex. This stratifiescombustionprocess(seeFig. 2) because
stoichiometricconditionsoccuronly thebottomof thecavity; vortex momentumdoesn’t allow finemixing,
crushingfuel andprimaryair onthecavity walls. Expansionof hotgasesthenejectsthemainvortex (colder
thantheremainpartof thecavity) andcausesvortex sheddingwhich is themainmechanismresponsible
for pressuredropin combustors.

Figure2: Contourplot of temperaturefor thecaseof ��� at �\�����5� .
In thecaseof ���
��� , combustionstartsat thecavity bottombut it takesplaceinsidethemainvortex,

wherehot gasesrecirculate.Efficiency ���|���|�
�'�Y���*���������� � � � �+� ��'�Y���*������ ���  B¡ �+� �

, is very high: ����¢ £V¤9¥�¦�§©¨\ª~« , ���s¢ £x¥x¬§
®\¯ « , and � � ¢ ¥Y°§ ®N± « . Thefact that � � ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ is ² ® ª³« reportedin [4] is dueto thetwo stepkinetic of
thecombustionmodelused,while � � ¢ £ ¤ ¥ ¦ is thelowestin this casebecauseof no idealmixing condition

wasfound in the cavity (this wastrue alsofor � � and ���µ´ cases)but ¶¸· ���*���¶º¹ ��� £ ¤ ¥ ¦ andmomentumare

muchhigherthanin theothercases»,¼�½ ¤º¾1¦¼�½ ¾³¬ §��1¿3À~�µ¼�½ ¤�¾³¦¼ ¾ ° §Á�³�\¿+�\Â\Ã , sothatresidenttime is too shortfor

thekineticsusedto makepropaneburn completelyin the ��Ä ¹ cavity.
Thebehavior of methaneis betweenthoseof hydrogenandpropane:its momentumis a goodcompro-

misebetweenidealmixing (perfectlymixed),chemicalkineticsandconvectiveresidenttime. Mostpartof
methaneburnsin the �sÄ ¹ cavity, eventhoughexpansionof thehot gasmovesthemainvortex to thetop of
thecavity, next to theexit lip: obtaininggoodmixing andstablecombustionis theaim of diffusioncom-
bustion,while theTrappedVortex combustionneedsastablemainvortex mixing andburningthereactants;
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it takesthatfuel andprimaryair jetsreinforcethemainvortex with theirmomentum.� � predictionsdependstrictly bothonfuel usedandonthereducedchemicalmechanismchosen(1-step
or 2-step,etc...)on momentumratios(mixing conditions)andon residencetime insidethecavity.

Ideal burning condition is different from ideal mixing condition (for cold flow) becausethe latter
dependsonly on momentum.Ideal burning condition dependson mixing (momentum), on kinetic energy
of theflowsandon chemistry(chemicalenergy released).ZNÅ 6 {~}5��� eÆ� resultsshow that it is not possibleto maintainconstantpower without making � � (and
mixing) worse.In this casethemomentumof fuel and/orprimaryair jetsis largerthanthatof mainvortex
thusthe shapeof the main vortex appearsto be stretchedalongthe cavity; the residencetime decreases
andthe highesttemperatureoccursin the ZNÅ 6 cavity wherecombustioncanbe completed.Reachingthe
highesttemperaturein the ZNÅ 6 cavity resultsin a thermalNOx “pool”.

The working-diagram in Fig. 3 shows, along the combustor length, someof the unburnedspecies
mixing with theannularflow andexhaustingwithoutbeingcapturedby the ZNÅ 6 cavity: thisexplainsthe ���
decreasingin atmosphericalsimulations.At f / h%i�j reactionratesincreaseand � ��Ç ;'È >¸A ]ÊÉ � �sÇ ; >¸A ] .

a b

Figure3: Working diagramsof theTVC burner.

MILD COMBUSTION RESULTS
MILD (“flameless”) combustionoccursat low oxidantconcentrationandmoderateproductstempera-

ture,sincecombustionshouldbedelocalizedwithin thecombustorvolume.
In order for MILD to occur in a TVC the kinetic energy of the annularflow (and thereforethe pa-

rameteraÌË >*=�A8Í9Î D Ï @ Å\Ð A�@Ñ=�Ò Å�Ð Î�Ó�C $'&�&
(*)+$ �V� ) ��ÔÏ @ Å\Ð A�@Ñ=�Ò Å\Ð Î�Ó�C � ( � )ÑÕ Ï @ Å\Ð A�@Ñ=�Ò Å\Ð Î�Ó�C9Ö �!×KØ $ �!" $ ×K� ) shouldbe keptconstantwith respectto
conventionalcombustion.Thetemperatureof annularflow in MILD casesis 550K andits compositionisÙ Q D /,0 f L , n Q Ù D /10 /�L\L , m Ù Q D /10 / Z 2NL , Ú Q D /,0+2N4%2\L (molarfractions).

In MILD cases(annularflow of combustionproducts,y D L\L\/ÛaÜGHS D L Z ] ^ ) ��� decreaseseven
more,becausemixtureis low in oxigenandresidencetimeis alittle lowerthanin conventionalcombustion
(annularair flow, y D F�/\/caÜG�S DÞÝ%Z ] ^ ), the fact that in the f ^ A cavity no ideal mixing condition is
achievedgrows in importance.

MILD conditionsleadto a lowerNOx emissionindex, sincethiscombustionstrategy flattenstempera-
turepeak(in thepresentwork wecalculatedonly Ú Ùàß A I Ð Î ] >�á and Ú Ùàß1â ÎºÍ ] â A contributes).

The F Î 6 {~}5��� e refersto MILD combustioncasesat f / h�i�j . Thehigherpressuredoesn’t changevortex
shape:this meansthat thekinetic parameteraÌË >*=�A8Í�Î is quite independentof pressure.� � is a little better
thanMILD at e Dãfäh%i�j : equationsarenot linear, so even thoughpressureis increasedten times, the
reactionrategrowsbut notasmuchasit shouldto burncompletelya tenfold largermassin thefirst cavity:
mostpartof unburnedfuel is in theflow pathcalledmixedflow3 (seeFig. 3).

Theresultsof Z\Å 6 and F Î 6 groupsof simulationaresummarizedin Table1.
The åzæ
T�çèÇ éêµë¸ì1í is higherthanconventionalbecausecombustionproductswereintroducedasannular

inlet; this fact leadsto addedm Ù Q dissociatinginto m Ù q Z m Ù Q|î Z m ÙðïñÙ Q r , so åzæ T�ç Ç éêµë¸ì1í grows
about Z 2~0 Z�ò comparedto åzæ T�ç Ç é=�Í Å ? Ð�Å A�@ÑÍ Å >�á . A comparisonbetweeenåzæ Txç Ç éêµëºì,í and åæ T�ç Ç é¸éêµë¸ì1í
showsthat,evenwhenpressureis increasedtentimes, åzæ T�ç Ç é¸éêµëºì,í isonly f\f5ò greaterthan åæ T�ç Ç éêµë¸ì1í :
thereasonis that increasingpressuresuppressesthedissociationof m Ù Q , but increasingtemperaturepro-
motesdissociation.
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Pressuredropsarelower in MILD cases(bothfor methaneandhydrogen)becausetheheatreleasedis
moreevenlydistributedin thecombustorvolumethanin conventionalcases.This factmeansthatpressure
drop doesn’t dependon absolutepressure,but only on how combustion is obtained.

CONCLUSIONS
Mixing playsan importantrole in TVC to burningdifferentfuelswith very low pressuredrops,since

burnerefficiency � � dependson goodturbulentmixing. TheTVC strategy is intrinsic MILD from a recir-
culatingpointof view (asseenin Fig. 3): in fact,usingadrivencavity asacombustionzone,it recirculates
96%( a ? D /10 M\4 ) of thewholemassinjected(only) in thecavity, while typicalMILD combustionrequires
a a ? D /1032NL [2]. It is possibleto burn different fuel with high ��� usingan injection platewith many
holes,thatcanoptimizefuel andprimaryair injection for every case,i. e.,without changing combustor
geometry. Sincemixing is controlledby momentumwhile vortex shapeandits persistencearecontrolled
alsoby kinetic energy, a first constraintis thata stableTVC needsa a Ë >*=�A8Í9Îpóõô q f /\/ r : this couldpose
a problem,expecially in MILD combustion. It is importantto underlinethat for no reactive flow vortex
shape,stabilityandmixing arecontrolledonly by momentum:for reactiveflow insteadshapeandstability
(persistenceof vortex withoutshedding)arecontrolledby kinetic energy sincegasexpansionin thecavity
could expel the main vortex, so to prevent this it takesan annularfluidinamic “cowl” to hold the vortex
insidethecavity: the“annular” kineticenergymustbeenoughto controlbothgasexpansionandresidence
time.
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é _ D F�Làacbé¸é _ D F%LN/�aEb
m�n oS TxW t D L\4 ] ^f /�ö j

n QS W O D F�4 ] ^f /�ö j
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. ×B� &�$9) ::: é; >¸A ] f 0 Z 2 ZÒ ë û~ü ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. ØÒ ë�û~üYý - � &�� � &�. × � &s$�) Ç �P $'. Ø f 0 ÝVf\fÒ ë�û~üYý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. ØÒ ë�û~ü�ý �P $'. Ø f 0 f /�M Z 2

é _ D F%LàaEbé¸é _ D F�LN/�acb
m�npoSNTxWxt D LN4 ] ^f /àö j

n QSNW O D F�4 ] ^f /�ö j
n QSNW O Dgfs÷ 4 ] ^4,0 Ý F�ö jÒ ë�
 ü�Ný þ ÿ ���Ò ë 
 ü� ý - � &�� � &
. ×B� &�$9) ::: é; >¸A ] L10 L ZN÷\Ý���f / ��� 410 /\F~2 ��f / � ; Z 0 Z\÷ F f��Nf / � ;Ò ë�
 ü���ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. ØÒ ë 
 ü�� ý - � &�� � &�. × � &�$�) Ç �P $'. Ø f 032 ÷ F �Nf / ��� Ý 0 /%2 Ý 2Ò ë 
 ü�� ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. ØÒ ë�
 ü��ý þ ÿ ��� Ç �P $'. Ø /10 F Z\Z L 4,0+2\LÒ ë 
 ü� ý þ ÿ ���Ò ë�
 ü��\ý - � &�� � &�. × � &s$�) ::: é; >¸A ]

::: A I Ð Î ] >¸á L³0+LN4 Ý��Nf / � o 4,0 Z 2 �\f / � Q L �\f / � ;Ò ë�
 ü�\ý þ ÿ ���Ò ë 
 ü� ý - � &�� � &
. ×B� &�$9) ::: é; >¸A ]
::: â ÎºÍ ] â A Ý 0 L f 4 f�÷���f / ��� Ý 0 / F �\f / � Q f 0 F~2 Z L �Nf / � ;Ò ë 
 ü� ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P�� $�. ØÒ ë�
 ü�\ý - � &�� � &
. ×B� &�$9) Ç �P $�. Ø
:::: A I Ð Î ] >�á f 0+2 ÷�Z1f���f / ��� Ý 0 L%2Ò ë�
 ü���ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. ØÒ ë 
 ü� ý - � &�� � &�. × � &�$�) Ç �P $'. Ø
:::: â Î¸Í ] â A Z 0 / ÷ L �Nf / ��� /,0 f�Ý,fÒ ë 
 ü� ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. Ø ÇÒ ë�
 ü�\ý þ ÿ ��� Ç �P $�. Ø

:::: A I Ð Î ] >¸á F,0 Z 2 Z 0 MÒ ë 
 ü� ý þ ÿ ��� Ç ���P	� $'. Ø ÇÒ ë 
 ü�� ý þ ÿ ��� Ç �P $'. Ø
:::: â ÎºÍ ] â A /10 Ý 4 f 2 F,0 Ý M ÷

Table1: Summaryof results.
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Abstract

Theaimof thepresentwork is to analyzeturbulence- kineticsinteraction,andalsoeffect of commonlymadeapproximations,
on bluff-body flameanchoringin a straightchannelpremixedburnerhaving a rectangularcrosssection.We performRANS and
LES simulationsin ���
	 and ���
	 , consideringbothsimplemixing andreactingcases.Thetime-dependent���� resultsshow
three-dimensionalvortex structuresperiodically shorteningthe recirculationzonedownstreamof the bluff-body andentraining
freshmixtureinto thehot recirculatingregion,stabilizingthisflame.Wealsoinvestigatetheeffectsof assumingperiodicboundary
conditionsalongthespanwisedirection,insteadof thesidewalls, concludingthatassumingperiodicboundaryconditionscannot
capturesecondaryturbulencephenomenaimportantto correctlypredictwall heattransfer. Finally, comparingthe“cold” andthe
reactingcases,we show thatevensimplekineticscreatesa rangeof chemistrytimesinteractingwith thoseof turbulentstructures.
Comparedwith thesimplemixing (“cold”) case,heatreleasecoupleswith turbulencevia viscousanddilatationaleffects,flattening
themacroscalesandwideningtheinertial rangeby a factor ��� in frequency. Thiseffectworksthereforein thesamedirectionasa
reverseenergy cascade.

THE TEST CASE

Theburnersimulatedin thispaper[1] waspurposelybuilt to createanexperimentaldatabaseto validatenumerical
codes.Theburneris a straightchannel(length ��� , rectangularcrosssection������������� �!�#"$� ), wherea prismatic
bluff-body, having anequilateraltriangularsection(side � � �%"�� ), andlocated��� &'&�� upstreamof theoutletsection
(Fig. 1) anchorsthe flame. Premixed air andpropane(equivalenceratio (*)+� � ,'& ) flow with air massflow rate
��� ,�-/. 021 . Inlet temperatureis �%32354 , velocity is �6, � 37�80%1 , andturbulenceintensityis 9$:;"�< . Thenominalpressure
is �>=/?@� . Temperaturewasmeasuredby ACB�DFE andvelocityby G5HIB [1]. TheReynoldsnumberbasedonbluff-body
dimensionandon maximumvelocity reachedby theflow at thebluff-body location( 92���80%1 ) is JK�L�2M ; theresulting
dissipativescales(from Kolmogorov’sexpressionsat NO)P�%323�4 ) are JRQ$S2�6�UT>V�� and JW9 � ,CS%�L� TXV71 .

We performedthe simulationspresentedhereusinga codelinked to a subroutinefor our EZY[E]\[^ [?, 3, 4].
We modeledfuel oxidationin thesimplest,andcrudest,way by meansof a singlestepreaction[5]. We checkedthe
importanceof 9_:8H effectsby performing ��:8H simulations( "`�L�'�2� nodes),9�:8H overonly �#0#9 of theburnerspan
( Ja�'Q#9'�2�'� nodes,periodicboundaryconditionsin thespanwisedirection)andfully 9b:cH ( JKQ#d'92�2�'� nodes).The
GfebE integrationtimestepis �L� T`g71 for thenonreactiveand 3CS2�6�UTXMZ1 for thereactivecase.

RESULTS

The flow is characterizedby a recirculationzonedownstreamof the bluff-body periodically alteredby vortex
shedding.Sheddingis asymmetricfor thenonreactivecase(predictedJK�6�/Q�h8i , measured�L�'&_h8i ) andsymmetric
for thereactivecase(predicted�L"'�jh�i ). Wetime-averagedournumericalresultsto comparethemwith time-averaged
experimentaldata[1]. Becauseof the type of variablesmeasured,the comparisonis limited to the time-averaged
componentk7l and its m��n1 values(not reportedherefor reasonof length) for the non-reactive case,and also to
time-averagedtemperaturesin thereactivecase,at differentlocationsdownstreamof theflameholder.

First, we investigatedtheeffectsof thesmallaspectratio ( )o� ) of thechannelin the“cold” case.We considered
two subcases:a GfebE of only the central ��0%9 of the burnerspan,assumingspanwiseperiodic pqAF1 , andnext, the
complete(solid walls) geometry(Fig. 1). Results,not reportedherefor reasonsof length, indicate 9r:sH effects,
associatedto the“secondary”turbulencein thechannel,cannotbeneglected.

To check95:tH effectsof turbulenceoncombustionwesimulatedthereactivecasealsoin �7:tH with theclassical
DCB�uvEW-n:]w model (yielding only the steadystatetime-averagedsolution), the G5ebE Smagorinsky model (both
coupledto the e[HxA to treatturbulence- chemistryinteractions),andour \[^ . After averaging,weconcludedthatall
�y:[H simulationspredictsimilarresultsdownstreamof therecirculationzone;within this zoneinsteadthe -z:Cw model
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Figure 1: Threedimensionalsketchof the burnergeometryshowing the boundaryconditionsimplementedin our
simulations.

is betteratpredictingthevelocityfield, partiallycompensatingmissingturbulencephysicsby its largereddyviscosity.
In fact, the {x|c} turbulent viscosity, proportionalto {U~��6} , is overpredictedinsiderecirculationzonesbecause{ is
largeand } is small. The �[� predictsmaximumtemperaturebetter, but it underestimatesheattransferalong � ; heat
transferobtainedby usingtheSmagorinsky modelagreesbetterwith theexperimentaldata,but this is simply dueto
overestimatingtemperaturein thereactingzones,andthereforeits gradientsnearwalls. {f|q} resultsareunsatisfactory
asfarasmaximumtemperatureandheattransfer.

Therecirculationzonelengthis overpredictedby the �_|v���[� simulationbecauseof missing�$|�� turbulence
effects immediatelydownstreamof the bluff-body. Missing ��|�� effectsarenot the secondaryturbulencein the
channel: both periodic and fully �t|W���q�F�r�5�q� predict well the recirculationzonelength. The recirculation
zoneis overpredictedbecausestretching,theeffective engineof turbulencecontrollingvorticity, is missingin �[|��
simulations.Predictionsnearwalls improve whenboundarylayer andcornervorticesbecomelarge enoughfor the
grid to resolve them;theboundarylayersarethickenedby nearwall �b|�� turbulence.We comparedaverage�6�;�
valuesof �7� ; thefully �b|�� caseagreesbetterwith datathantheperiodic ���F� case,eventhoughtheaveraged�7�
profilesarenot asgood. Figure2 shows temperatureprofiles. Thefully �[|�� simulationpredictstheexperimental
databest. Thusaccuratelysimulatingsecondaryturbulenceis critical to wall heattransferpredictions,ascorners
vortices,interactingwith the reactingshearlayer downstreamof the flameholder, transportheatto the walls. The
single-stepchemistryusedcanapparentlypredicttheaveragetemperaturesof this flow.

The flame in this paperis stabilizedby (symmetric)vortex shedding. Vorticesdownstreamof the bluff-body
(trackedby their helicity in our investigation)tendto flattenneartheupperandloweredgesof theflameholderprism,
and to becomecylindrical nearthe center. Reactionoccursin the shearlayersbetweenwake andcoflowing fresh
mixture. Hot productsarestoredinsidethewake,convecteddownstreamandperiodicallymixedby theshedvortices
with thecoflowing freshmixture.Pocketsof reactantshaveadditionaltime to burn furtherdownstreamwithin “isles”
of fastkineticsindicatedby theDamkoehlernumberfield (not shown). Profoundlyunlike thepicturedrawn basedon
time-averages,thismechanismis intrinsicallyunsteady.

Turbulent Kinetic Energy SpectraAnd Their Coupling With Chemistry

We estimatedtherangeof frequenciesinjectedinto theflow from thereactionrate[5] adoptedfor thesimulation:
even thoughthe chemistryis simple, it injects into the reactingflow a broadrangeof chemicalfrequencies. At
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Figure2: Comparisonof temperatureprofilesatdifferentlocationswith experimentaldata.Numericalresultsobtained
by usingthe \[^ model.Solid line: complete9�:nH . Dashedline: periodic pqAF1f9�:;H . Dottedline: ��:;H . Bullets:
experimentaldata.

� )��L���L9'�'&7�F= , this rangeis �r����� to �r���L�'�2�'�Xh8i .
Thesechemicalscalesinteractwith turbulence. We show this by meansof the turbulent kinetic energy spectra

of Fig. 3. We sampledturbulent kinetic energy in the fully 9�:]H nonreactive andreactive casesat �P)�� � �6�$�
and ¡n)¢� � � �63�� in the it)¢� plane;this point is (in theaverage)insidethereactingshearlayerdownstreamof the
flameholder. Sampledsignal \F\CN spectrawerenondimensionalizedby their m��n1 andthennormalizedby thepeak
valuein thenonreactivecase.Dueto thedifferentsamplingfrequencies£%¤ of thetwo signals( £%¤�)o�6�2�'�2�5h�i for the
“cold” and £%¤�)¥���2&%�'�fh�i for the“hot” flow), cutoff frequencies,£2¤¦0%� , aredifferent.

In the “cold” flow a largeeddyat Ja�2&%�$h8i storesmostof theenergy; we expectedthis frequency becausethe
velocity fluctuationcloseto thesamplinglocationis J§�L�$�80%1 andthe lengthscaleis ��� �2"�� (bluff-body andflow
passagesizes): their ratio predictsthe frequency of the largescale.Bluff-body sizebeingthe main scale,thereis a
rapidtranferof energy down to JW�2�2�2� , prior to reachingthewider inertial rangefrom JW�2�2�2� to J]"'�'�2��h8i .

Analyzingthe“hot” spectrum,this picturechangesdueto threeeffects:
1. The local densitychangesdue to combustionexpandsproducts,locally acceleratingthe flow ( ¨ S'© in the

continuityequation).Therefore,high heat releasefr equenciesat thesamplinglocationpumpkinetic energy in the
frequency region from J¢�2�2�'� to J�,'�2�'��h8i . At largescalesno reactionsoccur, or, if they do, gradientsaresmall;
thereforepumpingis small or negligible. This pumpingimplies non-equilibrium of reactive fine structur es; in
the “cold” flow thesestructuresare insteadin equilibrium. Spectrafrom literature[6] do not show this behaviour,
dueto theslow chemistryemployed,or low samplingfrequency, or large integrationtime step(theseconsiderations
applyalsoto experimentalmeasurements).Non-equilibriumphysicsof reactive fine structuressuggestsevery E7Y[E
modelshouldbemadetime dependentwithin an integrationtime stepif the local spatialresolutionis insufficient to
resolve reactingscales(i.e., at high Damkoehler). Capturingtheseintermittentdilatationalphenomenamay reveal
itself crucialto studycertaintypeof combustioninstability.

2. Lar ge scalefluctuations areinsteaddampedby viscosityincreasingwith temperature,andthat is why their
turbulentkinetic energy is loweredwith respectto the“cold” case.Thiseffect is well known.

3. The inertial range is widened (from JR92�'� to Jo�2�2�2��h8i ). This occursbecausemacroscalesaredampedby
viscosity(effect# 2) and,mainly, dueto a reverseenergy cascade: heatreleasedinsidefinestructuresproduceslocal
intermittent dilatation (see#1) pumpingenergy into lower frequencies.This dilatation togetherwith convective
transportmay contribute to counter-gradientdiffusion. \[^ predictsthis effect becauseit canperformlocal Htu�E
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Figure3: Turbulentkinetic energy spectrain thereactiveandnonreactivecase,nondimensionalizedby their variance
andnormalizedby themaximumvalueof thecold spectrum.

in the reactive hot zoneswith sufficient spatialresolution,i.e., including molecularand dilatationaleffects. This
capabilityis shown by thehigh frequenciesresolvedin Fig. 3.

CONCLUSIONS

Our resultsshow thattheburneranalyzedmustbesimulatedwithout p�AF1 approximationstypical of AC\FH prac-
tice. 9[:�H structuresdownstreamof thebluff-body stabilizetheflameby periodicallymixing freshmixtureandhot
products. This picture is substantiallydifferent from conclusionsdrawn basedon time-averagedresults/data.Sec-
ondaryturbulenceis importantfardownstreamof theflameholder, alteringwall heattransfer.

Frequency analysisinsidethe(average)reactingshearlayershows importantdifferencesbetweenthe“cold” and
the “hot” flows, never reportedbefore. Theseconsistof threeeffects: first, realistic(fast)chemicalreactionspump
energy at high frequency; second,the temperatureincreasedueto combustiondampenslargescalefluctuations,de-
creasingtheenergy of theeddies;third, theenergy pumpingat high frequenciesproducesasignificantreverseenergy
cascade,wideningtheinertial rangein thecaseof reactingflow.
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INTRODUCTION 
During last few years theoretical and experimental exploration of potentials of 
electro-hydro-dynamic control of atomization attracted a high level of interest 1,2,3. Among the 
other reasons of this interest is the envisaged possibility of using this technology in order to 
control, by acting on the atomization, the evolution of a whole process. Examples of 
processes that could find advantages by the use of such control systems are the combustion of 
liquid fuels as well as material deposition technologies. To this aim the availability of a 
dispersion of droplets of a well defined size and electrically charged is potentially an excellent 
solution. As matter of fact the size control allows for a thorough control of evaporation and 
mixing processes along with a targeting based on deflecting systems acting on the droplet 
residual charge. 
Nevertheless, the determination of a stable, effective and robust configuration of an 
electrospraying system that could be used successfully in practical combustion system is still 
lacking. Many configuration have been evaluated and several results can be found in literature 
but many problem are still open and will require further experimental and modelling activity. 
One of the open questions is the effect of the mutual interaction of combustion and 
atomization processes. This interaction represents a key point in the assessment of realistic 
potentialities of electrospray systems exploitation in combustion systems.  
The nature of this interaction is intrinsically complex and a thorough description of even its 
phenomenology is difficult. As a matter of fact, the pool of radicals formed during the 
chemical reactions taking place in the flame regions interacts with the charged droplet in a 
complicated way and can affect the droplet cloud shape and behavior. On the other hand the 
electric field itself interacts with the flame and, as a consequence, it can be expected that the 
flame be influenced by the electric field presence. 
It can be envisaged that atomization and combustion processes cannot be decoupled and their 
characterization has to be attempted using a systematic approach. In this paper a systematic 
characterization of a well-defined nozzle configuration, operated either in isothermal and 
burning conditions while keeping the same feeding and applied voltage conditions, is 
presented. This paper aims both to identify the ranges of fuel flow rate and of applied voltage 
in which a stable combustion condition can be established and to determine the changes in the 
spray droplets size and velocities induced by the combustion process. 

SET-UP OF THE ATOMIZING SYSTEM 
The atomizer used in the experimental work is a simple coaxial system, sketched in Fig. 1, in 
which a stainless steel needle is used to fed the liquid fuel and the electric field is generated 
by applying a potential difference between the needle and a co-annular electrode. In the 
external part of the atomizer an air flow is used to prevent the accumulation of liquid and to 
shield the spray from external perturbations. The air flows through a glass balls bed and then 
through a metallic mesh that is posed to the same potential of the annular electrode. The fuel 
used was n-heptane, with an added percentage of 0.05 of an antistatic additive. 
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The air velocity has been kept constant and very low (with respect to the droplet velocities) in 
all the investigated conditions in order to avoid a significant interaction with the atomization 
and combustion processes.  
A purposely realized voltage generator capable of supplying voltages up to 10 KV was used 
to generate the electric field, In a great part of the tests a positive voltage was applied to the 
needle while the remaining part of the nozzle was kept at ground level. Some of the tests were 
conducted inverting the polarization of the electrodes in order to evidence possible effects on 
the atomization and combustion processes. 

 
FIG. 1 Schematics of the nozzle.  

FLAME STABILITY 
A relevant part of the work aimed to the determination of the burner geometric configuration 
that could assure a satisfying functioning of system in terms of flame stability. A preliminary 
work made in isothermal conditions indicated that a reasonable performance of the system, in 
terms of atomization quality, could be achieved by using a needle with an outside diameter of  
0.46 mm and an inside diameter of 0.25 mm. It was then decided to use this needle in the 
charcterization of flame stability. To this aim the distances between the needle and the top of 
the co-annular electrode were changed in a systematic way and the interval of stable 
combustion were observed. It was thus individuated a suitable geometric configuration to be 
used for the subsequent characterization of the spray atomization and combustion. 
In Fig. 2 is reported the domain of stable combustion, in terms of liquid flow rate and applied 
voltage, as it was observed for the above mentioned configuration.  

 

Fig. 2. Domain of stability for the spray 
in Combustion. 

 

Fig. 3. Values of the mean diameter of 
droplets spray vs fuel flow rate. 

The dotted line marking the upper limit of stable combustion region (in grey) indicates the 
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maximum voltage applicable at each liquid rate before the occurrence of an electrical 
discharge between the needle and the annular electrode. The continuous line marks the lower 
limit of applied voltage under which the flame became unstable and extinguishes due to the 
very poor atomization quality. It is noteworthy that it was not possible to find a real upper 
limit for the liquid flow rate in which the flame could be stabilized. Nevertheless at very high 
fuel flow rates the liquid jet was clearly visible very far from the needle and the flame was 
stabilized around the liquid jet. 
An explanation of the observed stability domain can be found in the droplet size profiles 
obtained at different applied voltage as a function of the liquid flow rate reported in Fig. 3. 
As shown in figure, the droplet diameter decreases with increasing voltage from 1.7 up to 2.5 
KV due to the reduction of Taylor’s cone apex angle at increasing voltage. Vice versa with 
increasing the flow rate an increase of final droplets diameter is observed due to the increase 
of this angle.  
In view of these results it can be inferred that the increase in minimum voltage required to 
stabilize the flame observed at increasing the liquid flow rate (see solid line in Fig. 2) is due 
to the degradation of atomization quality with production of larger droplets. 
From Fig.3 it can also be observed that a further increase in the applied voltage above 2.5 KV 
causes a significant increase of droplet size. This can be another explanation of the 
impossibility of stabilizing a flame at very high voltage. Finally, from Fig. 3 it can be 
observed that the size of the droplets does not depend on the applied voltage at high fuel rates. 
This is a fairly good explanation of the essential independence of the stability domain on 
applied voltage at high fuel flow rates (see Fig. 2). 

ATOMIZATION-COMBUSTION INTERACTION 
As reported in the introduction section the coupling of atomization and combustion processes 
is complex due to the multiple mutual effects acting simultaneously. An attempt to give at 
least a phenomenological description of such interaction two conditions were chosen and 
characterized in detail both in isothermal and burning conditions. The first condition (named 
A) correspond to a fuel flow rate of 17 cc/hr and an applied voltage of 1.7 KV. The second 
one (B) corresponds to 34 cc/hr and 2.5 KV. The two conditions have a very different 
atomization quality (see Fig. 3). 
The mean diameter profiles in the two conditions are reported in Fig. 4 for both isothermal 
and burning cases. In isothermal conditions the difference in the droplet sizes of the two 
considered cases is not very significant and also the difference in their axial evolution is not 
relevant. 
In presence of the flame for the condition A it can be observed a general decrease of droplet 
size with respect to the isothermal case. The axial profile of the droplet size in burning 
condition shows an increase of droplets dimensions. The analysis of the size histograms (not 
reported here for lack of room) reveals that this behaviour is due to a phenomenon of selective 
evaporation of smaller droplets with survival of droplets which have greatest dimensions.  
In condition B it is possible to observe a strong increase of the droplet sizes passing from 
isothermal to combustion condition. An explanation of this peculiar behaviour is not simple. 
The effect of a selective evaporation is to exclude based on the analysis of the size 
histograms. Another possible explanation could be the selective drifting of smaller droplets 
toward the spray periphery, due to the combined effect of charge repulsion and electric field 
action, that was observed in cold conditions and can explain the convexity of the profile in 
isothermal condition in case A. In the case under discussion it has been verified the 
substantial absence of radial components of the velocity in combustion conditions and a 
selective spatial displacement of the droplets can not be invoked to explain the observed huge 
increase in the mean size. 
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The most probable explanation of this increase appears to be a change of the atomization 
regime induced by the presence of the flame. In fact, the applied voltage (2.5 KV) is close to 
the upper limit of stability for the flame at the 34 cc/hr fuel flow rate. In these conditions it is 
likely that the Taylor cone formed at the top of the needle is less stable than than in the 
previous case 4,5. The double effect of the radiative heating from the flame and the 
modification in the electric field induced by the free charges present in the flame can lead to 
the destabilization of the cone and to a sensible decrease in the atomization quality. This 
effect is not dissimilar from the one observed at very high applied voltages (curve at 2.8 KV 
in Fig. 3) where the increased voltage disrupt the cone stability and produce an unstable 
atomization regime (either a multi-jet or a whipped regime) characterized by larger droplet 
sizes5. 

 

FIG. 4 Values of mean dimensions of droplets for conditions “A” and “B” in isothermal 
and combustion regimes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) conversion is a process by which heat radiation is directly 
transformed into electricity by means of photovoltaic generation. Recent interest in 
TPV has been stimulated by the availability of infrared PV cells and by the possibility 
of surrounding the source of heat by an “emitter” that re-radiates the energy in a 
narrow spectrum (selective emitter). ABB is leading the development of a Micro-CHP 
TPV unit, size of 1.5 kW, in which a recuperative burner [1] heats a cylindrical 
infrared emitter up to 1300°C. Multiple circuits of shingled GaSb infrared-sensitive 
cells [2] surround a refractory metal foil wrapped around the SiC support tube, 
creating an infrared emitter with a spectral output matched to the PV cells. [3, 4].  
To maximize the micro-CHP conversion efficiency it is necessary to obtain uniform 
temperature along the emitter and to enhance the heat recovering in the flue gases. To 
reach these goals the commercially available WS FLOX® recuperative burner C100 
has been selected for micro-CHP prototype development. The burner works using 
combustion air at temperature exceeding 800°C and reduced oxygen content by 
dilution with combustion gases. This results in a transparent flame (were the name 
“FLameless OXidation”), characterised by uniform temperature along its axis and 
low NOx and noise emissions.   
The present paper relates to the validation of the CFD tool for flameless combustion 
and its application to the modelling of the combustion system for the TPV based 
micro-CHP unit in order to evaluate the proper match between the selected 
recuperative burner and the TPV Power Conversion Array (PCA) 

FLAMELESS COMBUSTION MODELLING 
The validation has been performed using experimental data available in literature [5] 
for a cylindrical furnace of 1m length and 0.5m diameter equipped with a “WS C100” 
recuperative burner (figure 1 and 2). This burner (min./max. output 15kW/25kW) is 
designed to operate either in conventional flame or in FLOX® mode.  
CFD simulations, by means of FLUENT™ code, have been performed using 2D 
axisymmetric approach. A mesh of about 16,000 quadrilateral cells, has been adopted 
to discretised the combustion chamber and the burner head.  
Herein the results for three operational conditions in FLOX® mode, corresponding to 
process temperature of 900°C, 1000°C and 1100°C have been described. Table I 
reports the physical models used in the simulations, the numerical approach and the 
boundary conditions [6].  
Temperature profiles along the furnace axis are compared with experimental data in 
figure 3, for the three process temperatures. The mixing of methane, air and 
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recirculating gas and the ignition delay (low-temperature zone) are well predicted for 
Tproc ≤ 1000°C. Figure 4 shows radial temperature profiles for Tproc = 1000°C on four 
different radial locations placed at 50mm, 200mm, 400mm and 950mm from the 
burner head.  
 Physical models and reaction scheme
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amber walls

Numerical approaches

Boundary conditions

T = 300 K  ; m = 0.0005 kg/s  (25 kW)

Implicit
second order up-wind scheme

Unstructured - quadrangular

Eddy-dissipation / Arrhenius (Westbrook&Dryers)

m = 0.009846 kg/s

 Φ  =  1.15
adiabatic

Incompressible
k - ε  Standard
CH4 + O2 -> CO2 + H2O (1 Step) 

DOM  (Discrete Ordinates Model)
WSGGM
Wall functions

Segregated

Table I.   Physical model and reaction scheme, numerical approach and b.c. adopted 
                in FLOX® mode simulations 
 
The good agreement between numerical and experimental data for Tproc  ≤ 1000°C  
confirms that, despite of 1-step simplified reaction scheme, the Finite-Rate/Eddy-
Dissipation model, in which the smallest of the Arrhenius rate and the mixing rate is 
used, is suitable for representing the kinetic controlled reactive flows. In fact the 
flameless combustion process in these cases is mainly dominated by slow kinetics due 
to autoignition delay (low temperature regime) and dilution of reacting mixture (high 
recirculation of flue gases) while the effects of turbulence has little influence on the 
prediction of temperature field. At higher process temperature (Tproc=1100°C) the 
Finite-Rate/Eddy-Dissipation model gives a good prediction of position and value of 
temperature peak, however in the near burner zone the axial temperature is below the 
experimental data. This can be explained considering that the higher temperature of 
recirculating gases increase the kinetic rates while the higher combustion air jet 
velocity increases the turbulence mixing close to the burner head. As results of this, 
the two phenomena become simultaneous and the Finite-Rate/Eddy-Dissipation 
model appears to be less accurate.  
Figure 5 shows the results of the simulation for WS C100 burner firing in a radiant 
tube either in flame and FLOX® mode. The working condition has been selected to 
match the TPV Power Conversion Array (PCA) needs in terms of  power density and 
emitter temperature [4]. The longitudinal distribution of the emitter temperature in 
FLOX® mode appears to be flatter than in flame mode (max. ∆T in the active region 
<30°C). This confirms the potential for the application of recuperative burner 
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operating in FLOX® mode for micro-CHP TPV. By the end of this year, a test 
campaign will be performed in collaboration with ENEL in order to assess the 
combustion system performance. The laboratory test will also provide experimental 
data for further validation of CFD approach herein described.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: WS experimental furnaces                          Fig. 2
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Fig. 3: WS C100 burner in FLOX® mode:  
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INTRODUCTION 
The homogeneous charge spark ignition apparatus is one of the most common and old kind of 
internal combustion engine. However, its functionality is not yet fully understood since it involves 
non-stationary turbulent reacting flows [1]. 
The main problem is that, as well known, the turbulence field has a fundamental influence on the 
flame speed and consequently on the engine efficiency. A detailed numerical simulation of multi-
dimensional reacting flows could in principle solve all spatial and temporal scales of turbulence 
and chemistry, but this is yet far from the current computer technology. 
A different approach accounting for these phenomena is to use a lumped parameters multiple-
zones model representing the flame sheet propagation [2], which expands in an almost perfect 
spherical way with a velocity depending on the turbulence intensity. In this work the laminar flame 
speed has been modified in order to account for turbulence influence [3]. This model, which is 
based on physically founded relations, is inherently less dependant from a particular engine 
configuration and its results can be more easily generalized. 

MODEL DESCRIPTION  

We are interested in developing a multiple-zone lumped-parameters model resulting in a set of 
ordinary differential equations (ODE). Figure 1 shows the volume displaced by the system 
considered for the model development. Moreover since we are interested into the effect of the 
tumble intensity on the engine performances only the compression and expansion strokes have 
been considered in this work. 
As usual for multiple-zones models this volume is divided into two perfectly stirred zones, relative 
to burned and unburned gases respectively, separated by an ideal flame sheet [2]. The composition 
of the burned mixture is assumed to be equal to the equilibrium one while that of the unburned one 
keeps the same global composition allover the process. In particular, 50 chemical species, 
involving also many radicals that can play a role at the high temperature values achieved in 
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combustion engines, have been considered. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the control volume considered in the model development and 
schematic Tumble swirl’s view during its generation and evolution 

The basic equations of the model (that is the mass, energy and entropy equations) are similar to 
those discussed in a previous work for a different situation [4], and are discussed in detail 
elsewhere [6]. Based on the multi-connected flame front assumption, the mass burning rate 
equations can be expressed as [2]: 

 
b
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dt

dm
τ

ρ µ+=  (1) 

where all the symbols retains their intuitive meaning apart from m , which is the amount of 
unburned gases entrained as small pockets into the flame front, and 

µ

bτ , which is the characteristic 
time for burning these small pockets and can be approximate as the ratio of the characteristic 
dimension of these pockets (that is, the characteristic length of the turbulent vortex) to the laminar 
burning rate. The rate of unburned gas entrainement determinates the increase of the flame speed 
with respect to the laminar value, and can be represented as [2]: 
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where a second parameters, u , which is the entrainement velocity, has been introduced. These 
two parameters, 

T

bτ  and u , can be related to the turbulence parameters, which in turn are related 
to the velocity field in the cylinder. In this work we investigated the effect of the tumble vortex 
which is considered as a solid body rotating around its own central symmetrical axis (that is 
orthogonal to the cylinder axis) with a simplified velocity field [5]. This assumption allows for 
computing the three velocity components (which are required to compute the average value of the 
turbulence kinetic energy, as discussed in the following) at a given point in the cylinder as a 
function of a single variable, U.  

T

The -k ε  turbulence model is constituted by the conservation equations for the turbulent kinetic 
energy, , and for the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, k ε  [4, 5]. To be congruent 
with the general lumped-parameters approach, the conservation equations have been integrated 
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over the chamber volume to find an average volume value of both k and ε: 
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Using the simplified velocity field it is possible to solve analytically the integrals above leading to 
the final formulation of the model. These equations allow for computing k and ε once U is known, 
which represents a new unknown thus requiring one more equation: the momentum balance of the 
tumble vortex. 

EXPERIMENTS 
To validate the model discussed in the previous section several experiments have been carried out. 
They involve two different 12 cylinder real engines that differ mainly in the intake and exhaust 
system shape thus leading to a markedly different intensity of the tumble vortex. Both the engines 
have been operated in a wide range of operating conditions, that is, from 1000 to 7000 rpm engine 
speeds and from +4 to –8 crank angle degree of spark timing. +4, 0, -4 and –8 refer to a standard 
set that was different for each engine speed. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The starting turbulence intensity has been considered as the only adjustable parameter of the 
model to be tuned on some experimental data, namely three maximum pressure values. A typical 
comparison between experimental pressure profiles data and model results is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 Experimental (left) and model prediction (right) pressure profiles as function of crank 
angle for 1000 rpm and different spark times classes (+4, 0, -4, -8) 

We can see that the agreement between experimental data and model calculation is definitely 
good. To confirm the capability of the model to predict the effect of changing the tumble intensity, 
a more meaningful validation has been carried out considering an independent set of 
measurements on a different engine. Since no data from this engine have been used in the tuning 
procedure, this comparison represents a more severe test for the model reliability. 
An overall comparison among the model predictions and the experimental results is summarized in 
Figure 3. We can see that also in this case the average difference between model predictions and 
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experimental data is equal to about 4%, that is, of the same order of magnitude of that found for 
the first engine. All the findings concerning the model performances have been confirmed also by 
this second set of experiments. 
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Fig.3 Comparison between maximum experimental pressure values (symbols) and model 
predictions (lines) for the second engine. Sparking time: +4(♦);0 (■); -4 (▲);-8 (●) 

CONCLUSIONS 
On the basis of very few experimental information, the model developed has been able to foresee 
the influence of changing several engine operating conditions, such as the engine speed, the spark 
timing as well as the tumble ratio. Apart from a good quantitative agreement with the experimental 
findings, the model has been able to predict also the main trends evidenced experimentally, thus 
becoming a valuable tool for the daily design work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Lean premixed combustion is applied to gas turbines combustion systems as a proven DLN 

(dry low NOx) method [1].  
In the present work,  the influence of the combustion chamber geometry on  pollutants (CO 

and NOx) emission is investigated. The system under analysis is  based on a new mixer and  
swirl generator characterized by the presence of two sequential stages as shown in Fig. 1. 

fir t 

outlet 

first stage flame cup 
(variable lenght)

second stage 
gas inlet 

simmetry 
axis second stage 

combustion chamber 
mixer/swirl 

generator and 
st stage gas inle

 
Figure 1. Scheme of the lean-lean premixed staged combustion chamber 

The first stage operates at constant temperature, while the second stage operates at variable 
temperature depending on the load conditions, to keep a stable flame with low NOx emissions 
over a wide operation range. In the first stage the expansion ratio between the swirl generator 
and the flame cup allows a recirculation zone to be established to assure stable ignition and 
combustion in the first stage before cross-ignition with the second stage occurs. 

The combustion simulations reproduce experimental tests carried out at atmospheric 
pressure. The correct reproduction of experimental data will allow the model to be used for 
further simulations as a reliable prediction tool. 
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CFD SIMULATIONS APPROACH 
The system described above has been experimentally investigated at atmospheric pressure 

under a wide set of operating conditions [2]. This work reports the results of a CFD 
simulation approach for the same system; some of the experimental runs have been selected 
for the comparison. Simulations have been carried out using Fluent 6. A bi-dimensional, 
axial-symmetric grid has been considered. Measured velocity and mixture concentration 
profiles have been used as inlet conditions 90 mm upstream the swirler exit into the first 
flame cup.  

Cold flow simulations: mesh and turbulence model validation 
Mesh and turbulence model have been validated via comparison  with  experimental data 

of axial velocity measured with LDA method in a water channel [2]. The geometry 
considered in the simulations has a different scale, compared to the one used in the cold flow  
measurements, and the fluid considered was air instead of water. The comparison here 
attempted is based on the Reynolds similitude. Different turbulence models have been tested: 
standard k-ε , RNG k-ε and Reynolds Stress Model. The choice of the standard k-ε model is 
justified by the correct reproduction of shape and position of the vortex breakdown bubble.  

Combustion simulations: choice of the combustion model 
Combustion of the methane-air mixture has been modelled considering a lumped two-steps 

mechanism : 
CH4 + 3/2 O2 ↔ CO + 2 H2O 

CO + 1/2 O2 ↔ CO2 
The "finite rate/eddy dissipation" model has been used [3]. 
Modified kinetic coefficients, derived by genetic algorithms, have been used [4]. NOx 

post-processing considers exclusively the thermal NOx formation mechanism. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figures 2 and 3 show the predicted CO emission trends compared with the experimental 
data. CO experimental trends are satisfactorily reproduced; but the model underestimates the 
absolute values (within an order of magnitude). 

 In the experimental system the cold air coming from the secondary stream has a stronger 
quenching effect on the CO burnout than in the simulations. This can be related to an 
uncorrected treatment of the interface between the two different streams by the software and 
to other reasons discussed in section 4.0.  

Fig. 2 compares predictions and experimental CO emissions (dry @ 15% O2 versus 
different lengths of the first stage flame cup, L). In this test only air without swirl component 
is introduced through the second stage. It is possible to observe that the longer residence time 
(longer first stage flame cup lengths) allows an almost complete CO burnout. At the same 
time a longer residence time of the gases in a high temperature zone increases the NOx 
values.  

Fig. 3 shows the comparison between predicted and experimental CO emissions at 
different adiabatic temperatures (dry @ 15% O2). In this test a methane-air mixture of 
different compositions (to reach the different adiabatic temperatures desired), is introduced 
through the second stage. Differently from the previous case, the secondary air flow has a 
swirl component. At low adiabatic temperatures (corresponding to low fuel quantity 
introduced through the second stage) there is an under-estimation of the CO values (similarly 
to what observed in the previous case). On the other hand, for higher adiabatic temperatures 
CO emissions are overestimated, even if the model predicts correctly the overall trend. It can 
be observed that for these conditions the contribution of the second stage to the CO 
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production becomes relevant.  
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between predicted and experimental NOx emissions at 

different adiabatic temperatures (dry @ 15% O2). Also in this case the trend is correctly 
reproduced but there is a general under-estimation of the values. At low adiabatic temperature 
there might be a non-negligible contribution of other NOx formation mechanisms, other than 
the thermal one, which are not considered by the model. Modeling the second stage as 
perfectly premixed contributes to the overall NOx underestimation as this does allow to take 
in account the presence of hot spots due to the non-perfect mixing (as observed in the 
experimental tests) that causes relevant NOx emissions. 

Figure 2. CO emissions versus the flame cup length of the first stage. 
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Figure 4. NOx emissions versus adiabatic temperature. 

In general it is possible to observe a better agreement between simulations and 
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experimental data when the swirl component of the secondary flow is present. The high 
temperature zone shows a shorter length and is extended in the radial direction, indicating a 
faster mixing, enhanced by the secondary swirling flow.    

CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
A simplified model for the simulation of the combustion process in a lean-lean premixed 

staged combustor has been considered. The model results have been compared (at 
atmospheric pressure conditions) with experimental data. CO and NOx emissions have been 
investigated for different temperatures, lengths of the first stage of the combustion chamber 
and presence (or absence) of swirl in the second stage. The results confirm that larger 
residence times have a positive effect on CO burnout, but increase NOx production.  

The simplified approach allows good predictions of CO and NOx trends, but a perfect 
agreement between data and predictions still lacks. In particular quench effect of cold air, and 
CO production at low adiabatic temperature are underestimated. In the second stage, constant 
velocity and stoichiometry profiles have been considered, which do not account for the non-
ideal profiles established in reality.  

Especially regarding NOx emissions values, there is an overall under-estimation of one 
order of magnitude, that can be caused by the fact that some NOx formation mechanisms are 
neglected and the formation of hot spots in the second stage is not taken into account.  

As concern the kinetics of the combustion process, a simplified 2-step reaction model has 
been used in this work. In order to improve the performance of the model, envisaged 
alternatives are: 
- to include in Fluent a more detailed kinetic model via a user-defined subroutine 

implementation; 
- to use a statistical approach with the partially premixed model available in Fluent 6 or 

other user-defined PDF methods; 
- to use a fuel mixture (and relative kinetic model) with a composition similar to that of the 

natural gas used in the experimental tests (nowadays all simulations consider only the 
combustion of the methane-air mixture). 

Further experimental data are also required in order to set up a complete picture of the 
system's behaviour. Including these improvements in the model would allow a better 
agreement with the experimental data to be gained. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Rich Quench Lean (RQL) technique is defined as a combustion mode whereby 

combustion is staged in two sequential phases:  
- ignition and combustion in rich 

conditions (Φ>1) which assures low 
NOx production due to oxygen 
shortage 

- combustion in lean conditions 
(Φ<1) where burnout is achieved 
with low NOx formation due to the 
lean stoichiometry. Φ is the 

equivalence ratio, defined as the fuel/air ratio normalised with respect to the stoichiometric 
one; in the following  its reciprocal λ is used. 

Fig. 1. RQL concept (λ=1/Φ) 

The switch-over  from the rich phase into the lean burnout mode is accomplished via quick 
quench by air (fast quench is necessary to avoid the formation and persistence of 
stoichiometric gas zones). 

The RQL combustion concept has been proposed since the 1970s; experiments by Fenimore 
[1] and other researchers [2-4] showed that is possible to control NOx emissions from Fuel-
Bound-Nitrogen (FBN) combustion under rich conditions. 

In experimental studies by Novick et al. [5], NOx emissions appeared to be controlled only 
by rich zone equivalence ratio, whereas CO and UHC (smoke) were influenced markedly by 
both rich-zone and lean-zone equivalence ratios. A minimum lean-zone equivalence ratio of 
0.6 was needed to achieve acceptable smoke levels.  

Jackson et al. [6] used the RQL at 10 atmospheres; the gas used had a nominal heating 
value of 4370 kJ/kg and included 4600 ppm (by vol) of ammonia (the FBN). They fixed an 
equivalence ratio of 1.25 in the rich phase and regulated the quenching on the outlet 
temperatures of exhaust gases finding a minimum value of NOx emissions.  

The RQL concept is currently studied for aircraft application by Pratt and Whitney 
Company and others laboratories in the USA. Most of the work carried out so far on RQL 
concept has confirmed its potential for low conversion of FBN into NOx. RQL combustion 
systems are also being considered for suppression of thermal NOx in high-speed civil 
transport [6].  
 

In this work a chemical reactor simulation package (Chemkin) has been used with the GRI 
3.0 kinetic mechanism.  Two possible applications of the RQL have been considered: 
a) Rich Quench Lean run in a single combustion chamber (at constant pressure) 
b) Sequential RQL combustion: rich and lean combustion are carried out in two different 

combustors at different pressures (rich phase run at high pressure and lean phase at lower 
pressure). Between the two combustion chambers an expansion stage provides for energy 
extraction.  
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The two configurations are studied under several operating conditions in a systematic 
approach. The analysis of the RQL behaviour under  real GT operating conditions will be the 
subject of future work.  

Clean fuel and Fuel-Bound-Nitrogen (FBN) have been used; in particular FBN has been 
simulated adding different quantities of  ammonia in the fuel.   

Main objectives of the present investigation are: 
- to identify the presence of an optimum operation point in the rich phase 
- to investigate the influence of the residence time in the rich phase on NOx emissions 
- to study the response of the RQL combustion with different amount of NH3 in the fuel. 

Finally the NOx emissions in the RQL technique have been compared with those obtained in  
a Lean-Premixed (LP) combustion under

MODEL SET-UP   
Figures 2 and 3 show the Chemkin 

models used to simulate the single and 
sequentially staged RQL combustion, 
respectively.  

As concerns the single combustion 
chamber model, the primary zone of the 
combustion (rich phase) has been 
simulated connecting a perfect stirred 
reactor (PSR, for ignition) and a plug 
flow reactor (PFR, for the secondary 
combustion zone).  

Three different values of the 
residence time in the PFRRICH have been 
used (5-10-15 ms). Simulations have 
been performed considering a rich 
stoichiometry range (equivalence ratio) 
of 0.5÷0.75. A mixer module connects 
the rich and the lean burnout phases 
simulating quenching by air 
intermediate feeding. 

The lean phase has been carried out 
at Φ=0.5 and with the residence time 
necessary to reach the condition: 
CO=1.5*COeq.  

Rich and lean phase run at constant 
pressure. Two different pressures have 
been considered in the simulations: 1 an
combustion has been investigated. For 
the fuel has been varied within the range 

Figure 3 shows the sequential RQL 
(PFR) stages are separated by an expansi
lean stage is operated at 10 bar. An ise
turbine stage. Also in this case the quenc

In a last effort the single-chamber RQ
Lean Premix model set-up. The Lean Pr
PFR reactor. The PSR simulates the wel
breakdown phenomenon, while the PF
Overall residence time refers to the min
 the same operating conditions.  

Fig. 2.  Single combustion chamber 

Fig. 3. Sequential RQL combustion 
d 20 bar. Clean (CH4) and nitrogen fuel (CH4+NH3) 
Fuel-Bound-Nitrogen the ammonia concentration in 
0.3%÷0.5%.  
combustion model. The rich (PSR+PFR) and lean 

on stage (GT). The rich stage runs at 20 bar while the 
ntropic expansion has been considered for the gas 

h is regulated to obtain Φ=0.5 in the lean phase. 
L model has been directly compared with a classic 

emix model consists of a connection of a PSR and a 
l-mixed flame stabilisation zone, created by a vortex 
R reactor is used to model the eventual burnout. 
imum value which allows a CO concentration 50% 
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higher than the equilibrium value. Same inlet and operating conditions have been used to have 
a common basis of comparison.  

RESULTS 
Figure 4 and 5 show the NOx emissions predicted for the single combustion chamber for 

τRICH=10 ms and NH3=0.4%, a s a function of the stoichiometry in the rich phase. 
In the clean fuel case, the NOx emissions increase approaching the stoichiometric 

conditions (Φ=1) in the rich phase and decrease for high pressure (Fig.4a). 
In the FBN case the presence of an optimum λrich value has been detected (this optimum 

being more evident at high pressure) (Fig.4b).  
The influence of the residence time in 
the rich stage on NOx emissions can be 
summarised as follows: 
-  for the clean fuel, at 1 bar, NOx 

emissions increase with residence 
time, while at 20 bar, the influence of 
the residence time in the rich phase is 
negligible; 

-  for the FBN case, long residence 
times in the rich phase depress NOx 
emissions (due to the onset of 
reburning mechanism); the effect is 
stronger in proximity of the optimum 
rich stoichiometry. 
The influence of ammonia 

concentration is shown in Figures 5 and 
6: high ammonia concentration in the 
fuel produces higher NOx emissions; the 
effect is weaker for high pressure at the 
optimum λrich. 

NOx trends in the sequential RQL 
combustion are  similar to those of the 
single combustion chamber: in the clean 
fuel case higher emissions for higher 
λrich are obtained, whereas with FBN the 
presence of an optimum point is 
confirmed. 

Figures 5 and 6 report also the 
comparison between the RQL mode in a 
single combustion chamber and the Lean Premixed combustion. The results show that the 
Lean Premix mode is preferable in the clean fuel case (especially at atmospheric pressure), 
while in the FBN case the use of a RQL mode would help considerably reducing the NOx 
emissions. 
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Fig. 4. NOx predictions for the single combustion 
chamber, with methane (a) and FBN (b). 

CONCLUSIONS 
The RQL combustion allows to reduce NOx emissions, especially at high pressure and 

when nitrogen-containing fuel is employed; in these cases it is advantageous with respect to 
Lean Premix combustion. The stoichiometry in the rich phase is very important, and an 
optimal value is observed for FBN, that is dependent on pressure. In conditions close to the 
optimal one, the systen is only slightly affected by the nitrogen content of the fuel, and this 
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could allow the design of 
flexible systems. The 
influence of the residence 
time is dependent on pressure 
and fuel composition. 

The preliminary results 
suggest that RQL combustion 
can be very advantageous for 
NOx control; future work will 
investigate the performance 
in real operating conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In order to attain the future Emissions Standards (Euro 4 limits: CO/NOx/PM = 
0.5/0.25/0.025 g/km) for light-duty Diesel engine, a second generation of Common Rail F.I.E. 
that can manage multiple sequential injection appears efficient [2], [3], [4]. The flexibility of 
the system allows to split the main injection in a sequence of very closely coupled stages and  
manage, if needed, the injection stages at larger dwell time with respect to the main injection. 
The most diffused multiple injection strategy is characterised by a first injection (called “pre-
injection”) very near to the main injection and by an injection following the main one (called 
“after-injection”) [2]. The multiple injection effects on soot formation and oxidation processes 
have been largely studied in the case of heavy-duty engines, [5], [6]. However in the 
literature, data about "swirl supported" light duty C.R. engines are practically absent. In this 
case the main processes leading to soot and NOx evolution in the combustion chamber have 
not been fully explained. Very critical parameters to control the soot oxidation process are the 
best separation time (dwell time) between main and after injection, and the percent fuel mass 
distribution between all the described injections. In the present paper the influence of multiple 
injection control parameters on emissions of a 1.9 litres four-cylinder C.R. engine has been 
studied.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This paper refers to the experimental results obtained using two DI diesel engines equipped 
with an advanced Common Rail system. The first engine is a four-cylinder engine with 1.9l of 
total displacement (Fiat 1.9 JTD-F3, 2 valves per cylinder), while the second is an optically 
accessible single-cylinder prototype engine, with a combustion system quite close to the four-
cylinder engine one. The transparent engine was used to investigate on the injection and 
combustion processes, having as reference the detailed emission measurements carried out by 
the four-cylinder engine. Using different settings of the multiple injection strategy the 
influence of some injection parameters on the combustion patterns and emission levels has 
been evaluated.  
In fig. 1 the Soot-NOx trade-off is reported adopting different strategies, in particular splitting 
the main injection and varying the dwell time between the different injections. Tests are 
referred to the four-cylinder engine operating at 1500 rpm and 5 bar of B.M.E.P. The 
reference condition of a classical strategy of pilot-main injection is also shown in the same 
figure. Noise and BSFC for all conditions are also reported. As expected, global engine 
performance (emissions, noise and BSFC) are strongly dependent on the adopted injection 
strategy. Moreover, for each strategy the setting of injection parameters also influences the 
performance. The choice of the optimal injection strategy requires an enormous experimental 
effort in order to evaluate the effect of each single parameter. Therefore, in order to foreseen 
the use of model based injection strategies, the in-cylinder mechanisms controlling the engine 
performance must be investigated. Starting from the best global performance of pre-main-
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after injection strategy (from now on called ‘multiple’), our first study was focused on its 
effect on combustion and exhaust emissions. Fig. 2 shows a comparison between pilot-main 
and multiple strategies in terms of indicating signals and heat release rate. The injection 
parameter setting is also shown in the same figure. The EGR rate, taken on C02 concentration 
between inlet and exhaust ducts, was 17% and 19% for pilot-main and multiple injections, 
respectively. The higher EGR value in the second case was chosen in order to approach the 
NOx EURO4 limits taking into account its pronounced effect on soot reduction. It can be 
noticed that the premixed combustion rate peaks are similar adopting the two different 
strategies. In fact, activating the pre-injection has the same or a better effect on combustion 
noise reduction than pilot injection, while at the same time reduces the BSFC.  

Effect of Injection Strategies at 1500 rpm and 5 bar of B.M.E.P.
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Fig. 1    Effect of different injection strategies on the four-cylinder engine performance at 
1500rpm and 5bar of BMEP. 
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Fig. 2    Injection parameters, cylinder pressure and heat release rate for pilot-main and 
multiple injection strategies 
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Simultaneously multiple injection reduces both NOx and soot emissions. The main 
mechanisms that control this effect are not yet clearly explained at least for swirl-supported 
light-duty engines. However, it is common opinion that the two main mechanisms are the 
improvement of air utilisation due to the split of the main injection and the higher combustion 
temperature in the last combustion phase that promotes soot oxidation. Following the first 
mechanism, the split of the main injection in two injections (main and after) can produce an 
air entrainment in the spray path which reduces the extent of the over-rich fuel/air zones [7].  

1500 rpm 2 bar BMEP
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Fig. 3    Soot loading during combustion cycle for the two DTAfter (490 and 1090µs). Four 
cylinder engine simulation at 1500 rpm and 2bar BMEP. 

        
EXPERIMENTAL 

 
COMPUTED 

A) DT After=490µs                 B) DT After=1100µs 
SOOT:0.14g/kg                  SOOT:0.21g/kg 

Fig. 4   Experimental and numerical visualisation of the relative position of soot clouds and 
incoming jets of the after injection at DT After of 490 (left) and 1090µs (right) at 1500rpm 

and 2bar of BMEP. 
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To investigate on these topics a joint numerical and experimental activity was set-up. The 
diesel engine combustion simulations were performed by an improved version of the Kiva3V 
code [1]. The effect of the dwell time interval between main and after injection (DT After) 
was deepened. Neglecting the test point with DT After of 1350µs because of its high exhaust 
emissions and poor BSFC, the effect of the two remaining DT After values (490 and 1090µs) 
on in-cylinder soot loading is shown in fig. 3. Retarding dwell time between main and after 
injection, even if the peak of soot formation is lowered, leads to an increase of net soot 
emitted due to the decrease of the oxidation process. Fig. 4 shows the visualisation of the 
relative position of the combustion products in the combustion chamber and the incoming jets 
of the after-injection for the two previously chosen DT After cases. On the bottom of the 
same figure the computed spatial soot distribution in the same conditions is shown. The 
agreement between computations and measurements is surprisingly good. In the case of 
DTAfter of 1090µs, the air utilisation for the combustion of the fuel jets deriving from the 
after-injection is worse. This effect together with the lower flame temperature justifies the 
decrease of the efficiency of the soot oxidation process for this dwell time.  
The previous analysis suggests a simple conceptual model for a pre-setting of the DTAfter 
value. Starting from the knowledge of the in-bowl swirl ratio evolution during the expansion 
stroke, one can assume that the angular velocity of the combustion products of the main 
injection is of the same order of magnitude as the swirl velocity. So the optimum of the 
DTAfter value can be easily computed imposing (as suggested from figure 4) that, at the 
moment that after injection starts, the combustion products of the main injection are located in 
the middle of the angular sectors defined by the spray jet axes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Aim of this study is to investigate the interaction between the modern diesel engine 
technology and the reformulated fuels, because the consolidate results in this area of research 
[1] may not be valid for the new Common Rail diesel engines. This paper describes the results 
of the research program named PNRA, sponsored by Italian Ministry of Environmental. 
Partners of the project with the Istituto Motori were Agip Petroli S.p.A. and Fiat Research 
Center (CRF). In Istituto Motori tests were done to evaluate the potentiality of five 
reformulated fuels burning in a EURO3 light–duty CR diesel engine and in two steady-state 
test points: 1500 rpm at 5 bar of B.M.E.P. and 2500 rpm at 8 bar of B.M.E.P. 

ENGINE, EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TESTS POINTS 
The Common Rail engine employed in the tests was a Fiat four-cylinder CR diesel engine 
(EURO3 version of 1910 cc). A new generation CRF electronic control unit (UNIJET2000) 
controls the injection system. Gaseous emissions were sampled upstream and downstream the 
catalyst. As above mentioned, the two chosen test points were: 1500 rpm at 5 bar of B.M.E.P. 
and 2500 rpm and 8 bar of B.M.E.P.. In these points, during the ECE15+EUDC cycle, the 
engine generates the highest emissions. So the improvement on emissions achievable in these 
points is more significant than in others. They were chosen as representative of the two main 
parts of the ECE15+EUDC cycle and for this reason the tests on the five fuels were run in 
these points. 

THE FUELS 
The fuels, provided by Agip Petroli S.p.A., were designed in order to evaluate the reduction 
of pollutant emission of some synthetic paraffin and oxygenated compounds. Table 1 shows 
the main fuel features. The tested fuels were prepared using a reference high quality fuel with 
low aromatic and sulphur content and a CN 51 (its label is BASE). To the base fuel two 
synthetic compounds, di-normal pentylether (fuel OETL60) and di-butyl carbonate (DBC) 
(fuels ODBC51/4 and ODBC51/2) and a pure paraffinic fuel (fuel HCSINT60) were blended. 

B ASE HC SIN T60 OETL60 OD B C 51/2 O D B C 51/4
density @  15°C 838.0 822 827 843 849
visc.@ 40°C  (cSt) 3.3 2.9 2.4 2.8 2.6
C etane number 50.4 60.8 60.5 51 51
D istillatio n 90%  (°C ) 328 315 316 325 320
B ASE F uel (% vol) 100 78 80 93 86
Linear P araffins (% vol) - 22 - - -
D i-N -P entylether (% vol) - - 20 - -
D -B -C arbonate (% vol) - - - 7 14
Total-aro m atics (% w) 27.2 18.6 23.3 23.2 22.1
H eat of combustio n
(K cal/K g)

10291 10328 10080 9982 9968

O xyg en (% w) 0 0 2 1.9 3.9

 

Table 1 Main fuel features. 
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Looking at the parameters affecting the emissions, for the base fuel and all blends it is 
possible to recognise two levels of cetane number (51 and 60), three classes of aromatic 
content and three classes of oxygen content. The addition of synthetic paraffins tends to 
reduce the aromatic content (responsible for smoke production) and to increase the cetane 
number. The same results are obtained adding DNPE that tends also to increase the oxygen 
content. As DBC reduces aromatics and increases oxygen content, the two blends at 7 and 
14% were chosen in order to evaluate smoke reduction due to an increase of oxygen content. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 shows heat release rate, needle lift and injection line pressure in the two tested 
points, for all five fuels. It’s clear that no remarkable differences can be found using all the 
five tested fuels. In particular, at low load (1500x5 case), the heat release (both premixed and 
diffusive phases) shows a well-marked peak for all fuels, while at high load (2500x8 case), 
the main combustion is completely controlled by the diffusive phase. 
Looking at the main injection combustion, no significant ignition delay changes were 
observed varying the fuel cetane number (CN) from 51 to 60. However, the pilot injection 
activation reduces drastically the ignition delay time, hiding the cetane number influence. 
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Figure 1 Heat release rate, needle lift and line pressure for all fuels and test conditions. 
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Figure 2 Soot and NOx emissions in the two tested points. 
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The improvement on Soot emission due to the fuel formulation can be seen in figure 2. The 
Soot emission sensitivity to the fuel quality is clear at low engine speed. The oxygen addition 
is effective in reducing Soot. In fact, in agreement with other previous studies [2, 3], Soot 
emission, burning oxygenated fuel, is lower than base fuel and decreases with oxygen content. 
At the same time, HCSINT60 behaviour shows that the reduction of aromatics content, by 
means of linear paraffin addition, contributes to soot decrease. At high load the engine is less 
sensitive to fuel quality change and this result depends on the increase of rail pressure and the 
decrease of EGR rate. It seems that NOx emissions are not influenced significantly by fuel 
quality. It can be noticed that generally the presence of oxygen in the fuel tends to increase 
the flame temperature and than the NOx emissions, but at the same time the use of EGR 
counteracts this effect. Moreover the lower heat content of oxygenated fuels increases the fuel 
consumption that in turns lowers the emission index. In figure 3 unburned gaseous emissions 
downstream catalyst are shown, at 1500x5 and 2500x8 respectively. 
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Figure 3 HC and CO emission index downstream catalyst at the two tested points. 

The sensitivity of gaseous emissions to the fuel quality is always rather low and of the same 
order of magnitude. The effect of CN variation and of fuel oxygenation seems to be quit low. 
Only ODBC51/4% shows a marked emission reduction and this may be due to the DBC effect 
on the catalytic efficiency. NOx-Soot trade-off for both engine test points, using all fuels is 
reported in figure 4, where the two area corresponding to EURO 3 and EURO 4 limits are 
also presented. At 1500 rpm and 5 bar of B.M.E.P. the best performance are found for 
ODBC51/4% and HCSINT60 which are very close to EURO4 zone. It must be noted that the 
higher fuel oxygen content (4%) characterises the first, while the second shows the lower 
aromatic content. At 2500 rpm and 8 bar of B.M.E.P. the improvements on trade-off are 
reduced, but not negligible. In particular, it’s clear that by using OETL60 (characterised by 
high cetane number oxygenated compounds as DNPE), significant gains can be also achieved. 
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Therefore, with the new generation of DI diesel engines, the fuel oxygenation and aromatic 
purification tend to improve the NOx-Soot trade-off.  

CONCLUSION 
The analysis of all results confirms that fuel oxygenation and aromatic purification are an 
efficient way to improve the Soot-NOx trade-off. In particular, the influence of oxygen, and 
of synthetic paraffin, in reducing Soot, is more evident at low load and low speed test points. 
Fuel oxygenation doesn’t appear so influential on NOx emissions. In fact, in modern engine 
management, the use of a relative high EGR ratio controls NOx formation. Future limits could 
be reached through an adequate fuel reformulation including the use of relative high 
percentage of synthetic oxygenated fuels. 

NOx-Soot trade-off at 2500rpm @ 8bar of B.M.E.P.
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NOx-Soot trade-off at 1500rpm @ 5bar of B.M.E.P.
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Figure 4 NOX-Soot trade-off for all fuels at 1500x5 and 2500x8 test points. 
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DEAL: A New Concept for Diesel Combustion 

C. Beatrice, C. Bertoli, N. Del Giacomo, Mna. Migliaccio 
Istituto Motori C.N.R., Naples - Italy 

INTRODUCTION 
High efficiency together with very low emissions are conflicting requirements considering 
only the technology options available today. Probably in U.E., in 2008, the NOx emission 
limit for diesel will be at the level of 0.08 g/km and the particulate limit will drop near zero. 
On this way, two conceptually different approaches can be followed to match the goal of 
obtaining high efficiency ultra-low emission engines. The first one attains to the development 
of complex after-treatment systems that inducing a possible increase in fuel consumption. The 
second option is linked to the development of new combustion systems in order to cut directly 
the raw emissions. This second option is very attractive because probably it will presents, in 
terms of production costs, some advantages with respect to the former. Recently at Istituto 
Motori it was patented another new combustion concept, named DEAL (Diesel Emission At 
low Limit) [1]. This concept refers to a process where the goal of low flame temperatures is 
obtained acting on both the air-charge dilution with high EGR rate and the air-fuel mixing 
improvement. In the present paper the main characteristics of the combustion system are 
illustrated and the main constraints in developing new diesel combustion systems are 
discussed.  

THE EXPERIMENTAL ENGINES 
The tests were carried out on three different engines. The first engine (Engine A) is a medium 
duty single cylinder DI Diesel engine (Ruggerini RP170) equipped with a mechanical Bosch 
P type in-line pump. The engine was equipped with an EGR laboratory system whose layout 
was set-up in order to minimize the EGR drag losses. This engine was employed for a 
preliminary application of the DEAL concept. The second engine (Engine B) is modern four 
cylinder common rail prototypes equipped with a second generation F.I.E. apparatus. This 
engine has allowed a first application of the DEAL concept on a production engine. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Engine A) 
Tests with engine A were carried out at low load (4 bar of I.M.E.P.) and 1500 rpm varying the 
cooled E.G.R. rate from 0 to about 65%. In the figure 1 the apparent rate of heat release is 
shown at different E.G.R. rates. In the same diagram the needle lift curves versus crank angle 
are also reported. Looking at the figure it is possible to note that, adjusting the injection 
timing, a good thermodynamic efficiency can be maintained also at high EGR rate. Increasing 
the EGR rate over 50%, the ROHR (rate of heat release) curve was decreased and two peaks 
can be identified, indicating that the combustion was moving toward a smoothed premixed 
combustion. Probably the first peak in the rate of heat release pattern was due to the presence 
of cool flames that are typical of the HCCI combustion. Increasing the EGR up to the 
maximum sustainable limit, the combustion evolution pattern shows a reduced sensitivity to 
the injection timing variation and EGR rate variation (see curves over 60% of EGR). This is 
another indication that at high EGR rate the combustion process moves toward a premixed 
lean combustion. In Figure 2 Soot and NOx emissions are displayed. 
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Figure 3: Rate of heat release at different E.G.R. rate for Engine A 
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Figure 2: Soot and NOx emissions versus EGR rate for Engine A. 

 
Exhaust emissions versus EGR rate are reported, with and without adjusting injection timing. 
Obviously increasing the EGR rate NOx emissions are reduced while soot emissions show a 
marked rise. This is true until 50% of the EGR rate. Over this value a drop of soot emissions 
can be observed with both fixed and variable injection timing. The soot emission reduction 
can be ascribed to two different mechanisms. As first, the reduction of mean flame 
temperature shifts to the left branch of the bell shape curve of the fuel sooting tendency versus 
temperature [2]. As second, the long ignition delay time at high EGR rates increases the air-
fuel mixing falling down the over-rich mixture zones of the combustion volume. As a 
consequence a simultaneous reduction of NOx and soot are expected. 
As well known, the HC and CO emissions (not reported here) in the exhaust increase by 
increasing EGR. But due to the reduced exhaust flow rate with EGR, the emissions indices, 
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expressed as grams per kg of burned fuel, show little variations until to about 50% of EGR 
rate. Up this value, the joint effect of low combustion temperature and high dilution air-fuel 
mixture causes a drastic rise of HC and CO. Clearly a better control of HC emissions is 
obtained by adjusting the injection timing value. 

Engine B) 
Tests were carried out on Engine B at the test point of 2bar of b.m.e.p. and 2000 r.p.m.. Tests 
were performed in DEAL conditions by varying rail pressure and main injection timing. The 
E.G.R. rate was adjusted at the maximum value allowing the engine stability. In the bar chart 
of figure 3 and 4 the Soot and NOx emission measurements are shown. In these figures a 
reference line represent the emission level obtained managing the engine control in a standard 
way, i.e. using the well known injection strategy pilot injection plus main injection. 
 

 
Figure 3 Engine B: Soot emission index at 2000 RPM 2bar B.M.E.P. 

 

 
Figure 4 Engine B: NOx emission index at 2000 RPM 2bar B.M.E.P. 
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Results demonstrate the very high potential of the DEAL concept in controlling both soot and 
NOx emissions. NOx and soot emission levels are moderately affected by the choice of the 
setting value of injection timing and rail pressure. This can be probably ascribed to the quite 
good homogenization of air-fuel mixture realized in DEAL conditions. Anyway both NOx 
and Soot emissions present a dramatic reduction with respect to the standard engine settings. 
Specific fuel consumption was unmodified at low speed while at higher speed a little increase 
of this parameter was measured. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Recently, in the Diesel Engines and Fuel division of Istituto Motori, it was patented a new 
concept of Diesel combustion where the goal of low combustion temperatures is obtained 
acting on both the air-charge dilution with high EGR rate and the air-fuel mixing 
improvement. Tests were carried out on two different engines: a medium duty single cylinder 
engine equipped with mechanical injection apparatus and a common rail engines. 
The main results obtained are the following: 
 

- Increasing the EGR rate over 50%, the ROHR curve was decreased and two peaks 
were identified indicating that the combustion tends to move toward a smoothed 
premixed combustion, with the presence of cool flames before that the main hot 
combustion start; 

- Soot emission shows a marked rise versus the EGR. This is true until to 50% of the 
EGR rate. After this value, a dramatic drop in soot emission can be detected. 
Simultaneously a strong reduction of NOx emissions can be achieved while HC and 
CO strongly rise; 

- With common rail engines, at low load and speed, soot and NOx emissions in DEAL 
conditions are lowered by an order of magnitude with respect to the standard engine 
management. 

- When DEAL conditions are reached a quite good air-fuel mixture homogenization is 
obtained that inducing a quite independence of soot and NOx emission to the injection 
parameters. 

- Specific fuel consumption is unmodified at low speed while at higher speed was 
slightly increases; 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this work is to present and discuss some specific aspects of a detailed kinetic 
mathematical model able to describe the devolatilization process of solid fuels, under 
pyrolysis conditions. The common chemical and structural aspects of these solid fuels are 
used as starting points to define the model fundamentals. The formation of light gases and 
liquid tars is the first step of the pyrolysis process. The model capability of describing 
relevant aspects of the gas and mainly of the tar phase are showed in comparison with the 
available experimental data. Molecular weight distributions and elemental composition of tars 
are analysed in respect of coal rank, pyrolysis temperature and holding times. The gas phase 
composition is also predicted with attention to NOx,SOx and pollutant formation. 

INTRODUCTION  
Models of coal devolatilization have moved on from simple empirical expressions of total 
mass release, involving one or two rate expressions (Anthony et al. [1], Kobayashi et al. [2]), 
to more complex descriptions of the chemical and physical processes. Pitt [3] first treated the 
coal as a mixture of a large number of species decomposing by parallel first order reactions 
with different activation energies. Similarly, Anthony et al. [4] proposed the Distributed 
Activation Energy Model (DAEM) and the succeeding DISCHAIN model (distributed-energy 
chain statistics). Niksa and Kerstein [5] introduced the flash distillation mechanism and 
developed FLASCHAIN model. Furthermore, Solomon et al. [6] combined the previous 
Functional Group model (used to describe the gas evolution) with the Depolymerisation-
Vaporisation-Cross-linking (DVC) algorithm in the FG-DVC model. Coal dependent 
chemical structural parameters, deduced from solid state 13C-NMR experiments, are the 
starting point for chemical percolation and devolatilization (CPD) model developed by 
Fletcher et al. [7]. The tar formation and its chemical evolution represents a fundamental 
aspect in the overall devolatilisation process. Many studies were devoted to identify its nature 
and to quantify its amount as a function of coal rank and pyrolisis conditions. Despite this 
attention, several ambiguous and inconsistent results are often found in literature and different 
conclusions may be deduced from the available data and experimental evidences. For these 
reasons, a modeling analysis could be useful in order to clarify this confuse situation. 
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MODEL FORMULATION 
The general features of the model were already presented elsewhere [8-9], but they are shortly 
proposed here for sake of completeness, along with recent modifications, implementations 
and upgradings. 
Starting from the experimental evidence of the macromolecular nature of coal and from the 
analogies between coal pyrolysis and other processes involving the thermal degradation of 
hydrocarbon materials, like oils and polymers, we focused our attention on the possibility to 
develop a general and fundamental devolatilisation model, based on intrinsic-kinetic 
parameters. Specific information available on the coal structure is used to build up an array, 
which describes the main features of the starting material. The same array is also suitable to 
describe the successive transformations of the lattice during pyrolysis, gasification and even 
combustion processes. The different cells of this array represent a particular lump of aromatic 
sites, characterised by an average number of aromatic carbons, as well as by the number of 
intact bridges. Four structural classes of lumped species are considered here, depending on the 
number of intact bridges. The aromatic sites contain three attachments, which are intact 
bridges or side chains. All the species on the same matrix row have an aromatic cluster with 
the same number of carbon atoms. The internal distribution of the different pseudo-species 
describes the coal structure at any instant of the conversion process. The initial and starting 
distribution of different coals is defined on the basis of all the available experimental 
information. Experimental NMR data supply detailed and essential parameters, which can be 
also estimated from literature correlations [10]. Coals of different rank are represented by 
different starting distributions inside the structural array and by different chain compositions. 
The different array elements or pseudo-species are involved in several radical chain 
propagation reactions that progressively modify the coal matrix. In this way, the 
devolatilization process goes along with the coal evolution towards its final char structure. 
The overall pyrolysis process is described on the basis of only four main classes of 
propagation reactions: 
 
 a Decomposition or fragmentation reactions. 
 b Condensation reactions. 
 c Cross linking reactions 
 d Aromatisation reactions 
 
The decomposition reactions account for the bond-breaking process which is progressively 
responsible of the tar formation. This reaction class is in competition with condensation and 
cross-linking reactions, responsible for the formation of heavier species with progressively 
larger aromatic sites. Condensation reactions act on species still connected, while the cross-
linking ones reconnect free units with the coal matrix. Another reaction class, involved in the 
process, considers a progressive aromatisation of the structure by means of progressive 
inclusion of portions of the aliphatic side chain in the aromatic clusters. This reaction process 
progressively leads coal towards a graphite like structure. 
During both condensation and cross-linking reactions, the pseudo-species lose a portion of 
their side aliphatic chains in the form of light gases and aliphatic compounds. A proper rule is 
applied to split among the gas species, according to the instantaneous composition of the 
aliphatic chains. Moreover, other specific pyrolysis reactions justify the formation of some 
permanent gases (CO, CO2, H2O), starting from specific functional groups or structural 
elements introduced in the model by means of rank dependent pseudo-species. These species 
are considered additional sources of light gases, according to independent reactions rates. 
Also some light tar species are introduced in the same way to account for guest molecules 
with weak bonds or physically adsorbed on the coal structure. 
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As described elsewhere [9], the extension of the model to treat also biomasses only required 
the coupling of cellulose and lignin devolatilisation kinetics with the coal pyrolysis process. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The model performances are here challenged in respect to the experimental data coming from 
the work by Unger and Suuberg [11]. First of all the total volatiles and the tar fraction 
measured in some grid-reactor experiments, carried out at different temperatures, are 
compared with the model predictions, for the Bruceton bituminous coal. The simulation of the 
experimental conditions was achieved by means of a linear heating ramp (1000 K/s) from the 
room temperatures up to the experimental peak temperature, followed by a cooling phase at a 
constant rate of 200 K/s. Figure 1 shows the very good agreement in respect to the volatile 
yield, while some greater discrepancies are observed for tar, but limited to the temperature 
range between 700 and 850 K. 
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Figure 1 Comparisons of experimental data with model predictions for Tar and Total 
Volatiles of Bruceton coal [11] 

The presence of a mixture of guest molecules with different structures, compositions, 
molecular weights and hence different boiling points may give a possible explanation for the 
observed discrepancy. The model actually includes only one guest pseudo-species, 
responsible for the predicted tar baseline, while a broader distribution of guest species could 
be used to justify the presence of large tar amounts at low temperatures where a relevant C-C 
bond cleavage can hardly occur.  
The molecular weight distribution of tars is another important feature to account for in the 
coal pyrolysis modelling. The same paper by Unger and Suuber [11] supplies a very detailed 
analysis of the tar molecular weight released from different coals, under different 
experimental conditions. The experimental results for the Bruceton coal show distributions 
peaked around 500-700 a.u. with a slight shift towards higher weights with the temperature 
increase. A long tail, covering a range of thousands of a.u. is observed too. The corresponding 
model predictions are shown in Figure 2 where both massive and relative distributions are 
presented. The predicted distributions are in rather good agreement with the experimental 
evidences and confirm the relative invariance of the distribution shape, in the investigated 
temperature range. Model predicts a maximum position of the distribution curve at only 400 
a.u. and also slightly underestimates the high molecular weight components. The 
experimentally observed heavy species (>2000 a.u.) and/or soot formation can be justified by 
secondary pyrolysis reactions of primary tars. This phenomenon is observed and reported by 
many authors [12] and represents a very reasonable explanation, since such heavy compounds 
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cannot be vaporised at these experimental temperatures, therefore cannot be directly released 
as primary tars. 
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Figure 2 Absolute(left)and relative (right) tar molecular weight distributions for Bruceton 
coal [11] (guest molecules are not included) 

Secondary pyrolysis reactions are not included in the model, but we plan to study also these 
gas phase reactions and to take them into account in future developments. Further indications 
could also arise from the analysis of the extract yields, since they can represent a finger print 
of the metaplastic phase where liquid phase pyrolysis reactions take place and form the 
primary tars. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper discusses the results of a preliminary simplified model for the description of 
homogeneous combustion of different fuels in fluidized bed combustors (FBC). The 
assumption of the model is that fuel rich bubbles (endogenous) generated at the fuel injector 
travel inside a bubbling fluidized bed, at constant pressure, and undergo chemical conversion 
in presence of coalescence with air bubbles (exogenous). The model couples a conventional 
fluid-dynamic model based on the two-phase theory of fluidization for the prediction of 
typical mixing and residence times in the bed with a detailed kinetic model of gas phase 
combustion. Preliminary results concerning gasoil combustion confirm the experimental trend 
that the heat released in the freeboard decreases at increasing emulsion phase temperature. 
The model with detailed kinetic mechanism has the potentiality to investigate the pollutant 
formation (like NOx and PAH) and to identify the optimal operative conditions for increasing 
the energy efficiency and reducing the emissions. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The main interest in studying the fluidized bed combustion (FBC) of gaseous and liquid fuels 
lies in their potential benefit for pollutant reduction and for their efficiency and flexibility.  
Premixed FBC of gaseous fuels has been extensively studied and accurately modeled [1-2]. 
Obviously, fluidized combustion of liquid fuels occurs under non-premixed conditions. 
Literature on non-premixed FBC of gaseous and, mainly, liquid fuels is still limited and many 
aspects remain unclear and worth of investigation. 
Miccio et al. [3] carried out steady-state tests of FBC of gasoil at temperatures between 650°C 
and 850°C. They extensively analyzed all fuel-air phenomena, which take place from the fuel 
injection to the splash zone.  
The aim of present paper is the development of a preliminary model of the FBC reactor, 
which is mainly centered on the fate of the rising fuel rich bubble and takes full advantage of 
a detailed kinetic scheme [4], which includes both the low and high temperature mechanisms 
of hydrocarbon oxidation. 
 
KINETIC SCHEME AND BED MODEL  
 

The detailed kinetic scheme, able to analyze partial oxidation and combustion of hydrocarbon 
mixtures up to JP8 and diesel fuels, is well described elsewhere [4]. This accounts for about 
200 molecular and radical species involved in more than 5000 reactions. 
Even though a high degree of simplifications is required, it is possible to analyze the behavior 
of the fuel bubble inside the FBC taking into account mass and energy exchange with the 
emulsion phase and coalescence with the other fuel and air bubbles. Mass and energy balance 
equations refer to a single spherical and homogeneous fuel bubble rising in the bubbling 
fluidized bed. The emulsion phase is assumed perfectly mixed, at a constant and assigned 
temperature Te. Air bubble temperature is equal to Te. Heat transfer by radiation is neglected. 
-Mass balance equation of i-th species 
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The coalescence frequency between the fuel bubbles with fuel or air bubbles (ff,f,  ff,a) makes 
continuous the discrete and stochastic coalescence with both endogenous and exogenous 
bubbles. This model has been already discussed in Frassoldati et al. [5]: 
The rate constants in the emulsion phase include a reducing factor, which takes into account 
the wall termination effect on free radicals. The mass transfer between the air bubbles and 
emulsion is considered extremely fast. As a consequence, emulsion phase benefits of O2 
content of exogenous bubbles, too. A better description of these transport phenomena would 
imply solving a larger (double) set of differential equations, i.e. the mass and energy balances 
for the air bubbles, whose definition is identical to equations (1) and (2). 
The algebraic material balances on the emulsion phase allow to close the overall balances and 
provide a consistent set of mass fractions of the emulsion phase with a few iterations by using 
a simple under-relaxation method. Further, assuming a fixed Te, it is possible to evaluate from 
the overall energy balance the contributions to the heat generated inside the bed and in the 
freeboard zone.  
 
MODEL RESULTS AND PRELIMINARY VALIDATION 
 

The kinetic model indicates that the reaction times are lower than the residence times of the 
bubbles inside the FBC, consequently the exchange with the emulsion and the coalescence 
influence the chemical evolution. As an example, figure 1 shows the temperature and species 
evolution inside a gasoil bubble traveling into the emulsion phase at 1000 K.  
  

Figure 1. Theoretical temperature (a) and main composition profiles (b) of the fuel bubble 
rising in the reactor. Bubble initial conditions: T=500 K, db=3.10-2 m, 14% nC12H26 in air. 
 

Coalescence frequency with air bubbles was fixed in order to reach Φ=2 at the bed outlet. 
Gasoil composition is roughly assumed as pure n-dodecane. The initial conditions of gasoil 
bubble are: 14% mol nC12H26 in air, T=500 K, diameter 3.10-2 m. The bed is in the bubbling 
regime at U – Umf = 0.5 m/s. The endogenous bubble rise time is in the order of 0.5–1.0 s. 
The composition of the emulsion phase and the endogenous bubble at the bed outlet (for 
species whose amount is larger than 100 ppm) are reported in table 1 and Fig. 1b, 
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respectively. In this simulation, the numerical convergence required 6 iterations with an under 
relaxation factor of 0.25. 
 

N2 .7364 CO .0369 C6
+olefins .12x10-3 C2H4 .48x10-2 CH3CHO .14x10-3 

O2 .1210 CO2 .0247 pentenes  .15x10-3 C2H2 .15x10-3 CH2CO .20x10-3 
H2 .66x10-2 nC12H26 .75x10-3 butenes  .17x10-3 C4H6 .31x10-3 CH3OH .23x10-3 
H2O .0587 CH4 .55x10-2 C3H6 .85x10-3 C6H6 .25x10-3 CH2O .99x10-3 
Table 1 Mole fractions in the emulsion phase at the bed outlet. Conditions of figure1 
 

The following features can be singled-out: 
• The sudden temperature rise from 750 K to 900 K is the effect of the low temperature 

oxidation mechanism. At about 900 K the reactivity of the system declines. The O2 
profile shows a very sharp jump from about .17 to .14. The temperature peaks at about 
1200 K and 30 ms where CO formation sharply increases. This hot ignition is controlled 
by the total amount of oxygen inside the bubble and its diffusion limitation.  

• Up to 500 ms the high temperature mechanism is mainly controlled by the coalescence 
mechanism, due to the low oxygen diffusion from the emulsion phase. Hydrocarbons 
formed from fuel pyrolysis, gradually decrease and form CO. The presence of pyrolysis 
and incomplete combustion products was experimentally confirmed by Van der Vaart [6].  

Figure 2 shows the three contributions of heat released in the FBC in terms of cumulative 
fractions as a function of the emulsion temperature. The duty, i.e. the fraction of heat released 
inside the bed (bubble and emulsion phase), reaches the 60-65% only at Te>1100 K. The 
sensible heat represents the fraction of the totally available combustion enthalpy needed for 
heating-up the flows entering the reactor to Te.  

The heat released in the freeboard region closes to 100% the overall energy balance. 
According to the experimental observation of Dennis et al [7], less than 2-3% of the 
combustion takes place in the emulsion phase up to 1200 K. As already mentioned, this 
limited combustion in the emulsion phase is the result of the reducing factor applied to the gas 
phase reactions, due to free radical terminations on particle surface. 
Steady-state combustion experiments of standard gasoil for automotive applications were 
carried out in a 370 mm ID bubbling FB combustor. A full description of the experimental 
facility can be found elsewhere [3], [8]. The fuel is under-bed fed by means of an air-assisted 
injector. A base case of experiments was considered at T=750 °C, U=0.73 m/s and Φ=0.79. 
Experimental results include measurements of T, P and gas concentrations (O2, CO2, CO, 
SO2, NOx, hydrocarbons) along the combustor. 

Figure 2. Cumulative fractions of heat   
released in the FBC  

Figure 3. Heat released from the rising fuel 
bubbles and T increase vs. emulsion 
temperature.  
Triangles: nozzle=2 mm; Squares: nozzle=4 mm 
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The gas leaving the fluidized bed and entering the freeboard still contains unburned species. 
For instance, volumetric concentrations equal to 0.75%, 0.06% and 0.088% were measured at 
750 °C for CO, CH4 and C2H4, respectively. Concentration of unburned species is higher 
above the injection point and declines along the diameter. An increase of the temperature in 
the freeboard was always noted during combustion tests at different operating conditions [3].  
This ∆T was attributed to diffusion flames above the bed surface that are observable through 
an optical access port. Figure 3 shows experimental values of ∆T versus the bed temperature 
for two different fuel nozzle sizes. ∆T decreases when increasing the bed temperature as a 
consequence of the faster oxidation. A larger injection nozzle depresses freeboard post-
combustion due to longer jet penetration and better fuel dispersion. The degree of post-
combustion in the freeboard, evaluated following Fiorentino and Miccio’s approach [9], 
ranged between 10 and 20%. The model underestimates fuel conversion in the bed, CO and 
light hydrocarbons being higher than the experimental ones. This leads to overestimate the 
heat release in the freeboard (Fig. 4) with respect to post combustion degree. Anyway, the 
trends with temperature as well as the establishment of zones at different gas concentration 
(over jet region and emulsion phase) are correctly predicted by the model. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

A quite simple model of bubbles rising a FBC allows to introduce a detailed chemistry 
including both the low and high temperature mechanisms. The preliminary results are in a 
qualitatively good agreement with the experimental observations.  
The detailed kinetics is a useful tool to investigate and characterize new operative conditions 
and their impact on the heat released and on the emissions from this potentially clean 
combustion system. Different and more practical fuels, like surrogate blends, or complex 
mixtures with potentially dangerous compounds, like aromatics, can be easily analyzed on the 
basis of an already available kinetic mechanism. The formation of PAH or NOx can be 
predicted and new strategies for their reductions can be addressed.  
Finally the model has the potential capability to direct new experimental activity, to 
investigate and focus the critical parameters and phenomena inside FBC, especially as far as 
low operation temperature is concerned. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The combustion and/or gasification of solid fossil fuels in fluidized beds may be 
considered a technology already mature (Abdulally I. F. and Reed K., 1995). However its 
extension to the case of not conventional fuels: Refuse Derived Fuel (RDF), Tyre Derived 
Fuel (TDF), biomass and industrial or civic residues, is the challenge to the operators of the 
sector and to researchers (Antony E. J., 1995). The main feature of such fuels and, more in 
general of high-volatile fuels, is the generation of large amount of fine particles during their 
conversion. A limit situation is the case of TDF: the total amount of carbon present in the bed 
under steady state operation is made of fine particles, whatever the feed size (Salatino P., et 
al., 1997). On the other hand the efficiency and the environmental impact of the combustion is 
mainly related to elutriation of solid carbon. 
Aim of the present work is to investigate the practical usefulness  of using sound assisted 

fluidized beds to increase carbon 
conversion degree and to reduce the 
amount of fine particles escaping the 
reactor as unreacted carbon, when fuels 
of different characteristics are used. 
 
MATERIALS  
Table I reports the characteristics of the 
three fuels tested: a Tyre Derived fuel 
(TDF), a Sulcis Lignite and a 
Petroleum Coke. Main features of the 
fuels are :  

i. TDF particles turn into a 
multitude of fines (average size 
less than 100 µm) during 
devolatilization stage. 

ii. Reactivity increases passing 
from Petroleum Coke to TDF 
fines and to Sulcis Lignite. 

iii. Abrasion of Petroleum Coke is 
rather limited.  

 

   Table I - Characteristics of the materials used. 
PROXIMATE ANALYSIS, % WEIGHT ( as received ) 

 T.D.F. SULCIS PET. COKE 
Moisture 0.9 4.3 0.5 

Volatile matter 65 35.3 6.7 
Fixed carbon 30.7 36.4 92.2 

Ash 3.4 24.0 0.6 
ULTIMATE ANALYSIS, % WEIGHT ( dry basis ) 
Carbon 86.8 49.2 93.9 

Hydrogen 6.8 4.6 2.4 
Nitrogen 0.3 1.4 1.2 
Oxigen 0.8 14.6 0.4 
Sulfur 1.9 6.2 1.5 

Ash 3.4 24.0 0.6 
 

Density, kg/m3 940 1370 1050 
U.H.V., kJ/kg 38600 17600 35000 
L.H.V., kJ/kg 38200 17350 34850 

dp (Sauter), µm 9.9 45.2 151 
 

Bed inert material Silica sand 
Particle size range, µm 300 ÷ 400 
Particle density, kg/m3 2600 

  

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
The experimental apparatus consists of a 40 mm I.D. stainless steel sound assisted fluidized 
bed reactor (fig.1). Experiments were conduct under steady state condition. A data acquisition 
system is used to process signals from on line analysers (CO, CO2, NOx, O2, CH4, SO2). Tests 
were carried out by feeding particles in the size range 0 – 1 mm into a bed made of 180 g of 
silica sand in the size range of 300 ÷ 400 µm. Superficial gas velocity and temperature were 
fixed to 0.4 m/s and 850°C, respectively. Combustion tests were carried out with or without 
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application of sound. During 
experiments, fines escaping the 
reactor with the flue gasses 
were collected and analysed to 
determine their carbon content.  
Acoustic field intensity and 
frequency were varied among 
130 and 150 dB and among 30 
and 200 Hz, respectively. 
Combustion behaviours of the 
three fuels were compared in 
terms of  carbon elutriation rate, 
Ec, bed carbon loading, Wc, and 
carbon combustion time, τ.  
 
THEORY 
During fluidized bed 
combustion of high volatile 
fuels, the bed carbon loading is 
present in two phases: a coarse 
phase, made of particles having 
a not elutriable size, and a fine 
phase, made of particles of 
elutriable size (Arena U. et al, 
1996). Fine particles can 
interact with bed inert material 
as well as with combustor 
internals and walls. The result is 
that some of fine particles may 
be subjected to cycles of 
collisions and attrition 
phenomena whereas others may 
move freely in the bed. 
Application of an acoustic field 
to a fluidized bed reactor has 
been proved to increase the 
residence time of fine particles 
in the bed (Russo P. et al, 1995). 
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     Fig. 1   Sound assisted fluidized bed combustor. 

 A simplified model has been 
developed to account for the 
role of the application of sound 
to promote adhesion of fine 
particles on coarse particles 
(Urciuolo M., 2001). The model 
assumes that carbon fine 
particles, of size df, and coarse 
bed inert particles, of size ds, are 
suspended in the gas and 

subjected to the oscillatory perturbation due to sound application. Figure 2 reports the relative 
displacement of coarse and fine particles, Ads, Adf, toward gas particles, Ag. Analysis of the 
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TYRE DERIVED FUEL and PETROLEUM COKE
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1 - silica sand
2 - dp = 100 µm
3 - dp = 70 µm 
4 - dp = 40 µm
5 - dp = 10 µm 

       Fig.2   Amplitude of fine particle and coarse particle 
       displacement to amplitude of gas displacement. 
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figure shows that for relatively low 
frequency (f <10-1 Hz) as well as 
for relatively high frequency (f >105 
Hz) there is no relative motion 
between coarse and fine particles. 
For frequency larger than 10 Hz, 
coarse particles are fixed in the 
space and fine particles oscillate 
depending on their size. For 
example with reference of 40 µm 
fine particles, relative motions and 
in turn coarse/fine particles 
collisions, are possible in the range 
of frequency between  10 and 1000 
Hz. Figure 3 reports the fine 
particle displacement for a fixed 
frequency of 120 Hz and different 
intensities of the acoustic field. 
Horizontal lines give the 
displacement necessary to cause 
coarse/fine particles collisions. For 
particle size of  40 µm an intensity 
of 134 dB is required for the 
occurrence of collisions (A point in 
the figure).  
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION 
Figures 4 and 5 report the carbon 
loading in the bed, Wc, and the 
combustion time, τ, vs the sound 

frequency f, respectively. 
Horizontal lines indicate the 
value of Wc and  τ  for f = 0 
Hz and SPL = 0 dB. Three 
different acoustic field 
intensities are tested under 
sound assisted combustion 
runs: 130, 140 and 150 dB. 
Analysis of the data shows 
that the application of sound 
increase bed carbon loading 
and combustion time. 
Moreover Wc and τ have a 
non monotone trend, with 
acoustic parameters, and the 
optimum is achieved with a 
frequency of 120 Hz and an 
intensity of 140 dB of the 
acoustic field. 
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          Fig.3   Amplitude of the relative displacement 
                     Adf,ds  vs  the intensity of the acoustic 
                     field for a frequency of  120 Hz.  
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        Fig. 4 Effect of the sound frequency on the amount 
                       of fixed carbon present to regime in the bed.
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         Fig. 5    Effect of sound frequency on the mean residence 
                      time of the carbon in the bed. 

 
In summary, the following considerations can be drawn: 
• Application of acoustic fields, of opportune intensity and frequency, increases bed 

carbon loading and combustion time; reduces carbon fines elutriation and increases 
combustion efficiency. 

• For TDF and Petroleum Coke an optima intensity of 140 dB and frequency of 120 Hz of 
the acoustic fields were found. In these conditions, Wc increases of factors 1.2 for TDF 
and 1.1 for Petroleum Coke, and τ increase from 113 to 138 s and from 49 to 53 s, 
respectively. Sound has not effect on Sulcis Lignite combustion behaviours. 

• A simplified model of sound assisted fluidization has been developed. Its validity has 
been tested by comparing the optima intensity and frequency from experiments with the 
limit intensity and frequency indicated by the model. 

• The model is useful for design of the acoustic field to be used in sound assisted 
fluidized bed combustors. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Considerable research effort has been recently devoted to set up kinetic models which 

account for the occurrence of thermal annealing along with heterogeneous oxidation during 
gasification of carbon [1-6]. A crucial point is the definition of what is meant as non-annealed char. 
As outlined in Fig. 1, a continuous spectrum of transformations involves the raw fuel and its char. 
The distinction between pyrolysis and thermal annealing, more operational than conceptual, could 
be based on the relative time scale (shorter for pyrolysis than for annealing), on the associated 
volatile matter release (extensive for pyrolysis, negligible for annealing), or on the very chemical 
nature of transformations  (depolymerization and change of carbon hybridization, prevailing during 
pyrolysis, versus stacking and rearrangement of graphene layers, prevailing during thermal 
annealing). However a clear cut distinction appears impossible. In the present paper by non-
annealed char it is meant the solid product of pyrolysis at the point (ξ* in Fig. 1) at which  
heterogeneous gasification becomes effective, and by thermal annealing the bundle of solid state 

 
Figure 1 
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transformations occurring 
thereafter.  

Thermal annealing has 
been shown to involve not 
only the organic structure, but 
to induce major changes also 
within the mineral matter 
[5,7,8]. It is feasible that the 
two kinds of microstructural 
transformations have different 
effects on gasification 
reactivity depending on the 
oxidizer [9]. Moreover the 
extent of either 
microstructural transformation 
depends on the very nature of 
carbon. In the present work 
different carbons are subjected 
to heat treatment and the 
effects of annealing are 
checked against both carbon 
dioxide and oxygen reactivity. 
The dependence of the loss of 
reactivity from temperature 
and duration of heat treatment 
is described according to the 
kinetic model proposed by 
Salatino et al.[1] assuming 
that the course of annealing 
can be quantified by an 
internal coordinate whose rate 
of change follows an n-th 
order  power law dependence 
with respect to the fraction of 
non annealed carbon.  
 
 

Table 2. Properties of materials 
 

 Pet coke Ruhr coal South African 
coal 

Net calorific value 
 kJ kg-1 

35100 30400 26300 

Proximate analysis(%), dry basis 
Volatile matter 10.62 31.4 23.1 
Fixed carbon 88.91 64.0 61.2 

Ash 0.47 4.6 15.7 
Ultimate analysis (%), dry basis 

Carbon 89.05 77.3 68.0 
Hydrogen 3.77 4.8 3.8 

Sulfur 5.14 1.2 0.6 
Nitrogen 1.46 2.1 1.2 
Oxygen 0.11 10 10.7 

Ash 0.47 4.6 15.7 
Free swelling index - 1 1 

Random vitrinite 
reflectance (%) 

- 0.8 0.72 

Chemical composition of ashes (%, weight ) 
SiO2 9.81 41.0 44.1 

Al2O3 5.6 31.8 34.0 

CaO 3.08 1.6 8.1 
MgO 2.01 1.3 2.2 
K2O 0.1 2.3 0.62 

Na2O 8.37 0.5 0.15 

FeO 1.44 17.5 1.53 
MnO 0.06 0.04 0.01 
TiO2 0.05 0.9 1.41 

P2O5 - 0.5 2.35 

SO3 10.3 1.62 2.08 

Others 59.18*  3.45 
 
*CuO=0.06, Cr2O3=0.16, ZnO=0.20, NiO=7.7, V2O5=49.12, MoO3=0.53, 
As2O3=0.07, CoO=0.04, BaO=0.02 
 

EXPERIMENTAL 
 Two bituminous coals from the Southern and Northern hemisphere, namely South African 
(SA) and Ruhr coal (Ru), and a Petroleum Coke (PC), whose properties are reported in Table 1, 
have been used for the experiments. Carbon samples were ground and sieved in the size range of 
75-125 µm prior to any processing.   
 Samples were heat treated in nitrogen with heating rate Hr to the final temperature T. 
Isothermal heat treatment in nitrogen for a time t immediately followed. Heat treatment conditions 
include T=500°C-2000°C, Hr=900°-106°C/min; t=0.2sec-300min. The reactivity of heat-treated 
samples was measured by thermogravimetric analysis with air at 500°C and with carbon dioxide at 
900°.  
 Equipment used for the experiments include a Rheometrics PL-TG1000M (heating rate up 
to 1000°C/min and maximum operating temperature of 950°C.), a Rheometrics PL-TG1500 
thermobalance (fixed heating rate of 10000°C/min with a maximum operating temperature of 
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1500°C), a heated-strip reactor (HSR) (maximum heating rate of 106°C/min and maximum 
temperature of 2200°C).  
 

RESULTS  
 Experimental results have been fitted to the annealing kinetic expression proposed by 
Salatino et al. [1]: 
 

( ) ( )[ ] )(exp 1n1
dd

0

tRTEA1n1
RR
RR −−

∞

∞ −−+=
−
−

        (1) 

where Ro and R∞ are the reactivities of 
the non-annealed and of the fully 
annealed materials, respectively. They 
have been assumed equal to the 
reactivity of samples heat treated at 
900°C for 1min and zero respectively. 
Results are presented as Arrhenius plots 
in figures 2 and 3. It can be noted that 
the fit of experimental points is 
satisfactory in the case of CO2 
annealing data, yielding the following 
values of the kinetic parameters:  
 
Ed=48 kcal/mol; n=6.5; Ad=5·106 s-1 

 
 The fit was, instead, 
unsatisfactory in the case of oxygen 
annealing data. Indeed different trends 
are observed for mild and severe heat 
treatment conditions when the extent of 
annealing is assessed from 
oxyreactivities. If data points in Fig. 3 

are separately fitted to the kinetic model expressed by eq. (1) for mild (T<1200°C) and severe 
(T>1200°C) heat treatment temperatures, the following sets of kinetic parameters are obtained: 
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Figure 2 

 
“mild” heat treatment (T<1200°C):   Ed=34 kcal/mol; n=6.5; Ad=2·103 s-1 
“severe” heat treatment (T>1200°C):  Ed =63 kcal/mol; n=6.5; Ad=1·108 s-1 for PC 
     Ed=114 kcal/mol; n=6.5; Ad=1·105 s-1 for SA  
     Ed=142 kcal/mol; n=6.5; Ad=4·1021 s-1 for Ru.  
 
Notably activation energy of thermodeactivation towards oxygen is larger under severe heat 
treatment conditions than under moderate ones for the coals, whereas it is relatively insensitive to 
heat treatment temperature for the petroleum coke. 
 
DISCUSSION  

Two pathways might be relevant to the different thermodeactivation patterns observed at 
low versus high heat treatment temperature towards O2 and CO2:  
a) transformations involving mineral matter might be extensive beyond a temperature threshold 

which depends on the chemical nature of ash material and, in turn, on the nature of carbon [8]. 
Accordingly, differences between thermodeactivation towards O2 and CO2 might be explained 
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in the light of a different role of 
catalytic versus non-catalytic 
carbon gasification by the two 
oxidants. 

b) the very nature of turbostratic 
carbon structural modifications 
is dependent on heat treatment 
temperature. As discussed in 
Bar-Ziv et al. [7], change of 
carbon hybridization and loss of 
aliphatic functionalities should 
prevail at moderate temperature; 
graphene layer stacking and 
rearrangement might be the 
dominant thermodeactivation 
mechanism at higher 
temperature. It can be 
speculated that oxyreactivity 
would be affected to a larger 
extent than carboxireactivity by 
stacking of graphene layers due 
to reduced accessibility of 

carbon microdomains to the oxidant [9]. 

21% O2, n=6.5, Roat 900°C 1min
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Figure 3 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 As far as the loss of oxyreactivity is concerned, different thermodeactivation patterns 
(reflected by a change of annealing kinetic parameters) are observed at heat treatment temperatures 
below and above about 1200°C, depending on the carbon. On the contrary, a single set of annealing 
kinetic parameters fairly well represents the loss of carbon reactivity towards carbon dioxide 
throughout the temperature range investigated and for all the carbons. It is speculated that changes 
of the turbostratic carbon structure and modifications of the ash constituents, affecting the 
heterogeneous reaction of carbon along different pathways for the two oxidants, may both be 
relevant to the observed behaviour 
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ABSTRACT 
Laboratory experiments were carried out to simulate puff production during incineration of 
sewage sludge. The system for thermal diagnostic studies (STDS) was used. It consists in a 
pyroprobe and a quartz reactor as first and second thermal treatment, respectively, and in 
GC/MS system directly connected. Puffs were simulated by injecting a surrogate organic 
mixture (SOM), constituting of 20 % of toluene, 25 % of chlorobenzene  and 55 % of 
tetrachloroethene, before or after the thermal chamber. Results evidenced that (i) many 
chlorine containing compounds are formed, being their abundance dependent on the SOM 
injection point, (ii) among the chlorine containing PICs there are aliphatic as well as aromatic 
compounds, (iii) the destruction of SOM components is practically independent on the SOM 
injection point and (iv) toluene is a typical PIC from sludge combustion and its abundance at 
700 °C is higher than at 600 °C. Finally, the laboratory investigation confirmed that 
perturbations are responsible of the appearance in the emissions of a spectrum of organic 
contaminants whose presence is strictly correlated with the destruction. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Currently over 6.5 millions tons of dry solid sludge are produced in the EU per year. 
Furthermore the full implementation of the European urban wastewater treatment directive 
(91/271/EEC) will lead to a substantial increase of the whole sludge production. Among the 
outlets for sludge disposal (agriculture, landfill and incineration), incineration is expected to 
increase particularly in those countries where distances to agricultural land make 
transportation prohibitively expensive and where landfill sites are difficult to realize (Clement 
and Kagel, 1990). 

Although incineration should theoretically result in the conversion of the hazardous organic 
compounds present in the sludge to innocuous end-products, often such conversion is not 
fully achieved due to upset conditions observed in full scale incineration (Dellinger et al., 
1988). Therefore, the control of toxic organics emitted from incinerators during combustion 
of wastes is one of the major issues that further limit the widespread application of 
incineration (Huang and Buckens, 1985; Fängmark et al. 1993; Ghorishi and Altwicker, 
1995). 

Upset conditions occurring during the incineration generally are responsible to produce 
intense emissions, which can continue until the perturbation persists. These conditions are due 
to instantaneous alteration of the composition of the feed stream or modification of the 
combustion chamber parameters (temperature, oxygen availability) and are responsible of 
products of incomplete combustion (PICs) formation. In this study preliminary results of 
experiments carried out on laboratory scale are presented, where dried sewage sludge was 
subjected to thermal degradation. Puffs production was simulated with instantaneous injection 
of a SOM, constituting of 20 % of toluene, 25 % of chlorobenzene  and 55 % of 
tetrachloroethene, before or after the thermal chamber.  
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Tests on thermal degradation were carried out with a specific developed System for 

Thermal Diagnostic Studies (STDS). A detailed description of the system can be found 
elsewhere (Rubey and Grant, 1988; Mascolo et al., 1997). The system is contained in four 
integrated sub-assemblies: a control console, a thermal reaction compartment, a cryogenic 
trapping gas-chromatograph (GC) and a mass selective detector (MSD). In the console sub-
assembly, the controls of gas flow rates, gas composition, pressures and residence time are 
located. The thermal reaction compartment is a modified GC equipped with a pyroprobe 
(SGE, Melbourne, Australia) as injector which is connected via a 3 mm id silicosteel tube 
(Restek, Bellefonte, PA, USA) to an interchangeable quartz reactor contained into a 
Lindbergh high temperature furnace. The exit of the quartz reactor is connected by another 
silicosteel tube, to a capillary GC column located in a 5890 series II GC that is interfaced, 
through a transfer line heated to 320 °C, with a 5971 MSD (both from Agilent Technologies, 
Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with an electron impact ion source. During the thermal 
experiments the GC analytical column (RTX-20, 60 m, 0.32 mm id from Restek) was kept at 
–60 °C in order to cryofocus the evolved organic compounds into a small band. After 
completion of the thermal experiment, the compounds trapped at the top of the GC column 
were separated by raising the oven temperature up to 320 °C at a rate of 15 °C/minute. 
Electron impact mass spectra, at an electron energy of 70 eV, were recorded by scanning the 
quadrupole from mass 35 to 550 Dalton at 1.4 scan/s. The background-subtracted mass 
spectra were matched against those of the NIST mass spectra library and interpreted on the 
basis of the observed fragmentation. 

Dewatered digested sludge used in the experimental tests was sampled from “Bari – West” 
municipal wastewater treatment plant. It was dried at 105 °C for 7 hours, then grounded, 
sieved (100 µm) and its organic fraction composition was measured by a EA1108 elemental 
analyser (Fisons Instruments, Italy): its organic fraction consisted of 57 % C, 7 % H, 30 % O, 
5 % N and 1 % S. The SOM mixture consisted of toluene (20%), chlorobenzene (25%), both 
from Carlo Erba (Milan, Italy), and tetrachloroethene (55%) from Supelco (Bellefonte, PA, 
USA). In the experimental tests puffs were simulated by injecting 0.1 µL of SOM in the 
pyroprobe or between it and the reactor. In Fig. 1 is sketched the experimental set-up used.  

 

MSD GC He in

He/air

pyroprobe
• T: 400°C
• reaction for 5 min

reactor
• residence time: 2 s
• T: 600÷1100°C

0.7 mg of sludge
on quartz wool

SOM mixture

SOM mixture

 
Fig. 1. STDS instrumental set-up for puff production during lab-scale sludge incineration. 

In a typical STDS experiment, 0.7 mg of sludge sample was placed into the quartz capillary 
tube (1.5 mm i.d., 15 mm length from Vitro Dynamics Inc., Rochaway, NJ, USA) and held in 
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place by quartz wool at both ends. The quartz tube was inserted into the quartz probe which 
was, in turn, inserted into the pyroprobe, held at 400°C, for first thermal degradation step. 0.1 
µL of SOM was instantaneously fed either into the pyroprobe or immediately before the 
reactor using a typical GC injector and conveyed by a helium flow of 6.1 mL/min. 

The reaction in the pyroprobe was carried out under controlled oxygen rich atmosphere (160 
% more of the stoichiometric oxygen theoretically required for the sludge combustion) by 
feeding a variable helium/air mixture (total flow=2.66 ml/min) through the quartz probe. The 
gaseous mixture from the pyroprobe was swept to the quartz reactor where it was subjected to 
higher temperatures (600-1100 °C) for a fixed residence time (2 s) which was obtained by 
properly setting the helium flow rate at the reactor inlet. The thermal reaction products were 
then transferred into the cryogenic GC chamber, where they were focused on a capillary GC 
column, separated by a temperature ramp, and identified by MSD. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results showed that puffs generated both in the pyroprobe and between it and the 
reactor give rise to the formation of several halogen-containing compounds, reported in Tab. 
1, deriving from the incomplete combustion of the SOM mixture and from reaction between 
radicals generated from SOM decomposition and organic compounds present into the sludge. 
All these compounds are formed together many other non chlorine containing aliphatic and 
aromatic organics, not reported in Tab.1, deriving from the thermal decomposition of the 
organic fraction of the sludge. Results also evidenced that the two different puffs give rise to 
the formation of the same chlorine-containing compounds. However, their intensity was 
different being greater when puff is produced after the pyroprobe.  
 

Tab. 1 Principal hazardous organic compounds arising from puff experiments of sludge 
incineration 

Temperature (°C) Compound 
600 700 800 900 1000 1100

cianogen chloride  x x    
CS2    x x x 
etyne dichloro x x     
ethene  dichloro  x     
benzene x x x x x x 
thiofene  x x x x  
ethene trichloro x x     
toluene x x x    
tetrachloro ethene x x x    
propene trichloro x x     
benzene chloro x x x    
benzene etyl x x x x x  
styrene x x x x x  
phenol x x     
propanone chloro x x     

 

Temperature (°C) Compound 
600 700 800 900 1000 1100 

benzene dichloro  x     
benzene chloro 
ethenyl 

 x     

naphthalene x x x x x x 
chloro styrene x x     
Chlorophenol x x     
naphthalene metyl x x x    
biphenil x x x    
chloronaphthalene  x     
acenaphtylene   x x    
dichloro  
naphthalene 

 x     

dibenzofurane  x     
phenanthrene   x     
naphthalene phenyl  x     
PAHs (high 
molecular weight) 

  x x x x 

 
From Fig. 2 it may also be seen that at temperature above 800 °C destruction of the SOM mixture 

is almost completed and that it is practically independent on the injection point. As far as toluene is 
concerned, abundance at 700 °C was greater than at 600 °C, thus confirming that this compound is 
formed as product of sludge incomplete combustion (Mascolo et al., 1997). 
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Fig. 2. Thermal degradation pattern of compounds included in the SOM. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Laboratory experiments carried out to simulate puff production during incineration of sewage 
sludge evidenced that: 
- many halogen containing PICs are formed, being their abundance dependent on the SOM 

injection point; 
- among the halogen containing PICs there are aliphatic as well as aromatic compounds; 
- destruction of SOM components is practically independent on the SOM injection point; 
- toluene is a typical PIC from sludge combustion and its abundance at 700 °C is higher than at 

600 °C. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The growing quantity of sewage sludge produced in urban wastewater treatment suggests to 
explore new disposal routes, because the conventional options (such as agricultural utilisation 
and landfill) are being progressively restricted due to the presence of organic and inorganic 
pollutants. To this purpose, sludge incineration is gaining increasing interest because of three 
main advantages: volume reduction up to 80-90%, destruction of organic micropollutants and 
pathogens, and energy recovery. 
Sludge incineration may have an adverse environmental impact due to uncontrolled stack 
emissions of toxic metals. The metals, which may be present in significant concentration in 
sewage sludge, include: zinc, lead, copper, chromium, manganese, tin, nickel, and cadmium 
(Mininni and Santori, 1987). Several studies show that some metals become enriched in the 
fly ash with respect to their concentrations in the bottom ash and that the enrichment is 
enhanced in the finer fraction of the fly ash (Gerstle and Albrink, 1982; Lorber, 1986; Balogh, 
1996). 
Metal partitioning among the incineration residues may be affected by several operating 
parameters, including combustion temperature, excess air, feed composition (chlorine, 
sulphur, and water content). With the aim of a better understanding of the potential factors 
affecting metal speciation and partitioning in sludge incineration a series of pilot tests were 
carried out in a circulating fluidized-bed combustor. In this paper the behaviour of eight 
metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sn, and Zn) is discussed in the framework of a 
thermodynamic model of the combustion process. 

 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Sewage sludge incineration tests were carried out in a pilot plant located in Bari (Southern 
Italy), at the site of a large municipal wastewater-treatment plant. Plant capacity is about 250 
kg/h of sewage sludge at 20% solids concentration. Equipment main characteristics and 
process scheme of the pilot-plant are reported elsewhere (Mininni et al., 2000). The pilot-
plant tests were performed using dewatered sewage sludge produced in the nearby sewage 
treatment plant (total solids content about 15%; volatile solids about 65% of the total solids). 
Sludge was fed either as is or spiked with tetrachloroethylene or with a Surrogate Organic 
Mixture (SOM) that comprises 25% chlorobenzene, 55% tetrachloroethylene and 20% 
toluene. Methane was used as auxiliary fuel.  
Table 1 summarises the operating conditions of the pilot tests considered here. The total 
chlorine content in the feed varied from a minimum of 0.03% (tests with sludge alone) to a 
maximum of 4.8% (tests with addition of SOM). All tests were performed with a large excess 
of air. Combustion temperatures spanned 821°C to 865°C.  
Sampling and analytical procedures to measure the metal content of sludge and ash samples 
are described extensively elsewhere (Marani et al., 1998; Mininni et al., 2000). 
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Table 1. Operating conditions of the pilot plant tests

Test # Feed

    Sludge        Spike     Spike         Cl
    (kg/h)        (Type)     (kg/h)       (%)

Excess
Air (%)

T(°C) Gas residence
time (s)

1r 250 - - 0.03 76 841 1.41
3r 250 - - 0.03 66 851 1.52
4r 245 TCE 5 1.7 74 865 1.33
7r 230 TCE 12.5 4.4 104 821 1.16
13r 227 SOM 21.9 4.8 87 847 1.37
14r 227 SOM 21.9 4.8 115 836 0.93

TCE = Tetrachloroethylene SOM = Surrogate Organic Mixture

In the present study some filter-ash samples were split into several size fractions (sieves of 5, 
10, 20, 30, 40 µm) before acid digestion and metal analysis. Major elements of the organic 
fraction of the feed sludge were analysed using a Carlo Erba elemental analyser (EA1108). 
Crystallographic analyses of cyclone ash were carried out by X-ray diffractometry using a 
Scintag model X1 with a Bragg-Bentano geometry, 30 kV CuKα radiation, in the range 2° ≤ 
2θ ≤ 70°, with a scanning step of 0.05° and a count time of 3 seconds per step. 

 
THERMODYNAMIC MODEL 
The simple thermodynamic model considered in this work assumes homogeneity and 
equilibrium conditions in the combustion chamber. The model includes 14 elements (C, H, N, 
S, O, Cl, Cd, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sn, Zn), which represent the input streams of fuel, air, 
water, the organic fraction of the sludge, and the heavy metals of interest. The calculations 
were performed using HSC computer code and thermochemical database (Roine, 1997). 
Figure 1 shows the predicted metal volatilisation at atmospheric pressure and at 850°C as a 
function of chlorine percentage in the feed. At low chlorine concentration, only Cd and Pb are 
expected to volatilise in significant proportion. High concentrations of chlorine are expected 
to induce complete volatilisation of cadmium, copper, lead, and zinc. Nickel and manganese 
reach about 30% volatilisation at the highest chlorine concentration. On the other hand, 
chromium and tin volatilisation is never significant across the entire range of experimental 
conditions (maximum volatilisation percentage is 2 and 10-5 for Cr and Sn, respectively). 
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Figure 1. Model prediction of metal volatilisation in the combustion chamber 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Metal-concentration (ppm) ranges in the feed sludge were in the following decreasing order: 
Zn (2796-4213), Cr (240-650), Cu (262-599), Pb (104-137), Mn (75-98), Ni (36-53), Sn (36-
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50), and Cd (14-23). The concentration of Ti, used in this work as a reference metal, was in 
the range 1086-1626 ppm. 
Visual and microscopic observations of ash samples showed large amounts of carry-over sand 
in the cyclone ash. Metal dilution in the ash samples caused by the presence of carry-over 
sand was calculated using the ratio of titanium concentrations between ash samples and the 
relevant concentrations in the feed sludge on an inert basis. Titanium was selected as a tracer 
for sludge incineration residues because: 1) the Ti content of the sand used in the fluidized 
bed was negligible; 2) Ti is well known as a non-volatile element (Paoletti et al., 2000) and is 
expected to partition in equal concentrations among the several incineration solid residues. 
The Ti method for calculating the content of sand in cyclone ash samples showed a 
satisfactory agreement (within 10%) with the results of direct measurements using X-ray 
diffraction. 
To quantify metal enrichment, an enrichment factor was defined as the ratio between the 
corrected metal concentration in filter ash and the corresponding concentration in the cyclone 
ash. Figure 2 shows that enrichment factors span from a minimum of 0.8 for Mn to a 
maximum of 6.3 for Pb. Due to sampling and analytical uncertainties, in our investigation 
only enrichment factors above 1.9 are deemed indicative of metal volatilisation in the 
combustion chamber. Figure 2 shows that Cd and Pb undergo significant enrichment in the 
filter ash. The enrichment increases with increasing chlorine content of the feed (the tests are 
plotted in order of increasing chlorine). In contrast, Cu, Cr, Mn, Ni, Sn, and Zn behave as 
refractory (non-volatile) elements under the experimental conditions used in this 
investigation. Cd and Pb enrichment in the finer fractions of the solid residues was confirmed 
by splitting some filter ash samples into fractions of different particle size. Figure 3 compares 
Cd,  Pb, and Cr enrichment factors in different size fractions of filter ash. The enrichment 
factor of the inert chromium remains below the significance level. On the contrary, Cd and Pb 
enrichment factors increase with decreasing size, in accordance with the widely accepted 
hypothesis that metal enrichment is due to metal vaporisation in the combustion chamber and 
subsequent condensation on the fly-ash particles. 
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Figure 2. Metal enrichment factors (dashed line shows limit for significant enrichment) 
 
The significant enrichment of Cd and Pb at high chlorine dosage (Fig. 2) is in agreement with 
the predicted metal volatilisation in the combustion chamber (Fig. 1). The experimental 
behaviour of Cr and Sn showing enrichment factors below the significance level is also in 
agreement with the thermodynamic model predicting negligible volatilisation. 
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By contrast, a clear discrepancy appears between model predictions and experimental 
behaviour of Cu, Zn, Ni, and Mn, which should form gaseous metal chloride species at high 
chlorine concentrations, with predicted metal volatilisation as high as 97, 94, 39, and 33%, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3. Effect of filter ash size on Cd, Cr, and Pb enrichment 
 
These discrepancies are likely to arise from kinetic limitations due to the very short residence 
times in the pilot-plant tests (Table 1). Another potential explanation could be an 
oversimplification of the model chemical system, which neglects potential formation of stable 
silicates and aluminates, and competing reactions of major elements with chlorine. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

Cd and Pb enrichment increased with increasing chlorine concentration in the incinerator 
feed and with decreasing particle size. In contrast, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Sn, and Zn did not show 
significant enrichment, even at high chlorine dosage. The comparison between experimental 
behaviour and the predictions of a thermodynamic model shows satisfactory agreement for Cd 
and Pb, as well as for Cr and Sn. In contrast, discrepancies are found in comparing model 
predictions and experimental results of Cu, Zn, Mn, and Ni. Potential explanations of these  
discrepancies include kinetic limitations to vaporisation of metallic species and 
oversimplification of the model chemical system.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The fluidized-bed combustion technology is very effective in burning solid fuels ensuring also a 

low environmental impact. Among the main advantages of this technique, there is the possibility of 
removing SO2 generated during coal combustion through in situ injection of calcium-based sorbents 
(e.g. limestone). Under typical FBC operating conditions (850°C and 1atm) sorbent particles are 
subject to rapid calcination in which CaCO3 decomposes into porous CaO which in turn is able to 
capture SO2 to give CaSO4 (sulphation reaction). The onset of significant diffusional resistances as a 
low-porosity sulphated shell builds up around a largely unsulphated porous core (this mechanism is 
generally referred to as “core-shell” sulphation pattern [1]) makes the conversion of CaO into CaSO4 
far from its quantitative completion.  

To enhance calcium utilization, different techniques have been proposed in the literature with the 
aim of reactivating spent sorbents. Among these techniques, a promising one is hydration of the spent 
sorbent by water or steam [1-4]. This process implies the conversion of the unreacted CaO into 
Ca(OH)2. It has been hypothesized that, because of its larger molar volume, Ca(OH)2 swells inside the 
particles leading to the formation of cracks and flaws. These would provide enhanced access to 
gaseous reactants upon further exposure of the reactivated sorbent to sulphur-containing atmospheres. 
Recently, Scala et al. [5] observed that hydration by water is able to promote a pronounced 
redistribution of sulphur inside the spent sorbent particle structure, which in turn enables further 
access to unconverted CaO. The authors proposed that a possible pathway of sulphur redistribution 
could be a solubilization/precipitation mechanism associated with the transport of sulphate ions in the 
aqueous phase inside the porous structure of the particle. 

In this work spent limestone-based sorbents, generated in fluidized-bed desulphurization tests under 
simulated combustion conditions, were reactivated by means of a hydration process at 25°C (for times 
ranging from 1 to 24 h) and further reinjected in the fluidized-bed reactor. The final calcium 
conversion degrees of resulphated sorbent particles were related to the redistribution of sulphur inside 
the spent sorbent particle structure and to a “molecular cramming” phenomenon, both dependent on 
the hydration reaction time. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Sulphation experiments were carried out at 850°C in a laboratory scale stainless steel atmospheric 

fluidized-bed reactor, 40mm ID and 1m height, electrically heated. A high-calcium (96.8% CaCO3) 
Italian limestone (Massicci) was used as sulphur sorbent. The bed material, batchwise injected in the 
reactor and consisting of mixtures of sorbent (20g in the size range 0.425-0.6 mm) and silica sand 
(150g in the size range 0.85-1 mm), was fluidized at 0.8m/s for 180min by simulated combustion flue 
gases consisting of a mixture SO2+O2+N2 with a SO2 inlet concentration of 1800ppmv. Flue gases at 
the outlet of the reactor were rapidly cooled down and continuously sampled for SO2 concentration 
measurement by a non dispersive infra red analyzer on line (precision and reproducibility ±50ppmv). 
SO2 concentration data in flue gases were recorded (with a time step of 1s) in order to calculate the 
calcium conversion degree during the tests as a function of time. 

Sulphated samples were reactivated by hydration in excess water at 25°C for curing times of 1, 2, 3, 
6, 10 and 24 h. Batches of sulphated samples (10g) were blended with bidistilled water in sealed 
polyethylene bags and put in a thermostatic bath having an accuracy of ±0.001°C and operating with 
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water as thermal-carrier. At the end of curing times, hydrated samples were picked up from the bags, 
ground under acetone, dried with ether and stored in a desiccator. Furthermore they were characterized 
by means of X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis, for the determination of the crystalline phases present 
after the hydration treatment. Batches of reactivated sorbents were resulphated in the fluidized-bed 
reactor under the same operating conditions as those of the first sulphation test. The sorbent mass in 
each batch (25.01g) was chosen in order to feed in the reactor the same number of moles of calcium 
available for the sulphation reaction as in the first sulphation test. 

Polished cross sections of sulphated and hydrated sorbent particles, embedded in epoxy resin, were 
observed under a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) equipped with an Energy Dispersive X-ray 
(EDX) detector for the elemental mapping of sulphur and calcium. The characterization of the main 
sulphur distribution patterns was carried out with the aid of a novel Computer Controlled SEM 
(CCSEM) quantitative technique based on an automated statistical analysis of the elemental sulphur 
mappings of cross sections of sorbent particles [6]. The CCSEM technique was based on an algorithm 
able to generate probability density functions of pointwise sulphur contents which can be directly 
related to the sorbent particle sulphation pattern. In this context, bimodal distribution functions are 
indicative of a core-shell sulphation pattern, while an unimodal distribution function reveals an 
uniform sulphur distribution throughout the particles cross sections. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1a) reports the calcium conversion degree as a function of time during the first sulphation test 
for Massicci limestone. It shows that the final value of the calcium conversion degree (XF) is 
approximately 0.28. Inspection of Figure 2a), in which SEM micrographs (upper row) and EDX 
sulphur maps (lower row) of the polished cross sections of a sulphated multiparticle sample are 
reported, reveals that the core-shell sulphation pattern is dominant for the sulphated limestone. 
CCSEM analysis results are reported in Figure 3: the sulphated sample shows a bimodal distribution 
function in which two characteristic peaks can be detected, namely a peak in the low-sulphur-content 
zone (denoted as the “core zone”) and another in the high-sulphur-content zone (denoted as the “shell 
zone”). For this sample, values of core-zone area=35% and mean relative sulphur content=33% are 
calculated (for a thorough analysis on the sulphur distribution patterns occurring during sorbents 
sulphation refer to Montagnaro et al. [6]). 

Figure 4 shows XRD analysis results for the sulphated sample hydrated for 1h, the samples 
hydrated for different 
times showing similar 
results. Only 
portlandite was 
detected as hydration 
product, while 
anhydrite and quartz 
were revealed among 
the unconverted 
reactants. At all 
hydration times, the 
absence of lime 
shows that it is 
completely hydrated 
towards Ca(OH)2, 
whereas the presence 
of anhydrite is due to 
its scarce tendency to 
form gypsum-like 
phases (CaSO4·nH2O) 
in these conditions. 
The presence of 
quartz is instead 
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Fig. 1: Calcium conversion degrees as a function of time during
sulphation and resulphation tests. 
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related to some unavoidable 
sand impurities in the sample. 
Therefore XRD data put in 
evidence that the chemical 
process of hydration is 
complete after 1h with the 
total conversion of CaO into 
Ca(OH)2. Figures 2b) and 2c) 
report the SEM-EDX 
analyses on the samples 
hydrated for 1 and 6 h, 
showing a pronounced 
redistribution of sulphur 
inside the spent sorbent 
particle structure. The 
influence of the hydration 
time on sulphur redistribution 
can be observed in Figure 3, 
in which CCSEM analysis 
results for the two hydrated 

samples are reported. These data show that the higher the hydration time, between 1 and 6 h, the 
weaker the bimodal distribution function (core-zone area=25% and mean relative sulphur 
content=40% for the sample hydrated for 1h; core-zone area=6% and mean relative sulphur 
content=50% for the sample hydrated for 6h). This is clearly indicative that the sulphur redistribution 
process is enhanced when the hydration time is higher in the range 1-6 h. Moreover, it is worth noting 
that no further redistribution was found when applying the CCSEM technique to samples hydrated at 
times longer than 6h, thus suggesting that the physical process of sulphur redistribution via aqueous 
phase is complete after 6h. On the other hand, hydrated sorbent particles in the samples appeared more 
“crammed” (i.e. more compacted) as the hydration time was increased in the whole range 1-24 h. 

       
 

       
 
        a) sulphated               b) hydrated for 1h         c) hydrated for 6h 

Fig. 2: SEM micrographs (upper row) and EDX sulphur
maps (lower row) of cross sections of multiparticle
sulphated and hydrated samples. 

Figure 1b) reports the calcium conversion degree as a function of time during resulphation tests of 
sorbent batches hydrated-reactivated at 1, 2, 3, 6, 10 and 24 h. As a general result, water reactivation 
of the spent sorbent was highly effective in promoting further sulphur uptake upon resulphation. It can 
be also observed that the trend of XF is non-monotonic with the reactivation time, being XF=0.504 for 
the sorbent hydrated for 1h, reaching a maximum (XF ≅ 0.57-0.58) for sorbents hydrated at 3 and 6 h, 
and then decreasing up to XF=0.510 for the sorbent hydrated at 24h. This trend could be explained 
taking into account a competition between the sulphur redistribution and the particles cramming 

phenomena, both influenced by the 
hydration time. In fact, the sulphur 
redistribution process is greatly 
enhanced by the hydration time in 
the range 1-6 h, thus resulting into a 
positive effect of the reactivation 
time on the sulphur capture ability 
of the reactivated samples. On the 
other hand, cramming phenomena 
could make hydrated-reactivated 
sorbent particles less prone to 
resulphation by partially hindering 
available calcium to the contact 
with the flue gases when reinjected 
in the fluidized-bed reactor. As the 
effect of sulphur redistribution is 
complete after 6h while the 
observed cramming phenomena are 
enhanced up to 24h, this could 
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result into a negative effect of the 
reactivation time (in the range 6-24 
h) on the sulphur uptake during 
resulphation. 
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Fig. 4: XRD analysis results for the sulphated
sample hydrated for 1h. P=portlandite (Ca(OH)2); 
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These results seem to indicate 
that, under the operating conditions 
employed in this study, it is possible 
to locate an optimum range of 
hydration times as regards the 
sulphur capture ability of the 
reactivated sorbent. These data 
deserve however further 
investigations to assess the effect of 
other variables such as the type of 
sorbent and the hydration 
temperature. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A spent limestone-based sorbent, generated by fluidized-bed desulphurization of simulated flue 
combustion gases, was reactivated by means of a hydration process at room temperature and further 
reinjected in the fluidized-bed reactor. For the spent sorbent, constituted of CaSO4 and unconverted 
CaO, the calcium conversion degree did not exceed ~28%. Sulphated particles were hydrated for times 
ranging from 1 to 24 hours, and XRD results revealed a complete hydration of CaO at all hydration 
times. With the aid of a novel CCSEM technique it was pointed out that hydration promoted a 
pronounced redistribution of sulphur inside the spent sorbent particle structure, thus enabling further 
access to unconverted calcium oxide. The overall calcium conversion degrees of resulphated sorbent 
particles ranged from ~50% to ~58%, thus almost doubling the first-stage value. A non-monotonic 
influence of the hydration time on the resulphation ability was observed and attributed to a 
competition between sulphur redistribution and a “molecular cramming” phenomenon. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Polymer pyrolysis is a process that can be used to effectively recover chemicals from recycled 
plastics. Products nature and quantity for each polymer strongly depend upon the process 
conditions and specifically temperature and residence time. So far literature studies (Milne et 
al. 1996) demonstrated the possibility to vary the amount and length of olefin and alkanes by 
changes of operating conditions. The possibility to maximize the production of olefins, much 
more interesting for their intrinsic reactivity, by means of short contact time has been 
suggested by the Berruti’s group, that indicated the existence of an optimal reaction time for 
HD-PE. Ideally, a significant production of monomer from the corresponding polymer would 
also be the best solution, since it would mean a perfect closure of the life-cycle of the 
material. In this contribution the search for this goal has been applied to HD-PE, one of the 
polymer most widely used, with quite interesting results. 

EXPERIMENTAL  APPARATUS 

Polymer pyrolysis has been carried out in an entrained flow reactor (EFR) where the solids 
are fed in the form of powders through a heated tubular reactor. Unconverted polymer, solid 
products, tars and gases are collected after quenching and analyzed. Gas analysis uses a GC 
with FI and TC detectors. Previous experience with EFR in the study of cellulose pyrolysis 
has been completely reconsidered because of the specific nature of polymers. During heating, 
polymers soften and melt before decomposing and then tend to stick to the internal reactor 
walls,  so that the actual residence time of the material in the reactor runs out of control, 
preventing any systematic investigation of the de-polymerization kinetics.  A novel EFR has 
been designed and characterized where the suspension of powder polymers in N2 is fed 
internally to a second, coaxial flux of N2. The flow rate of the resulting jet must be tuned to 
the external flow so that it can remain sufficiently coherent up to the end of the reactor, 
minimizing solids deposition on the internal reactor walls. A detailed experimental study, 
with CFD validation, has been carried out by using a suitable tracer, resulting in flow maps 
that allow to design experiments at different flow rate, still preserving the structure of the jet. 
The feeding system also requires some attention, since a perfectly stable flow rate of solids at 
a small flow rate is crucial for the kinetics studies and quite difficult to achieve. A properly 
designed screw feeder fitted the scope.  

Design of Experiments 
Any EFR is characterized by a longitudinal temperature profile and possibly also a radial one. 
Neglecting the second, still the presence of a variable temperature along the solids path has 
several relevant consequences. The most obvious is that a single experiment cannot be 
associated to a single temperature, but only to a given profile. With the purpose of comparing 
the effect of temperature on the pyrolysis, results must be reported in terms of a some sort of 
average temperature, further discussed below. The second is that the density of the flowing 
gas is varying significantly, resulting in dramatic variations of velocity through the reactor, 
affecting the total residence time and the heating history of the solids flowing through. The 
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connection between temperature and velocity can be simply formulated as  
( ) ( ) ( ) /p g IN gv z v z v T z TIN=;     (1) 

which states that the particles velocity along the axial coordinate z is assumed to equal the gas 
velocity because of the small size, the latter being directly proportional to the local (ideal) gas 
temperature. Subscript IN indicates inlet conditions. Gas temperature can be independently 
measured without solids flow, the pyrolysis of which negligibly affects the gas temperature, 
and Tg(z) profiles for different oven temperatures can be stored in the form of spline 
interpolation coefficients for further calculations. An average temperature can be defined in 
different ways. The most intuitive is a simple spatial average 
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where z1 and z0 are the coordinates between which the temperature is high enough to be 
significant. Threshold has been set to 300°C as a minimum temperature for some pyrolysis to 
take place. Actually, the minimum temperature where degradation begins depends on the 
heating rate, as well known in the field of fast pyrolysis. While 300°C can be the onset of 
some weight loss in TGA experiments with PE, in our case no transformation can be observed 
at such a low temperature. However, the temperature threshold for the average temperature 
calculation is a matter of convention. It serves the scope of distinguishing between 
geometrical length of the oven and actual temperature profile, so that only the effective part of 
the length is considered. It must be recalled that the convention on the minimum threshold for 
T (here 300°C) influences the calculation of the average, so that the values used for data 
representation and discussion is valid only within this investigation and data analysis, and it 
can be compared with literature results only qualitatively. But we definitely question the 
significance of literature data of solids fast pyrolysis uniquely associated to a given 
temperature, without any discussion of the temperature history, that cannot be a step function 
by any mean. A more appropriate averaging for T should be: 
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where θ is the residence time. Here the temperature is averaged on the base of the time spent 
by the particle at that specific T  value, which can be calculated through the local value of the 
particle velocity, v(z), being dt=dz/v(z). Again, the two values of residence time correspond to 
the points limiting the region where T is higher than a minimum threshold. Values calculated 
through eq. (3) are those reported with the results in the following. 
The average temperature can be determined a posteriori, from the longitudinal temperature 
profiles, which changes according to the gas flow rate and oven temperature set. From several 
measured temperature profiles, an algorithm was developed in order to design new 
experimental runs with predetermined average temperature and residence time. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Experimental measurements have been carried out using virgin HD-PE in the form of powder, 
with an average particle size of 95 um, a weight average molecular weight Mw = 80000, and a 
density of 0.951. A suspension of polymer particle in N2 is continuously created and fed to the 
reactor at a flow rate of 0.05 g/min (average, the actual value is determined at the end of each 
run) in 0.4 NL/min N2. The suspension enter the reactor through a central pipe, surrounded by 
a second gas stream used to stabilize the inner jet, with a variable flow rate, between 4 and 6 
NL/min, in order to change the residence time. Reaction course is characterized through 
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measurements of polymer conversion and gas analysis. 
In the following, results are briefly presented in terms of polymer conversion, monomer 
yields and selectivity. The conversion is determined as the weight difference between the 
polymer fed and that collected after the reactor. Such a difference involves several products, 
predominantly gas but also charring deposits along the reactor, particularly in the quench 
section. Gas yields are calculated as the amount of specific gas in the outlet stream, while the 
selectivity is meant to be the same amount divided by the converted polymer. 
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Fig. 1 Effect of temperature on the HD-PE conversion and selectivity to the monomer, at 

750 ms residence time. 

The role of temperature on the polymer conversion and selectivity to the monomer is depicted 
in Fig. 1. The residence time has been kept close to a value of 750 ms by varying the oven 
temperature and secondary N2 flow rate. Figure clearly shows that the conversion increases 
with temperature while the amount of ethylene apparently goes through a maximum. The last 
result must be further confirmed with additional tests, but it is confirmed for propylene also, 
while the amount of methane increases with temperature. Such a result agree with the 
hypothesis that olefins are intermediates in the process of degradation of the polymer down to 
alkanes of progressively lower molecular weight.  
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Fig. 2 Effect of residence time on the HD-PE conversion and selectivity to the monomer, at 
650 C.  

It is particularly important to investigate the role of residence time, in order to provide 
evidences of such an hypothesis. Some results are reported in Fig. 2. The polymer conversion 
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clearly decreases with residence time, as expected, while the relative amount of ethylene 
produced per unit HD-PE converted increases. We believe that this is a clear indication that 
the olefins, an specifically the monomer, tend to build up in the reactor quite rapidly, but the 
reaction must be stopped by quenching to keep significant amount of  these intermediates 
before they are further reduced to alkanes. The hypothesis is partially confirmed by the 
distribution of gaseous products in terms of selectivity reported in Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3 Effect of residence time on the normalized selectivity to several, at 650 C. 

Here the selectivity of all the measured species has been scaled by dividing each value by the 
one at the lower residence time, for the purpose of comparing the behavior of all of them. It 
can be seen from Fig. 3 that a longer residence time causes a decrease of selectivity to 
ethylene, as already shown in Fig. 2, but also propane decreases, while methane and 
propylene show some increase, and ethane is almost constant. Among these data, only 
methane is significantly consistent with the interpretation above, based on the ethylene 
decrease with higher residence time. A larger amount of propylene at longer residence time 
We can conclude that the apparatus developed and used in this work is a valuable tool to 
investigate the mechanism of polymer degradation by pyrolysis, notwithstanding the opposite 
conclusion of other research groups (Westerhout et al. 1996). The EFR also allows to 
characterize the role of the gas phase reaction by feeding some product or some intermediate 
together with the solids or simply alone, aiming to obtain sufficient experimental data to 
validate, discuss and possibly extend kinetic models already suggested (Faravelli et al., 2001). 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper is an overview of Italian legislation concerning the use of combustibles in industrial 

plants. In particular gaseous emission limits are compared for fuel combustion and for incineration 
and co-incineration plants. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

The use of fuels in industry is regulated by a number of different laws and governmental decrees, 
which fix limits for solids and gaseous emissions and restrict their utilization for specific 
applications. The interest for the utilization of combustible wastes grows as interest in the last years, 
the reason for that being the disposal and global warming issues and the possible energy recovery 
from the high quantities of wastes. However, the management of a waste generally requires higher 
level of precaution due to possible environmental contamination. Accordingly gaseous emission 
limits are more severe than those valid for fuels. Moreover in waste incineration attention must be 
given to the presence in the emissions of a wide number of possible contaminants (heavy metals, 
organic micropollutants, specific compounds in the wastes) that are not considered when a 
traditional fuel is utilized. 

The paper highlights some specific problems of Italian laws and underlines the consequent 
necessity for a better characterization of combustibles materials. 

 
 

FUEL COMBUSTION 
The use of fuels and their characteristics is regulated by three Italian decrees: DPCM 2 October 

1995, DPCM 7 September 2001 and DPCM 12 March 2002 (Table 1). According to data reported 
in the table fuel oil must have sulphur content lower than 1 %, fixed carbon lower than 15 % and 
ash content lower than 0.15%. Higher values are allowed for particular uses and applications. This 
is the case of gasification of heavy hydrocarbons derived from oil refining where higher sulphur 
content is allowed, but more severe limits in dust, NO2, SO2 and CO are imposed. Examples of this 
are the Saras refinery in Sardinia and Api refinery in Marche. A specific law, just approved from 
the Italian Parliament, regulates the use of pet-coke in combustion plants. Maximum sulphur 
content of this fuel used in plants with single burner power higher than 50 MW is fixed at 3%. No 
limits of sulphur and other pollutants are imposed for the use of pet-coke if used where it is 
produced. In Italy, pet-coke is produced in Sicily at the Gela refinery. Sulphur content of the fuel is 
limited to 6% if used in plants where sulphur is fixed in the final product for at least 60% (cement 
plant and lime production plants). 

 
 

WASTE COMBUSTION AND INCINERATION 
According to the European Directive 91/156 on wastes: “waste shall mean any substance or 

object in the categories set out in Annex I which the holder discards or intend or is required to 
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discard”. Annex I, among others, includes: production or consumption residues, off-specification 
products, residues of industrial process (e.g. slags, still bottoms, etc.), residues from raw materials 
extraction and processing (e.g. mining residues, oil field slops, etc.). This means that the production 
system determines the qualification of a substance as product or as a waste. A substance is a product 
whenever is produced with specific characteristics that make possible its use in the same productive 
cycle. On the contrary, if the process produces a product where contaminants are present and not 
specifically regulated, such a substance is a waste. In other words when any substance is an 
undesirable by-product of the production activity this is certainly a waste. Only when the producer 
is able to demonstrate that the process is conducted precisely to produce a target substance, 
responding to definite standards, that does not need any further treatment to be used or 
commercialised, then this substance is really a product. 

Application of the above concepts to combustible wastes implies many consequences from the 
administrative and practical point of view. Directive 2000/76 regulates the use of combustible 
wastes in incineration or co-incineration processes. In fact, incineration plants are “any stationary 
or mobile technical unit and equipment dedicated to thermal treatment of wastes with or without 
recovery of the combustion heat generated”, while co-incineration plants are “any stationary or 
mobile plant whose main purpose is the generation of energy or production of material products 
which uses wastes as a regular or additional fuel”. 

In this perspective there are many examples of activities that should be classified as co-
incineration. This is the case of the use of: i.) petroleum refinery residues in power plants; ii.) 
exhaust oil, dried sludge, RDF in cement and lime factories; iii.) off-specification products in 
combustion equipments. However there are wastes excluded from the application of Directive 
2000/76: vegetable waste from agriculture and forestry; vegetable waste from the food processing 
industry, if the heat generated is recovered; fibrous vegetable waste from virgin pulp production and 
from production of paper from pulp, if it is co-incinerated at the place of production and the heat 
generated is recovered; wood waste with the exception of that containing halogenated organic 
compound or heavy metals as a result of treatment with wood-preservatives or coating, and which 
includes in particular such wood waste originating from construction and demolition waste; cork 
waste; radioactive waste; animal carcasses as regulated by Directive 90/667/EEC without prejudice 
to its future amendments; waste resulting from the exploration for, and the exploitation of, oil and 
gas resources from off-shore installations and incinerated on board the installation. 

As regards co-incineration plant, it shall be designed, built and operated in such a way that the 
gas resulting is raised to a temperature of 850 °C for two seconds. Moreover the temperature has to 
be raised to 1.100 °C when hazardous wastes with a content of more than 1 % of halogenated 
organic substances, expressed as chlorine, are co-incinerated. An automatic system should prevent 
feeding of waste until the temperature at start up has been reached to 850 or 1.100 °C, whenever the 
above temperatures are not maintained and whenever the continuous measurements show that any 
emission limit value is exceeded due to disturbances or failures of the purification devices. 

With reference to incineration plants, they shall be operated to achieve slag and bottom ashes 
TOC content less than 3 % or their loss on ignition must be less than 5 % of the dry weight of the 
material. Continuous monitoring of NOx, CO, total particulate, TOC, HCl, HF and SO2 is generally 
required, as well as continuous measurements of temperature near the inner wall (or another 
representative point of the combustion chamber), oxygen concentration, pressure, temperature and 
water vapour content of the exhaust gas. Two measurements per year are generally requested of 
heavy metals, dioxins and furans (4 measurements for the first year of operation). 

Limit values for the gaseous emissions of the Directive 2000/76 and the Italian Guidelines of the 
gaseous emissions relevant to combustion plants and refineries are compared in Table 2. Analysis 
of the data shows that limits are significantly different and in some cases there are orders of 
magnitude differences. This is the case of SO2, gaseous and vapour organic substances and dioxins 
and furans. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Classification of a substance as a fuel or a combustible waste is crucial as regards the different 
emission limits to be applied. From a practical point, incineration and co-incineration plants is 
required to be operated under specified conditions of temperature, oxygen concentration and 
residence time. Continuous monitoring of the emissions is also a prerequisite to be respected in the 
case of incineration. 

Italian legislation of combustion plants is not as strict as for incinerators. This is the result of 
considering that pollutants causing environmental concern are not present in the fuel. In this 
perspective precise characterization of the combustible material, as far as chemical and 
physical/chemical properties are concerned, is certainly needed to be sure that utilisation of such 
substance as a fuel will not cause any environmental pollution and is not an alternatively way to 
bypass normative regarding wastes incineration. 

Such conditions are generally considered in the Italian legislation. However there are concerns 
regarding the combustion of pet-coke at the place of production, because in such cases there are no 
fixed limits on the presence of sulphur, nickel, vanadium, PCB and PCT. Moreover, gaseous 
emissions are regulated as for industry activities, with limits clearly much less stringent than the 
corresponding ones for incineration and co-incineration plants. The same concerns do not apply to 
the case of gasification of heavy hydrocarbons derived from oil refining which is indicated as the 
best available technique for energy recovery from refinery residues in a document of the European 
Commission (2001). 
 
 
 
 
 
References: European Commission Directorate General JRC Institute for Prospective 
Technological Studies (2001): "Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) Reference 
Document on Best Available Techniques for Mineral Oil and Gas Refineries" 516 pp. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1 Characteristics of fuel oils and heavy hydrocarbons 
 

On site use where fuel is 
produced 

 
 

Combustion plants Parameter 
 

<50MW 
 

>50MW 

 Heavy 
hydrocarbons 
for gasification 

Plants where S is 
fixed in the final 
product for at 

least 60 % 

Calorific value, kJ/kg    >35000 kJ/kg  
Viscosity at 50 °C, mm2/s ≤91 >91 >91  >91 
Sulphur, % ≤1 ≤3 ≤3 ≤10 ≤4 
Fixed carbon, % ≤15 ≤18 ≤18  ≤18 
Ash content, % ≤0.15 ≤0.20 ≤0.20 ≤1 ≤0.20 
Water, %  ≤1.5 ≤1.5  ≤1.5 
Sediments, % in volume  ≤0.5 ≤0.5  ≤0.5 
Ni+V, ppm ≤180 ≤180-230 ≤180-230  ≤180-230 
PCB/PCT Absent Absent Absent  Absent 
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Table 2. Comparison of limit at the gaseous emissions according to 
 the Directive 2000/76 and the Italian Guidelines (12/7/1990)  

relevant to combustion plants and refineries 
 

 Directive 2000/76 on waste incineration Italian Guidelines 12/7/1990 on industrial plants 
Half-hourly 

average values 

Parameter 

Daily 
average 
values Absolute 

value 

97° 
percentile 
over the 

year 

Ten 
minutes 
average 
value 

 

 mg/m3 mg/m3 mg/m3 mg/m3 mg/m3 

Total dust 10 30 10  

50 -comb. plants of solid fuels, 5-50 MW 
50 -comb. plants, ≥ 50 MW 
80 -cumulative emission from refineries 
100 -comb. plants of liquid fuels, 5-50 MW 
100-150 -comb. plants of solid and liquid fuels, ≤5 

MW 

Gaseous and vaporous organic 
substance, total organic carbon 10 20 10  

50 -comb. plants of solid fuels 
300 -comb. plants, ≥ 50 MW 
300 -cumulative emission from refineries 

Hydrogen chloride (HCl) 10 60 10  
30 -cumulative emission from refineries 
100 -comb. plants, ≥ 50 MW 

Hydrogen fluoride (HF) 1 4 2   

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) 50 200 20  

400 -comb. plants, ≥ 500 MW 
600 -combustion FB of solid fuels, <50 MW 
1.700 -comb. plants of liquid fuels, <50 MW and of 

any fuel, 50 - 500 MW 
1.700 -cumulative emission from refineries 
2.000 -other comb. plants of solid fuels, <50 MW 

NO and NO2, expressed as NO2 
(incineration plants - nominal 
capacity exceeding 6 t/hr or new 
incineration plants) 

200* 400* 200*  

200 -comb. plants, ≥500 MW 
500 -comb. plants of liquid fuels, <50 MW 
500 -cumulative emission from refineries 
650 -comb. plants of solid fuels, <50 MW and of any 

fuel, 50 - 500 MW 

NO and NO2, expressed as NO2 
(incineration plants, nominal 
capacity <6 t/hr) 

400*     

Carbon monoxide (CO) 50 (97° 
percentile) 100  150  (95° 

percentile
250 -comb. plants, ≥50 MW 
250 -cumulative emission from refineries 

Heavy metals Sampling period of 0,5-8 h  
Cadmium and compounds, as Cd 
Thallium and compounds, as Tl 

Total 0,1** 

Mercury and compounds, as Hg 0,1** 
Antimony and compounds, as Sb 
Arsenic and compounds, as As 
Lead and compounds, as Pb 
Chromium and compounds, as Cr 
Cobalt and compounds, as Co 
Copper and compounds, as Cu 
Manganese and compounds, as Mn 
Nickel and compounds, as Ni 
Vanadium and compounds, as V 

Total 1** 

As, Cr, Co, Ni: 1 mg/m3 -comb. plants, ≥ 50 MW and 
cumulative emission from refineries 

Cd, Hg, Tl: 0,2 mg/m3 -comb. plants, ≥ 50 MW 
Cd, Hg, Tl: 0,3 mg/m3 -cumulative emission from 

refineries 
Se, Te: 2 mg/m3 -comb. plants, ≥ 50 MW 
Se, Te: 3 mg/m3 -cumulative emission from refineries
Sb, Cr, Mn, Pb, Cu, Sn, V: 10 mg/m3 -comb. plants, 
≥50 MW and cumulative emission from refineries 

Organic micropollutants Sampling period of 6-8 h, (ng TE/m3)  

Dioxins and furans 0,1 10.000 total ng/m3 -comb. plants, ≥50 MW and 
cumulative emission from refineries 

* The limits of NOx do not apply to plants only incinerating hazardous waste until 1 January 2007 
** Including gaseous and vapour forms of the relevant heavy metal emissions as well as their compounds 
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Characterization of biomass residue after devolatilization in 
different operative conditions 

E. Biagini, L.Tognotti 
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INTRODUCTION 
Biomass devolatilization process is strongly influenced by operative conditions used. Materials 
containing high amounts of volatile matter should be characterized from different points of view in 
order to describe their behaviour in a sufficiently wide range of operative conditions. This allows the 
feasibility of a practical use of such materials to be evaluated. Furthermore, parameters depending on 
the actual thermal history of the same material can be obtained for a modellistic approach. 
Simple thermogravimetric runs rarely can shed light on the complex phenomena involved during the 
devolatilization. At low heating rate (HR), a gradual release of different volatile compounds occurs as 
the temperature increases. Humidity is released at lower temperatures, structural modifications 
(porosity, fragmentation…) in the solid matrix proceed with continuous but small variations, melting of 
solid generally occurs when devolatilization process is completed. Vice versa, at high HR, the 
temperature increases rapidly in the solid particle, so that all phenomena above act simultaneously, 
interfering each others and giving results not predictable at low HR: for instance, the simultaneous 
release of volatiles and the melting of solid can swell the particle generating large internal cavities. 
From a chemical point of view, the kinetics of devolatilization products are influenced by the HR [1,2], 
because competitive kinetic paths can be supposed (as in the decomposition of cellulose [3 and 
references herein]). These authors (and also [4,5]) studied the effect of HR on the devolatilization of 
cellulose or biomass materials, underlying the importance of interactions of different devolatilization 
stages succeeding as the temperature increases. As a matter of fact, these investigations are conducted 
using the same apparatus with a range of HR actually narrow. 
In this study an experimental method is suggested to study the devolatilization process using different 
equipment taking advantage of the main characteristics of each one. Biomass materials are expected to 
give different reactivity varying HR in a very wide range, that is from 1°C/s (TG runs) to 2x104 °C/s 
(wire mesh reactor). The analysis of solid residue in various conditions can also give important results: 
SEM analysis can reveal structural variations (porosity increase, fragmentation, swelling) that strongly 
influence the reactivity of char produced. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Equipment 
Three different equipment on a laboratory scale have been used to characterize the behaviour of different 
materials during devolatilization: a thermogravimetric balance (Mettler TA 3000), a wire mesh reactor (in the 
following called with its commercial name, Pyroprobe) and a drop tube reactor (DTR). Different conditions can 
be programmed according to the specific characteristics of each apparatus. Very different values of reactor 
temperature, HR and residence time can be achieved, influencing the thermal history of the sample and, hence, 
the devolatilization process. The main characteristics of each equipment are listed synthetically in table 1. In 
particular, TG balance is indicated to study the devolatilization process at very low HR: constant HR runs can be 
performed in which the temperature of the sample follows that programmed with negligible delay. A second 
employment of the same apparatus allows higher HR to be achieved. In this case (TG isothermal runs), the 
sample is kept distant from the furnace during the heating up in a nitrogen flow. Once the final temperature is 
reached the crucible containing the sample is instantaneously immersed in the furnace. The effective HR using 
this procedure is estimated to be approximately 100°C/s, considering the small quantities of the sample. The 
Pyroprobe reactor is a commercial wire mesh reactor which was characterized [6] as for thermal profile and mass 
transfer. The temperature and the HR are extremely higher than the TG balance, thus, more severe conditions 
can be programmed. A detailed description of DTR can be found elsewhere [7]. A stream of particles is 
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continuously fed to the oven maintained at constant temperature. Size fraction successfully employed were in the 
range 100-300 µm. The solid is transported pneumatically with the primary air: the solid flowrate is 
approximately 0.2 g/min. Both the devolatilization and a partial oxidation are expected to occur: because of the 
short residence time, the oxidation extent can be limited. The DTR allows experimental runs in conditions 
similar to those encountered in industrial plants to be performed on a laboratory scale. 
 

 TG  
(constant HR) 

TG  
(isothermal) Pyroprobe Drop Tube Reactor

T max (°C) 900 600 1400 1200 
HR max (°C/s) nominal value 0.5 - 2x104 - 
HR max (°C/s) evaluated on sample 0.5 50-100 2x103 500-1000 
residence time (s) (…) (…) 0-200 0.5-1.5 
sample mass (mg) 5-10 5-10 3-5 stream of particles 
gas environment N2 N2 N2 O2/N2 

Table 1. Characteristics of experimental equipment used. 
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Figure 1. Experimental method. 
Materials 
Three different biomass materials have been studied, namely, hazelnut shells, olive husks and paper 
sludge. Furthermore, a reference coal has been tested for comparison. Proximate and ultimate analyses 
are listed in table 2. At present, an experimental program is in progress for all materials. As 
schematically shown in figure 1, devolatilization process is performed in different conditions, obtaining 
low, medium and high HR char from the same material. All analyses indicated in figure 1 allow to 
evaluate characteristics of solid residues as volatile matter content, reactivity, size and structural 
variations, which can determine the properties of char. In particular, FT-IR analysis carried out in series 
during the devolatilization run can provide important information to identify the main gaseous products 
and, hence, to characterize the devolatilization steps. SEM analysis can be used to observe the average 
aspect of samples, comparing all cases. Furthermore, it can furnish a punctual size analysis (so that 
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fragmentation or swelling phenomena can be distinguished). Finally, a semi-quantitative elemental 
analysis conducted using SEM can be compared to the global ultimate analysis (or ash analysis) in 
order to investigate the fate of inorganic compounds, especially alkali. 
In the following, some significant results are reported among those obtained in this preliminary study. 
 

  coal 
Kema04 

olive 
residue 

hazelnut 
shells 

paper 
sludge

Ultimate 
analysis  

(dry) 

C 
H 
N 
S 
Cl 

71.43 
4.47 
1.12 
0.81 

0.265 

51.24 
6.69 
0.83 
0.05 

0.071 

51.0 
5.40 
1.30 

- 
- 

24.27 
3.42 
0.51 

0.014 
0.053 

Proximate 
analysis  

(as recd.) 

Mois. 
VM 
FC 
Ash 

5.68 
28.73 
52.6 
13 

14.03 
67.37 
17.55 
1.05 

7.0 
73.0 
18.8 
1.2 

54.8 
22.58 
1.36 

21.26 
HHV (kJ/kg) (dry) 
LHV (kJ/kg) (dry) 

29842 
28708 

22290 
20068 

- 
- 

8798 
5136 
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Table 2. Analyses of materials. Figure 2. TG constant HR results. 

RESULTS 

As a first approach, a TG constant HR has been carried out for all materials in order to compare the 
behaviour of each one and identify the major steps in the process. Weight loss and dtg curves are 
reported in figure 2 for HR 20°C/min. Olive residue and hazelnut shells show a similar behaviour: the 
composite peak can be attributed to the devolatilization of main components (cellulose, hemicellulose 
and lignin). The first peak of paper sludge (approximately at 370°C, as the other lignin-cellulosic 
materials) can be attributed to the devolatilization of cellulose contained. FT-IR profiles demonstrated 
that the weight loss at higher temperature (approximately 750°C) is caused by the decomposition of 
inorganic matter (calcium carbonate), the unique volatile product being CO2. While biomass materials 
devolatilize at temperatures between 230 and 420°C, the reference coal needs higher temperature, the 
temperature for the maximum weight loss rate being 470°C. 
Subsequently, different HR have been programmed on the same equipment: in general, the higher the 
HR, the higher the amount of volatiles released. Furthermore, a certain delay in the devolatilization 
phenomena can be noticed. In figure 3 the weight loss and dtg curves are reported for paper sludge. As 
for the organic devolatilization peak, the temperature for the maximum is 363, 353 and 337°C at HR 
20, 10 and 5°C/min, respectively. Similar qualitative conclusions can be drawn considering the other 
materials, for which TG results are not reported. 
Isothermal runs have been also carried out on all materials. Weight loss curves are obtained in a 

temperature range characteristic for each material where the main devolatilization phenomenon occurs. 
Fig. 3. TG runs at different HR for paper sludge.
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Fig. 4. Isothermal runs in Pyroprobe. 
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Different single runs have to be performed in order to obtain the isothermal profile in Pyroprobe. All 
characteristics (temperature, HR, sample mass…) are maintained unchanged, while the residence time 
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is varied up to the maximum value (approximately 200 s). At the maximum temperature (1400°C) and 
HR (2x104 °C/s) the highest quantity of volatile matter is supposed to be released. Some isothermal 
curves for paper sludge and olive residue are reported in figure 4. A comparison between TG and 
Pyroprobe results, as for the global volatile matter released, is made in table 3. In general, the more 
severe the operative conditions, the higher the amount of VM released. 
Finally, a preliminary SEM analysis has been carried out on two materials (coal Kema04 and paper 
sludge). The characteristic aspect of a coal particle as received (average size of 100 µm) is reported in 

figure 5. Solid residue from different 
experimental runs described above 
have been also shown for the purpose 
of comparison. In particular, a 
representative particle of solid residue 
after TG constant HR run shows 

superficial porosity and 
fragmentation but negligible 
variations in the average 
dimension. Completely 
different is the char obtained 
in Pyroprobe due to the more 
severe conditions used: 
enormous internal cavities 
can be noted, the particle 
being swelled because of 
melting of material. Solid 
residue from DTR shows 
similar swelling phenomena 
and internal porosity. 
Obviously, oxidative process 
consumed significantly the 
solid substratum giving a 
cenosphere with large holes. 
The last image represents a 
particle of coal completely 

oxidized in TG, i.e. at low HR: again, superficial indentations and porosity can be observed, with no 
significant swelling or size variation. 

TG runs PYROPROBE runs Volatile content 5°C/min 10°C/min 20°C/min 1000°C 1400°C 
Coal   32.4 27.1 35.4 
Olive residue  70.8 71.2 72.7 77.8 
Paper sludge 49.8  51 57.3 62.8 
Table 3. Comparison of VM released from TG and pyroprobe.

SEM IMAGING

Preliminary analysis
of reference coal and
solid residues after
devolatilization or
oxidation Coal particle

as received

Solid residue   
after devolatilization in
tg balance (Tfin 800°C)  Solid residue after devo-

latilization in Pyroprobe
(Tfin 1400°C)

 Solid residue after
complete oxidation in
tg balance (Tfin 800°C)

 Solid residue after partial
oxidation in Drop Tube
Reactor (Tfin 1000°C)

Figure 5. SEM imaging of coal particle and different solid residues.
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Sub-models for the devolatilization of biomass fuels 

E. Biagini, C.Grassi, L.Tognotti 
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Chimica – Università di Pisa - ITALY 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Biomass devolatilization has been extensively studied during the past decades. Numerous 
investigations have been also performed on modeling the biomass devolatilization and its major 
components, which were summarized in several reviews and collected papers [1,5,7,9]. Several kinetic 
models have been proposed to describe biomass devolatilization [3,8,10]. Their simplicity allows a low 
computational cost, making them suitable for an efficient implementation in comprehensive codes 
(CFD). However, these models generally depend on both the biomass composition and the specific 
operative conditions employed, so that they are strictly applicable to the case considered. Vice versa, 
some complex models can cover a wide range of operative conditions and material composition 
(models based on the devolatilization of components, cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin [11]). They need 
a very high number of parameters and have a high computational cost: as a matter of fact, their 
implementation in comprehensive codes is impractical. 
The crucial point in the devolatilization of biomass materials is the strong dependence of the process 
(kinetic and main products) on both the composition, which can vary widely, and the operative 
conditions (temperature, heating rate and residence time). A possible solution is to individuate the sub-
model which optimizes the experimental data, starting from a preliminary simple analysis and then 
choosing among different specific and more complex models covering, globally, a wide range of 
composition and operative conditions. Simplicity should be guarantee in any case. Neural network 
model is a different approach, assuring simplicity and the independence from the mathematical 
description of each single phenomenon. However, a large number of experimental data has to be 
collected (also from literature) in order to train the model. 

EXPERIMENTAL NEEDS 
The behaviour of biomass materials during devolatilization is very specific. Compared with coal, the 
content of volatile matter is higher, the reactivity is higher (biomass materials generally have a range of 
devolatilization between 200 and 430°C, whereas coal starts roughly after 400°C); the char formed 
after devolatilization has also completely different characteristics respect to coal, being more reactivity. 
The composition of biomass varies from one material to another; the chemical composition, cellulose, 
hemicellulose, lignin and extractives, together with the effect of inorganic materials determines the 
devolatilization characteristics of biomass. Some examples have been obtained using a 
thermogravimetric balance for different biomass: olive residue, pine sawdust, hazelnut shells, paper 
sludge, sewage sludge and a reference coal [13]. The  main chemical components of biomasses, 
significantly different in their chemical structures, determine the specific behaviour during 
devolatilization; TG and dtg curves are reported in figure 1. Measuring the chemical composition of a  
 

 olive 
residue 

pine 
sawdust 

hazelnut 
shells 

paper 
sludge 

sewage 
sludge 

reference 
coal 

Ultimate analysis (dry) 
 

C 
H 
N 
S 
Cl 

51.24 
6.69 
0.83 
0.05 

0.071 

53 
6 

0.2 
0.08 
0.02 

51.0 
5.40 
1.30 

- 
- 

24.27 
3.42 
0.51 

0.014 
0.053 

52 
8 
6 

1.2 
0.5 

71.43 
4.47 
1.12 
0.81 

0.265 
Proximate analysis (as 
received) 
  

Moist. 
VM 
FC 
Ash 

14.03 
67.37 
17.55 
1.05 

(dry) 
80.6 
17.7 
1.7 

7.0 
73.0 
18.8 
1.2 

54.8 
22.58 
1.36 

21.26 

(dry) 
47.8 
6.6 

45.6 

5.68 
28.73 
52.6 
13 

Table 1. Ultimate and proximate analysis for materials studied. 
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Figure 1. Weight loss and dtg curves for materials studied. 
 

 a biomass is a complex and onerous process but necessary from a kinetic point of view. In practice, it 
is more convenient and easier to perform elemental analysis and proximate analysis of a feedstock, 
table 1. In order to simulate the behaviour of biomasses, a specific model should be developed starting 
from the chemical characterisation of the material. In the following a diversified modellistic method is 
described for biomass materials. Several kinetic sub-models and more complex model, which need the 
chemical composition as inputs, are used to fit the experimental data. Furthermore, a neural model, 
which calculates the chemical composition starting from Ultimate and Proximate analyses, was realised 
overcoming the above cited problems about the direct chemical analysis [14]. 

MODEL SECTION 

From a methodological point of view, every materials should be characterized employing a simple 
common model, for the purpose of comparison. In general, Single First Order Reaction (SFOR) model 
is hardly accurate to describe the devolatilization of a material. However, the simplicity and the very 
low computational cost make it the first step in the fitting of experimental data. This allows to compare 
materials as for both the activation energy and the pre-exponential factor and, also, to have a starting 
value for the fitting parameters using more specific and complex models, in a following analysis. These 
preliminary values are reported in table 2 for all materials, representing the major devolatilization step. 
 

Subsequently, depending on the 
specific behaviour of a material, a 
more complex model should be 
chosen to fit the experimental data. 
Table 3 summarizes synthetically 

the main characteristics of sub-models tested to simulate the devolatilization of biomass materials. 
Detailed description of each model can be found in literature [2]. In particular, DAEP model 
(Distribution Activation Energy Parallel Reaction) is the weighted sum of n SFOR models and, hence, 

Kinetic 
parameters 

olive 
residue 

pine 
sawdust 

hazelnut 
shells 

paper 
sludge 

sewage 
sludge 

reference 
coal 

E (kJ/kg) 
A (s-1) 

85.6 
1.9x105 

121.8 
3.9x108 

71.0 
5.7x103 

53.2 
69 

88.7 
2.2x105 

139.9 
3.5x107 

Table 2. Parameters obtained using SFOR model 

Figure 3. Comparison between experimental and model results on the devolatilization of sewage 
sludge. (a) SFOR and DAEM results; (b) lumped model results. 
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allows the devolatilization of composite materials (for which dtg peaks can be easily distinguished) to 
be modelled. DAEM [1] generally is adopted for heterogeneous materials, assuming the 
devolatilization process as a series of first order reactions (supposing continuous activation energy 
distributed on an average value E0). Lumped model is the weighted sum of a DAEM and a SFOR 
model, used for heterogeneous materials showing distinguished peaks during the devolatilization. 
 

Model Parameters Properties 
needed Balances Applicability Characteristics 

SFOR: 
Single First Order 
Reaction 

2 parameters 
(A, E) 

V∞ 
thermal history 

Mass 
(kinetic) 

All materials  Simple scheme 
Low comp. cost 

DAEP:  
(n SFOR models) 

 
n*2     (A,E) 

Chemical composition 
n*(V∞) 
 

Mass 
(kinetic) 

Blends, composite 
materials and multi-
stage devolatilization 

Simple scheme 
Low comp. cost 

DAEM: Distribution 
Activation Energy 
Model 

3 parameters 
(A, E0, σ) 

V∞ 
thermal history 

Mass 
(kinetic) 

All materials 
especially coals 

Simple scheme 
Medium comp. 
cost 

Lumped: 
(SFOR+DAEM) 
 

 
2+3 
parameters 

Chemical composition 
V1

∞ and V2
∞ 

thermal history 

Mass 
(kinetic) 

Blends, composite 
materials and multi-
stage devolatilization 

Simple scheme 
Medium comp. 
cost 

Neural Network 
model 
 

Minimization of 
error function on 
output values 

Physical and chemical 
properties of sample 
Chemical composition 

No balance Biomass materials Black box scheme
Very low comp. 
cost 

D
ev

ol
at

ili
za

tio
n 

su
b-

m
od

el
s 

CHL 
model 

No fitting 
parameters 

Chemical composition 
operating conditions 

Mass and 
Energy 

Biomass Material Complex model 
High comp. cost 

Table 3. Main characteristics of sub-models tested for the devolatilization of biomasses. 
 

Some examples of application of these models are shown in the following. In figure 2, preliminary 
kinetic parameters obtained with SFOR model are used to fit experimental data of hazelnut shells 
pyrolysis. As can be observed, the agreement is good at least up to 400°C. After this temperature, 
SFOR model is not able to follow the long tail in the weight loss. In some cases, SFOR model is clearly 
unsuitable to fit complex devolatilization behaviours as that reported in figure 3, for sewage sludge. As 
a matter of fact, even DAEM can fit the experimental data only partially, up to 450°C. A lumped model 
(DEAM+SFOR) should be considered to match also the weight loss at high temperature, applying 
SFOR model to simulate the decomposition of carbonate at 720°C. Finally, DAEP model is used to fit 
data of pine sawdust. The agreement is quite good, especially considering the composite shape of 
devolatilization peak (see figure 1). It is worth noting that parameters used in this case are not extracted 
from experimental data obtained in the present work but they are adopted from literature [9] 

introducing the chemical composition of pine 
wood (cellulose 41%, hemicellulose 32% and 
lignin 27%). 
A complete different approach is based on the 
application of artificial neural network model. 
From a detailed database [12] collecting data on 
the devolatilization of 115 different biomasses 
since 1980, a neural model was trained and tested 
considering very different operative conditions. 
The aim of this approach is to obtain an overall 
description of biomass devolatilization. Details on 
the development of this model can be found 
elsewhere [6]. It is applicable to lignin-cellulosic 
materials and for conditions similar to those used 
during the training step, these ranges being very 
wide, maximum temperature 1400°C, heating rate 

from low (order of magnitude 1°C/s, TG balances) to very high (105 °C/s, wire mesh reactor and laser 
heaters). No direct fitting parameters are actually needed, once weights for the minimization of the 
error function were set up during the training. This model is flexible as for the material composition 
and operative conditions; furthermore, it has a very low computational cost and can be easily 
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Figure 2. Comparison between experimental 
and SFOR model results on the devolatilization 
of a lignin-cellulosic material (hazelnut shell). 
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implemented in comprehensive codes. Figure 5 
shows some results applying the NN model to 
olive residue and sewage sludge pyrolysis, 
respectively. The experimental data are fitted 
quite well, considering the extreme difference in 
the nature of materials. This modelling technique 
was integrated by a new methodological approach 
which uses a detailed biomass devolatilization 
model, CHL, for generating the devolatilization 
data over a wide range of operating conditions 
(High heating rate). In conclusion, the NN model, 
which only needs the ultimate analysis and the 
operative conditions as input, and kinetic sub-
models, optimized for each fuel and experimental 
conditions, have been successfully used to 

describe the devolatilization of biomass materials. So, several tools with different characteristics have 
been developed in order to simulate the biomass pyrolysis. These different approaches can be 
implemented in complex CFD codes in order to model industrial and laboratory scale results. 

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental 
and DAEP model (3xSFOR) results on the 
devolatilization of a lignin-cellulosic material 
(pine sawdust). 
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Figure 5. NN model results on the devolatilization of (a) olive residue and (b) sewage sludge. 
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Deposit Prediction from coal-biomass co-combustion  
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SCOPE  
Biomass will be more and more important for energy production. By now they can be used in 
order to reduce the utilization of fossil fuel in coal fired power plants but in this case the 
deposition of ash on the banks can limit the plant availability (1).  
Tests were carried out burning biomass with coal on a 5 MWth experimental furnace sampling 
ash and deposits. The results are compared with those obtained on a the same facility with other 
fuels and on full scale boiler fed with coal. Different mixtures of coal with wood and straw were 
used. 
The results of  the tests were compared to those obtained with mixtures petcoke-coal on the same 
facility and with coal on a full scale power plant  
The general scope of the work is  to find a relationship between the ash deposition tendency and 
the fuel ash composition. An empirical approach to the deposition modelling was proposed 
which takes into account the ash composition and the flue gas temperature. 

COMBUSTION FACILITIES AND EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The tests were carried out on two 
plants, the S. Gilla 5 MWth 
simulator and a 640 MWe. 
The plant characteristics of the S. 
Gilla Simulator are the following: 
This facility is made up by 15 
main modules (11 are cooled and 
4 are adiabatic), a transition 
adiabatic module (TAM) and a 
convective section (CS). The 
furnace has about 60 ports 
suitable for gas sampling. 
Each module is  formed by an 
external casing (carbon steel) 
which is internally covered by 
refractory material. The cooled modules h
two cooling loops inside the refrac
material. 

Fig. 
Depo

Actually the furnace configuration simulat
boiler with front/rear burners, reburn
injectors and OFA ports, but it could
possible to simulate any kind of boiler
changing the modulus type. 
The boiler where the co-combustion t
were performed is a conventional pulver
coal boiler equipped with frontal burners. 
mix of fuels was prepared before the test
an unique proportion, 10% because it was
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Fig. 2  320 MWe Boiler. Scheme with the 
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available an independent feeding line in this plant 
The boiler is equipped with an SCR, an Electrostatic Precipitator (7 fields) and a wet scrubber in 
order to meet the regulations for what concerns the emission limits.  
The deposit samplings were made for all the 
tests  in a single port with a deposition probe 
made of a stainless steel tube air cooled 2.5 m 
long. 
During the tests the actual fuel fed, the bottom 
ash and the fly ash were sampled.  
In order to collect deposit samples inside the 
boiler, a variable lenght air cooled probe has 
been developed. It is a 25 mm tube, made of 
austenitic steel with four thermocouples, 50 cm 
one far from the other, inserted under the surface 
(skin) of the metal. The measured temperatures 
are acquired and recorded.  
The Figures 3 shows the probe before the 
insertion in the flue gas. 

Covering tube

 
Figure 3 - Schematic of the deposition probe 
extracted 

Boiler Wall

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

The results discussed are relative to the following tests: 
- deposition measurements in a full size coal fed plant (640 MWe)  
- deposition measurements in the S. Gilla Simulator fed with coal and coal/petcoke mixtures 
- deposition measurement in the S. Gilla Simulator fed with coal, coal/wood and coal straw 

mixtures 
On the full scale boiler three coals (South 
African, American, Chinese) were tested. For 
each fuel a data matrix containing the Total 
Deposition Rate and the composition of the 
soluble part in order to measure Cl, NO3, 
SO4, Na, K, Mg, Ca as a function of the fuel 
and the sampling conditions and was obtained 
(tab. 3). 
The Total Deposition Rate measured with a 
sampling probe in a single point is not the real 
deposition rate on each single exchanger tube 
but can be assumed to represent in a correct 
way the differences between each single fuel-
plant set-up. The results of this experimental 
campaign can be assumed as representative of 
the behaviour of different coals on a full scale 
boiler and from the deposit composition some 
statement can be done on the deposition 
mechanisms.  
Applying the PCA technique to the table 1 
data-set it is possible to point-out the 
differences between the coals. Fig 4 shows 
the graph of loadings on the first two 
components relative to the data matrix.  T

oThe comments on the graph are the following: 
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Coal time Dist Sol F % Cl SO4 Na K  % Mg Ca TDR
SA 20 143 3,7 0,08 0,23 67,9 0,73 0,98 0,16 29,7 31,0
SA 20 180 3,9 0,08 0,09 62,0 0,49 0,31 0,26 36,4 21,0
SA 5 35 1,8 0,16 0,64 27,2 0,77 0,25 0,39 69,9 71,5
SA 5 87 2,2 0,13 0,62 29,6 0,99 1,06 0,15 66,6 66,7
SA 5 21 4,5 0,22 0,27 31,8 0,53 0,28 0,00 66,6 48,0
SA 5 120 2,1 0,09 0,35 47,5 0,60 0,66 0,32 50,5 86,8
SA 5 72 2,5 0,11 0,21 36,9 0,42 0,79 0,17 61,4 75,0
SA 5 25 3,2 0,06 0,19 48,2 0,26 0,12 0,10 51,0 84,6
SA 5 5 2,6 0,07 0,12 43,7 0,22 0,00 0,13 55,4 81,3
SA 5 53 2,5 0,07 0,39 32,4 0,50 0,18 0,25 66,1 65,2
SA 5 100 2,4 0,39 1,44 33,9 1,01 0,71 0,25 61,9 69,3
SA 5 150 2,9 0,10 0,25 33,3 0,49 0,71 0,17 64,9 51,5
SA 5 55 2,8 0,24 0,68 31,6 0,80 0,93 0,29 65,3 53,1
SA 5 100 2,6 0,09 0,19 33,3 0,35 0,30 0,14 65,5 60,1
SA 5 140 2,7 0,20 0,60 37,7 0,68 0,58 0,24 59,9 48,8
SA 15 17 3,2 0,09 0,38 58,3 0,48 0,30 0,43 39,8 27,9
SA 15 60 2,6 0,09 0,27 61,1 0,29 0,36 0,39 37,2 30,5
SA 15 110 2,4 0,31 1,26 50,7 1,19 1,19 0,37 44,9 26,6
CIN 10 20 2,0 0,15 0,45 48,4 0,56 1,88 0,29 45,3 28,6
CIN 10 60 2,3 0,15 0,32 37,0 0,38 1,94 0,20 57,9 32,3
CIN 10 120 2,3 0,19 0,30 41,4 0,48 0,76 0,09 51,1 34,4
CIN 10 170 2,2 0,15 0,21 47,6 0,33 0,00 0,05 50,0 45,5
CIN 10 40 2,5 0,22 0,30 42,9 0,25 0,63 0,08 48,3 35,8
CIN 10 70 2,2 0,24 0,32 38,3 0,26 0,66 0,03 53,2 51,1
CIN 10 126 2,1 0,18 0,23 40,7 0,41 0,41 0,03 49,8 61,7
CIN 10 160 1,7 0,16 0,18 47,1 0,23 0,18 0,04 50,5 75,3
AM 10 30 1,1 -0,04 1,08 48,2 2,06 3,04 3,19 39,2 36,4
AM 10 60 1,1 -0,04 0,43 50,7 0,94 2,33 2,58 38,7 41,2
AM 10 90 1,0 0,30 2,19 50,8 0,78 2,15 2,85 36,4 40,0
AM 10 120 1,6 0,46 1,53 52,1 0,67 1,71 1,95 37,6 39,7
AM 10 30 2,0 1,68 0,73 47,4 0,38 1,25 2,22 38,5 24,3
AM 10 60 1,3 0,35 2,13 47,8 0,94 2,18 2,40 35,4 39,6
AM 10 90 1,4 0,88 3,53 47,1 0,62 2,10 3,18 35,7 31,5
AM 10 120 1,6 1,13 4,80 47,8 3,55 2,54 3,51 33,7 32,2

 
ab. 1 Deposit composition with different coals
n a 640 MWe boiler
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The distance from the boiler wall 
doesn’t influence the deposition. 
TDR and Calcium soluble have 
high negative, alkaline metals and 
chloride high positive loadings on 
factor 1.  
Alkaline metals and chloride are 
correlated and hence probably 
associated in the deposit and 
negatively correlated with TDR. 
Calcium and sulphate are inversely 
correlated each other even if they 
constitute the most part of the 
deposit soluble part. 
One of the most important 
deposition mechanism is then in some wa
The behaviour of the different fuels is wel

Fig

Analysing the graph with the 
loadings graph of the fig. 13 it is 
possible to identify different zones 
relative to the coals which produce 
deposits with different 
composition: the American (am) 
coal produces deposits more rich in 
sodium chloride, the south African 
coal shows a deposition rate higher 
containing more calcium. The 
Chinese coal produces a deposit 
having an intermediate 
composition and deposition rate. 
Coal and coal/petcoke mixtures 
were tested at the S. Gilla 
Simulator. The total deposition rate 
measured with the two fuels was not signi
increase of soluble vanadium and nickel o
petcoke could induce an increse of deposi
The plot of loadings points-out  that TD
same effect found burning coal alone at th
Another interesting effect is the high v
component as if the influence of this seco
which is relevant on the first principal com
The amount of soluble deposit is relativel
amount of sticky compounds on the depos
The coal biomass co-combustion tests ma

Test 1 2 Test 3 4 Test 5
100% Coal 80% Coal 20% wood 60% c
The plant was run in low NOx configur
prepared fuel mixtures on thermal input b
EP) were evacuated in order to obtain fres
As in the case of coal and petcoke the gra
 

 4 Deposit formation in a 640 MWE boiler plot of loadings
y dependent on the calcium condensed on the particles. 
l documented by the graph of the scores: Fig. 5. 
 

Fig 5 Deposit formation in a 640 MWE boiler plot of scores
ficantly different.. The increase of petcoke produces an 
n the deposit,  but from these tests it doesn’t seem that 

tion rate. 
R is well correlated with soluble calcium and pH, the 
e full scale 640 MWe boiler. 
alue of the PET% loading on the second principal 
ndary fuel was secondary or null on the deposition rate 
ponent. 

y small and tends to increase when TDR decrease. The 
it particles is not necessarily high. 
de were 5 in accordance to the following test matrix 
6 Test 7 8 Test 9 10
oal 40% wood 80% coal 20% straw 60% coal 40% straw

ation at constant load of 4 MWth with the previously 
asis. Before each test the furnace hoppers (bottom and 
h samples. 
ph of loadings on the first two components relative to 
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the data matrix of the simulator co-combustion tests shows quite well the relationships between 
the deposit composition variables. The TDR is correlated with K, Na and Cl indicating a 
mechanism of condensation which involves the alkaline oxides and salts. On the right part of the 
graph there are the coal % , soluble calcium, magnesium the sulphate which indicate another 
condensation mechanism which is related to the amount of coal.  
The mechanism of deposition 
is very complex. A physical 
model that should be able to 
predict the fouling tendency 
of a fuel  must be take into 
account all the (2) properties 
of  the mineral inclusions in 
order to be able to describe 
the behaviour of the ash 
generated from combustion. 
These data together with a 
fluido-dynamic description of 
the motion field in the 
exchanger zone can provide 
such prediction tool. Another 
approach can be to make an empirical model using the fuel composition and the deposition 
descriptive parameters as gas temperature probe temperature and total deposition rate measured 
during the co-combustion tests at the  S. Gilla Simulator. 

 
Fig. 6 TDR evaluated by PLS vs. Experimental

These data were analysed using . It is assumed that deposition depends only on the gas 
temperature, the tube temperature and on the fuel composition. The regressive technique used in 
order to predict TDR is PLS (Partial Least Squares) which is able to treat block of variables even 
if they are correlated each other in order to build a multivariate model. 
Fig. 6 shows the results of the application of this technique to the simulator experimental data-set 
in terms of evaluated Total Deposition Rate (standardised) against the experimental one. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The formation of deposits during co-combustion of coal and secondary fuels such as petcoke and 
biomass is a complicated problem which can be approached in a small size furnace. 
The results obtained during the tests allowed to understand the role played by some elements 
present in some refuse in the deposition process.  
From the results of the tests it was possible to formulate a new empirical approach to the deposit 
formation modelling. This approach seems good in predicting the deposition tendency but the 
model coefficients must be evaluated for every plant where coal and biomass/refuses mixtures 
are burned.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade there has been a growing interest toward the study of biomass combustion. 
Biomass is the third largest primary energy source in the world after coal and oil and it often 
represents the major source of energy in developing countries [1]. In addition, the use of 
biomass, to provide partial substitution of fossil fuels, has an additional importance as 
concerns global worming since biomass combustion has the potential to be CO2 neutral. This 
is particularly true for agricultural residue which are periodically planted and harvested [2]. 
During their growth, these plants remove CO2 from the atmosphere, for photosynthesis, which 
is released during combustion. 
The efficient use of such materials as fuels in new and existing plants requires the knowledge 
of their devolatilisation and combustion characteristics in order to properly design the boiler 
and the burner or to eventually retrofit already running plants. Specifically, when they are 
employed in plants built for combustion of ordinary fuels such as coal, the study of the 
interaction occurring during the combustion process is fundamental. The influence of the 
relatively high volatile release or of the relatively high ash content as well the characteristics 
of biomass’s char combustion may significantly influence the combustion behaviour of the 
coal biomass blend [3].  
The present paper aimed at studying the combustion behaviour of a bituminous coal, two 
renewable fuels (waste wood and cocoa) and blends of the latter with the former. This was 
accomplished through the production of chars and the subsequent combustion of such chars. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
A bituminous coal, and two biomass (waste wood and cocoa) were employed in the 

experiments. Samples of the single materials and samples of coal-biomass blends at 10 wt% 
of biomass were prepared and ground below 45 µm. The samples were pyrolised by a wire 
mesh reactor (WMR) specifically designed and built for this application. The sample (about 
20 mg) was kept at room temperature for 15 min in nitrogen flow (99.999 % purity), then the 
test was started by heating the sample at 2•103 K/s up to 1300 K and stopped after 1 s. Several 
tests were also performed at an heating rate of 104 K/s. In this case the run lasted only 0.1 s to 
avoid the reaching of temperature above 1300 K. 

Temperature-programmed thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the samples in air flow was 
performed with a thermoanalyzer (NETZSCH TA 209). Air flow rate was 20 cm3 min-1 (STP), 
heating rate was 10 K min-1 from 293 to 1250 K. 

Isothermal combustion tests of samples were carried out at atmospheric pressure in a 
quartz flow reactor, connected on-line with CO, CO2 (NDIR, Uras 10E) and O2 
(paramagnetic, Magnos 6G) Hartmann & Braun analyzers. The feed gas flow rate was 500 
cm3 min-1 (STP) and the oxygen molar fraction 0.21. During each test the temperature was 
kept constant, at 673, 723, 773 and 873 K. The samples were diluted with 180-350 µm quartz 
particles to a mass ratio of 0.01 to avoid local temperature rises during the test. Carbon 
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oxidation rate and conversion were calculated from the reactor outlet concentrations of carbon 
oxides. Further details on the experimental apparatus and procedure are reported elsewhere 
[4]. 
Specific surface area (S.S.A.) measurements of the mentioned samples were performed by a 
sorptometer (Fisons) to establish possible changes in the surface area subsequent to coal and 
biomass blending and charring. Measurements were carried out by nitrogen adsorption at 77 
K after sample’s pretreatment in nitrogen flow for 2 hours at 363 K. 

RESULTS 
Results of sample’s pyrolysis in the WMR show that, as expected, cocoa and wood volatile 
release was very high, i.e. 82 wt% and 90 wt% respectively on d.a.f. basis, while medium 
volatile content was found with coal K (37 wt%) d.a.f. 

Results, reported in table 1, 
show that the measured 
SSA’s of the blends made 
with coal K and the two 
biomasses were much 
smaller than those 
calculated by assuming a 
proportional contribution of 
the two components in the 
mixture. In addition, while 
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Table 1. Surface area measurement of the biomass samples
Sample raw char 

 Meas.ed  Calc.ed Meas.ed  Calc.ed 
Cocoa 0.11  13.34  
Wood 0.78  3.08  
Coal K 5.00  0.21  
Blend Coal K-Cocoa 1.98 4.50 1.06 0.26 
Blend Coal K-Wood 3.86 4.58 0.57 0.62 
the S.S:A.’s of both 
iomass increase markedly after pyrolysis, coal char S.S.A. is lower than that pertaining to the 
aw coal. Tests aimed at evaluating the evolution of the char S.S.A. with carbon conversion 
X) were performed in the case of cocoa char. Results showed that SSA increases from 13 

2/g at X=0 up to 40 m2/g at X=0.55 with a tendency to remain constant as X further 
ncreases. 
esults of thermogravimetric tests showed that during the combustion of not charred blends 

here was not significant influence of each component of the blend on the other during 
ombustion al low temperature (30-1000°C) or, in other words, the blends behaved as though 
he two components were burned independently. In addition, since the biomass amount in the 
ixtures was small (10 wt%), the blend’s combustion profiles were very similar to that of the 

oal. The comparison between the combustion profiles of cocoa and wood and their respective 
hars showed that uncharred samples of both biomasses show two distinct DTG peaks 
orresponding to the combustion of unhomogeneous material with very different reactivity. 
nstead, the combustion profiles of the chars of both biomasses show only one peak because of 
he absence of volatiles. However, while in the case of wood the DTG peak of char occurs in the 
ame temperature range of the second peak of the uncharred sample, cocoa char shows a peak at 
 temperature intermediate between those of the two peaks of the corresponding uncharred 
ample. In the case of coal K the combustion profile of the char does not differ significantly from 
hat of the coal. However, the DTG profile of the char is 20 K shifted at higher temperature and 
oes not show the shoulder due to volatiles and observable in the case of the coal. The percent 
eight loss curves and their derivatives (i.e. DTG), obtained by some of the 

hermogravimetric analysis of the samples, are reported as a function of the temperature in 
igures 1 and 2. Specifically, data in fig.s 1 and 2 show the comparisons between the 
hermogravimetric analyses of charred blends and of the chars of coal k and of the biomass in 
he blend, for the couple coal-cocoa and coal-wood, respectively. In the case of coal-cocoa 
ouple (fig. 1), as expected, the combustion profile of the blend’s char closely follows that of 
he coal char. Instead, with the coal-wood couple the blend’s char appears less reactive than 
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the coal char, its burnout temperature resulting 30 K higher than that pertaining to the coal 
char. It is worth noting that, given the char yields of the biomasses under question (wood: 7 
wt% and cocoa 11 wt% d.a.f.), the amount of char in the blend deriving from the biomass is 
very small (1-2 wt%) either in the case of coal-wood couple or in the other case. This means 
that its influence on the combustion profile of the blend should be negligible, as it is verified 
in the case of the coal-cocoa blend’s char. Therefore, it is more likely that the phenomenon 
observed in the case of the coal-wood blend’s char is due to the biomass’s ash interaction with 
the coal ash/char rather than to the direct influence of the biomass’s char. This finding was 
also confirmed by some results of the combustion tests at constant temperature in the flow 
microreactor.  

Ash residue after thermogravimetric 
analysis in air of the blends made with coal 
K and the correspondent biomasses are 
comparable with those estimated from the 
ash of the single components.  
All the char samples, obtained in the WMR, 
were tested in the flow microreactor under 
isothermal conditions at 673, 723, 773 and 
823 K. Results of such combustion tests, 
yielded the rate of change of the carbon 

conversion dX/dt (X=(mo-m)/mo, m and mo 
being the current and the initial mass of carbon 
in the sample, respectively) as a function of X 
itself. Constant temperature combustion tests 
allowed, through the plotting of data in 
Arrhenius diagrams, the determination of the 
kinetic parameters of the various char samples, 
which are summarised in table 2. Here the 
values of the frequency factor (K0) and of the 
apparent activation energy (Ea), calculated at 
three values of X for each sample, are reported. In
pertaining to chars obtained at an heating rate o
produced at 104 K/s are reported. For what concer
rate the analysis of the results shows that i) the mo
wood since both K0 and Ea remain practically 
combustion behaviours of cocoa char and wood 
parameters of such materials are comparable; iii
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Figure 1 Comparison between TG and DTG
profiles of chars of coal K, of cocoa and of their
blend 
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Figure 2 Comparison between TG and DTG
profiles of the chars of coal k, of wood and of
their blend
 the case of cocoa and wood beside results 
f 103 K/s also findings relative to chars 
ns the chars obtained at the lower heating 
st homogeneous char is that derived from 

unchanged from x=0.3 to x=0.7; ii) the 
char are very similar because the kinetic 
) the apparent activation energy and the 

 



frequency factor of coal char increase as X increases; iv) surprisingly, the apparent activation 
energies of the chars of the blends coal-wood and coal-cocoa are much higher than that of the 
coal char. This occurs though most (97-99 wt%) of the blend char is actually coal char.  
In addition, the comparison of the kinetic parameters in table 2 shows that cocoa and wood 
chars, obtained at 103 K/s and 104 K/s, are very similar and that already in the charring 
process lasted only 0.1 s (104 K/s) the chars are completely devolatilised the apparent 
activation energy being almost constant with the carbon conversion (X) and with the heating 
rate of charring. In contrast, already coal char obtained at 103 K/s shows a significant increase 
of the apparent activation energy and the frequency factor with the conversion. The situation 
would become even worse if coal char obtained at 104 K/s were considered. This suggests that 
the coal K char is not completely devolatilised.  
Altogether results suggest that a role is likely played by the interaction of the biomass and 
coal minerals in the blend. Otherwise, it would be quite difficult to justify the lower reactivity 
of the coal wood blend’s char with respect to that measured for the chars of pure samples or 
the markedly higher apparent activation energies of the blends with respect to those of the 
single com
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ponents of the blend. 

Table 3. Kinetic parameters of chars produced from various samples. K0 [min-1], 
Ea, [kcal/mol]. 
 X=0.3 X=0.5 X=0.7 
 K0 Ea, K0 Ea, K0 Ea, 
Coal char 1.48*105 22.26 8.33*105 25.69 1.52*107 31.31 

Cocoa char 0.29*107 21.83 4.76*107 26.39 3.87*107 26.76 

Cocoa char 
104 k/s 

9.13*107 21.95 4.27*107 23.33 1.37*107 25.55 

Wood char 1.18*106 22.28 4.02*106 24.61 3.36*106 25.16 

Wood char 
104 k/s 

0.64*106 20.48 2.09*106 22.70 1.89*106 23.42 

Coal-cocoa 
blend char 

2.90*108 33.88 2.01*108 33.93 3.58*107 32.11 

Coal-wood 3.64*108 34.268 1.29*1010 40.45 1.22*1010 41.32 

blend char 
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BACKGROUND 
It is now generally accepted that no one single method of waste disposal can deal with all 
materials in waste in an environmentally sustainable way. An integrated approach to solid 
waste management can deliver both environmental and economic sustainability. To assess on 
the whole such sustainability, tools that can predict the environmental and economical 
burdens of any system are needed.  
A Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology is generally considered the best environmental 
management tool that can be used to this aim, i.e. to understand and compare how a solid 
waste management system provided from cradle to grave [Boustead, 1996; Ademe/Eco-
Emballages, 2001; McDougall et al., 2001]. LCA is an internationally standardized method 
(ISO 14040 to 14043) that makes it possible to evaluate the quantifiable environmental effects 
of a system (it is the industrial system that consumes the energy and raw materials and it is the 
system that gives rise to emissions, while industry and the consumer are usually concerned 
with products). Furthermore, the technique examines every stage of the life cycle, from raw 
material acquisition until final end-of-life treatment. Every operation or unit process within a 
stage is included. For each operation within a stage, the inputs (raw materials, resources and 
energy) and outputs (emission to air, water and solid waste) are calculated and then 
aggregated over the life cycle by means of material and energy balances, drawn over the 
system boundary [Daae and Clift, 1998; Mc Dougall et al., 2001] 
This study is part of a joint research project between the Italian Committee for Waste 
Emergency in Campania and the Department of Environmental Sciences of the Second 
University of Naples, carried out in co-operation with the Italian National Consortium for 
Packaging (CONAI) and some companies active in the Campania Region. The LCA-type 
analysis is focused on various Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) management options that could 
be applied to the Campania Region. The analysis takes into account that any option influences 
the environment by consuming resources and releasing emissions and other waste streams, 
which have to be ultimately disposed, and by replacing energy and conventional products 
from primary production, which do not have to be produced in case of having available 
recycling products with suitable properties [Heyde and Kremer, 1999].  

GOAL AND SCOPE DEFINITION 
The overall goal for this project is to develop information and tools to evaluate the 
environmental performance of alternative MSW management options in the area of Campania 
Region. The primary audience for this effort is the Italian Committee for Waste Emergency in 
Campania, which is interested to assess energetic and environmental profile of the current 
management in comparison with some integrated alternatives. However, the considerations 
and tools developed through the study will also be of value to local governments and solid 
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waste planners as well as the Italian Consortium for Packaging (CONAI), the industry active 
in the field of solid waste management, environmental organizations and LCA practitioners.  
The function of the system under study is to manage MSW of a given quantity and 
composition. Therefore, the functional unit is defined as the management of 1kg of MSW of a 
specified composition (that measured as average in Campania). All the activities required to 
manage the MSW from the time it is sent out for collection to its ultimate disposition (disposal 
in a landfill, energy recovery from combustion, material recovery from selection and 
reprocessing) are considered. Therefore, the phases of pre-sorting and collection, 
transportation, central sorting, biological treatment, thermal treatment and landfilling are 
individually analysed and quantified in terms of energy and material consumptions as well as 
of emissions in the environment at local, regional and global level.  
The major unit processes included in the overall system under study are:  
waste management processes (Collection, Transfer Station, Sorting of mixed waste to produce 
RDF, RDF Combustion with Energy Recovery, Mass Burn Combustion with Energy 
Recovery, Landfill with energy recovery and Ash landfill) and 
related processes (Inter-unit process transportation, Electrical energy, Manufacturing of 
materials from virgin resources). 
Note that, like all the other waste options examined in the study, landfilling is a unit process: 
solid wastes form the inputs, along with some energy to run the process; the process itself 
involves the decomposition of part of the landfilled waste; the outputs are the final stabilized 
solid waste, the gaseous and aqueous products of composition, which emerge as landfill gas 
and leachate and, as in all processes, the amounts and quality of the products as well as the 
efficiency of the process depend on the inputs and the way that the process is operated and 
controlled (Fig.1D).  
It is assumed that the solid waste enters the system boundaries (Fig. 1A-D) when it is 
delivered to a collection site, whether it is a kerbside collection site or a drop-off site. In 
agreement with similar studies (Weitz et al., 1999; Beccali et al., 2001; McDougall et al, 
2001; Arena et al., 2002), all upstream life cycle activities (raw materials extraction, 
manufacturing, and use) are assumed to be held constant. Thus, the production of garbage 
bags and recycling bins has not been included in the study as well as the transport of waste by 
residents to a collection point. Moreover, the scope of this study does not include bulky items 
(televisions, refrigerators, etc.), waste from sewage works, construction and demolition waste 
(building debris and rubble, etc.), green waste from local authorities (pruning waste, etc.) as 
well as general industrial and commercial waste not collected with the municipal solid waste. 
Finally, the study does not cover the economic aspects of waste management: no assessment 
will be made of the economic impact of the various scenarios. LCA can sometimes be 
combined with an economic environmental impact assessment, but this study does not take 
such an approach. 

MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH 
For each of the unit processes, and in order to increase the data quality, all the data of interest 
will derive from on site investigation, i.e. they have been or will be collected (from November 
2001 to November 2002) during technical visits to all the plants active in Campania or 
deduced by official documents and certificate declarations of the same sites. The data quality 
is furthermore increased by taking into account the specific characterization of the MSW (as 
well as the process waste) at the various stages, i.e. at the collection, at the sorting facilities, at 
the energy recovery sites.  
The following categories were assumed as principal indicators of environmental impact 
related to each step in the MSW life cycle: 

• consumption of natural resources (gross and net energy consumption; oil consumption; 
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water consumption); 
• air pollution (increase in the greenhouse effect over 100 years; air acidification; 

emission to the air of metals and other pollutants); 
• water pollution (water eutrophication; discharge of metals and other pollutants into 

water); 
• quantities of solid waste generated (which is strictly related to the volume 

requirements in landfill). 
The comparison between different scenarios of MSW waste management is made by means 
of the combined use of the collected data, the LCA tool and the international energetic and 
environmental databank of the Boustead Ltd. To allow comparison of resource consumption 
and environmental pollution from different management scenarios producing different 
products, the basket of products method [Ebert et al., 1996; Heyde and Kremer, 1999] was 
applied in this study. This means that, for a fixed input, the basket of products for each of the 
compared scenarios must be filled with the products of the related recovery method. In other 
words, when a product cannot be produced from one of the management scenarios (for 
instance, the landfill does not produce recovered materials), it must be produced from 
traditional activities (i.e. by using the virgin materials and conventional manufacturing 
processes) taking into account the related environmental burdens. 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The whole of collected information will be processed in order to develop the LCA of some 
options for solid waste management in Campania: 
Option 1.   landfill disposal for all the collected wastes; 
Option 2. sorting of all the collected waste to produce RDF and RDF combustion with 

energy recovery;  
Option 3. mass burn incineration with energy recovery of all the collected waste, with little 

pre-processing treatment other than the removal of recyclable material and bulky 
items. 

The three options will be quantified and compared in the case of a substantial absence of an 
home pre-sorting as well as in that of a sorting&collection stage able to reach the minimum 
target of Italian law (equal to 35% of the generated wastes).  
The analytical comparison between the different options, even though on the basis of a not yet 
completed set of data, already shows the relevant role of the pre-sorting and collection method 
and the crucial importance of energy recovery step in the different environmental impact 
categories, on local, regional and global scale. 
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Chemical Characterisation of Liquids Products from 
Wood Pyrolysis 

C. Branca 
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Chimica - Università di Napoli “Federico II”, 

Naples - ITALY 

The presence of tarry compounds in the producer gas form biomass gasification is highly 
undesired because of severe operating problems in internal combustion engines and turbines. 
In this study the analysis of beech wood derived liquids produced in a laboratory-scale 
countercurrent fixed-bed gasification plant, is reported. The identification of the main 
compounds has been achieved by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) analysis.  

INTRODUCTION 

The main product of biomass gasification is a gaseous mixtures of carbon monoxide, 
hydrogen, steam, methane and light hydrocarbons with other undesired effluents, such as 
organic vapours (tars), sodium, potassium and chlorine compounds, ammonia and 
hydrocyanic acid (1). Particularly problematic is the behaviour of tars, whose content in the 
gas varies much from one process to another, from about 1 to 180g/Nm3. In order to burn this 
combustible gas in a second step, this concentration has to be lowered to only 50-500 
mg/Nm3 or even brought to zero depending on the applications (1). Fixed-bed, countercurrent 
(updraft), and concurrent (downdraft) reactors are easier to construct and operate and less 
expensive then the fluid-bed reactors and present high carbon conversion, long residence 
times and low ash carry-over. The updraft process is more thermal efficient than the 
downdraft but the tar content of the gas is very high. However, low-temperature updraft tars 
are more reactive and thus easier to be removed, than the high-temperature tars produced in 
much lower amounts by downdraft gasifiers (1,2). 
Very few studies on biomass gasification include the analysis of tars, partly because gases are 
the predominant product of gasification, but also because tars are far more difficult to sample 
and to analyse. Most of the information presently available on biomass derived tars has been 
obtained from pyrolysis studies at relatively low temperatures. In this study the main 
compounds of liquids products obtained under fixed-bed biomass gasification conditions, that 
is, low pyrolysis temperatures, has been determined by GC/MS analysis. The aim is to 
provide fundamental information for the formulation of a mechanism of tar formation and 
destruction during the gasification process, needed for the development of primary measures 
against tar problem. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The liquids analysed in this study has been produced in a laboratory-scale gasification plant 
which has already been presented elsewhere (1). It consist of a cylindrical steel gasifier in 
which the biomass (beech wood particle in the tests of interest in this study) is fed at the top 
by means of a double-slide valve and air is fed at the bottom through a grate with small holes 
on its surface. Temperature profiles along the gasifier axis are measured by a set of 
thermocouples placed at different height. The maximum temperature values (about 1250K for 
an air flow rate, Wa, of 1.56kg/h) was attained in the gasification/combustion zone, while in 
the upper section of the gasifier, where biomass devolatilization takes place, the temperature 
were rather low (580-850K). At the exit of the gasifier, the gas stream enters two condensers, 
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where steam and tars are condensed and collected at the bottom. The liquids samples have 
been maintained at low temperature (<0°C) until the analysis to minimise degradation. 
The liquids analysis has been performed by a Fision GC 8000/MD 800 system, with a 
quadrupole detector, using a DB-1701 capillary column (60m x 0.25mm i.d., 0.25µm film 
thickness). Helium (99.9999%) was used as carrier gas with a constant flow of 1.0ml/min. 
The oven temperature was programmed from 45°C (4min) to 235°C at a heating rate of 
3°C/min and held at 235°C for 13min. The injector (Fision SSL 71) and the GC/MS interface 
were kept at a constant temperature of 250°C and 235°C respectively. A sample volume of 
1µl of pyrolysis liquids (4.5% in acetone) were injected. The MS was operated in electron 
ionisation (EI) mode and the m/z range from 30 to 300 was scanned with a cycle time of 0.3s. 
Standard mass spectra with 70eV ionisation energy has been recorded.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The total ion chromatogram (TIC) from GC/MS analysis of liquids produced in the 
laboratory-scale gasifier with an air flow rate (Wa) of 1.56kg/h, is shown in Fig.1. The peaks 
assignment correspond to the retention time (RT) of some identified compounds listed in 
Table 1. The identification of the peaks in the chromatograms has been based on computer 
matching of the mass spectra with the Wiley and NIST libraries, on GC retention times and 
on comparison with the compounds reported in the literature (5,6). 

Fig. 1 Total ion chromatogram of tar derived from beech wood gasification (Wa=1.56kg/h) 
(IS indicates the internal standard peak) . 
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The chromatogram reflects the chemical complexity of the liquids which is a mixture of 
hundreds of phenolic and oxygenated etherocyclic compounds. According to previous studies 
(3), three major classes of tar products can be identified as result of gas-phase secondary 
reactions. For temperatures below 770K, primary pyrolysis products are constituted by 
fragments of monomers of the biopolymers of biomass (cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin). 
They are characterised by the presence of oxygenayed compounds shch as furane derivatives, 
carboxylic acids, alcohols, dihydroxyphenols and dimethoxyphenols, that give the primary tar 
a high reactivity. Beyond 770K, cracking of primary vapours leads to the formation of 
secondary products including low molecular weight aromatics, such as phenols and olefins. 
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ID N. Compound RT [min] 

1 Furan (i) 6.938

2 Ethylacetate (i) 9.058

3 2-Butanone 9.300

4 Propionic acid methylester 9.517

5 3-Pentanone 9.734

6 Benzene (i) 10.069

7 Hydroxyacetaldehyde (i) 10.797

8 Formic acid (i) 11.468

9 3-Buten-2-one-3-methyl 11.667

10 Acetic acid (i) 12.317

11 2,3-Pentanedione 13.051

12 Acetol (i) 14.051

13 Propionic acid (i) 17.184

14 Cyclopentanone 18.918

15 1-Hydroxy-2-butanone 19.253

16 Methylacetate 19.251

17 Furantetrahydro-2,5-dimethoxy (cis) (i) 20.517

18 2,3-Dimethylpentanal 21.568

19 Styrene 21.185

20 Furantetrahydro-2,5-dimethoxy (trans) (i) 22.364

21 2-Furaldehyde (i) 22.530

22 Ethylcaproate (i) 23.202

23 Cyclohesanone (i) 24.735

24 α-Angelicalactone (i) 24.787

25 Furfuryl alchool (i) 24.960

26 Acetoxyacetone (i) 25.290

27 2-Methyl-2-cyclopentenone (i) 25.636

28 2-Acetylfuran (i) 26.483

29 2,5-Hexanedione 29.169

30 5-Methyl-2-furaldehyde (i) 30.012

31 2-Acetyloxy-1-butanone 30.185

32 2,3-Dimethylcyclopenten-2-en-1-one 30.469

33 3-Methyl-2-cyclopentenone (i) 30.875

34 (5H)-Furan-2-one (i) 31.546

35 3-Methyl-5H-furan-2-one 32.252

36 1-Cyclopenten-3-one-2-hydroxy-1-methyl 33.686

37 5-Methyl-5H-furan-2-one 33.836

38 Acetophenone 34.719

ID N. Compound RT [min] 

39 Phenol (i) 35.257

40 Guaiacol (i) 36.220

41 3-Ethylciclopenten-2-en-1-one 36.686

42 o-Cresol (i) 37.622

43 2,6-Dimethylphenol (i) 38.369

44 p-Cresol (i) 39.337

45 m-Cresol (i) 39.412

46 4-Methyl guaiacol (i) 41.171

47 2,5 +  2,4-Dimethyl phenol 41.549

48 2,4,6-Trimethyl phenol 42.552

49 3-Ethyl phenol 43.590

50 3,4-Dimethyl phenol (i) 44.623

51 4-Ethyl guaiacol 45.037

52 1,4-3,6-dianhydro-α-D-glucopyranose 46.553

53 4-Vinyl guaiacol 47.506

54 3-Methoxy phenol (i) 48.036

55 Eugenol (i) 48.606

56 2-Methoxy-4-propylphenol 48.737

57 5-Hydroxymethyl-2-furaldehyde 49.237

58 Catechol 49.603

59 Syringol (i) 49.871

60 1,2,3-Trimethoxy-5-methylbenzene 50.020

61 Isoeugenol (cis) (i) 50.992

62 3-Methyl catechol (i) 51.215

63 4-Methyl catechol (i) 52.885

64 Isoeugenol (trans) (i) 53.138

65 4-Methyl syringol (i) 53.629

66 Vanillin (i) 54.172

67 Hydroquinone (i) 54.172

68 4-Ethyl syringol 53.921

69 Acetoguaiacone 57.388

70 4-Aceton guaiacol (i) 59.322

71 4-Propenyl syringol (cis) (i) 61.490

72 Levoglucosan (i) 62.923

73 4-Propenyl syringol (trans) (i) 63.673

74 Syringaldehyde (i) 64.839

75 Acetosyringone (i) 67.217

76 Syryngil acetone 68.724

Tab. 1 Results of identification by GC/MS of the compounds in the liquids derived from the 
beech wood gasification (Wa=1.56kg/h) ((i)=identification by injection of standard 
sample). 

The yields of secondary tar components slight increase with temperatures up to around 1100K 
followed by more or less steep decrease with further increasing temperatures (3,4). At this 
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temperature, tertiary tar products appear. The dominant compound types in the tertiary tar 
class are aromatics which include alkyl aromatics, like naphtalene, antrhracene, indene and 
condensed aromatics (PAH), derived from the polymerisation of low weight hydrocarbons. 
The liquids analysed in this study is a slight creaked tar dominated by primary pyrolysis 
products. Infect, due to the low operating temperatures of the updraft gasifier, only the more 
thermally labile products have been creaked and the tertiary products are totally absent (Table 
1). The water content, determined by Karl Fisher volumetric titration method, has been found 
to be 47% wt of the total liquid mass. Prior to analysis the liquid samples have been filtered to 
remove any insoluble solids and diluted at 4.5% wt in acetone. Quantitative analysis has been 
carried out by internal standard (fluoranthene) method. It has been found that two main tar 
constituents are hydoxyacetaldehyde and levoglucosan, which derived from the 
decomposition products of cellulose according to two competitive reaction paths (5,6). At 
temperature of 623K, after a depolymerisation stage taking place between 423-523K, 
cellulose undergoes transglycosilation to form levoglucosan in high yields. However, the 
presence of alkali metal (like sodium or potassium) in the biomass inhibits the formation of 
levoglucosan and leads to different products in particular to hydoxyacetaldehyde (7). Other 
products present in large amounts are acetic acid and acetol, also carbohydrate-derived 
products. The less volatile products, corresponding to the peaks in the right part of the 
chromatogram in Fig.1 (retention time beyond 35min), comprise phenolic and methoxy-
phenolyc hydrocarbons which are related to the lignin building blocks. Lignin is a complex 
three-dimensional polymer of hydroxy/methoxy-phenylpropanoids (e.g. conyferyl alchool) 
and its pyrolysis give rise to a variety of phenols, in particular para-substituted phenols. The 
main lignin-derived products in the analysed tar are guaiacol, 4-methylguaiacol, isoeugenol, 
syringol, eugenol, cathecol. The presence of both syringyl and guaiacyl products is typical of 
the hardwood derived tars, while softwood yield mainly guaiacyl products (8). The secondary 
products identified are phenol and cresols which yields attain the maximum value at 
temperature of about 1000K. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Wood derived liquids obtained in condition of interest for biomass updraft gasification have 
been characterised by GC/MS analysis. The main components are oxygenated compounds 
including a variety of low molecular weight carboxylic acids, alchoos, furans (carbohydrate-
derived products) and substituted phenols related to the lignin fraction of biomass. The 
analysis of the dependence of tar composition on pyrolysis conditions and the quantification 
of the main components are under way. 
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An integral model of wood devolatilization has been developed as a first step for a 
comprehensive combustion model. A  sensitivity analysis has been carried out.  

INTRODUCTION  
Models of wood combustion are useful tools for the design of combustors and the 
understanding of fire growth. Several researchers studied experimentally and theoretically the 
transient pyrolysis and burning rates. Previous theoretical work based on numerical solutions 
can be classified into two categories (Moghtaderi et al.(1997)): detailed partial differential 
equation models as in Di Blasi (2000a), Di Blasi (2000b), Di Blasi (2002) and Jia et al. 
(1999), and integral models as in Chen et al. (1993), Moghtaderi et al. (1997) and Spearpoint 
and Quintiere (2000). Integral model results are generally less accurate than those obtained 
with detailed PDE models, but they have the advantage to be simpler and less time 
consuming, so their coupling with CFD models is more convenient. 
A research activity is underway for the development of an integral model of wood 
combustion/gasification of moist wood to be coupled with a CFD code for the numerical 
simulation of small-scale boilers. The first part of the work, dealing with the devolatilization 
stage, is discussed here. 

PHISICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM  
When a wood sample is exposed to a radiative or convective heat flux, it undergoes several 
processes that can be classified as follows (Moghtaderi et al. (1997)): the preheat phase, the 
infinite body pyrolysis phase and the finite body pyrolysis phase. As long as the surface 
temperature is not sufficiently high for the degradation process to start, only heating occurs. 
Heat is transferred towards the interior of the solid by conduction, and the thickness of the 
layer, whose temperature is higher than the initial value, increases with time. Surface 
temperature rises until pyrolysis reaction begins, before the heat penetration depth reaches the 
centerline: this is the infinite body pyrolysis phase. As the reaction front proceeds, it leaves 
behind a char layer and volatiles in gas phase. The penetration depth increases until it reaches 
the centerline of the cylinder: this is the finite body pyrolysis phase. 

MATHEMATICAL MODEL  
Specific assumptions of the model are as follows: a) the process is one-dimensional in 
cylindrical coordinates  along the radius direction; b) wood properties are constant; c) the 
material does not melt shrink/expand; d) char reactions are not taken into account; e) the 
conservation equation of energy for the char layer is stationary; f) a local thermal equilibrium 
between gas and solid material in the charred material is established; g) heat conduction 
processes are described by means of an effective thermal conductivity; h) an integral method 
is used for the solution of the transient energy balance in the virgin wood; i) pyrolysis reaction 
is kinetically controlled; j) the moisture content is negligible. 
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The energy equation along the dried wood region (and the related initial conditions) is written 
as: 
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The boundary conditions depend on the position of thermal penetration depth. In the preheat 
phase, the following equations can be written : 
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In the infinitely thick pyrolysis phase, when the reaction front advances and the thermal 
penetration depth has not yet reached the centerline of the cylinder, the new boundary 
conditions are: 
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When the penetration depth reaches the centerline of the cylinder, the boundary conditions 
reduce to: 
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The unsteady propagation of the pyrolysis front can be evaluated according to the following 
equation: 
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Thus the mass loss rate is obtained from: 
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The energy equation in char layer, according to the hypothesis of steady state, with the 
boundary conditions is: 
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From the mass balance of the gas phase in the char layer and from the boundary condition at 
the pyrolysis front the following equations are obtained: 
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A quadratic temperature profile along the radius is assumed for the virgin wood. Quadratic 
temperature profiles have been found to yield satisfactory results for several moving boundary 
problems and high level heat fluxes (Agarwal et al. (1983), Moghtaderi et al. (1997), Janssens 
and White (1994)). This assumption give rise to three unknown coefficients (A1, A2, A3): 
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Moreover the thermal penetration depth has to be determined until the finite body pyrolysis 
phase begins. These variables are obtained by integration of Eqn (1) and by application of the 
related boundary conditions. A set of two ordinary differential equations is obtained for the 
evaluation of position and temperature of the pyrolysis front, whereas a non linear algebraic 
equation is solved for the evaluation of the surface temperature.   

RESULTS  
A parametric investigation has been carried out by means of the model developed. Thermal 
and physical properties used in the simulation are obtained from literature( Di Blasi (2000a), 
Di Blasi and Branca (2001)). Di Blasi et al. (2000) and Di Blasi et al (2001) made 
experiments of the radiative pyrolysis of beech wood cylinders with 4x10-2 m diameter and 
length, density of 728 kg/m3, heat radiation intensities comprised between 27.5 and 80 
kW/m2. Spearpoint and Quintiere (2001) give absorptivity of dry wood variable in the range 
0.60 and 0.72,  depending on the wood species. After thermal exposure begins, this value 
approaches unity, due to the darkening of the surface as it chars. The assumption that the 
emissivity is equal to the absorptivity is usually made. Specific heats for dry wood and 
volatiles are assumed to be respectively 1900 and 2000 J/kg K. thermal conductivity for wood 
and char are 0.23 and 0.32 W/m2 K, respectively. The heat of pyrolysis has been assumed to 
be 535 kJ/kg. Pre-exponential factor and activation temperature are 2.2x106m/s and 17000K, 
respectively.  
In Fig.1 the effect of heat of pyrolysis on mass flux curve is parametrically shown for an 
external heat flux of 49 kW/m2. After a first period with no mass release (preheating phase), a 
peak appears owing to pyrolysis. Then the curves fall because of both the insulating effect of 
the char layer and the reduction of the reaction surface. 
In Fig.2 the effects of  different external heat flux on the mass loss are shown. As expected, as 
the heat flux is increased, the conversion process becomes faster and the mass flux peaks 
higher.  
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Figure 1. Simulations of the mass loss rate for beech at  different values of heat of pyrolysis 
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Figure 2. Simulations of the mass loss rate for beech at different values of external heat flux. 

CONCLUSIONS  
An integral model has been developed and applied to simulate the transient pyrolysis of wood 
cylinders. Results are qualitatively sound. Validation of the model against experimental data 
is under way.   
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INTRODUCTION 
The utilization of non conventional fuels (wastes and biomass) poses a serious of 

disadvantages and problems during boiler operation, like fouling, slagging, ash melting, metal 
deposition on grids and tubes, agglomeration [1]. Fluidized bed technology seems to be 
preferable when low process temperature and tolerance toward fuel properties are a pre-
requisite for the thermal process. In general FB combustion ensures good performances in 
terms of process reliability, efficiency and emissions [2, 3]. Even if fluidized bed technology 
is widely applied for thermal processes, there are few commercial applications for combustion 
at very small scale (i.e. less than 500 kWt) [3]. 

In the present work, among the large inventory of non conventional fuels two 
materials (i.e. olive husks and animal flours) are considered because they are of large interest 
for application in Italian rural areas. 

Olive husks are a typical seasonal by-product of the olive oil industry. Olive husks 
(virgin or exhaust) are obtained during the production cycle of olive oil from the grinding and 
pressing of olives or chemical extraction of a residual oil. A further stage of drying is 
sometimes needed to produce a stable and storable granular material. Olive husks are allowed 
to be considered as fuel by virtue of a recent Italian normative (DPCM. 60, 12/02/2002). 

Animal flours are a by-product of zoo-technical activity. They originate from a proper 
treatment of carcasses and entrails of slaughtered animals. Animal flours have been used in 
the past as an additive for animal food. As a consequence of the BSE emergency, such an 
utilization was forbidden by European and Italian laws. Recently, the utilization of animal 
flours as fuel to fire furnaces and boilers was allowed, under certain constraints provided by 
the Italian normative (GU 7/4/2001). 

The present research is a cooperation between IRC/CNR and Tekne Srl, a SME 
operating in the south of Italy. It aims at developing an advanced boiler for the combustion of 
non conventional fuels. The boiler is based on fluidized bed technology and is conceived as a 
modular unit for operation also at very low power output (less than 100 kWt). 
 
 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Experimental facility and technique 

A prototype of a bubbling fluidized bed boiler has been designed, developed and 
built at Tekne Srl of Galatina (LE). The boiler, named TK359, was also recently submitted 
to the Italian Patent Office (Proposal N. LE-2001-A-000002). The fluidization column has 
an internal diameter of 300 mm and a total height of 2000 mm. It consists of two distinct 
sections made by stainless steel. In the bottom the plenum chamber and the air distributor 
are allocated. The air distributor is a perforated plate having 96 holes with a diameter of 2 
mm. A horizontal, water–cooled, bayonet-type 30 mm OD tube is used for heat extraction in 
order to control the bed temperature. An internal axial cyclone allows de-dusting of the flue 
gases inside the combustion chamber and storage of separated particles in a collection tank. 
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The entire vessel is thermally insulated by means of a blanket of ceramic fiber. An optical 
window is available in the freeboard section of the combustor and allows to observe the 
surface of the fluidized bed and the presence of flames. Two air streams are normally used: 
the first one - primary air - fluidizes bed materials, the second one facilitates the transport of 
the fuel along the overbed feeding line. The fuel is under-bed fed by using an especially 
designed screw feeder, which is also able to avoid gas percolation from combustion chamber 
under a moderate pressure drop. Temperature and pressure probes are inserted in various 
points of the combustion chamber. The flue gases at the cyclone exit are analyzed on-line by 
means of a LAND (type LANCOM SERIES II) gas analyzer for multiple gaseous species 
(O2, CO, CO2, NOx, CnHm).  

During each steady-state run, the overall air flow rate was set at a prefixed value and 
constantly monitored by means of a rotameter; the flue gas concentrations and the set of 
temperatures were continuously recorded. At the end of the run, powders separated by the 
cyclone were collected.  
 
Materials 

A batch of about 30 kg of quartz sand with a nominal size of 1 mm was normally 
charged in the fluidization column. The fuels burned during combustion tests were olive 
husks (both virgin and exhaust) and animal flours. The chemical and physical properties of 
the fuels are reported in Table I. From the viewpoint of fuel characterization, all fuels exhibit 
a remarkably high volatiles fraction. A large difference in ash content can be noted between 
olive husks and animal flours. Virgin olive husks still have a large water content. Nitrogen 
content of animal flours is relevant. The heating value is that typical of biomass fuels.  
 

 
Table I - Physical and chemical properties of fuels 

 

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tests of steady-state combustion were carried out at typical temperature of FBC, 
ranging between 800°C and about 860°C. Heat-up was accomplished by means of a pilot LPG 
burner located above the bed surface and, in parallel, introducing a further LPG stream in the 
plenum chamber. Since the air-LPG mixture ignites above the bed surface, the flame is 

Fuel: Exhaust olive husks Virgin olive husks Animal flours  
Density, kg/m3 620 730 800 
Low heating value (dry basis), MJ kg-1 20300 23000 17500 
Particle size range, mm 0 - 5 0 – 5 0-2.5 
Ash melting temperature, °C   985 
Proximate analysis    
Moisture, % 14.0 53.0 2.5 
Volatiles (dry basis), % 77.1 79.0 66.0 
Ash (dry basis), % 2.6 3.0 29.0 
Fixed carbon (dry basis), % 20.3 18.0 5.0 
Ultimate analysis (dry basis), %    
Carbon 49.7 52.8 37.0 
Nitrogen 1.5 4.0 8.2 
Hydrogen 6.1 6.9 5.9 
Sulfur 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ash 2.6 3.0 29.0 
Oxygen (by diff.) 40.1 33.3 19.9 
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progressively shifted below as temperature increases, leading to a well mixing between flue 
gases and bed material. As a consequence the heat-up results very fast. 

The boiler prototype was firstly fired with olive husks. The combustion was carried 
out smoothly and reliably, also in the case of virgin olive husks in spite of its huge water 
content. During combustion of dry olive husks, fuel particles were ignited as soon as they 
were dropped downward, large flames appeared in the freeboard and extended along the 
overall section. On the contrary, particles of virgin olive husks ignited only after they reached 
the bed and were mixed with hot bed solids. In turn, flames at bed surface had the appearance 
of relatively small and moving flares. The large content of water in virgin olive husks and the 
tendency to form aggregates of particles have to be considered responsible of longer ignition 
delay, which prevented the on-set of combustion before particles reached the bed surface.  

The concentrations of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide and unburned hydrocarbons 
measured at combustor exit and normalized with reference to 11% oxygen in dry flue gases 
are reported in Fig. 1. Virgin olive husks exhibit higher concentration of all pollutants with 
respect to exhausts ones. The jump in CO emission, at a first analysis, might be related to 
changes that the much higher water content induces in residence time, fuel particle conversion 
and interaction with fluidized solids. Larger NOx emissions for virgin olive husks are 
explained by considering the higher nitrogen content in this material. In Fig. 1 data are also 
reported concerning the combustion of virgin olive husks during operation with secondary air. 
The performance of the combustor resulted better in such a case, all concentrations of 
pollutants and unburned species being depressed. It is well known that the use of secondary 
air is a counter-measurement adopted to decrease NOx emissions. Furthermore, the bed 
material was less intensively fluidized after splitting the air flow into two underbed and 
overbed streams. As a consequence, comminution phenomena are reduced and the residence 
time of gases in the bed is increased, resulting in a more efficient fuel conversion.  

The low levels of CO concentration achieved during combustion of olive husks is also 
confirmed by a very low loss in efficiency due to the emissions of carbonaceous particulate at 
combustor exit. A sample of the ash collected at the cyclone was subjected to chemical 
analysis, giving C and H contents equal to 0.16 % and 0.01 % by mass, respectively. These 
low figures denote a very high conversion of combustible matters in the solid residue of the 
char by virtue of the high fuel reactivity. 

Preliminary tests of animal flours combustion are currently in course. A part from a 
different tuning required to properly feed the combustion chamber, no dramatic consequences 
by utilization of a different fuel are noted. The fuel is quickly ignited as soon as it enters the 
combustor. Small and uniformly distributed flames appear above the bed surface. The 
temperature increase in the freeboard is moderate, denoting an improved combustion 
mechanism inside the bed, thanks to the very small particle size and the high reactivity. 
Further, the large thermal inertia of the fluidized bed ensures that the fuel is efficiently 
converted, even if the fuel feed rate is suddenly varied. This good response to load changing 
could represent a major advantage of fluidized bed with respect to traditional burners which 
experienced flame extinction with animal flours when the load varied and needed high 
furnace temperature in order to stabilize the flame. 
Future developments of the research are: 

x full characterization at laboratory scale of animal flours; 
x complete grid of combustion tests using the boiler prototype; 
x minimization of NOx emissions for both olive husks and animal flours. 
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Fig. 1: Concentration of CO, NOx and CnHm  
during combustion of olive husks under quite similar operating conditions 
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INTRODUCTION 
For both engineering calculations and detailed numerical simulations of coal and biomass fuel 
combustion processes, rate expressions are required that accurately describe the kinetics of the 
heterogeneous char oxidation reaction. A series of char oxidation kinetic investigations was 
recently completed in ENEL Produzione Ricerca laboratories for a suite of biomasses and 
lignitic coals in the frame of the “BIOFLAM” EU Project. The data set was acquired in a 
single experimental facility using a standardised experimental procedure (TGA for conversion 
rates, FRITSCH PARTICLE SIZER ANALYSETTE 22 for Char particle size distribution and 
CCSEM for morphology) and was analysed in a uniform way to facilitate comparison 
between chars. The data base consists of global char oxidation kinetic parameters, time-
resolved release rates of organic elements and CCSEM scansions of both original biomass 
particles and derived chars. In the present paper the methodology and the results of the 
numerical analysis for determining the kinetic parameters are presented. 

THEORETICAL MODEL 

Char oxidation for small particle sizes (100 µm or less) under typical combustion conditions 
is controlled both by diffusion through the boundary layer and by reaction kinetics. The 
reaction products formed at the char surface are assumed to be CO according to the single 
film model [1]. The char combustion rate for a spherical char particle is therefore determined 
by the flux of oxygen through the boundary layer. By neglecting the Stephan flow (non-
equimolar flow) one obtains 
 

(1)                                             2
22 dr

dy
DCN

O
OO ⋅−= 

 
 
where C is the total concentration (C=P/(RT)) and yO2 , NO2 , DO2 are respectively the mole 
fraction, the molar flux and the diffusivity of oxygen. By integrating across the boundary 
layer thickness (δ) one obtains 
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where Cav = 2·P/(R [Ts+Tb])  is C evaluated at the average particle and bulk gas temperature. 
By introducing the effective film (δ =d/Sh) and the relation between oxygen flux and carbon 
flux (NO2 = -NC / 2 since the CO flux equals the carbon flux) one obtains  
 
 (3)                                             )( ,, 22 sObOgC yyhN −=
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where hg = 2·Cav · DO2 · Sh/d. The kinetics for char combustion is assumed to be of the first 
order and it can be described by a global reaction rate for the carbon flux [2] 
 

(4)                                                       ,2
PykN sOsC = 

 
where ks is an Arrhenius expression for the apparent reaction rate. By combining equations (3) 
and (4) the solution for the carbon flux becomes 
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The rate constant defined by equation (4) refers to the early stages of combustion when 
deactivation of char reactivity and ash inhibition of char combustion are still negligible 
phenomena. In order to determine the kinetic constants for ks, the conversion rate curves 
obtained with thermogravimetric analysis were employed. As equation (4) is worth for the 
early stages of combustion, only the conversion rate measured by the instrument at the first 
time step ∆t was considered. 
The conversion measured with TGA is the fractional weight loss of a sample of char due to 
the oxidation at different temperatures. It is related to the molar flux of carbon by the 
following equation 
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where ρ0

p is the overall particle density, p(ri) is the mass fraction of particles of radius ri and 
S0(ri)/V0(ri) is the ratio surface/volume for the particles of radius ri. 
For a spherical char particle, combining equations (5) and (6), the early stage conversion takes 
the following expression 
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For the numerical analysis of the data acquired, equation (7) plotted in function of the 
temperature was used and the kinetic parameters A and Ea of the Arrhenius 
 
 (8)                                     )/exp( RTEAk as −=
 
were determined as best fitting parameters. The parameters applied in the term accounting the 
diffusion effects hg were: Sh = 2 and DO2 = 1.523 · 10-9 T 1.67  m2/s, as calculated from 
Lennart-Jones potentials [1]. 

SUMMARY OF SELECTED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Table 1 summarises the kinetic results for each biomass, comprising in a unique set of 
combustion parameters. A sensitivity analysis was performed in order to understand the 
influence of some assumptions of the model on the values found for the kinetic constants. The 
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Sample Name 

Elemen. 
Carbon 
Content 

(dry wt-%)

% ash 
Char 

Density 
(kg/m3) 

Pre-exp. 
Factor, A 

(kg-carb m-2 
s-1 atm-1) 

Activation 
Energy Ea 
(kJ mol-1) 

Brown Coal # 4052 63.66 4.61 496.12 4.1 130.1 
Raw Wood # 4055 49.44 2.21 235.08 5.46 10-3 102.8 

Cacao Pellets # 4056 47.05 7.68 227.23 0.80 10-3 82.4 
Grinded Coal # 4057 71.21 14.84 692.99  100  164.2 

 
Tab. 1 Char Combustion Parameters and Selected Properties for the Suite of Coals 

Investigated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
values of activation energy Ea resulted to have a small dependency on the values of physical 
parameters such as density ρ0

p and shape factor (S0/V0) of the particles. Also the order of the 
reaction (4) was found to have a modest influence on the fitting values of Ea for all the chars. 
On the contrary the values of the pre-exponential factor A showed a strong dependence on the 
physical-chemical conditions cited above. Consequently the values of A extrapolated from the 
measures cannot be used separately from the assumptions of spherical shape for the char 
particles, first order reaction for char oxidation and the values of char density calculated by 
the proximate analysis by the following relation 
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For the apparent density of the organic fraction ρorg and the ash density ρash are assumed 
respectively the means values of 1200 kg/m3 and 2500 kg/m3. 
Figure 1 shows the conversion after 1,08 s. versus the temperature for a selection of char 
investigated: for each char sample both measurements points and the fit curves produced by 
the numerical analysis are plotted. A pronounced trend is evident in Figure 1: for the two 
lignites, char reactivity increases with decreasing carbon content of the parent coal, while for 
the two biomasses that have the same content of carbon, the reactivity increases with 
decreasing ash content. Moreover, the analysis showed that under the experimental conditions 
(TGA), characterised by temperature values below those of pulverised coal flames, the 
oxidation rate of the chars examined is kinetically controlled. 

CONCLUSION 
The experimental and analytical activity carried out in the frame of the “BIOFLAM” EU 
Project produced a self-consistent kinetic data base for a suite of biomasses and lignitic coals. 
This would be an useful tool for both engineering calculations and detailed numerical 
simulations of coal and biomass fuel combustion processes. The kinetic parameters 
determined for the analysed samples refer to the early stage oxidation of the char particles, 
they can be employed within practical combustion codes based on empirical combustion 
models (CBK like) [3].  
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Fig. 1 Early stage conversion of char samples analysed with TGA. The fittin
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INTRODUCTION 
Surface reactions occur in a very broad range of industrial applications. Common features are 
extreme advantages in terms of severity of reaction conditions, increased yield, precise 
control of selectivity and poor understanding of the intrinsic kinetics. Catalytic combustion is 
a wide subset of such reactions with two major additional and specific features, i.e. 
exothermicity and extremely high reaction rate. Both inevitably lead to uneven temperature 
distribution and sustained auto-acceleration where adiabatic conditions prevail (very often, 
due to the rate of heat release), ultimately reaching a diffusion limited regime. There is a 
common need to develop intrinsic kinetics model for surface reactions (Dumesic et al. 1993) 
that could be reliably used in scaling up the processes. However, the validation of detailed 
mechanisms is often carried out with simplified reactor models, without a satisfactory 
evaluation of the influence of transport processes. The experimental investigation at short 
contact time, required to isolate intermediate and transient parts of the mechanism,  is difficult 
to carry out under full control of physical and chemical processes. Modelling must properly 
account for local heat and mass transfer influences if intrinsic kinetics is sought. Critical use 
of 2D/3D models (Raja et al., 2000; Deutschmann et al., 1998) can serve the purpose, if 
satisfactory integration of detailed chemistry is obtained.  CO catalytic combustion is a good 
model reaction to discuss these features. It is very exothermic and fast, almost without by-
products. It constitutes a common subset of any carbon-based fuel and its impact is enormous, 
because of the application in the automotive industry. At the same time, its chemistry is 
relatively simple, so that a detailed mechanism is still manageable and relatively easy to 
understand in its operations. Moreover, the role of each step in the mechanism is best seen 
operating at short contact time. From this point of view, annular reactors are a good option 
(Beretta et al. 1999), that we used to obtain experimental data of CO oxidation on 
Pt/MgAl2O4.  In this contribution both aspects of detailed surface mechanism and detailed 
description of the composition, flow, and temperature fields are addressed. 

EXPERIMENTAL  APPARATUS 
The discussion in the following is based on some experimental data obtained in an annular 
reactor, developed and characterized at KTH. The reactor consists of an external quartz-tube 
with a second coaxial mullite tube inside. A thermocouple is placed inside the internal tube to 
report the catalyst surface temperature. Most of the reactor (0.325 m out of a total length of 
0.45 m) is placed inside an oven. The reacting mixture flows in the annular chamber between 
the two coaxial tubes and reaches the catalyst layer after 0.18 m of heating length. The 
catalyst used was Pt/MgAl2O4 and it was washcoated on the mullite tube for a short length 
(0.03 m). Tests are carried out in a close sequence, by gradually increasing the oven 
temperature (3°K/min), allowing to collect a large number of data for several catalyst inlet 
temperature. Typically, results are obtained as outlet gas composition and catalyst 
temperature measurements, varying the feed composition and temperature. The feed mixture 
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Table 1 Gas and surface mechanism for CO/O2 reaction. k = A Tbexp(-E/RT). Total site 
density = 2.7 10-9 moles/cm2. Sticking rate expression are in the Motz-Wise form. 

  A (mol,cm,s) b E (kJ/mol) 
G1 CO+O+M=CO2+M                   3.20E+13   0 -17.6 
G2 CO+O2=CO2+O                    1.60E+13    0 171.6 
S1 O2+2Pt(S) => 2O(S) 1.80E+21 -0.5 0 
S2 O2+2Pt(S) => 2O(S) 0.023 (stick) 0 0 
S3 2O(S) => O2+2Pt(S) 3.70E+21 0 213.2 
 Coverage parameters for O(S): 0, 0, –60    
S4 O+PT(S) => O(S) 1.0 (stick) 0 0 
S5 CO+PT(S) => CO(S) 0.84 (stick) 0 0 
 Coverage parameters for Pt(S): 0, 1, 0    
S6 CO(S) => CO+Pt(S)  1.00E+13 0 125.5 
S7 CO(S)+O(S) => CO2+2Pt(S) 3.70E+21 0 105.0 
S8 CO(S)+Pt(S) => C(S)+O(S) 1.00E+18 0 184.0 
S9 C(S)+O(S) => CO(S)+Pt(S) 3.70E+21 0 62.8 
was always CO in air, at 0.5, 1 and 2%vol. The effect of water in the inlet mixture has also 
been investigated. Total inlet flow rate has been varied between 0.7 and 2 L/min. Residence 
time varied between 5.44 ms (2L/min @ 773°K) and 25.35 ms (0.7 L/min @ 473°K).  
The experimental data indicate an exponential growth of conversion with increasing inlet 
temperature, typical of ignition phaenomena, and the reach of a maximum rate at high 
temperature, independently of the mixture fed, marking the onset of a diffusion limited 
regime. The most important feature shown by the experimental data is the negative effect of 
CO on the ignition temperature. A larger amount of CO in the feed mixture requires a higher 
temperature to reach the same degree of conversion.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental data are used in the following to compare and tune the prediction of a 
detailed surface mechanism. Two issues have been addressed independently, as a first step in 
the investigation: the actual operating features of the chemical mechanism and the role of 
transport processes. The mechanism has been investigated through a plug-flow, ideal reactor 
model. The concentration and temperature distribution are evaluated by means of a CFD 
code, with simplified chemistry. Eventually, both pieces will merge. 

The surface mechanism 
Considering that annular reactor can be operated isothermally, our first approach to simulate 
the data was a simple isothermal plug-flow reactor (PFR) model. The PLUG implementation 
of such reactor model inside the CHEMKIN 3.6 package has been used since it provides an 
context to easily test detailed mechanisms. The operating features of the many steps can be 
discussed and compared. The kinetic mechanism used was extracted from the one of 
Deutschmann for methane combustion (Deutschmann et al., 2000). Such a mechanism is 
often quoted as a reference for catalytic combustion of CH4/air mixture, with some parameter 
modification not always explained and even misinterpretation (same parameter values, used 
with different units). The CO subset used here and the corresponding kinetic parameters are 
reported in Tab. 1.  Since the surface mechanism accounts also for oxygen radical adsorption, 
two reversible reaction in the gas phase that involve radical O has been included, with 
literature values for the kinetic parameters. It must be recalled that the PFR model does not 
account for any diffusion process, so its predictions can be compared only to the data where 
chemical regime prevails. The PFR can also attain a complete conversion, while the 
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experimental data hardly increase the conversion above the diffusion limited threshold. 
Results with the literature mechanism severely underestimate the measured values, 
notwithstanding the total site density used, which is closer to pure Pt than supported one. 
Moreover, calculations indicate an earlier ignition as the inlet CO increases, contrasting the 
experimental evidences. In addition, at high CO concentration, calculations show a kink in the 
conversion vs. T curves close to 25% conversion, apparently dividing two chemical regimes. 
Eventually, both aspects were explained by the same features of the mechanism, identified 
through a sensitivity analysis. We varied the pre-exponential factors of each reaction in turn,  
monitoring the relative effect on the concentration of each species along the reactor. The 
results (Fig. 1, left) clearly identifies the adsorption/desorption reactions as the key to 
determine the CO conversion values. 
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Fig. 1 Relative sensitivity of CO at 500 C, left; CO(S) along the catalyst, right.  2% [CO]in. 

The competition between CO and O2 for the surface sites is crucial to determine the ignition 
behavior. Weakening the O2 adsorption rate by varying literature parameters leads to a totally 
different behavior, so that the effect of varying the inlet CO concentration can agree 
qualitatively with the experiments. Apparently, literature parameters overestimate the 
adsorption of oxygen with respect to CO, and the overall combustion rate takes advantage of 
any increase of CO in the gas stream (i.e the literature mechanism predicts a reaction that is 
starving CO). Although apparently intuitive, it does not reflect the actual behavior of the 
experimental data. Allowing for a larger surface concentration of CO by altering the 
adsorption/desorption rates of oxygen, can indeed predict an inhibition by CO. In addition, a 
weaker O2 adsorption determines sharp bends in the curves, now predicted for any inlet 
concentration. A closer inspection to the simulation results at each temperature reveals 
interesting features of the mechanism. Observing the species concentration profiles along the 
reactor, one can notice that the surface coverage is dominated by O(S) at small CO 
concentration, with a surface mole fraction approaching 1. With a larger amount of CO in the 
gas, the surface occupancy can be reversed, with a dominance of CO(S) up to the point where 
the CO gas concentration drops below a critical value, as shown in Fig. 1 (right). A sudden 
switch takes place at a given point in the reactor, from a CO(S) dominated surface to one 
where O(S) is the most abundant surface intermediate, and again the reaction becomes 
starving CO(S). The switching point progressively shifts toward the reactor inlet, as the 
temperature increases. From this point onward, until the end of the reactor, the conversion 
rate is extremely slow. The circumstances that trigger the sudden change of surface coverage 
can not be related simply to the temperature, as observed in Fig. 3, but the local concentration 
plays a role as well. At this switch there is a change in the chemistry of the reaction, resulting 
in sharp bends on the calculated conversion vs. T curves. By arbitrarily modifying the 
adsorption/desorption rates of oxygen, we delayed the onset of the regime in which CO is 
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lacking on the surface, resulting in some better agreement with our experimental data. Once 
O(S) has gained most of the surface sites, the overall kinetics is completely different, like a 
totally new reaction. Tuning the parameters in the detailed mechanism to our experimental 
data, something similar to the kink experimentally observed can be explained, through purely 
chemical arguments. Note also that the two chemical regime imply that a few parameters are 
actually significant under different conditions. It can be concluded that CO or O2 cover the 
whole surface, the mole fraction of Pt(S) (unoccupied surface sites) and C(S) being always 
small. The coverage can be totally shifted from CO(S) to O(S), each one using all the surface 
sites,  depending on the amount of CO in the gas phase. The literature parameters fail to 
predict the process quantitatively, ultimately resulting in wrong qualitative behavior. 
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Fig. 2 Temperature at the surface.  Measured vs oven temperature, left; predicted, right. 

The reactor model 
In order to evaluate the appropriate model for the annular reactor used, the temperature on the 
catalyst surface has been compared with that of the oven. Results are shown in Fig. 2 (left) 
and clearly indicate that a sharp temperature rise follows the ignition, notwithstanding the 
small surface-to-volume ratio. Quantitative analysis demonstrated that 0.5 and 1% inlet CO 
result in a completely adiabatic operation, while 2% requires a higher temperature to ignite, 
resulting in some heat loss by radiation from the catalyst surface towards the oven itself. A 
more detailed analysis of temperature and species distribution along the annular chamber has 
been carried out by means of a commercial CFD code (CFX, AEA Tech.) successfully 
modified (Canu, 2001) to simulate surface reactions with simplified chemistry. The 2D model 
confirms the existence of an ignition front that begins at the reactor outlet and regresses 
towards the inlet. As shown in  Fig. 2 (right) the catalyst surface temperature is extremely 
uneven along the length, an that causes radial gradients as well. It can be concluded that the 
reactor requires a complete 2D model within which an appropriate surface mechanism must 
be included and properly analyzed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Catalytic traps are potential candidates for the reduction of Diesel particulate emissions 
[1]. The catalyst deposited in such devices should lower the soot ignition temperature (about 
600°C for non-catalytic combustion) down to the values characteristic of Diesel exhaust gases 
(180-350°C) so as to enable self-regeneration of the traps. Earlier studies carried out at 
Politecnico di Torino concerned the development of soot combustion catalysts based on Cs 
and V oxides for catalytic foam traps [2,3]. Owing to the dynamic nature of the drive, any 
modelling and design effort of such reactor should take into account proper kinetics for 
catalytic soot combustion. The aim of this work is to define an intrinsic kinetic law of 
catalytic soot oxidation with particular reference to the role of mobile catalyst species on the 
reaction. This law should be markedly influenced by the catalyst-soot contact conditions. 

In Fig. 1 the possible contact conditions for non-mobile (such as noble metals, perovskites 
or CsVO3) and mobile (e.g. Cs2O·V2O5) catalysts are sketched. As reported in Fig. 1.a, in case 
of a non-mobile catalyst, the catalytic effect is limited to few contact points between soot and 
solid catalyst. Conversely, it is enlightened that three different mobility mechanisms and two 
kinds of indirect catalysis may exist. Catalysts forming volatile compounds at their operating 
temperatures (e.g. KI coupled with KVO3, which releases I2 [4]) operate through a gas-phase 
transport (Fig. 1.b), whereas catalysts forming liquids (e.g. Cs2O·V2O5), enable a liquid-phase 
transport of active species. The first option is not interesting as loss of catalyst is actually 
unavoidable. Conversely, liquid-phase mobility seems to have potential of practical 
application, provided the catalyst shows low volatility, high viscosity and good filter-material 
wettability, so as to remain in the filter despite the drag force exerted by the gases. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Catalyst-particulate interactions a. non-mobile catalyst; b. gas-phase mobile catalyst; 
c. wetting mobile catalyst; d. non-wetting mobile catalyst; e. catalyst promoting oxygen spill-
over; f. catalyst coupling a NO/NO2 functionality (indirect catalyst). 
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In this case it is also possible to distinguish a wetting or non-wetting state: as shown in 
Fig. 1.c, the catalyst, thanks to favourable surface tension conditions and capillarity forces, 
can move towards soot agglomerate wetting the entire particulate surface. In a complete non-
wetting situation (Fig. 1.d), the formation of eutectic liquids allows the catalyst to rapidly 
offer new catalytic species to diesel particulate during its combustion. Otherwise, some 
catalysts can oxidize soot without having intimate physical contact. They catalyse the 
formation of mobile oxidising species that are more reactive than O2. Two main reaction 
mechanisms are known for indirect-contact catalysts: oxygen spillover and NOx-aided gas-
phase mechanism. Some catalysts can dissociate oxygen and transfer it to the soot particle by 
spillover [1]. Conversely, Pt can oxidise NO to NO2, which is transported via the gas phase 
over soot particles to oxidize carbon while being reduced to NO [5]. 

 
DETERMINATION OF KINETICS AND RELATED PARAMETERS  

 
   A kinetic law for diesel particulate catalytic combustion should account for several 
parameters: e.g. oxygen concentration in the gaseous phase, temperature. The following 
Arrhenius type reaction rate expression can be proposed. Previous investigations [6] showed 
that an Arrhenius type expression including power-law dependence on the oxygen partial 
pressure holds for most diesel combustion catalysts: 

         

β
2

exp O
a p

RT
E

kr 






−= ∞
          (1) 

 

where: pO2 = oxygen concentration; β = reaction order; T = temperature;  k∞ = pre-
exponential constant; Ea = activation energy; R = gas constant.   

There are no standard methods of testing the soot oxidation activity of a catalyst and the 
type of contact applied in each specific study becomes very important. When the soot and 
catalyst powders are mixed with a spatula the contact mode is loose (as to simulate the contact 
conditions typical of the trap). When mixing is carried out with a mechanical mill, it is 
possible to define a tight contact condition (as to define an intrinsic catalytic activity under 
optimal contact conditions). It is clear that the performance of a catalyst mixed with soot in 
tight mode cannot reproduce the tests of real diesel engine and the contact conditions that take 
place in a trap. On the other hand, it is necessary to perform kinetic and mechanism studies in 
tight contact so as to establish a good reproducibility of the experiments and determine 
intrinsic kinetic parameters. 
    Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performed on mixtures of three catalysts 
(CsVO3, Cs4V2O7, Cs2O·V2O5, selected for their prevalent activity) with carbon to measure 
the heat released as an index of the evolution of catalytic combustion. By varying the 
temperature rise rate employed from 50 to 720 °C, the activation energies could be evaluated 
via the Ozawa method [7]. By these means the half conversion temperatures (T50%) were also 
recorded as an index of catalytic activity. Isothermal reaction (ITR) tests were carried out so 
as to evaluate K∞ and β, using catalyst/carbon mixtures placed in a micro-reactor between two 
quartz wool layers. The reactor was heated via a PID-regulated electric oven; the temperature 
was raised up to a constant operating value (in the range 300-450 °C) under helium flow. The 
reacting gas (characterised by different O2 concentrations in He: e.g. 5, 2.5 and 1 vol%) was 
then fed to the micro reactor at the constant rate of 50 ml/min. The carbon dioxide con-
centration in the gas flowing outlet the micro reactor was analysed by a CO2 NDIR analyser. 
The fraction of carbon converted per unit time (r) was calculated for each catalyst and pO2 
level at equal carbon-to-catalyst ratios and temperature values.  
   The reaction order β can instead be derived from ITR data obtained at different pO2 values. 
The rate of carbon converted per unit time (r) can be calculated for each catalyst and pO2 value 
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via a simple carbon mass balance, at equal carbon-to-catalyst ratios and temperature values. 
Hence, β and k∞ can be evaluated from the slope and the y-axis intercept of the least-squares 
fitting line of semi-logarithmic data plots. Conversely, k∞ is a function of the catalyst and 
carbon particle size as well as of the relative amount of such components in the reactants 
mixture. At least for the cases represented in Fig. 1.a and 1.d k∞ is proportional to the number 
of contact points between carbon and catalyst particles. 
   Carbon wettability studies were finally carried out inside the oven of an heating microscope 
by preparing a tablet of graphite above which a small sample of catalyst was placed. The 
temperature was raised from room temperature up to melting point and beyond with a heating 
rate of 5 °C·min-1, meanwhile monitoring the contact angle between catalyst and carbon by 
direct observation. 
 
RESULTS  & DISCUSSION 
 

As far as the comparative analysis of the activity of the catalysts towards soot combustion, 
the TPR curves plotted in Fig. 2 show that all catalysts significantly shift the combustion 
temperature range towards temperature values lower than those typical of non-catalytic 
combustion. The activity order in tight-contact conditions is Cs4V2O7>Cs2O·V2O5>CsVO3. 
The superior activity of cesium pyrovanadate, melting at 870 °C, is likely to be attributed to 
its capability of promoting oxygen spillover (Fig. 1.e)[1]. High mobility of oxygen species is 
related to the high oxygen-to-vanadium ratio of this compound compared to its two counter 
parts. Furthermore, the high electro-positivity of cesium (pyrovanadate has the highest Cs-to-
V ratio among the considered catalysts) entails an electron-donating effect which should 
further weaken the stability of V=O bonds [8]. The good catalytic activity shown by the 
Cs2O·V2O5 is conversely related to its capability of producing a eutectic liquid among its 
compounds already at 380°C [9] as confirmed by a specific DSC run performed with the 
catalyst alone. As mentioned earlier, a specific test was carried out in a heated optical 
microscope in order to better enlighten whether such a liquid phase was capable of wetting or 
not the soot (Fig. 1.c or 1.d).  

Fig. 3 shows the occurrence of liquid formation when the related temperature is 
overpassed (390°C) and that the derived liquid cannot wet the carbon (see the picture taken at 
420°C). Hence, the type of contact conditions between the Cs2O·V2O5 eutectic liquid and 
carbon are those depicted in Fig. 1.d. Conversely, the melting temperature of the less-active 
CsVO3 (641°C) is too high to let liquid formation affect the evolution of carbon combustion, 
which should be thus governed by the mechanisms depicted in Figs. 1.a and 1.e. 
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Fig. 2. TPR runs performed with Cs4V2O7,
Cs2O·V2O5 and CsVO3 catalysts; non-catalytic
carbon combustion is also considered for a
comparison. 
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Table 1. Prevalent kinetic parameters derived for the different catalysts by use of 
amorphous carbon as a particulate source. 

*non-catalytic diesel soot combustion: 157 kJ/mol 

Catalysts k∞   (s-1Pa-β) β Ea (J/mol) * 
CsVO3 4.15 1 104 
Cs4V2O7 10.3 0.68 75 
Cs2O·V2O5 3811 0.79 123 

 

    Shifting to the analysis of kinetic data, Table 1 lists the values of the kinetic parameters 
determined for the combustion of amorphous carbon. The Ea obtained for all the catalysts are 
much lower than the Ea of non catalytic combustion. The Cs4V2O7 has a very low Ea value, 
less then half of the non catalytic combustion,   which, at least in part justifies its rather low 
T50% value. This catalyst should act as an oxygen pump towards carbon, as entailed by its 
rather low β value, an index of oxygen chemisorption from the atmosphere, according to the 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood type mechanism. This feature is shared also by another quite active 
catalyst, Cs2O·V2O5, whose activation energy is surprisingly not as low as it could have been 
expected. This last catalyst owes its superior activity to a very large k∞ factor, a sign of very 
good contact conditions between its active sites and carbon. Through specific DSC runs 
carried out in the absence of carbon, this catalyst was in fact found to form low melting point 
eutectic liquids between its oxide components, which increase the wettability of soot by the 
catalytic species. Hence, the definition of mobile for this catalyst. Since its stability is good 
(reduced volatilisation and solubility in water; much lower than the Cs4V2O7 one) this mobile 
catalyst has good potential for application in catalytic traps.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

A mechanism and kinetic analysis has been carried out for three of the most promising 
catalysts (Cs2O·V2O5, Cs4V2O7, CVO3) for application in catalytic traps for diesel particulate 
removal. It has been enlightened that beyond the intrinsic activity of the catalytic species 
(excellent for the Cs4V2O7 catalyst), their mobility, achieved by the Cs2O·V2O5 via eutectic 
liquid formation, is a quite important requisite for practical application as a coating for diesel 
traps. Nevertheless, the application of mobile catalysts for the after-treatment of diesel 
exhausts requires a careful evaluation of their stability. The severe operating conditions 
characteristic of the exhaust line of (temperature peaks, high space velocities, etc.) might lead 
to loss of active compounds by drag or by evaporation. Some encouraging preliminary tests 
on catalytic foam traps lined Cs2O·V2O5 show only a limited and acceptable catalyst 
deactivation of this catalyst after prolonged use.  

Finally, the derived kinetic expressions are currently being employed in numerical models 
for the design optimization of this complex type of multifunctional reactor. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fluidized bed reactors, widely applied in solid fuels combustion systems, represent a 
promising alternative to honeycomb monoliths for catalytic combustion applications. Despite 
the low attention by far received, considerable benefits would derive from catalytic 
combustion processes in fluidized beds mainly due to improved heat transfer properties, 
enabling, on one side, an efficient heat recovery by means of external or internal cooling 
devices and preventing, on the other side, undesired temperature profiles and catalyst thermal 
deactivation due to overheating as recently investigated by Hayhurst et al. (1998).  
Recent literature about laboratory-to-large scale fluidized bed catalytic converters encourages 
further investigation in this field, since, despite the good results obtained with regards to NOx 
prevention, major problems like the loss of expensive catalyst due to in-bed abrasion 
(Marshall e Mleczko, 1994) or fuel segregation phenomena in bubble phase (Mulder et al., 
1997) often represented serious process drawbacks.  
In the present work, the performance of a premixed fluidized bed catalytic reactor in the 
combustion of methane and propane is studied. A supported copper based catalyst is used for 
this purpose. A mathematical model of the converter is also developed, based on the two-
phase theory of fluidization. The study aims at characterising on both experimental and 
theoretical grounds the reactor performance in different experimental conditions.  

EXPERIMENTAL 

The experimental apparatus consists of a 0.10 m ID fluidized bed reactor surrounded by an 
electrical oven. Reactor temperature was maintained by means of the oven operated through a 
PID control system. Continuous monitoring of gas composition was accomplished by on line 
analyzers (for CO, CO2, NOx and CH4) and a gas-chromatograph (CH4, C3H8).  
Fuel was either methane or propane at 0.005 molar fraction. A few experiments were carried 
out at different fuel molar fractions in order to assess the dependence of the reaction rate on 
fuel concentration. The bed consisted of 0.7 kg of catalyst (unexpanded bed height H = 0.10 
m) or 1.4 kg (H = 0.20 m). Experiments were carried out at two superficial gas velocities, 
0.40 and 0.80 m⋅s-1 (at the reactor temperature). The catalyst consisted of copper dispersed on 
porous γ-Al2O3 spheres (1 mm) recently investigated by Iamarino et al. (2002). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Results of methane and propane combustion tests are reported in Fig. 1 in terms of C/Cin as a 
function of bed temperature. Depending on the mass of catalyst and gas space velocity, fuel 
conversion is complete at temperatures ranging between 500 and 700°C. Noteworthy, both 
methane and propane outlet concentrations asymptotically approach 0 as temperature 
increases, regardless of experimental conditions. This proves that no permanent fuel bypass in 
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the bubble phase onsets under the experimental conditions tested. This is a consequence of 
effective interphase mass transfer between bubbles and the emulsion phase, most likely 
associated with the choice of operating with relatively coarse solids belonging to the B-D 
group of the Geldart classification of powders. 
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Fig. 1 C/Cin measured for CH4 combustion at H = 0.10 m (a) and 0.20 m (b) and for C3H8 
combustion at H = 0.10 m (c). Superficial gas velocities are 0.40 m⋅s-1 (●) and 0.80 
m⋅s-1 (▲). Inlet concentration is 0.5% vol. for all conditions. Solid lines represent 
model predictions. 

THE MODEL  
A model of the fluidized bed catalytic converter is reported in Table 1 in dimensionless form 
and has been developed with the following assumptions: 
- the converter is isothermal at temperature T and differential with respect to oxygen; 
- the flow pattern is plug flow in both bubble and emulsion phases; 
- at the temperatures of interest, the reaction  takes place in the emulsion phase only; 
Incipient fluidization velocity has been calculated according to Wen and Yu (1966), bubble 
diameter according to Werther (1976), bubble rise velocity ub according to Davidson and 
Harrison (1963), particle-emulsion phase mass transfer coefficient kg according to 
Chakraborty and Howard (1981), bubble-emulsion phase mass transfer kbe according to Kunii 
and Levenspiel (1991). The fractional volume δ of the bubble phase has been calculated as 
the ratio of visible bubble flow ub0 and the absolute bubble rise velocity. A value of 4⋅10-7 
m2⋅s-1 has been assumed for the intraparticle effective fuel diffusivity of both fuels. 
The reaction order m was first assessed by fitting C/Cin experimental data corresponding to 
different inlet fuel concentration at constant temperature (450°C for CH4 and 350°C for 
C3H8). Data points for  methane and propane combustion are well fitted by a reaction order 
m=0.7 for both fuels. Data points relative to all the experimental conditions have been re-
plotted in an Arrhenius diagram, assuming m=0.7. In the low-temperature range, points are 
fairly well aligned along straight lines whose slopes and intercepts have been worked out to 
yield the pre-exponential factor, kc0, and the activation energy, Ea, of the intrinsic kinetic 
equation, according to eq. 4. These values are: Ea = 1.25⋅105 J⋅mol-1 and kc0 = 3⋅108 s-1 for 
methane and Ea = 7.95⋅104 J⋅mol-1 and kc0 = 4.5⋅105 s-1 for propane.  
The kinetic parameters have been used to calculate profiles of C/Cin as a function of 
temperature for the different experimental conditions1. The comparison with experimental 
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results is reported in Fig. 1 and is fairly good throughout the temperature range investigated. 
This is encouraging as regards the ability of the model to take into account the cooperative 
role of intrinsic kinetics and of intraparticle, boundary layer and interphase (bubble-to-
emulsion phase) diffusional resistances.  
Model computations have been further directed to the quantitative assessment of the relative 
importance of the different processes at work. Figure 2 compares the values of the Damköhler 
number Da, of the product ηDa between the Damköhler number and the catalyst effectiveness 
factor, of the mass transfer Stanton number Stm and of the bubble-to-emulsion phase mass 
transfer index X. It is worth recalling here that Da, Stm and X express the ratio between the 
gas space-time and the time scales of, respectively, heterogeneous reaction, diffusion across 
the particle boundary layer and mass transfer between the bubbles and the emulsion phase. 
Analysis of Fig. 2 indicates that Stm is orders of magnitude greater than the other numbers 
throughout the temperature range, hence mass transfer in the boundary layer around the 
catalyst particle is extremely efficient when compared with other physico-chemical processes 
occurring in the reactor. This corresponds to Cs ≈ Ce in all experimental conditions. 
In the low temperature range (T < 450°C for CH4 and T < 400°C for C3H8), the conversion 
rate is controlled by the intrinsic kinetics. Curves for ηDa and Da overlap in this region, 
hence η=1 and no internal diffusion limitation onsets in these conditions. On the other hand, 
X is much greater than Da, i.e. mass transfer between bubbles and emulsion phase is more 
effective that intrinsic kinetics: this implies Cb ≈ Ce in this range. 
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eb CC ,  fuel molar fractions in bubble,emulsion phase,-; m reaction order; 

inC  fuel molar fraction in the feeding, -; 0,0,0 ebu  superficial gas velocity in the bed, in 
bubble nad in  emulsion, phases, m⋅s-1; 

sC  fuel molar fraction at the catalyst surface, -; z axial coordinate, m; 

cd  catalyst particle diameter, m; δ  bubble phase fractional volume; 

bd  bubble diameter, m; mfε    dense phase voidage; 

Deff effective intraparticle diffusivity, m2⋅s-1; inbb CC /=Γ   normalized bubble phase conc.; 

Hb unexpanded bed height, m; inee CC /=Γ  normalized emulsion phase conc.; 

bek  mass transfer coefficient between  bubble and  
emulsion phases ref. to bubble surface, m⋅s-1; inss CC /=Γ  normalized conc. at the catalyst surface; 

ck  kinetic constant per unit volume of catalyst  s-1 00 /uub=ω   

gk  
mass transfer coefficient between emulsion 
phase and catalyst ref. to catalyst surface, m⋅s-1; bHz /=ξ  dimensionless axial coordinate; 
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Table 1 Model equations 
In the intermediate-to-high temperature range, catalyst effectiveness η significantly departs 
from 1 and ηDa deviates from the intrinsic Da, suggesting that intraparticle diffusional 
limitations start to play an important role in determining reactor performances. At the upper 
limit of the temperature range, ηDa approaches, or even overtakes, the interphase mass 
transfer index X. In this range the conversion rate is controlled by the combined intraparticle 
diffusion-intrinsic kinetics of heterogeneous reaction at the same time as the bubble-to-
emulsion phase mass transfer. The importance of bubble-to-emulsion phase mass transfer is 
moderate throughout the temperature range investigated. This is consistent with the above 
reported observation that permanent by-pass of fuel is never observed under any experimental 
condition tested. Operation at larger gas superficial velocity or smaller catalyst loading might, 
however, turn out to be critical under this respect. 
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Fig. 2 Evaluation of dimensionless groups from model computations at H = 0.10 m and u0 
= 0.40 m⋅s-1 for CH4 (a) and C3H8 (b) combustion. 
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INTRODUCTION 
    Over the last years the synthesis of innovative ceramic materials for catalytic applications 
has been the subject of many studies. The main constraints were the reproducibility of the 
results and the cost and complexity of the processes. Many new synthesis methods were 
developed based on the use of highly exothermic synthesis reactions. The two most important 
methods of this type are the combustion synthesis and the self-propagating high-temperature 
synthesis (SHS) [1]. They differ for the state of aggregation (respectively liquid and solid) of 
the reagents but both involve reactions which are able to increase the temperature of the 
synthesis zone over even 2000°C for a short period of time, possibly enabling rapid 
nucleation and limited growth of the desired products. This would result into a high specific 
surface area of the obtained materials, which renders them as good candidates for practical 
applications in the heterogeneous catalysis field. 
    Among the catalytic materials produced by combustion synthesis in our labs, the most 
important ones are perovskites such as LaMnO3, LaFeO3 and LaCrO3 [2] or other oxides such 
as LaVO4 and Al2O3 [3,4]. As just mentioned, the high specific area as well as the purity of 
these oxides, suggests that they can be applied for driving catalytic combustion reactions such 
as the combustion of diesel-engine soot (catalytic traps) or of natural gas (catalytic burners). 
This paper describes the characteristics and catalytic performance towards soot and natural 
gas combustion of some perovskite catalysts produced by the combustion synthesis method. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
    The combustion synthesis technique involves different phenomena and reactions that allow 
the process to be self-sustaining. A homogeneous aqueous solution of metal nitrates 
(oxidisers) and urea (fuel) is placed into an oven at a constant temperature between 400°C and 
800°C; it quickly begins to boil and froth until ignition takes place. The general reaction 
scheme, to produce e.g. LaMnO3, is the following (hydration of both lanthanum and 
manganese nitrates was neglected): 
 

    La(NO3)3 + Mn(NO3)2 + 4 CO(NH2)2 → LaMnO3 + 4 CO2 + 13/2 N2 + 8 H2O (1) 
 
    The whole reaction can be regarded as the sum of two different contributions: 
 

 4CO(NH2)2 + 6 O2 → 4CO2 + 8 H2O + 4N2 (2) 
 

 La(NO3)3 + Mn(NO3)2  → LaMnO3 + 5/2 N2 + 6 O2 (3) 
 

    Reaction (2), urea combustion (∆H = –520 kcal/mol), provides the heat necessary to the 
endothermic transformation of nitrates into the oxide, i.e. reaction (3) (∆H = +127 kcal/mol). 
The whole process is over in a few minutes and the result is an inorganic foam that easily 
crumbles, with a very high specific volume and surface area. 
    Metal nitrates are the best starting materials because they are very soluble in water and act 
as an oxygen source during the reaction. In some cases, in order to obtain oxides with a large 
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specific area, some additives might be required. These must be able at the same time to 
develop large amounts of gases and to provide the reacting system with more oxygen. Among 
the different possibilities, NH4NO3 is to be preferred because, during its decomposition 
(reaction 4 below), it can, on the one hand, develop only gaseous products which do not 
contaminate the oxide and, on the other hand, provide the system with additional heat (∆H = - 
38 kcal/mol).  
 

 NH4NO3 → N2 + 2 H2O + 1/2 O2 (4) 
 
    In addition to this it has a low cost and, as the other nitrates, brings more oxygen into the 
system. It has though to be underlined that ammonium nitrate is a well known explosive and 
that the handling of this material at an industrial level might employ additional costs linked to 
process safety. 
    The prepared oxides were characterised: the crystal structure and the composition were 
examined by using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) and EDS, the surface area was measured 
by a BET measuring apparatus and the morphology was studied by electronic microscopy 
(SEM and TEM). Furthermore, catalytic activity tests were performed by temperature-
programmed- reaction of soot-catalyst mixtures (1:9 mass basis). Air was fed at the constant 
rate of 50 ml٠min-1 to a fixed-bed micro reactor loaded with about 1 g of the above mixture. 
All experiments were performed by using, instead of real diesel soot, a dry amorphous carbon 
which is tougher to burn than real diesel soot, a conservative condition. The reaction 
temperature was controlled through a PID-regulated oven and varied during a TPR run from 
200 to 700°C at a 5 °C٠min-1 rate meanwhile feeding air at a 50 Ncm3/min rate. The analysis 
of the outlet reactor gas was performed through NDIR analysers. The conversion peak 
temperature was registered as an index of catalytic activity. Analogous combustion runs were 
performed to check the activity of these catalysts towards natural gas combustion by 
employing a fixed-bed of 0.1 g of catalyst powder and 0.9 g of SiO2 (0.2÷0.7 granulate, used 
to hinder thermal runaways), sandwiched between two quartz wool layers. The reactor was 
fed in this case with a gas flow rate of 50 Ncm3/min of the following composition: CH4 = 2%, 
O2 = 18%, He = balance. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

    In the present work the combustion synthesis technique has been successfully applied in the 
production of perovskite-type oxides of formula LaBO3 (B = Mn, Fe, Cr). Table 1 shows 
some interesting features of the prepared perovskites. Firstly, despite the short duration of the 
combustion synthesis, it is possible to obtain very pure products, as shown by the absence of 
undesired phases, even after thermal treatment. In addition to this, it is possible to customise 
both the degree of crystallisation and the BET surface area, by optimising the synthesis 
conditions (in particular the urea-to-nitrates ratio). It is worth noting that perovskites with 
quite high values of specific surface area can be obtained.  

Table 1. Principal properties of prepared perovskites. 
 

Material Foreign phases Crystallisation Surface area 
LaMnO3 none poor to good up to 20 m2/g 
LaFeO3 none poor to good up to 25 m2/g 
LaCrO3 none poor to good up to 18 m2/g 

 
    Catalytic combustion of CH4 requires high-specific surface area perovskites. It is therefore 
quite important to obtain a fine crystal size. This is shown in Table 2, where the performance 
of a high-surface catalyst obtained by combustion synthesis is compared to a lower-specific-
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surface-area catalyst obtained by the “citrates” method.  

Table 2. Catalytic properties of LaMnO3 obtained with two different synthesis techniques. 
 

Synthesis Method surface area 
[m2/g] 

Temperature of 50% 
methane conversion [°C] 

combustion synthesis 18 461 
“citrates” method 4 535 

 
    On the contrary, for other applications such as catalytic combustion of diesel soot, this 
parameter is less important. What is there needed is a catalyst having comparable crystal 
dimensions to diesel soot ones so as to allow good contact conditions between these two 
counter parts. Fig. 1 shows, in fact, the peak temperature of combustion of diesel soot without 
catalyst and with different perovskite catalysts. The catalysts belonging to the LaCrO3 family 
behave better than the higher-SSA iron or manganese-based oxides. 
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Fig. 1. Catalytic activity of perovskites for catalytic abatement of diesel soot. 
 
    In particular, La0.9K0.1Cr0.9O3 shows the lowest peak temperature (i.e. the highest catalytic 
activity) at only 455°C. Owing to the nature of chromium, this transition metal can in part 
undergo a valence shift from Cr3+ to Cr4+so as to re-establish electroneutrality, despite the 
substoichiometric composition of the above mentioned chromite and the partial substitution of 
trivalent lanthanum by monovalent potassium. The most likely explanation is that the 
perovskite can act as an oxygen pump towards the soot. Oxygen can indeed be made available 
to particulate combustion in combination with a temporary shift of Cr valence from 4+ to 3+. 
Oxygen molecules coming from the gaseous atmosphere can re-oxidise the perovskite and set 
back Cr4+ species. 
    It is surprising to observe that chromites are the most active catalysts family in the field of 
diesel-soot abatement, while in natural gas combustion both LaMnO3 and LaFeO3 work better 
than LaCrO3. Further investigations about the mechanism and the kinetic parameters of 
reaction among soot and catalyst are essential to explain this behaviour. 
    The micro-structural characterisation, performed by electron microscopy (TEM and SEM), 
microanalysis (SEM-EDS) and XRD, allows the authors to confirm that the prepared 
perovskites maintain the same stoichiometric proportions of the precursors, and, at the same 
time, to investigate the morphology of the particles. TEM analyses show that, by varying the 
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combustion synthesis conditions, it is possible to obtain particles of different dimensions.  
Particularly, Fig. 2 shows two TEM micrographs of LaMnO3, synthesised without (Fig. 2a) or 
with (Fig. 2b) ammonium nitrate in the starting batch. The presence of this additive leads to 
smaller size of the particles (20 nm, compared to 100 nm for the LaMnO3 obtained without 
NH4NO3). 
 

 

Fig. 2. TEM micrograph of an aggregate of LaMnO3 particles. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

    Combustion synthesis has proved a very interesting technique for the synthesis of many 
different types of oxides, since it allows quick and economic production of pure materials 
with high values of specific surface area. In particular, in the field of catalysis these features 
seem to be very interesting. In the present work, a number of perovskite oxides were 
produced, both for the abatement of soot emitted form diesel engine and for methane catalytic 
combustion. 
    The good level of purity of the products, the wide range of particle dimensions that can be 
obtained (as small as 10÷20 nm), the rapidity of the method and the excellent catalytic 
activity displayed by some specific catalysts compositions for the two combustion 
applications addressed, suggest that combustion synthesis can be applied for the in situ 
deposition of catalysts on monolithic structured supports in the fields of catalytic traps for 
diesel exhaust treatment [6] (e.g. cordierite or SiC wall-flow honeycombs) or of catalytic 
burners for domestic-boilers or industrial furnaces [7] (e.g. FaCrAlloy-fibre or mullite-foam 
burners). 
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ABSTRACT 
The C2 concentration in flames at atmospheric pressure is measured for three fuel-rich 
combustion environments: acetylene/oxygen, Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG)/air and 
methane/air flames. Measurements have been based on spectrographic and two-dimensional 
Laser-induced Fluorescence (LIF) of the ∆v = −1 d3Πg-a3Πu band. The oxy-acetylene flame 
was utilized to establish a comparison with literature data and absolute values, calibrated 
through Rayleigh scattering, were found to be distributed within the 1014 cm-3 range. 
The induced emission from two Bunsen flames fed with LPG/air or methane/air was also 
investigated. Accumulated acquisitions were necessary to detect small C2 quantities in the 
order of 1010 cm-3 concentrated on the flame front. 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of transient species produced in combustion processes has attracted a great deal of 
attention [1]. Among the most studied radicals at atmospheric pressure C2 has mainly been 
detected under favorable conditions as those provided by C2H2 [2] or C2H4

 [3] fuels where the 
strength of the double and triple bond between the carbon atoms is such that the flame 
chemistry enables C2 molecules to be released and then detected. To that end Laser-induced 
Fluorescence (LIF), Degenerate Four Wave Mixing (DFWM), Polarization spectroscopy (PS) 

and Resonance Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (RECARS) have been proven to 
be the spectroscopic techniques that most easily guarantee enough spatial resolution to cope 
with the small quantities of C2 present in the interaction region inside the flames. 
LIF spectroscopy is a good candidate to detect the expected low concentration range for C2 in 
LPG/air and methane/air flames as it has been applied successfully to evaluate species 
concentration at the sub-ppm level [1]. It does not have the drawbacks of DFWM where the 
influence of both the thermal gratings and the normalization procedure might affect the 
concentration predictions. PS might also be applicable but it suffers from spurious 
polarization dependence and the absolute measurements are complicated by the rather 
complex structure of the signal. RECARS is promising but it involves a rather intricate 
spectral analysis besides the operation of two different laser sources under specific 
geometrical arrangement. 
The current work deals with both spectroscopic and imaging LIF analysis of C2. The most 
widely studied C2H2/O2 flame has been used as reference flame to set up the spectroscopic 
and imaging techniques that have been extended to less studied flames as those generated 
with fuel-rich premixed LPG/air and CH4/air mixtures at atmospheric pressure. 
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EXPERIMENT  
The excitation of the C2 radical has been provided by a tunable dye laser (mod. LDL 20505, 
LAS GmbH) capable of a nominal linewidth of 0.04 cm-1. It was pumped with a pulse energy 
of 50 mJ given by the third harmonic of a Nd:Yag laser (mod. CLS400, Quanta System). Two 
solutions of Coumarin 500 dye were employed in the oscillator and in the amplifying stages 
of the laser resulting in an output of 6 mJ at 516.5 nm with pulse duration of about 10 ns. The 
laser beam was treated with mirrors along an optical path to synchronize the arrival of the 
laser pulse with the optical time gate of the detection system. The pulse energy was anyhow 
limited to about 4 mJ focused with different lenses depending on the specific experimental 
run. Collection was carried out at 90 degree. 
In the spectroscopic data, a quartz lens with nominal focal length of 254 mm (mod. PLCX-
50.8-130.8-UV, CVI) was used to capture the fluorescence from the d3Πg-a3Πu band. A 
second quartz lens of nominal focal length of 75 mm (mod. PLCX-50.8-38.6-UV, CVI) 
illuminated the entrance slit of a spectrograph. The spectral dispersion of about 5 nm/mm was 
enough to determine all of the main features of the vibrational bands of the C2 molecule. 
An ICCD detector (mod. EEV47-10, Andor Technology) was employed for all the spectral 
measurements. This detector has a photoactive area of 1024 × 1024 pixels grouped in a 
physical square of 13.3 mm per side and it was equipped with the high spatial resolution tube 
yielding a measured minimum resolution of 21.4 µm. The response uniformity is specified 
from the manufacturer to be better than 1.74%. The detector was kept at –30 °C 
corresponding to a dark count rate of about 60 s-1. The gate (controlled with DG535 delay 
generator, Stanford Research Systems) was set at 100 ns to eliminate the background 
luminosity and to limit the accuracy of the data to the photon shot-noise even with the lowest 
LIF counts per pixel. This time gate assured also the synchronization with the arrival of the 
fluorescence signal promoted after an optical retardation laser line of about 15 m. 
In the spectral data the ICCD worked in a full vertical binning mode but the whole active area 
was used in the image acquisitions. In this latter condition a photographic lens (mod. micro-
Nikkor 105mm/2.8 AFD, Nikon) was employed to image the natural emission and the 
induced fluorescence from the flames. 
 
SPECTRAL DATA 
 
The fuel-rich oxy-acetylene welding torch having a nozzle with an internal diameter of 1 mm 
was used as reference for the main optical adjustments and for comparison with the results 
published in literature. To that end a long pass filter having a cut-on wavelength of 550 nm 
(mod. LPF-550-2.00, CVI) was inserted between the two collecting lenses before the 
spectrograph. This filter was enough to eliminate unwanted light so that only the main portion 
of the ∆v = −1 d3Πg-a3Πu band contributed to the signal. The focusing lens was a spherical 
quartz lens of 300 mm (mod. PLCX-50.8-154.5-UV, CVI) resulting in a measured laser beam 
diameter of about 130 µm so that the height of the laser-flame intersection could be changed 
with good accuracy. Increasing vertical heights of 3, 15, 30, 70 mm above the burner exit 
were chosen accordingly to the flame geometry. In such a manner the C2 amount was probed 
in significant positions of the flame, that is the reaction zone, the middle and upper section of 
the luminous mantle and the outer cone. The spectra were accumulated over 10 laser shots, so 
that 5000 counts per laser pulse were possible on the maximum of the fluorescence response. 
Unwanted contributes were removed by subtraction of the spectra obtained with off-
resonance tuning. As general remark, it must be said that the C2 production decreases with the 
height. This behavior is well described in literature [4]. However in the reaction zone the 
overall spectral response was found less intense than expected. This might due to the interplay 
of different reasons. First of all a different absolute value of C2 concentrations. But the 
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relative local concentrations along the laser path are also affecting the data: in fact the C2 
density is expected to be very localized in the reaction zone, while it should almost 
homogeneously spread out in the luminous mantle. In addition the laser beam traverses a 
different length into the actual flame. Furthermore the balance between the spectral laser 
irradiance and the actual local absorption might play a role without considering the 
corrections to be made because of wing effects. 
The understanding of the previous phenomenology is out of the main interest of the present 
contribution, but it is clear that spectral data are subjected to limited reliability in the 
prediction of absolute concentrations even if they still retain a validity for relative 
measurements. However the concern about the feasibility of the absolute C2 concentration 
determination was addressed by running a saturation test. For this purpose the two lowest 
positions of the laser-flame intersection were chosen (z = 3 and 15 mm) and high degree of 
saturation was observed for both positions. 
A Bunsen burner with 9 mm of internal diameter was used to compare the LPG/air and 
methane/air flames. First attempts to determine a detectable spectral response failed when the 
interaction volume was kept identical to that of the oxy-acetylene flame. Neither an 
accumulation of 1000 spectra provided a readable outcome. The lack of a signal was 
attributed to the strong saturation that limited a lot the overall fluorescence in the viewed solid 
angle. An enlargement of the focused area was thus the necessary compromise to induce 
fluorescence from a larger ensemble of C2 radicals. In addition the background signal was 
found too much disturbing to distinguish the vibrational band at an acceptable level. 
Therefore an interferential filter (mod. F40-550-4-2.00, CVI) centered at 550 nm with 40 nm 
bandwidth was coupled to the previous long pass filter. To avoid other sources of spurious 
signals each spectrum was compared with one obtained off-resonance. The two different 
flames were operated at the same Reynolds number (Re = 1500) and equal air contribution 
but with a consequent slight prevalence of the equivalence ratio Φ of the heavier fuel. The 
laser diameter was enlarged and passed through apertures of 6 mm; nevertheless it was still 
essential an accumulation of 500 laser shots to provide readable spectra after the corrections 
for the contribution of spurious signals. The center of the enlarged laser beam entered the 
flames at three different heights (z = 3, 15, and 35 mm) above the burner and a difference 
between the two flames can be outlined. As expected in the LPG/air flame the C2 production 
is definitely greater than in the methane/air flame but it diminishes with the height. The 
methane/air flame shows instead a rather constant amount of the radical so that at the highest 
locations the C2 quantity almost equals that one produced in the LPG/air mixture. The 
saturation behavior was finally checked and it appeared in all of the checks. 
 
IMAGES 
 
Absolute concentrations is not so straightforward and probe volume effects have to be 
avoided with a proper spatial selection [5]. This can be realized through image acquisition. to 
that end the induced fluorescence from the three flames was imaged on the ICCD equipped 
with both the long pass and the interferential filter used for the spectrographic purposes. An 
example of the experimental outcome is reported in Fig. 1 for the three different flames. 
The fluorescence of the oxy-acetylene flame (Fig. 1a) was acquired with the best resolution 
owing to the large amount of the signal. It shows an area of major concentration localized in 
the upper zone of the hot arch delimiting the conical reacting region. Right above the tip the 
C2 production is high, as it results from the bright region, but it decreases within few 
millimeters. This is in qualitative agreement with the unidimensional LIF reconstruction 
reported in the work of Aldén et al. [5]. 
The problem of collecting a small signal from the LPG/air and methane/air flames was 
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attenuated by viewing an enlarged area of 58 × 58 µm per pixel. This also favored the capture 
of the main body of the flames into the images. But a 8 × 8 pixel binning (superpixel) was 
needed to guarantee enough fluorescence to contrast the noise in the pictures. This means that 
the resolution was degraded to about 0,46 × 0,46 mm of comparable size with the expected 
flame front dimension. Figs. 1b and 1c summarize some of the results relatively to the Bunsen 
flames. 
 

    
                                            (a)                    (b)                       (c) 

 
Fig. 1 Images of the C2 fluorescence: (a) the oxy-acetylene flame with physical resolution 

of 33 × 33 µm per pixel, (b) the LPG/air flame, and (c) the methane air flame with 
resolution of 0,46 × 0,46 mm per pixel. 

Absolute measurements were derived from those images for which saturated conditions were 
verified, but before data processing a careful calibration was launched by looking at the 
Rayleigh scattering of the laser in air. This resulted in a maximum C2 concentration for the 
oxy-acetylene flame of about 3.4 × 1014 cm-3 with a shot-noise limited signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) of 10.6 and a detection limit of 2.4 × 1012 cm-3. The measured value seems acceptable 
when compared with previous evaluations present in literature and ranging between 1013 and 
1015 cm-3. Disagreement with other measurements can be explained in terms of probe volume 
effects, flame temperature and stoichiometry. The Bunsen flames gave a C2 distribution 
localized in the correspondence of the flame front and maximum concentrations of 1.7 × 1010 
and 5.2 × 109 cm-3 were found for the LPG/air and methane/air mixtures respectively. This 
time the detection limit was 3.3⋅109 cm-3 with the filter transmission included in the 
calculation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Flameless oxidation or the so called MILD (Moderate and Intense Low oxygen Dilution) 
combustion is an important operational mode of combustion that leads to relevant reduction 
of pollution in conjunction with considerable energy savings [1]. The basic idea consists in 
the dilution of local oxygen concentrations by introducing inert gases after a strong preheating 
of the reactants [2]. This leads to lower temperature gradients as well as limitation of 
combustion instability. 
One of the most striking phenomenological features of MILD combustion is the absence of 
any visible structure. Spectroscopic studies are then important for the localization of the 
reaction zones. The current work has the goal of describing relative radical concentrations in a 
FLOX® burner of 40 kW operated with natural gas in working conditions depending on 
internal temperatures and equivalence ratio. Data show a shift of the reaction zone towards the 
gas entrance when passing from a rich to a lean mixture. Higher temperatures determine only 
a more compact spatial extension of the phenomenology. 

COMBUSTOR 
The burner used in the following tests is a WS – Rekumat C-150, capable of 40 kW. It has 
been conceived for both operational modes: conventional flame and flameless. The 
conventional flame is needed for the start-up till temperature is so high that flameless 
operational mode can be sustained. In this latter mode gas and air are mixed directly in the 
combustion chamber with gas velocity of about 70 m/s. This high velocity attracts great 
quantities of combustion products towards the primary zone realizing the internal 
recirculation necessary to dilute the mixture below 15% of oxygen. The furnace built for this 
study is called MCD (Mild Combustion Demonstrator). It is made of a ceramic fibre 
(Caowool) structure. A metallic enclosure contains the internal walls realized in refractory 
material (pyroblock) and the final shape of the combustion chamber is a parallelepiped with 
dimensions 1400×700 mm at the base and 700 mm high. When the furnace was operated three 
optical accesses were available in the horizontal plane at the same height of the gas stream. 
The reference temperature Tset utilized to determine the working conditions was measured by 
a thermocouple mounted at the top of the chamber. It had a maximum value of 1300 °C. 

EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS  
The experiments were carried out at different operational conditions. Two temperature 
settings have been considered (Tset = 1050, 1150 °C) and for each Tset the equivalence ratio Φ 
was varied so that it took the value of 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1. 

Emission spectroscopy 
A spectrograph was employed to search for the relative abundances of radical species in the 
furnace. Its characteristics are described elsewhere [3]. The spectral analysis was limited to 
the first two windows closer to the gas inlet because the third did not show any significant 
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signal. In order to compare directly the detectivities of the radical species in the combustion 
process the use of special filters was avoided. The search for spectral signatures of OH, CH 
and C2 was successfully performed even if the discussion will be limited to the most abundant 
species, OH. Although relative intensities might be largely different spatial profiles do not 
differ when considering the other radicals. 
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area and height determined by the internal width of the furnace. For each section a group of 
spectra has been reported. They are rotated for space savings so that the wavelength axis lies 
vertical. Starting from the top of the figures, the rows of spectra correspond to the results 
obtained for Φ=1.1, 1.0 and 0.9 respectively. The columns are then determined by the spatial 
positioning of the spectrograph axis with respect to the burner exit. The eight positions have 
the following distances z=237, 312, 387, 462, 587, 662, 737, 812 mm. 
The most abundant radical of hydrocarbon combustion is OH. The flameless mode with 
natural gas does not make any exception to this well known phenomenology. This radical 
participates in many chemical reactions and it is a good marker of the reaction zone. Its 
presence is related to high temperatures and therefore it is interesting to check its localization. 
The most prominent spectral band of OH radicals originates at the transition A2Σ-X2Π (0,0) 
with wavelength equal to 306.4 nm. This band is degraded to the red. Other bands are also 
present but their contribution is rather negligible compared to the cited one. For this reason 
the spectra are centred around 306 nm with relative adjustment depending on the manual 
rotation of the grating angle. 
The data obtained at Tset=1050 °C are in Fig. 1 where more than one single spectrum has been 
reported for each experimental condition. A grey vertical bar divides the data obtained at the 
two windows. On the left, where the gases come into the furnace, it is possible to recognize a 
faster ignition of OH production with decreasing values of Φ. In particular, the activity 
reaches a maximum for Φ=0.9 in all of the four sections of the first window. Fluctuations are 
of course rather relevant where the OH abundance is the largest, and a more detailed 
investigation would require a better statistical effort. Nevertheless it remains proven that an 
advance of the OH radicals towards the gas entrance takes place when passing from a rich to a 
lean gas mixture. The second window confirms the indication of OH displacement with Φ. 
The last two sections on the right of the figure for example contain some signal for Φ=1.1 as a 
consequence of the stretching, while for Φ=0.9 they hardly possess any signal due to the 
regression of the OH radicals in the proximity of the gas entrance. 
The behaviour of OH concentration with the equivalence ratio Φ is reproducible for Tset=1150 
°C (not shown in the paper). In this case the OH presence is completely confined in the first 
window at any chosen value of Φ and of course the second window contains a very low level 
signal only. The OH regression is then more dramatic depending on the higher internal 
temperatures. As matter of fact the radical production changes moderately along the window 
optical field for Φ=1.1. Dissimilarly the OH production seems to be attached to the gas 
entrance for Φ=0.9 and it is already extinguished in the section at the end of the first window. 
This OH shift must be a consequence of the balance between different ignition times of the 
relevant reactions caused by the air fluence and the peculiar aerodynamics of the FLOX® 
burner that governs the recirculation. 
 
Images 
An ICCD detector (mod. EEV47-10, Andor Technology was utilized for taking images at the 
first window where the most interesting features have been put forward by the foregoing 
considerations. An interferential filter was introduced in front of the ICCD. It had a 
bandwidth of 10 nm centred at 431.5 nm in correspondence of the main CH spectral emission. 
Results for Tset=1150 °C are given in Fig. 2. Here four images have only been inserted for 
each condition. The gas entrance is now reversed for graphic reasons and it lies on the right 
side of the pictures. The images confirm the spectral evidence: at Φ=0.9 they reveal a CH 
abundance lying in the very proximity of the gas entrance, while at Φ=1.1 the CH 
luminescence is firmly confined to the central part of the window demonstrating the 
regression of the production zone towards the gas entrance with decreasing equivalence ratios. 
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Fig. 2  Pictures of CH taken with an interferential filter at 431.5 nm and bandwidth 10 nm. 

Tset=1150 °C. The four pictures for each Φ correspond to four acquisition time.  
 
The instrumental limits prevented us from observing signals at Tset=950 °C. These limitations 
pertain to the spatial resolution also. In the spectral data resolution is very rough and 
determined by the physical dimension of the collecting lens having a diameter of 5 cm. This 
means that the source volume of the signal is confined within the lens area and the furnace 
width (70 cm). Even though the resolution is rather poor, the spectra contain a dependence on 
the observing positions located along the furnace length. This can be explained with the help 
of the images which are surely characterized by a better resolution. They are in fact limited by 
the pixel dimensions and the collecting optics of the ICCD so that each pixel was capable of 
capturing light from a squared area of about 0.4 mm per side. The good optical resolution 
allow the determination of the physical extension of the reaction zone in the direction of the 
gas injection to about 10 cm for the set temperature corresponding to a stable combustion 
(Tset=1150 °C). Since the furnace has a cylindrical symmetry it is reasonable to conclude that 
the reaction zone has the same extension in the observing direction too. This conclusion gives 
then credit to the results obtained with the spectral acquisitions where contributions to the 
signals originated from an area determined by the collecting lens. In effect its extension is still 
smaller than the physical extension of the reaction zone and therefore the rough spatial 
resolution of the spectra does not limit their sensitivity to the spatial changes in the gaseous 
medium. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

The investigation of velocity fields on industrial burner flows is an important and necessary 
subject of propulsion technology. Actually numerical simulation presents some problem to 
predict complex combustor in real time flow, due to the general necessity of volume evaluations 
that involve heavy computational time. Consequently a two dimension diagnostic technique 
applied on Gas Turbines (GT) burners allows us to point out high turbulent flame properties by 
means of Mie scattering image analysis and velocity fields post processing techniques. As a 
matter of fact two industrial burners have been investigated, a conical bluff body burner and a 
pressurised single sector combustor, by means of the planar technique. 
Squishing movements, front flame contours and differential properties have been put in evidence 
on the annular methane-air burner.  
Instantaneous velocity fields and vorticity map, corresponding to swirling movements of 
kerosene-air mixture flow, have been visualised with 3 bar working condition. 
These results are useful for phenomenon understanding, to give boundary condition values for 
numerical simulations and, finally, to validate numerical results for in-plane flow. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Researches on combustion are continuously finalised to improve combustor efficiency and to 
reduce fuel consumption and pollutant emissions. These goals involve the analysis of flame 
properties and flow field description in a wide working range. 
Planar PIV technique  is already a powerful instrument that reduces operative complexity and 
coasts (respect to three dimensional techniques1 that generally need of several optical acces and 
higher complexity of the rig) with high resolution of in plane instantaneous velocity field. 
The set of flame properties, obtainable with post processing methods, is briefly showed in this 
work. Local and/or global instantaneous data extracted by a single couple of Mie scattering 
images (and the corresponding row vector field) can be directly used to initialize numerical 
simulation calculation and to validate final results.  
Firstly, an industrial annular burner (working with methane-air mixture) will be studied and 
characterised. Axial recirculating movements are imposed by a ring vortex (fixed axially at the 
outletting duct)  that evolves downstream a conical stabiliser (fig.1). 
Secondly, a single sector combustor   (working at three bar with kerosene-air mixture) will be 
described with a 2D PIV, even if a swirl movement of the outletting  mixture is present. 
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EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 
 

ENEA laboratories equipment 
 

Annular burner (fig.1, left side) works with methane air mixture. It has an external diameter 
De=25 mm and an axial stabiliser formed by an inverted frustum of cone d=15 mm width 
(blockage ratio Br = 0.37 = d2/D2). PIV measurement are performed by means of a double pulsed 
Nd:Yag (wave length of 532 nm and power 300 mJ) a CCD camera (484x768 pxs) a Dantec PIV 
2000 synchronisation system, a PC and an Al2O3 seeder acting on inletting air.  
 
DLR Laboratories equipment 
 

Single sector combustor1 (fig. 1, right side) was investigated by means of double cavity Nd:Yag 
laser (energized with 120 mJ per pulse at 532 nm), and visualized with a PCO camera 
(1280x1024 pxs). The cold air, flowing upstream the air blast nozzle, is seeded by a particle 
dispencer of SiO2. 
  
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: IMAGE PROCESSING 
 

High turbulent premixed flame (anchored with squishing and/or swirling movements) can be 
divided into three regions (fig. 1):1. non reactive zone, with quite constant temperature, high 
seeding and ligth density (considered like reference brightnes value); 2. reaction zone, where 
abrupt temperature variation governs gas expansion, involving seeding and light variation; 3. 
outer front region contemporary affected by combustion and shedding effects.  
 
         
       2 
 
               3 
        1 
        3  
 
  
 2 
 
           1             Preheated 

         Air 
  

Methane – Air inlet                 Kerosene inlet 
 
Fig. 1 Three flame regions for: the conical bluff body buner (left side) and the double swirled  

SSC (right side) 
 
It is possible to extrapolate a qualitative information about front thickness by means of a 
brightness variation examination method consisting of a comparison between local brightness 
and reference value obtained by means of light distribution in the outletting jet. This procedure 
(fig.2) has been validated by theorical data3 with maximum difference4 of 12%. 
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Fig. 2 a) Light density variation representation; b) Diagram relative light density 
versus radial distance (in pixels, 1 px=32 µm) 

  
Front flame contour plot (fig.3) is extrapolated by means of the application of a contour tracking 
system. Front contour is now represented by a row vector, that can be used to evaluate the area, 
the extension and the curvature of the front. The observation of contour oscillation and curvature 
distribution allows us to predict combustion regime (wrinkled, corrugated or thickened) The 
correspondence of maximum front contour curvature with maximum normal divergence zones 
allows us to validate the above mentioned method and to point out Lewis number effect (causing 
a reduction or an increasing of local combustion on the base of curvature sign and value2). 
Contour plot of the flame overlaid on instantaneous velocity field (fig. 3) allows us to point out 
combustion effects on velocity distribution and vorticity change. 
Front extension obtained by instantaneous data is useful to evaluate turbulent front flame velocity 
(ST ) on the base of the Guoy’s method5, with a maximum error of 20%, by means of the ratio: 
 

 
 
 
(where SL is the laminar front velocity, AT is the turbulent front area and AL is the laminar front 
area). 
 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: VELOCITY FIELD ANALISYS 
 

Statistics applied on vector fields gives information about mean velocity fields, on the base of 
100 samples. 
The comparison between hundreds of local velocities gives us the local mean value (Vmo). 
Root mean square calculation of local fluctuation evaluated on the base of several instantaneous 
gives the turbulence distribution.  
The difference between instantaneous and mean velocity values allows us to obtain velocity flag 
u'.  
Streamlines calculation is useful to point out flow evolution and vortices behaviour. 

ρ/ρο 
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Fig. 3  PIV post processing method results for the conical bluff body burner  
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Evaluation of normal strain6 η=(� ��� ����� ��� 	�  with constant density gives the regions 
with out of plane velocity components (where it isn’t possible to evaluate the third component6); 
in combustion represents zones crossed by combustive phenomena. 
Vorticity evaluation (showed in fig. 3) is obtained by the expression: εxy=(� ��� 	�
�� ��� ��, 
that puts in evidence vortices positions.��
All these  instruments applied on annular methane-air burner allows to evaluate residence time, 
extrapolated by crossover time7, useful to predict NOx emissions7 by means of adiabatic flame 
temperature evaluation or measurement.  
Local experimental data have been used to initialise Large Eddy Simulation (applied on a two 
dimensional design of the same burner) and validate numerical results with good agreement 
between calculations and real fields (as reported in another our work presented in this 
Conference). 
 

 
 
Fig. 4 Exemple of instantaneous flow inside the pressurized single sector combustor operating 

at 3 bar: velocity vector map (left), and vorticity map (right). On the right side is shown 
orticity field ωy 

 

 
 
Fig. 5 Average of 13 PIV images of the flow inside the pressurized single sector combustor at 3 

bar 
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The same procedure applied on the single sector high pressure combustor (SSC working at 3 Bar) 
exhibits a relatively large recirculation area centred above the nozzle exit velocity (fig.4, 5) 
similar to that found in the former burner, with a down velocity up to 20 m/s. The recirculation 
also carries unburned radicals of the hot fuel air mixture back toward the nozzle which has a 
stabilizing effect on flame position and ensures a continuous and complete combustion. 
The described recirculation area is easy to identify and it is characterised by the lack of vortical 
flow between the lobes of the spray cone 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

Two different configurations have been examined for combustor geometry by means of PIV post 
processing methods. Mie scattering images analysis is useful to put in evidence flame front 
properties like: turbulent flame speed (from area calculation); front thickness (with a maximum 
error of 20%); front curvature (useful for burning regime detection); front shape. Velocity field 
processing gives information of instantaneous and mean field, differential properties and vortices 
behaviours and position. The above mentioned results point out the squishing central movements 
and the crossing time, useful for pollutant emission preview. The single sector burner has been 
investigated with a working pressure of 3 bar. Pressure values higher than the former burner ones 
caused experimental problems (for the not homogeneity of the seeding and for the dusts and 
powder leaved on glasses inner faces). Instantaneous and mean velocity field seems quite similar. 
Swirling movements generate an inner recirculating zone rotating in a plane orthogonal to burner 
axis (on the contrary of the conical case). All of these local and global data are: useful input for 
numerical code and a validation for calculated fields. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sampling of soot in hydrocarbon flames showed that soot consists of fractal aggregates of 
primary particles. Such aggregates exhibit these basic features: the primary particle diameter, dp, 
and the fractal dimension, Df , of the aggregates are nearly constant at a flame location for all 
aggregates, on the contrary, the number of particles per aggregate changes largely leading to a 
polydisperse distribution for the resulting aggregate structure [1]. In this work, the angular 
dependence of the light scattering from soot aggregates in a laminar ethylene diffusion flame has 
been investigated by using the fractal approach. The main optical parameters such as the gyration 
radius and the fractal dimension of the aggregates have been inferred. For the interpretation of the 
data, polydisperse soot distributions have been utilized. These measurements in conjunction with 
an extinction and an absolute small angle scattering measurement will allow a complete soot 
characterization. Results compare well with previous measurements in similar flames. 
 
BASIC THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
By carrying out a scattering measurement the resulting average signal can contain only 
information about some sort of “average” aggregate. Our aim is to find out, among the many, the 
most reliable of these average aggregates.  
The angular dependence of the light scattering from a monodisperse ensemble of aggregates 
(with the same number, N, of primary particles) is given by: 
 

Iscatt
m (θ) = η I0 Cvv

p Na N 2 S(qRg)       (1) 
 
where I0 is the incident light intensity, η is a calibration constant, Cvv

p is the vertical scattering 
cross section of a single primary particle for a vertically polarized light, Na is the number density 
of aggregates in the probe volume, and S(qRg) is the static structure factor depending on the 
radius of gyration of the aggregates, Rg, and on the scattering wave vector, q = (4 π /λ) sin(θ/2) . 
For a polydisperse ensemble of aggregates eq. (1) takes the form of: 
 
 Iscatt

p (θ) = η I0 Cvv
p Na ∫ N 2 S(qRg) p(N) dN = η I0 Qvv(θ)    (2) 

 
where p(N) dN  represents the normalized population distribution and Qvv(θ) is the experimental 
scattering coefficient. Again from sampling measurements, the population distribution has been 
determined to be represented by a lognormal distribution in the form of: 
 
 p(N) = (1/(√2 π N lnσ)) exp(-½ (ln(N/Ngm)/lnσ)2)     (3) 
 
where σ  and Ngm are the standard deviation and the geometric mean of the distribution,m 
respectively. The determination of the static structure factor S(q Rg) poses severe problems and 
numerous studies have been conducted on this subject. Two limiting cases have been obtained: 
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 S(q Rg) ≈ 1 – q2 Rg

2 /3   for q Rg ≤ 1    (4a) 
 S(q Rg) ~ q - D

f     for  q Rg >1    (4b) 
 
Relation (4a) describes the Guinier regime, whereas relation (4b) is characteristic of the power-
law regime. The exact form, covering all ranges, is still debated and a number of approximate 
solutions are found in literature. It could be noticed that the above relationships (4a) and (4b) 
suggest that measurements at small and large angles could be a satisfactory approach for the 
determination of Rg and Df  and some attempts have actually been done. Nevertheless, 
measurements at large angles with visible wavelengths give fractal dimensions substantially 
lower than the ones observed through sampling. Moreover, at small angles, the measured radius 
of gyration has a straightforward meaning only for a monodisperse distribution and not for 
polydisperse ones that are actually found in flames. In fact the use of eq. (4b) in eq.(2) shows that 
measurements at small angles allow to achieve a mean-squared radius of gyration written as  
 
 Rg2m = (dp/kf

1/Df) (m2+2/df /m2)1/2        (5) 
 
where kf is the prefactor (in the range 5.8 – 9.4) and the mi = Σ Ν i p(N) is the i-th normalized 
moment of the distribution. It is also well known that by combining measurements of extinction, 
(Kabs ), and scattering at small angles ( where S(qRg) is about 1 in the Guinier regime) a volume-
mean diameter, D30 , of aggregates can be obtained  
 
 D30 

3 fn = (λ / π ) 3 (4 π E(m) Qvv (θ) ) /(F(m) S(q Rg) Kabs)    (6) 
 
In this expression E(m) and F(m) are the usual functions of the refractive index, m = n – i k , of 
soot particles, fn  is the ratio of moments fn = m2 / m1

2 and D30 
3 = dp 3 m1 is connected with the 

primary particles diameter, dp and the average number of particles per aggregate, m1 . 
It is apparent from eq. (5) and (6) that the measurable quantities ( Rg2m and D30) depend on 
different moments of the distribution and therefore can not be combined  to derive any 
meaningful quantity concerning the soot structure. This particular example together with the 
general fact that measurements allow to achieve an “average” value anyway, points out that the 
proper assessment of such a quantity is a crucial issue in order to obtain from the experimental 
data some information about the aggregate structure, that is dp, Df, and “average” number of 
particles per aggregate. 
From the above it follows that the radius of gyration to be measured must depend on the ratio m2 / 
m1 , as well as D30 . Moreover it must be as insensitive as possible to the actual parameters of the 
aggregate structure and distribution, basically from σ and Df .. The formulation of the radius of 
gyration that best matches these requirements turns out to be as proposed by Koylu and Faeth [2], 
measured in the power law regime. This assumes the expression 
 
 RgKF = (dp / kf 1/Df ) (m2 / m1 )1/Df        (7) 
 
From our numerical calculations RgKF exhibits a stability with respect to σ and Df higher than any 
other Rg otherwise defined. Once the value of RgKF and Df are determined (our procedure is 
discussed further on), the diameter of primary particles is calculated with the expression: 
 
 dp3-Df = (D30 fn) / (kf RgKF Df )        (8) 
 
The total number of primary particles, Np , is then calculated by the soot volume fraction value 
obtained through the Kabs measurement.  
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The procedure to determine the value of RgKF is the following. For a given set of values of dp, 
Ngm , σ , and Df, both RgKF (from Eq. 7) and the angular dependence of the scattering signal (from 
Eqs. 2, 3) have been calculated by assuming the static structure factor for monodisperse 
aggregates as given by Lin et alii. Then this scattering curve has been fitted using the RgKF and Df 
as input parameters. Repeating this procedure several times, allowed to select the fitting curve 
able to describe the scattering angular distribution in the widest range of input parameters. This 
fitting curve was used to analyze the experimental data with RgKF and Df  as variables of this 
fitting procedure, thus determining as output their experimental values. 
 
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The 514 nm vertically polarised green line of a Kr+ Ar+ ion laser was used to induce the soot 
scattering. The laser beam, after a mechanical chopper, was passed on the major axis of a 
modified Wolfhard and Parker burner (central slot of 5 mm x 40 mm and two lateral slots of 3 
mm x 50 mm) placed on a motorized three axis table and producing an ethylene-air diffusion 
flame. Scattering signals were detected by means of an assembly including quartz lens, 
diaphragm, polarizer, vertical slit, interferential filter and photomultiplier, arranged on an annular 
rotating platform. Care was taken in placing the burner and the laser beam path on the rotation 
axis of the platform. Signal were processed by a lock-in amplifier, digital voltmeters and PC for 
data acquisition. The burner adopted was chosen to avoid interference from the external soot 
layers at angles approaching the forward and backward directions. It was fed with ethylene (0.48 
l/min) in the inner slot and air (4.2 l/min) in the external slots. The resulting diffusion flame was 
analyzed along the vertical axis at different heights above the burner mouth. For each position the 
radial scattering measurements were collected between 10 and 160 degrees by averaging 500 
acquisition at each angle. The resulting trend was obtained from averaging three of such data sets.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Raw data exhibit a marked maximum in the forward direction and, at a lower extent, in the 
backward direction, thus confirming a non-Rayleigh regime. Correction for sinusoidal variation 
of the probe volume was introduced together with a correction for self-absorption. Fig. 1 shows 
the scattered light signal as a function of the scattering wave vector in a log-log scale as measured 
at three heights above the burner.  
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Fig. 1: Scattering signal versus the scattering wave vector at three levels. 
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The overall shape of the curves reproduces well the typical behavior found in literature with an 
almost flat beginning in the Guinier regine (small angles), a bending and a linear decrease in the 
power law regime (large angles). By analyzing these curves it is found that the mean-squared 
radius if gyration, Rg2m, are 126, 122 and 126 nm for the 2.0, 2.2 and 2.4 height respectively. 
From the slope at high q values of the same curves, the apparent fractal dimension resulted to be 
1.06, 1.1 and 1.12 respectively. These values are low in comparison with sampling data 
confirming the general finding that the slope gives too low fractal dimension [3]. We have 
applied the previously described fitting procedure with the fitting curve, Spol given by the 
following expression: 
 

Spol = [1+(5.95168/ Df ) (q RgKF)2+2.5 (q RgKF)4-1.52 (q RgKF)6+1.02 (q RgKF)8 ]-D
f 

/ 8 

 
This expression corresponds to the structure factor of the polydisperse distribution characterized 
by the following choice of parameters: Df  = 1.6, σ = 2.1, dp = 25 nm, Ngm = 50. By fitting the 
curves of Fig. 1, after normalization, both the Df  and RgKF are determined and the results are 
reported in the following table. 
 
 

Height [cm] Df RgKF [nm] 
2.0 1.3 103.2 
2.2 1.7 87.35 
2.4 1.7 89.8 

 
 
The preliminary results are in general agreement with previous literature data especially with the 
sampling measurements [3,4]. The results show that the utilized methodology is able to give 
useful indications about the structure of the soot aggregates. At the moment it is difficult to infer 
a trend for the aggregation mechanism and further work have to be carried out. From these data 
the value of the diameter of primary particles and the number concentration of primary particles 
can be obtained with further measurements of extinction and scattering at small angles, as 
indicated by eq. (6).  
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There is an increasing demand for diagnostics to determine the physical and the chemical 
characteristics of very small particles or molecular clusters in the size range of 1-10 nm 
produced by various combustion sources. Such compounds are suspected of tossicity, 
epidemiological results have also showed a causal relationship between particulate matter 
concentrations in ambient air and increased deaths in several cities around the world 
(Wichmann et al. 2000). 
Because of their size , optical properties, and partial water solubility, combustion generated 
d=1-10 nm particles may also have significant effects on climate acting as cloud condensation 
nuclei. 
Big difficulties arise in developing diagnostics and in evaluating their performance for particles 
in this size range which falls into the transition range between the gas and particle phase, and 
appropriate standards for calibrating these systems are not readily available. 
In this paper Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) technique is used to measure the diameter 
distribution function of nanoparticles produced in non-sooting, premixed, ethylene/air flames 
with various C/O ratio.  
This technique is based on the study of the intensity fluctuations of the light diffused by 
nanoparticles suspended in a medium, which are due to Brownian motion. These fluctuations 
are random and are related to the translational diffusion coefficient D and so to the diameter of 
the particles.  Since the scattering intensity at the detector is dependent upon the position of the 
particles relative to the detector, the change in particles positions is accompanied by a change 
in the measured scattering intensity. As a consequence, an ensemble of particles give rise to 
intensity fluctuation in scattered light. Since the diffusion characteristics of the particles 
depend on their size and shape, studying the fluctuations of the scattered light by nanoparticles, 
information about the particle size distribution may be obtained [1]. 
A typical way to analyze fluctuations of the scattered light signal  is by way of its 
‘autocorrelation function’. The autocorrelation function of the scattered intensity is the 
convolution of the intensity signal with itself delayed as a function of the delay time. In other 
words , if the detected intensity is described as a function I(t), then the autocorrelation function 
of this signal is given by the following expression, where τ is the shift time or delay time since 
it represents the delay between the original and the shifted signal. 

∫
∞
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0
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The above function is also called the intensity correlation function, and it is used to describe 
the correlation between the scattering intensities measured at t = 0 and some later time (tn = t0 + 
τ). 
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In the of any applied forces , the particle position is dictated by the degree of Brownian motion. 
As such, the measurement of the particle intensity correlation curve is an indirect measure of 
particle’s diffusion coefficient. For light scattered from diffusing molecules the intensity 
correlation curve exhibits an exponential decay [2], as showed below, indicating that the signal 
is correlated for short delay times and completely uncorrelated for long delay times. 

Fig.1: Intensity correlation function 
 
In practice, the continuous intensity correlation function can not be measured. It can however, 
be approximated with discrete points obtained by a summation over the duration of the 
experiment. This summation is performed by the correlator, a circuit board composed of 
various logic chips and operational amplifiers which continuously multiplies and adds 
measured intensity values. 
If the statistics of the measured intensity signal are gaussian (which is true for all diffusion and 
for most random processes) then the Siegert relation holds true. The Siegert [3] relation states 
that the normalized intensity autocorrelation function has the form: 
 

( ) ( )
2
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where A and B are factors dependent on the instrumental configuration and g(τ) is the field 
correlation function that in the case of non-interacting homogeneous spherical particles with 
different sizes can be written as a sum of exponential: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ΓΓ−Γ= ∫
∞

dcg ττ exp
0

 
 

being the decay rates Γ=D q2 proportional to the particle diffusion coefficient D, (q= 
2

sin4 θ
λ
πn  

is the modulus of the scattering vector fig.2) and c(Γ) represents the normalized intensity 
weighed distribution of decay rates. 
In dynamic light scattering experiments, the radius R of the particle is calculated from the 
diffusion coefficient D via the Stokes-Einstein equation:  
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the solvent viscosity, Cs is the 
Cunningham correction factor Cs [5] that accounts for the increased mobility of the particle in 
a gas due to non-continuum effects and f = 6πηR is the frictional coefficient for a compact 
sphere in a viscous medium.  
By definition then, the DLS measured radius is the radius of a hypothetical hard sphere that 
diffuses with the same speed as the particle under examination. 
Typical polydispersity analysis generally involves two steps. In the first one, the modulus of 
the field autocorrelation function g(τ) is estimated from the modulus of the experimentally 
measured autocorrelation function G(τ).  
In the second, g(τ) is inverted for the distribution of the decay rates. The main objective of the 
data inversion consists of finding the appropriate distribution of exponential decay functions 
c(Γ), which is consistent with the data and best describes the measured intensity correlation 
function, this is done by regularization techniques implemented in a program called CONTIN 
[4]. 
 
Experimental set-up. 
 
The PCS experimental set up is shown in fig.1. The laser used is a water-cooled  Spectra-
Phisics Argon laser at an operating wavelength of 488nm.  
The detection system for the scattered light consists of a Glan Thompson polarizer and a 
gradient index lens optical fiber.. The signal is sent to the ALV/SO-SIPD detector which uses 
two photomultipliers and a beamsplitter cube for setting a PSEUDO CROSS correlation 
detection which is necessary in order to increase the accuracy in the detection of very fast 
processes. 

 
Fig.2: Dynamic Light Scattering apparatus 

 
Both photomultipliers are connected to the same HV-supply and two high speed 
preamplifiers/discriminators are further used. The correlator is an ALV-6010/200 multiple tau 
digital correlator with a very fast realtime sampling time of 5 ns. Laminar, premixed, sooting 
ethylene air flat flames (C/O=0.69, C/O=0.65) are studied using extra situ sampling techniques. 
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The flames (cold flow velocity=9.0 cm s-1) are stabilized with a stainless steel plate on a 
McKenna bronze plate water-cooled, burner. Combustion products are collected by means of 
an isokinetic water-cooled, stainless steel probe  (ID 2mm) placed at different height above the 
burner, then this material is transported through a sampling line and bubbled in 6ml of water 
contained in a condenser. The sampling time is of 3h.The particles dispersed in water are 
finally put in a standard 1 cm path-length quartz cell and analyzed with the DLS set up. 
 
Results and conclusions 
The size distribution functions of the particle sampled in two flames, with a different C/O ratio 
at the height above the burner of 5mm, which are determined by DLS measurements are 
reported in fig.2. 
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Fig.3: Diameter distribution function for flames with C/O=0.65,0.69 and height above the 
burner z=5mm.  
 
Under the assumption that the scattering particles behave as hard spheres in dilute solution and 
within the Rayleigh-Debye theory a weighting of the amplitudes of the decay times distribution 
is performed to obtain number weighted particle radius distribution functions. The diameters 
found in Dynamic light scattering experiments are in good agreement with diameters 
determined by previous studies [6] which used in situ light extinction and scattering 
measurements to determine the size and number concentration of particles. Light 
scattering/extinction within the experimental uncertainty furnishes the mean diameter D6-3=2.5 
nm for the two flame conditions, while from the DLS results a slight difference is observed, 
D6-3 is equal to 2.8 nm for the C/O=0.65 flame and 2.4 nm for the C/O=0.69. Further 
measurements are necessary to confirm a possible trend of the size distribution of the particles 
with C/O ratio.  
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Introduction 
Atmospheric particulate matter of anthropogenic origin is object of great interest because of 
its influence on health effects [1,2]. Recent toxicological researches demonstrated that small 
particles harmful effects are enhanced as their size decreases [3].  
A significant amount of anthropogenic particles are emitted in form of nanoparticles derived 
from combustion processes. Results obtained by u.v. light scattering and extinction 
measurements in soot forming premixed flames showed that nanoparticles with typical 
dimensions smaller than 3-4 nm are present in the preinception region of soot forming 
premixed flames and in fuel side of diffusion flames. Furthermore, nanoparticles smaller than 
4 nm were found in premixed flames with C/O ratio below the soot threshold, where they 
emit just a blue light [4]. The problem of this ensemble technique is that it gives only 
moments of the size distribution of the nanoparticles, and, furthermore, the knowledge of their 
optical properties (i.e. chemical composition) is required for a correct data interpretation. 
Nanoparticles were also studied by High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy [5]. 
The limitation of this technique is that TEM gives only bi-dimensional images of the samples 
and, in addiction, it requires a complex and expensive coating process of the sample with a 
layer of conducting material. 
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) offers an interesting new opportunity for the 
characterisation of nanoparticles. It is based on the mechanical interaction between a tip and 
the sample surface. The tip, placed at the end of a cantilever, ideally ends with a single atom 
and is made by hard and non-conducting materials. Scanning the sample surface, this tip 
generate maps at very high resolution, reproducing sample three-dimensional morphology by 
taking, using a complex electronics, the trace of attractive or repulsive interactions. 
Preliminary application of Atomic Force Microscopy are presented in this paper, with the 
purpose of describing the morphological properties of carbonaceous nanoparticles sampled 
from rich premixed laminar flames in different regimes; this results are than compared with 
data obtained by optical characterization in flames made in some of the observed conditions. 

Experimental technique 
A McKenna burner was employed to produce different ethylene/air laminar premixed flames 
with C/O ratios of 0.56, 0.77, 0.92 and 1.0, corresponding to conditions ranging from rich 
blue flames to fully-sooting flames. 
Samples at different heights above the burner were obtained by collecting carbonaceous 
material on mica substrates by thermophoretic effect. To this aim a special holder mounted 
over the mobile extension of a one-way acting pneumatic cylinder have been employed, 
which permits particle sampling with a residence time in flame of about 100 ms. Its small 
dimensions let the substrate pass through the flame without perturbing significantly the flow 
downstream. Furthermore, among its feature, there is the possibility to hold substrates 
different in shapes and thickness (i.e. sampling adapted to different techniques of scanning 
probe microscopy or electron microscopy). 
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Tests were performed, preliminarily, by using different materials as substrates, in order to 
verify the adhesion attitude of the particles. The ideal substrate should show roughness so low 
to permit to distinguish the observed very small structures by the background noise. Elevated 
mechanical and chemical resistance to the high flame temperatures and clean surfaces, 
obtained preferably by cleavage, are other important required features. Thus silica glass, 
pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) and mica muscovite have been employed for this purpose. The 
silica glass substrates have been suddenly discarded since the vitreous transition, which 
causes softening of the material, made unreliable any dimensional and morphological 
estimations because of a partial entrapment of the particles inside the substrate surface for 
high exposure times. On the other hand HOPG and muscovite show a very good temperature 
resistance; but only mica was finally preferred because of its quite perfect cleavage. 
A Digital Instruments Nanoscope IIIa ™ AFM has been used to observe the nanoparticulate.  
A tapping-mode technique was employed: it consists in putting a cantilever, with a special tip, 
in oscillation close to the sample, permitting to touch just slightly the deposits. As oscillating 
frequency is chosen that of the mechanical resonance of the cantilever. Various advantages 
are present using tapping-mode : absence of strong interactions between tip and sample 
(below 100 pN), observation of samples easily removable from the substrate surface and 
diminution of undesirable convolution effects.  
The phase detection tool, present in the electronics of the tapping-mode technique, is sensitive 
to the different viscoelastic properties of the observed materials, and allows to find out further 
information about morphology and physical properties by measuring the phase shift between 
the signal that governs the oscillation and the deflexion/oscillation output signal of the 
cantilever. The Phase Extender electronics permits to acquired in the same time both 
topography and phase detection.  Nanoprobe® Super Sharp Silicon probes, characterized by a 
very low apical curvature radius (about 2 nm) were employed in order to attenuate the probe-
sample convolution effects, a procedure indispensable for the correct detection of very small 
nanoparticles. 

Results and discussion

 
Fig. 1 – AFM images of nanoparticles produced by ethylene/air flames: C/O=0.56 at Hab=5 
mm (a) and C/O=0.92 at Hab=10 mm (b). 

Figure 1 shows an example of AFM scanning on mica substrates exposed to ethylene/air 
flames for two flames, C/O=0.56 at Hab=5 mm (a) and C/O=0.92 at Hab=10 mm (b) 
respectively. 
The electromechanical noise and the electronics (feedback control) put limits to the feasibility 
of measurements at too strong magnification. It has been verified that the more convenient 
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condition to study such particles is reached performing measurements on surfaces of 500 x 
500 nm. The subtraction via software of a threshold plane to separate the particles from the 
substrate is a very critical task for the volume calculation. To this aim S.P.I.P.™ 
ImageMetrology processing software has been used. 
An equivalent spherical diameter (ED), calculated for each particle from the volume, and the 
ratio between the measured height and base diameter (SR), are considered to be parameters 
useful to this work. 
The morphology of the particles shows modifications varying the C/O ratio.
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Fig. 2 – Statistics for different flames flames: 
C/O=0.56 at Hab=5 mm (a), C/O=0.7 at Hab 
equal to 4, 6 and 8 mm (b), C/O=0.92 at 
Hab=10 mm (c). 
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Fig. 3 – Sphericity ratios as a function of ED 
for different flames: C/O=0.56 at Hab=5 mm 
(a), C/O=0.7 at Hab equal to 4, 6 and 8 mm 
(b), C/O=0.92 at Hab=10 mm (c).

Figure 2a reports statistics on a rich blue flame (C/O=0.56), with sampling at 5 mm above the burner. 
A narrow-peaked curve is showed, with a maximum at about 2.4 nm. The particles have a quite 
circular and very flat shape (Fig. 3a), since the observed particle heights is well below the base 
diameter. 
Fig. 2b shows ED distribution function of a slightly-sooting flame (C/O=0.77) for different sampling 
locations (4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm). At 4 mm the distribution is peaked at about 2.7 nm and ranges 
from 1 nm to 6.2 nm (black line). At 6 mm (dark gray line), the particle distribution function broadens 
extending up to 10 nm with the maximum at 4.5 nm, while at 8 mm a maximum is around 4 nm but 
the function extends up to 24 nm. The particles detected at 4 and 6 mm have a very flat profile, with a 
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SR (sphericity ratio) varying from 0.02 to 0.08. At 8 mm, instead, the SR of the particles is similar to 
those measured at 4 and 6 mm for ED less than 10 nm and jumps to higher values (0.20-0.30 nm) for 
larger ED particles (see Fig. 3b). Figure 2c, which is relative to a sampling location in the soot 
inception region of the C/O=0.92 flame, shows a distribution similar to that detected at 8 mm of the 
C/O=0.77 flame, with a peak centered at about 4 nm and it extends up to 30 nm. Analysis of particle 
shape reported in Fig. 3c shows a SR behavior close to that measured for C/O=0.77 at Hab=8 mm. 
This ratio, in facts, increases to values as high as 0.35 for larger particles. 
Ethylene/oxygen flames with C/O=1.00 produce maps where only the large particles are present and 
their SR is between 0.6 and 0.8 (quite spherical). Only equivalent diameters of some single separated 
particles have been estimated (from 40 to 80 nm). 
This preliminary application of Atomic Force Microscopy to the diagnostic of flame generated 
nanoparticles confirms that the presence of very small nanoparticles. The size and the shape 
distribution functions are easily obtained and they will be certainly useful in understanding 
nanoparticles formation mechanism. These results, furthermore, suggest application of the technique 
to the exhausts of cars and burners in order to furnish further elements to evaluate the nanoparticles 
impact on the environment. 
Remarkable is the quite monodisperse size distribution measured by AFM technique in the lean 
C/O=0.56 flame and in the slightly-sooting C/O=0.77 flame downstream the reaction zone (4 mm); it 
is consistent with models of growth of aromatics through a radical-molecule addition mechanism of 
PAHs, activated by the radicals present in the oxidation zone [6]. 
The flat shapes exhibited by the young nanoparticles can come out considering this as their own 
morphology . However the contribution to this shaping to a sort of splash effect on the surface during 
the thermophoretic capture cannot be excluded. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Molecular mass distributions of combustion products (high molecular weight species and soot) 
obtained burning a fuel under fuel-rich conditions are relevant in determining the mechanism of 
soot formation. In this work a new approach has been used to evaluate molecular weights of 
combustion products in a wide range (up to 200,000 u) based on Matrix-Assisted Laser 
Desorption/Ionization Time-of-Flight (MALDI-TOF) Mass Spectrometry. This technique seemed 
to be particularly useful in the analysis of very high molecular masses whose structure is 
completely unknown. In fact it does not need standard molecules with similar chemical structures 
and it provides a method of transferring large, labile molecules into the gas phase as intact ions, 
evaluating their molecular weight on the basis of their time of flight. 

EXPERIMENTAL  

Samples Source and Preparation  
The particulate carbonaceous matter was collected in a rich premixed laminar ethylene/oxygen 
flame, produced on a commercial McKenna burner. 
A stainless-steel water-cooled probe was used to sample combustion products along the flame 
axis. Solid and condensed material collected on the probe walls, on the teflon filter and in an ice-
cooled trap placed in the sampling line were extracted by dichloromethane (DCM) to separate the 
DCM soluble organic material (named “soot extracts”), from the solid carbonaceous material 
(dry soot), insoluble in DCM.  
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons up to 300 u, named GC-PAH, were analysed in the soot 
extract by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) on a HP5890 gas chromatograph 
coupled with an HP5970 mass spectrometer. 
More details on experimental procedures are reported in a previous work [1]. 
The dry soot was washed with dichloromethane (until the disappearance of the fluorescence 
signal in the exhausted DCM) in order to extract the organic species adsorbed on it. 
Soot extracts, dried and weighed, were sonicated in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) solvent for 
the following examination by MALDI.  
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Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization Time-of-Flight (MALDI-TOF) Mass 
Spectrometry 
A Bruker Daltonics Reflex IV MALDI-TOF mass spectrometer instrument was used in linear and 
reflector mode. The instrument features the 337 nm wavelength of a nitrogen laser with a pulse 
length of 3 nanoseconds and an acquisition, automation and data processing software package. 
The spectra were acquired over a range of ion accelerating voltages between 20 and 25 kV. 
Maximum laser power (90 or 100 %) was used for all spectra since (in this instrument and for 
these samples) increasing incident laser power levels has been observed to intensify the response 
of the instrument at high masses. A similar dependence of ion intensity on laser energy has been 
shown in a previous work for polystyrene polymer using another instrument [2]. For each sample 
30 spectra were summed to make up the spectrum. 
In order to test the response of the instrument in different molecular mass ranges, a set of 
polystyrene standards of different nominal peak masses up to 200,000 u were analysed. 
Polystyrene were examined in presence of a matrix consisting of a mixture of dithranol and silver 
trifluoroacetate. 
Samples were examined both in absence of matrix and in presence of sinapinic acid as matrix.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) 
was introduced by Karas and Hillenkamp in 1988 [3]. This soft ionisation method was soon 
established for the determination of high molecular weight biomolecules in a mass range even 
above 100,000 u. In contrast to other techniques of polymer characterization such as viscometry, 
light scattering, vapour pressure osmometry, membrane osmometry and size-exclusion 
chromatography (SEC), absolute molecular weights and molecular weights distributions can be 
obtained by using MALDI-TOF MS. 
Up to now, the MALDI technique was mainly applied to synthetic polymers, as summarised by 
Nielen in a recent review [4] and only a few work was made on other kind of materials as coal 
and coal-derived samples [2, 5-8]. 
The practical limitation of a linear TOF spectrometer is the relatively low mass resolution 
achievable because of the energy spread of the generated ion packet and other experimental 
factors such as delayed ion formation and space charge effects. In order to improve the 
performance, an ion mirror, or reflector may be added to the time-of-flight mass spectrometer 
(RETOF-MS). The reflector makes use of an electrostatic field to reflect ions through a small 
angle towards a second detector. Ions with same mass-to-charge ratio but higher kinetic energy, 
penetrate deeper into the reflector, delaying their time of arrival at the reflector relative to the 
slower low-energy ions. This effect results in improved resolution in reflector TOF spectra in 
contrast to linear spectra and an increase in mass accuracy.  
As shown in Fig.1 where MALDI of polystyrene standard 11,600 u is reported, the resolution of 
spectrum is very high and a narrow-distributed PS (polydispersity <1.1) presents peaks with a 
Poisson distribution centred around the MW (11,600 u). However, PS with MMs higher than 
11,600 u are not detectable by reflector mode. By contrast, using the linear detector the resolution 
is lower but the MM range investigable is bigger than that obtained using reflector detector. In 
fact even 200,000 u PS is detectable in linear mode with a good signal intensity (not reported 
here).  
As a consequence, simultaneous use of both detectors can assess the MALDI as a very useful 
technique in the MW investigation of combustion products, also in comparison with the results 
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obtained using another independent technique, Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC), and 
reported in a previous work [9].  
By SEC analysis it was found that soot extract was constituted only in part of GC-PAH up to 300 
u and that also large molecular mass material was present, including at least three classes of MW 
estimated to be of order of 1,000,000 u, 100,000-200,000 u and 1000-2,000 u molecular mass. 
MW attributions were done by using a PS calibration curve (log(MW) vs. elution time) on the 
basis of the hypothesis that soot extract molecules present the same trend, independent of the 
different chemical structure. Therefore, the reliability of MW attribution depends on the 
reliability of this hypothesis.  
By contrast, MALDI can be considered an absolute method in the measurement of MW, at least 
in the analysis of narrowly distributed polymer samples. 
MALDI spectra of soot extracts were acquired with and without matrix and in different 
molecular ranges. Peaks due to GC-PAH up to 300-400 u and to higher molecular mass material 
up to 2500 u were observable by using both the detectors and without significant differences in 
presence or in absence of matrix. A better resolution was found in the reflector mode and the RE-
TOF spectrum obtained in 500-9000 u range is reported in Fig.2. No signal was observable over 
2500 u both using linear and reflector detector and so it is possible to conclude that in soot 
extracts there are no molecules with MW comprised between 2000-3000 u and 100,000-200,000u 
(that is the detection limit of MALDI on the basis of PS analyses). This achievement is in a very 
good agreement with the previous SEC results on soot extracts and it encourages to continue the 
work in combustion-formed samples analyses, for example extending the application of MALDI 
technique to dry soot.  
Further work is also necessary for testing the reliability of MALDI technique, investigating 
systematically the effects of all the experimental parameters on spectra resolution and analysing 
other standard samples, like the sample concentration, the sample-matrix ratio, the extraction 
voltage, the reflector gain, etc. 
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Fig.1   MALDI-TOF spectra of polystyrene standard 11,600 u in dithranol+silver matrix. 
Reflector mode  

 

Fig.2 MALDI-TOF spectra high molecular weight species in sinapinic acid matrix. Reflector 
mode.  
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INTRODUCTION  
Gas-mixing phenomena in fuel conversion processes carried out in fluidized bed have 

been indicated to assume a key role in reactor design and performance optimization. 
Nevertheless, knowledge of these phenomena is still lacking and calls for more extensive 
characterization. 

Previous studies on gas mixing have been conveniently carried out by dividing the 
reactor into three sections: the bottom dense bed (further consisting of bubble and emulsion 
phases), the splash zone and the freeboard. Moreover, it has been proved that the gas-phase 
reactions take place in bubble phase inside the bed [1] and in the other sections of the reactor. 
As a consequence, the relative efficiency of gas mixing in these different sections of the 
reactor largely dictates the location of heat release, as well as temperature and reaction 
product concentration profiles along the reactor. 

Past investigations on gas mixing in fluidized beds were mainly focused on the bottom 
dense bed adopting several diagnostic techniques (conditional or continuous gas sampling 
[2,3]; stabilized zirconia-based sensors [4]). Results supported mixing phenomena based on 
mass transfer between bubble and emulsion phases. On the other hand, limited attention has 
been paid to mixing phenomena in the splash region and results available in literature are 
rather contradictory [5, 6]. 

The present work aims at investigating the gas-mixing phenomena between a single 
bubble and a fluidized bed reactor. Experimental studies were carried out adopting two 
diagnostic techniques: one based on time-resolved measurements of the oxygen concentration 
along the reactor by means of stabilized zirconia-based sensors; one based on the gas flow 
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visualization in the splash zone by means of laser sheet coupled with a synchronized video 
camera. A theoretical approach to gas-mixing phenomena in the bed region has also been 
proposed. 

EXPERIMENTAL 
Table 1 reports the main characteristics of the two experimental facilities and 

diagnostic techniques adopted. Bed material properties are also reported.  
Plant I, sketched in Fig. 1, was described in detail elsewhere [7]. 
Plant II consisted of a 0.35 m ID Plexiglas tube, 2 m high, operated at atmospheric 

pressure and room temperature. Three glass windows were fitted in the wall of the column for 
optical access: two windows are located diametrically facing each other; one is located at 90° 
with respect to the first two. 

Both plants are equipped with a single-bubble injector previously tested in a cold two-
dimensional fluidized bed [7]. Single-bubble injection level was at 4 cm above the gas 
distributor in plant I and at the gas distributor in plant II.  
Diagnostics: Plant I is equipped with three oxygen solid-state sensors (special custom-made 
type SIRO2 C700+) characterized by high spatial and temporal resolution with respect to the 
investigated phenomena [7]. An acquisition data unit allowed to measure oxygen 
concentration and pressure signals at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz for 60 s. 

Plant II is equipped with a laser-sheet imaging system consisting of a Nd:YAg laser 
device, an optical apparatus, a video camera and an acquisition/control data unit. The laser 
device coupled with the optical apparatus was designed to generate a second harmonic 
frequency laser-sheet coplanar with the fluidization column axis. The laser sheet was pointed 
into the fluidization column through the glass windows illuminating an area of about 
0.30x0.35 m of the splashing region just above the fluidized bed surface. The video camera 
was synchronized to the laser-sheet by means of the acquisition/control data unit providing 
frame-by-frame imaging of the flow patterns at the rate of 30 frames per second. 
Materials: Technical air was used as fluidizing gas in both plants. Bed materials 
characteristics are reported in Table 1. The injected bubble is made of tracing gas: nitrogen in 
plant I and particles seeded air in plant II. Seeding particles were 1.8 µm silicon carbide small 
enough to follow gas flow trajectories under tested operating conditions. 
Procedure: Beds were kept at incipient fluidization (as indicated by fine monitoring of the 
pressure drop across the bed) while fluidizing with air at 1123 K (Plant I) or at room 
temperature (Plant II). A single bubble was generated by suddenly discharging into the 

Table 1. Experimental apparatus, materials and diagnostic techniques 
 Plant I Plant II 

Fluidization column   
ID x height, m 0.102 x 2.0 0.35 x 2.0 

material Stainless-steel Plexiglas with glass windows 
 fluidizing gas distributor low pressure drop porous plate low pressure drop perforated plate 

Bed material   
 Silica sand Glass beads 

density, kg/m3 2600 2540 
Sauter diameter, µm  328, 950 277 

Geldart powder classification B, D B 
Settled bed height, m 0.14 0.30 

Pressure transducers 
(located at 4, 9, 14 and 19 cm  

from the gas distributor) 

Pressure transducers 
(located at 2.4 and 5.5 cm  
from the gas distributor) Diagnostic technique 

Stabilized zirconia-based sensors 
(located nearby column axis at 9, 14 
and 19 cm from the gas distributor) 

Laser-sheet and synchronized video 
camera system 
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fluidized bed the tracing gas. The injected bubble diameter, estimated following the procedure 
reported in [7], was kept at about 4 cm in plant I and at about 10 cm in plant II.  

Data logging started before gas tracer bubble injection and lasted for about 1 min.  

RESULTS and DISCUSSION 

Experiments with solid state sensors: Figure 3 show typical oxygen mole fraction (yO2) 
profiles along the reactor versus time measured at the bed surface during single bubble 
injection in a bed of 300-335 µm silica sand (Fig. 3.I) and 900-1000 µm silica sand (Fig. 3.II). 
Dashed vertical line marks the beginning of the bubble injection time (tinj) recognized by 
means of the pressure signal measured in the injector tube. Oxygen concentration profiles 
highlight the bubble passage (time-period A) and the rich tracer interstitial gas passage  (time-
period B) for both bed materials [7]. 

Time-resolved gas-concentration signals measured have been interpreted taking into 
account: i) mass-transfer between injected bubble and the emulsion phase and ii) gas mixing 
in the emulsion phase. The first contribution has been 
described by means of the first-order lumped model 
proposed by Kunii and Levenspiel [8]. The second 
contribution has been described assuming plug flow 
behaviour for the emulsion phase. Model details are 
reported in Telesca [9]. Figure 4 shows model results in 
terms of oxygen concentration estimated at the bed 
surface assuming operating conditions of the 
experimental tests reported in fig. 3. Elapsed time is 
calculated since bubble injection. In fig. 4.I sharp 
decrease of yO2 corresponds to the gas-tracer bubble 
passage at the bed surface level and the delayed saw-like 
pattern to the passage of emulsion phase interstitial gas 
(bubble faster than interstitial fluidization gas). In fig.4.II 
the earlier saw-like pattern of yO2 profile corresponds to 
the passage of emulsion phase interstitial gas (interstitial 
fluidization gas faster than bubble) and the later pulse 
pattern of yO2 corresponds to the passage of the gas-
tracer bubble at bed surface.  
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Experiments with laser-sheet visualization: Figure 5 
shows two typical sequences of frames recorded after 
bursting of seeded gas bubbles injected at the bottom of 
the fluidized bed. The dark region indicates gas phase; 
white regions indicate tracer particles present in the 
splash region after bubble eruption. The white region 
observed at the bottom of frames A is bed solids falling 
down after bubble eruption. Analysis of frames A of both 
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is released into the splash zone during bubble eruption. 
Sequence I shows upward motion of the seeded gas and 
its progressive volumetric spreading. Sequence II shows 
downward motion of seeded gas and its radial dispersion 
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apparently stagnant or even moving downward just above the region of bubble eruption. It 
moves upward near the wall of the column. This result is probably due to falling back of 
ejected bed solids that drag gas toward bed surface. This observation is consistent findings of 
Yorquez-Ramirez and Duursma [5]. Accordingly, gas flow field associated with bubble 
bursting would not be properly described by turbulence models based on either pulsed jets 
[10] or upward vortex rings (ghost bubbles) [6]. 
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to study how the morphology of a liquid jet in cross-flow conditions
can be influenced by characteristic parameters of atomization. The technological reference of
this work are the LPP (Lean Premixed Prevaporized) gas turbine systems. In these systems
the combustion process occurs in premixed conditions with a very high air excess in order to
avoid NOx forming. The operation of such systems with liquid fuels require a  particular care
in the preparation of the fuel-air mixture. Fuel injection in an air cross-flow is commonly used
to favour a prompt and good mix of air and fuel. This technique presents two main
disadvantages: the impact of the liquid jet against the wall; Flashback phenomenon occurring
when flame propagation is faster than air velocity allowing for fuel ignition in the inlet duct.
To avoid these two disadvantages, the atomization system and the complex coupling between
fuel and air steams require particular care in system design. This paper contribute to the
general understanding of jet dispersion and its interaction with air flow and attempt to
determine a semi–empirical correlation useful to predict liquid jet trajectory in cross-flow
conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental system (Fig 1.a) consists of a square section testing chamber with a 25 mm
side and long enough to allow for the observation of the whole vaporization process, with
quartz windows which makes it optically accessible. The system is completed by a
compressor, a tank and a heat exchanger which raises air temperature in the testing chamber
to a desired value. The liquid used during the measurements is distilled water, for obvious
reasons and because atomization process features doesn’t change with liquid type, in
accordance with Wu et al.,19971.

Fig.�1 Schematic of experimental set-up.
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IMAGE ACQUISITION
The jet morphology study exploited a shadowgraph technique using a Hamamatsu CCD TV-
camera and synchronized xenon flash lamp2. Forty 10 bits images (1024 different tonalities of
grey) in each experimental condition were acquired. They were sent to a Macintosh computer
(Fig 1.b) where they were elaborated by LabVIEW 6 program. A background image, obtained
by a exposing the camera in absence of the spray, was subtracted in order to reduce electronic
noise. From the obtained images an average image was computed in order to study the
bending and penetration of the liquid jet. Using an image binarization rouine it was possible
to outline the boundaries of single and averaged images in each condition in order to
demarcate the spray boundary. The variation both in time and space of image boundaries were
used to characterize the jet stability in statistical sense.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
It’s known that penetration and bending of liquid jet in crossflow conditions are regulated by
q-parameter which is the motion quantity stream ratio of liquid and gas q = ρlvl

2( ) ρgvg
2( )[ ] .

A very bended jet could be observed when q is low. On the other hand when q is very high
the liquid jet penetrates more causing an impact against the wall in extreme conditions. It has
been also observed a connection between jet stability and q. In order to study this connection
a square mean shifting indicator, s, has been introduced.

s =
1
N

(xn − xm )
2∑

Where xn  is the x coordinate of external boundary of nth image, and xm  is the x coordinate of
average image boundary.
The primary goal of this work has been to find a semi-empirical correlation that could assert
the liquid jet trajectory if the main atomization parameters are known.
As reference the Wu’s study was used but a linear variation of transversal section diameter, in
order to consider the transverse section area reduction, was assumed: D = D0 1− z Z jb( ) .
In the previous formula Do  is the nozzle diameter assumed as the initial jet diameter.
The studied model is based on the balance of drag force (responsible of the bending) and
inertial force (responsible of the penetration). Once the balance was written there were two
parameters to be characterized: the drag coefficient CD , that has been considered constant
even if the cross-sectional diameter was not constant; the jet breakup ordinate, Z jb , that will
be later on discussed. To simplify the balance equation’s resolution the liquid velocity in the z
direction was assumed as constant. Also the ordinate of the liquid jet breakup, Z jb , was
considered equal to the curvilinear jet breakup distance L jb .
By integrating twice the forces balance it was obtained a jet trajectory correlation in the form:

x = AZ jb
2 ln

Z jb − z
Z jb
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The correlation is obviously valid for Z < Z jb .
The proposed correlation requires the knowledge of Z jb . Although an estimation of this
quantity can be based on the aerodynamic theory of jet breakup an experimental procedure
has been defined to evaluate Z jb . As mentioned before, for each image an external boundary
has been found and from all 40 external boundaries a mean boundary was defined. The error
has been plotted as a function of the z coordinate in each experimental condition (Fig. 2).
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Fig.�2 Square mean shifting indicator versus z for some experimental conditions.

The graph shows, for low values of the ordinate, a slow and regular increase of the square
mean shifting error. This phenomenon is caused by a weak atomization. It can be observed
that in a particular point, the square mean shifting error plot suddenly increases. This is
caused by the breakup of the liquid column. The error increase can be explained by the
different behaviour of a liquid column with respect to a cloud of droplets. This justify the
assumption of Z jb  as the point where the strong increase occurs. This assumption is obviously
possible only when the phenomenon of the liquid column breakup occur before the jet impact
on the wall of the chamber. Knowing CD  and Z jb  it is possible to calculate the jet trajectory
using the proposed correlation.
In Fig.�3 the trajectories calculated using the correlation are compared with those obtained
using the Wu’s and the two Becker’s correlations.

Fig.�3 Comparison between  the proposed correlation and the literature’s ones.

The correlation proposed in this paper appear to well interpolate the experimental data in the
region near to the nozzle as well as Wu’s correlation. This is easily explained considering that
the two correlations have the same initial slope. Moving away from the nozzle Wu’s
correlation error increases because it does not consider diameter reduction due to the progress
of droplet stripping from the jet. Becker’s3 two correlations seems to be less effective than the
other ones both close to the nozzle and further downstream.
It is possible to give a numerical evaluation of the effectiveness of the above-mentioned
correlations by defining a residual average error as:

RAE =
(Zic − Zis)

2∑
(Zic − Zis)

2 + (Zic − Zs)
2∑∑
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Where Zic  and Zis  are the ordinate values of correlation points and experimental points, while
Zs  is the average value of the experimental point ordinates.
In Fig 4 the RAE for the experimental conditions studied is reported. Full symbols identify
the conditions where it’s possible to evaluate Z jb  while the empty symbols are used for the
conditions where the q parameter assumes high value so that Z jb  is determined as the mean of
breakup distances for the conditions where It is possible to evaluate Z jb . From the plot, Wu’s
residual mean error is similar to the proposed correlation only for low values of q, while high
values of q cause an increase of this error because the cross section area is decreasing in
width.

CONCLUSIONS
The real advantage of the proposed correlation consists in the fact that it’s applicable for a
wider range of q values. In fact, for q values>100 (outside the normal range of q turbine
work) there is a kind of low residual error. The functional shape of the proposed correlation,
as it has been illustrated, could be a sort of disadvantage. Usually the correlations are written
as z = z x( )  in order to highlight penetration phenomenon while in this article the correlation is
written as x = x z( ) in order to highlight the bending phenomenon. It is impossible to
analytically invert the proposed correlation because there is a linear and logarithmic shape.
On the other hand the proposed correlation can be easily inverted numerically.
Future development of this work will be to verify the proposed correlation in high
temperature conditions and different nozzle diameters as well as to introduce a correction to
take in account the effect of spray cross section deformation.

Fig.�4 Residual average error of various correlations versus q parameter.
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INTRODUCTION 
Formation and emission of combustion by-products can be thoroughly followed and qualified 
by means of spectrally resolved optical analysis in the ultraviolet band. Previous data in 
combustion systems [1][2] and exhausts [3] have been reported in recent years, which led to 
the assessment of a class of heavy molecular weight organic compounds, also referred to as 
organic carbon (OC) nanoparticles. 
As a further development of those studies, here we report on preliminary optical 
investigations over open and long paths of urban atmosphere, carried out in terms of 
ultraviolet-visible extinction spectroscopy. The extension of such technique to much longer 
optical paths involves the consideration of the unavoidable molecular absorption of 
atmospheric oxygen, increasing strongly below 240 nm, and of tropospheric ozone, peaking at 
nearly 260 nm. On one hand, the expected absorption spectrum of both oxygen and ozone sets 
a reference condition, namely that of an ideally clean atmosphere, whilst, on the other hand, it 
constitutes a natural optical barrier, preventing feasible investigations over longer optical 
paths and at lower wavelengths.  

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Investigations reported on here are based on a conventional scheme of optical extinction 
spectroscopy, resolved in the spectral band 190-500 nm. Figure 1 shows the experimental 
apparatus. In the transmitter branch, a Nd:Yag pulsed laser is used as the excitation source of 
the needed broadband light. The laser beam (λ=1064 nm) is brought into the focus of a short 
focal lens in pure nitrogen, where the optical breakdown is induced. The resulting high 
temperature plasma constitutes the broadband light source, suitable for absorption 
measurements from visible down to vacuum ultraviolet wavelengths. Its time duration is of 
tens of nanoseconds and its spatial extension is of the order of 0.01 cubic millimeters [3]. The 
extremely high intensity emission of the plasma at lower wavelengths is the key-feature that 
opens up the feasibility of the investigations reported here. The broadband light is collimated 
by a parabolic mirror and is transmitted through the atmosphere towards two retro-reflectors, 
placed a two different distance d1 and d2 from the source. In the receiver branch, another 
parabolic mirror collects and focuses the reflected light onto the input slit of a spectrometer, 
coupled to an intensified and gatable CCD camera, which acquires and records the two 
signals coming from the mirrors. The signals I1 and I2 are used to derive the extinction 
coefficient Kext as function of the wavelength λ, according to the Lambert-Beer law: 

Kext(λ)=ln[I1 (λ)/I2 (λ)]/L 

where L=2*(d2-d1) is the effective path length over which the extinction is averaged. 
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It is to note that the scheme shown in Fig.1 provides a number of advantages over the 
conventional spectrophotometry. Firstly, being the extinction coefficient evaluated from the 
ratio of the two returns I1  and I2, there is no need of the preliminary acquisition of the source 
spectrum  I0(λ), so that instantaneous measurements on a ‘single shot’ basis can be carried 
out and , in addition, pulse-to-pulse fluctuations of the light source are canceled out. Also, 
extension of this scheme to n>2 returns allows us to measure extinction spectra of n-1 aligned 
spatial segments. 

 

Lens

Spark

Parabolic mirror Retro reflector 

I2 I1

d2≈80m 

d1≈30m

Spectrometer 
 ICCD

Laser 
Nd:Yag 
1064 nm 

Fig. 1 Experimental set-up. 

RESULTS 

A typical extinction spectrum of urban atmosphere is reported in Fig.2, where Kext(λ), in units 
of cm-1, is plotted by (●) symbols as a function of wavelength in the spectral range 200-500 
nm. 
At wavelengths above 300 nm there is no evident absorption, whereas below that value a 
strong absorption band appears, with increasing intensity at decreasing wavelengths. The 
observed spectrum can be interpreted as resulting from a number af atmospheric constituents, 
and given by: 

Kext. atm.=∑iN iσi 
 
where σi is the cross section (in cm2) of i-th component and Ni is its number concentrations, 
expressed in units of cm-3 [4]. The optical inversion of the extinction spectrum can in 
principle be carried out once the individual species are identified and their spectral absorption 
are known.  In Fig.2 the absorption spectrum of an ideally clean atmosphere, namely due only 
to atmospheric oxygen, water vapor and ozone, each at expected concentrations, is also 
plotted by a dashed line. As a result, an excess absorption is revealed, which peaks at 200 nm 
and amounts to nearly 10-4 cm-1. Attempts to attribute such excess absorption to known 
gaseous species failed, due either to unreasonably high concentrations required or to spectral 
mismatch.  
In previous works in combustion system [1] [2] and in engine exhausts [3], we have identified 
a class of heavy molecular weight organic compounds, also referred to as organic carbon 
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(OC) nanoparticles, which show spectral features quite distinct from soot or elemental carbon 
(EC).  
These particles have sizes of 2-4 nanometers, exhibit a strong absorption spectrum below 250 
nm, increasing at lower wavelengths, and turn out to be nearly transparent above. The 
reconstruction of the spectral extinction coefficient in terms of the gaseous species cited 
above and, in addition, of the OC nanoparticles at a mass concentration of 90µg/m3, results in 
the spectrum shown in Fig.2 by the full line, which fits fairly well the experimental spectrum. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison between extinction spectra simulated and measured 

Further observations have been carried out as function of daytime over thirthy hours, from 
11.00 of April 23th to 18.00 of April 24th, at the same spatial site. A time-varying spectrally 
flat background, due to the nucleation/evaporation of suspended water micro-droplets (fog), 
has been firstly subtracted from the acquired spectra. The resulting data have been inverted in 
terms of oxygen, water vapor, ozone and OC nanoparticles and the corresponding mass 
concentrations evaluated. Figure 3 shows the evolutions over the indicated time window of 
the concentrations of ozone and OC nanoparticles, expressed in µg/m3. Ozone levels appear to 
vary according to the known daily dynamics, increasing during the sunny hours, decreasing in 
the late afternoon and ranging, at the observed time, between few tens up to nearly 160 µg/m3. 
The corresponding levels of OC matter undergo a different evolution, of more difficult 
interpretation.  However, an inverse relationship between ozone and OC nanoparticles seems 
to establish, which is likely to be related to complex atmospheric, possibly heterogeneous 
chemistry. 
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The preliminary optical investigations on urban atmosphere, reported here, raise a series of 
interesting issues. Firstly, to our knowledge, it has been demonstrated for the first time the 
feasibility of open-path atmospheric extinction spectroscopy down to 200 nm, where chemical 
species of relevant environmental interest can be detected and followed. Oxygen and ozone 
absorption, widely assumed to constitute an inaccessible natural barrier to optical probes, can 
instead be accounted for and does not prevent useful insights on atmospheric chemistry, 
provided that intense enough light sources and suitable optical schemes are exploited. 
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Fig. 3 Concentrations of nanoparticles and O3 measured during day of 23 and 24 April 2002 

Unexpected optical absorption has been revealed below 250 nm, far greater than that due to 
atmospheric oxygen, which cannot be attributed to known gaseous species at reasonable 
concentrations. The nature of the chemical species responsible of the observed absorption is 
still uncertain. The spectral shape strongly suggests that they are heavy-molecular-mass 
organic compounds of biogenic (e.g. terpenes) and/or anthropogenic (combustion-related) 
origin.  
Calibration of the excess absorption spectra in terms of mass concentrations requires the 
knowledge of the relevant absorption cross-sections. In this work, we propose to attribute 
temptatively the observed excess absorption to OC nanoparticles, likely emitted by 
combustion systems, whose optical properties have been inferred in lab-scale, combustion 
environments. The assumption relies heavily on the peculiar spectral shapes of the respective 
absorption bands. The estimated mass concentrations of OC matter suspended in urban 
atmosphere turn out to fluctuate around 100 µg/m3, a surprisingly high value, far exceeding 
those typical for PM10 . Such concentrations do not vary much as functions of daytime or of 
traffic conditions, but have been observed to decline temporarily during and after intense rain 
events.  
Finally, it is worth citing related observations, not reported here, which have led to detect 
similar but much stronger absorption bands in rain samples and even in potable water. Further 
studies will deal with such new research perspectives. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dry flue gas desulfurization (FGD) processes have become more interesting over the last few 
years because of  its potentiality in low – cost retrofitting of existing plants. 
Dry SO2 removal processes are based on a simple technology, which involves the injection of 
a dry solid sorbent, typically calcium hydroxide (Ca(OH)2), into the exhaust duct between 
furnace and fabric filter. The desulfurization reaction takes place both in the duct as well as 
on the cake formed on the surface of the particle collection device. However, one of the 
problems with this technology is its relative small solid utilisation with turns out in high 
disposal costs. 
Several studies were presented in the literature investigating the influence of some operating 
parameters on the process efficiency for calcium-based sorbents; however they reported 
contradictory results, in particular concerning the role of temperature and the influence of 
carbon dioxide on the maximum sorbent conversion. 
Consequently, the first aim of this work has been to elucidate, in the well controlled 
conditions of a laboratory - scale reactor, the effect of some operating conditions on  the SO2 
removal by Ca(OH)2 in the low - intermediate temperature region, that is from 150 up to 
about 400°C. Once confirmed the low conversion of the solid sorbent achievable with FGD 
technology, the possibility to increase the Ca(OH)2 utilisation by reactivating the spent 
sorbents has been also investigated.   

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS  
The experimental set-up is shown in figure 1. A sand bed reactor working under integral 
conditions has been used for studying the reaction between gaseous SO2 and solid Ca(OH)2. 
A cylindrical glass-made reactor 840 mm height and 31 mm i.d., located in an electrical 
tubular oven, was used in all experiments. 
Two grams of commercial Ca(OH)2 (size from 8 to 20 µm, purity larger than 95%) dispersed 
in 30 g of silica sand (60-200 µm diameter) have been used as a sorbent. Sand dilution allows 
to maintain isothermal conditions and to avoid the formation of channeling due to particle size 
enlargement during the gas – solid reactions. The experimental equipment also involves a 
feeding and humidification system of the gaseous stream as well as an analytical section. Gas 
flow rates from cylinders (SO2, CO2, air and N2) are regulated through mass flow controllers 
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and mixed to obtain a stream with composition similar to that of the exhausts from a furnace. 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.  

Outlet gas concentrations are measured with a continuos analyzer (HORIBA PG-250) 
provided by IR detector, allowing the determination of the breakthrough curves (that is, the 
concentration of SO2 in the stream leaving the reactor as a function of time). The amount of 
SO2 adsorbed by the calcium hydroxide is measured from the difference between the 
breakthrough curves obtained with and without the sorbent in the packed-bed; an example of 
a comparison between the two curves is shown in figure 2.  
Several preliminary experimental runs were carried out to verify the reliability of the 
experimental procedure, which has been found to be satisfactory, that is, below 5% in term of 
sorbent conversion (S/Ca) which is computed as: 

  Ca(OH) of moles initial
adsorbed moles SO

Ca
S

2

2=  

Chemical composition of the reacted sorbent was determined by thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA) using helium as carrier gas [1-4]. This allows identifying the amounts of  Ca(OH)2 
(that decomposes between 350 and 450°C), CaCO3 (500-650°C) and CaSO3 (behind about 
1000°C). TGA analysis is an independent method to evaluate the sorbent conversion, which 
gave results similar to that obtained from the breakthrough curves thus confirming the 
reliability of the experimental procedure. 

RESULTS 
Several sets of experiments were performed in order to evaluate the influence of carbon 
dioxide, water concentration, O2 concentration and temperature on the sorbent conversion. In 
all the experimental runs the total gaseous flow rate has been set in the range 2000 - 3000 
Nml/min, while the SO2 concentration in the feed stream was equal to 1000 ppm. Figure 3 
summarizes the main results in terms of the sorbent conversion. 
It can be noted that the sorbent conversion is not significantly influenced (at least for 
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temperature values lower than 250°C) by oxydizing conditions (that is, by the O2 
concentration). 
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Fig. 2 Example of SO2 breakthrough curves with (■) and without (∆) calcium hydroxide. 

On the other hand, anhydrous tests have shown a positive effect on the conversion (with 
respect to the wet gas experiments) at the highest temperature level, which is probably due to 
a partial decomposition of Ca(OH)2 to the more reactive CaO. A change in the water content 
from 4% to 8% has a negligible influence on the solid conversion, as shown in figure 3-b, 
since the presence of such an amount of water avoids sorbent decomposition. 
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Fig. 3 a) Influence of CO2: (■) 0%; (∆) 12%. Feed conditions: 8% H2O; 2% O2. b) 
Influence of water concentration: (■) 0%; (∆) 4%; (●) 8%. c) Influence of oxygen 
concentration: (∆) 0%; (□) 2%; (●) 4%. Feed conditions: 8% H2O.  

As clearly evidenced in figure 3-a the presence of carbon dioxide reduces drastically the 
sorbent conversion in all the temperature range investigated. Sorbent conversion values as 
lower as 5%, that is seven times lower than the maximum value obtained without CO2, have 
been measured feeding a stream with 12% of CO2. This means that the low sorbent 
conversion evidenced in real–size applications, when the presence of carbon dioxide cannot 
be avoided, has to be ascribed to the competitive carbonation reaction. In the conditions 
investigated there is a fast reaction between CO2 and Ca(OH)2 to form a large amount of 
CaCO3 (more than 75% in mole, as measured by TGA analyses). This product reduces the 
sorbent porosity and reactivity, leading to a very low sulfation of the solid.  
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SORBENT REACTIVATION  
Since the presence of carbon dioxide cannot be avoided in real applications, only a 
reactivation of spent sorbents can allow to increase the overall solid conversion. The 
regeneration process investigated in this work consists of a thermal decomposition of calcium 
carbonate without removing the fixed sulfur. This is possible by heating the spent sorbent for 
4 hours up to 550°C. In order to improve CO2 removal, during the regeneration step the 
packed-bed has been flushed with a carrier gas, such as nitrogen, wet nitrogen or air. A 
preliminary set of experiments allowed to verify that the kind of carrier gas does not influence 
the sorbent reactivation. 
The thermal treatment is followed by hydration with wet air for producing calcium hydroxide. 
The results of several regeneration experiments are summarized in figure 4 where the sorbent 
conversion values for successive reactivations are reported. 
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Fig. 4 Influence of sequencing reactivations on the recovering of sorbent activity. 
T=300°C; 1100 ppm SO2;12% CO2; 2% O2; (   ) 6% H2O; (   ) 26% H2O; N2 to 
balance. 

In figure 4, N indicates the first test performed, while S and M are respectively the overall 
conversion reached after 9 runs and the average sorbent conversion on all the tests. We can 
see that the overall solid utilisation can be increased drammatically since the reactivation can 
be carried out several times on the same sorbent without any significant loss of activity. 
Moreover, it can be also seen that a large amount of water in the feed stream (26%) during the 
FGD process has a significant effect on the sorbent conversion: the average solid conversion 
increases from 3,2 to 4,7%, while the overall sorbent convertion after 9 tetsts is equal to 42,2 
%.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In the last years, plastic waste has been mainly disposed of by landfill or incinerated, but these 
processes are not completely accepted by the actual international policy that is steered to more 
effective recovery of raw materials and energy. Pyrolysis and gasification processes are 
promising routes to upgrade the waste. Moreover, pyrolysis of plastic mixtures, based on the 
decomposition of polymers at different temperatures, allows to treat polymers with the 
simultaneous decomposition and separation. In typical municipal waste, one of the main 
plastic component is polyvinylchloride (PVC). Thermal degradation of PVC is a complex 
process than those of other staple plastic wastes, i.e. polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP) 
and polystyrene (PS). As a matter of facts, whilst PE, PP and PS at quite low temperatures 
thermally react reducing the polymer chain, PVC pyrolysis involves cross-linking reactions 
with the formation of polyaromatic structures  and carbonaceous residuals (char), eventually 
chlorinated. Moreover a further “dimension” is required in the chemical description: besides 
carbon and hydrogen, chlorine has to be introduced in the system. The characterization of the 
chemistry of PVC pyrolysis claims then some simplifications and lumping procedures to 
handle the huge amount of intermediate and final products. 
The degradation of  PVC is a complex chain dehydrochlorination forming conjugated 
polyene. The PVC pyrolysis is a radical process [Bockhorn et al., 1999], at least at quite high 
temperatures, above 200°C, where the initiation reaction is the cleavage of C-Cl bonds. The 
propagation is characterized by two main steps. Initially dehydrochlorination gives rise to the 
formation of a polyene structure. During this phase benzene and partially naphthalene and 
phenanthrene are also formed through Diels-Alder reactions between polyene molecules and 
successive dealkylation. When Cl has been quantitatively released from the melt, as HCl, 
polyene molecules rearrange and decompose to yield sizeable amounts of alkyl aromatic 
hydrocarbons. The goal of this work is to model the pyrolysis phenomena of PVC 
investigating both the degradation mechanism and the product distribution. A semi-detailed 
kinetic scheme was developed, which provides not only sample weight loss results in 
isothermal and in dynamic analysis but also dispersion of decomposition products.  
 
KINETIC SCHEME 
 

As already mentioned, the presence of chlorine element, the random formation of double 
bonds and the intermolecular cross linking reactions give rise to a complex system, 
characterized by a huge number of compounds from low to very high molecular weight. 
Increasing the molecular weight the number of possible isomer configurations exponentially 
increase too. The proposed approach is to simplify the description of the pyrolysis process 
through the reactions of the single reference monomer unit.  
A small set of lumped pseudospecies (representative of large families of compounds) are then 
sufficient to characterize the system. Due to the lack of space, it is not possible to discuss in 
detail the characteristic of these reference pseudospecies, which are both molecules, 25, and 
radicals, 13. The mechanism involves about 250 reactions, whose kinetic parameters are 
directly derived from analogous rate constants of gas phase elementary reactions, eventually 
corrected to take into account the transposition in the liquid phase [Ranzi et al., 1997]. 
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Cl radical formed from the C-Cl bond cleavage, abstracts H from a PVC molecule forming 
HCl (which leaves the system) and a polymeric 
radical, figure 1. The successive β-scission 
forms a double bond inside the polymer chain 
and release another Cl, which rapidly 
propagates. Formed polyene structures can 
condense and form through Diels-Alder 
reactions aromatic compounds. The presence of 
Cl atoms close to the formed ring and the 
consequent electronic delocalization reduces the 
activation energy of the dealkylation reactions. 
Benzene is then mainly formed during the initial 
process when most of Cl is still on the polymer 
chain. When dehydrochlorination is completed 
the cross linking reactions mainly form alkyl- 
aromatic species. The interactions between 
aromatic radicals and/or molecules allow further 
molecular weight increase and H/C ratio 
decrease. The result of this process if the 
formation of char structures of high molecular 
weight and low H content. 
 

DYNAMIC THERMAL DEGRADATION 
 

The proposed kinetic model has been tested and validated on the basis of different thermo-
gravimetric experiments, both in isothermal or dynamic conditions.  
Figures 2 shows a couple of comparisons of dynamic analysis. The experimental data are 
carried out from two different research groups and refer to different heating rates [Bockhorn 
et al., 1999; Montaudo et al, 1991]. It is possible to observe the presence of the two 
mentioned mechanisms. 
The initial weight loss 
begins above about 
200°C. During this phase 
mainly benzene and HCl 
are formed. At about 
350°C the degradation 
rate decreases. This 
plateau can be explained 
by the lower reactivity of 
the formed alkyl-
aromatic radicals 
resonantly stabilized. Finally further temperature increase (at about 380 – 400 °C) makes 
faster the radical mechanism and the slope of the degradation curve becomes steeper.  
The initial conditions and the computed profiles match very well the experimental 
measurements in both the examples. The characteristic temperatures at which the degradation 
curve changes its slope are correctly predicted. The total amount of residue is also correctly 
reproduced (fig. 2b). On the contrary, in the experiments of Bockhorn et al. (1999), the curve 
is normalized in comparison with the residual obtained at 500 °C. This normalization does not 
allow a direct comparison of the char produced. 
 

Fig. 2 Dynamic TGA at different heating rate (  experimental 
data,  calculated data): a) 2K/min  [Bockhorn et al.,
1999]; b) 10K/min  [Montaudo et al, 1991]. 
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Fig. 1 Main reactions of PVC thermal
degradation.
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ISOTHERMAL EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
 

An interesting set of experimental thermo-gravimetric analysis carried out in isothermal 
conditions were reported by Bockhorn et al., 1999. The first set refers to relatively low 
temperature conditions. These conditions are typically interested by dehydrochlorination 
phenomena with the simultaneous benzene formation (fig. 3a). The agreement with the 
theoretical computations is very good. The different degradation curves at different 
temperatures are well characterized and the reactivity of the system is correctly reproduced. 
Once again the experimental data are normalized at the residual and char formation cannot be 
compared. The second set of experiments is characterized by higher temperature levels. These 
data were performed in order to better investigate the second step of PVC degradation. As a 
matter of facts, according to what already observed in the dynamic analysis, at  400 – 450 °C 
the degradation involves mainly the tar formation and its growth to char. The samples were 
obtained  through a particular procedure. Initially a dynamic transformation at heating rate of 
2°K/min until 350°C followed by an isothermal at this temperature for 30 minutes allows the 
complete dehydrochlorination of PVC and the benzene release. The resulting polymer melt is 
mainly composed by polyene molecules. Successively the sample is instantaneously moved to 
the final isothermal temperature. In these conditions intermolecular reactions between polyene 
molecules form alkyl-aromatic molecules, which condensate, losing their alkylation, up to the 
final char residue. Even though the modeling of this experiments is more difficult to be 
reproduced and larger uncertainties are introduced, the final comparisons is quite good. The 
main characteristics of the curves are correctly predicted and the small overprediction of the 
reactivity observed at lower temperatures is always below 8%. 

 
PRODUCTS DISTRIBUTION 
 

As already mentioned, the possibility of this semi-detailed kinetic model lies not only in the 
possibility of spanning on very wide ranges of operative conditions and type of experiments 
(dynamic or isothermal), but it has also the intrinsic peculiarity of predicting the product 
distribution. The importance of such a feature is obvious when the plastic reuse is 
investigated, but it becomes fundamental in the case of PVC, where possible dangerous 
chlorinated pollutant can be emitted from the system. Unfortunately, in our knowledge only a 
few experimental data on product distribution from PVC thermal degradation are available in 
the literature. McNeill et al. (1995) reported mass fraction distributions from a dynamic 
pyrolysis with a heating rate of 10 K/min up to 500°C. Table 1 shows the comparison 
between experimental results and predicted values. 
Light gases, C2 and C4, were all included in gas. Tar fraction represents the polyaromatic 
volatile compounds at experimental operative conditions. Chlorinated gases tar and char are 
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Fig. 3 Isothermal TGA at different temperatures [Bockhorn et al., 1999]: a) first step of
degradation; b) degradation of a dehydrochlorinated PVC sample. (Line:
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characterized in the scheme. Their amount is also reported  in table 1, unfortunately the same 
detail were not experimentally detected.  
 

(%Wt) HCl C6H6 Gas TAR CHAR 
Chlorinated 

GAS 

Chlorinated 

TAR 

Chlorinated 

CHAR 

Predicted 58,1 8 1,0 19 13,6 0,29 2.174e-5 2,2e-3 

Experimental 

McNeill et al. 1995 
52,6 6.88 6,6 24,3 9,5 0.12  

Tab. 1 Product massive fraction after a dynamic pyrolisis up to 500°C. 
 
The theoretical HCl released is more than those experimentally observed. The computed 
value obviously corresponds to the Cl totally present in PVC. The lower experimental amount 
can be explained either in the measure uncertainties or in the composition of the sample. This 
discrepancy partially explain the deviation in the gas formation too. The general agreement is 
satisfactory, considering the many simplifications and further comparisons will increase the 

reliability of the model. Hornung (1997) obtained 
experimental data of benzene evolution in 
isothermal TGA. Figure 4 shows the comparison 
with the calculated results. In this case the 
agreement is quite good and the same level of 
accuracy was also observed for different 
temperatures.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 

A semi-detailed kinetic scheme of the thermal 
decomposition of PVC has been developed. The 
mechanistic approach allows to reproduce the 
degradation in different experimental devices and 
wide operative conditions. Moreover the 

prediction of the product distribution make the model a useful tool not only for the upgrading 
of plastic wastes but also to investigate the pollutant impact of pyrolysis as process of plastic 
reuse. 
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INTRODUCTION 
    Recent European prescriptions (EEC directive 1999/30/CE) concerning the quality of air in 
urban areas are more often forcing local authorities to prohibit car circulation in selected days 
(see the situation of Turin at web site [1]). Particulate matter smaller than 10 µm (the so called 
PM10), largely produced by diesel engines, is the pollutant more often responsible for this 
occurrence. These engines dominate the heavy-duty market but they are steadily increasing 
their penetration in the passenger-vehicle one, owing to their superior efficiency and higher-
than-once comfort. However, this trend can face a halt owing to the carcinogenic effect of 
diesel particulate. The best technical solution to overcome this serious problem lies in the 
development of particulate traps placed in the exhaust line and capable of filtering diesel 
particulate down to acceptable concentrations (less than 0.025 g/km are expected for pending 
2005 EU regulations). Over time, traps become clogged with particles. The exhaust back-
pressure is thus increased which turns into higher fuel consumption. These soot particles can 
be eliminated by combustion (filter regeneration). However, soot cannot be burned off 
effectively at temperatures that are likely to occur during normal driving conditions. A way to 
improve the filter system and to meet the regeneration demands is to use the filter lined with 
catalyst [2] which facilitates diesel particulate combustion.  
    Catalytic traps based on wall-flow ceramic monoliths (shallow-bed filtration), combined 
with an oxidation catalyst deposited onto it, are being developed and tested at our labs. These 
traps can be periodically regenerated by a peculiar use of last generation Common-Rail Diesel 
engines: some fuel is post injected and gets burned out by a specific catalytic converter so as 
to heat up the downstream trap until catalytic combustion of soot is ignited. This paper 
describes the encouraging results obtained in this context,  
 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
Catalyst preparation and characterisation 
 

   After a large screening of soot-combustion catalysts, the best catalyst developed was the 
perovskite LaCr0.9O3, obtained by a highly-exothermic and self-sustaining reaction 
(combustion synthesis [3]). A concentrated aqueous solution of various precursors was located 
in a oven at 600°C for few minutes in a crucible, so as to ignite the very fast reaction:  

La(NO3)3  +  0.9Cr(NO3)3  +  4.75N2H4CO  →  LaCr0.9O3−δ  +  9.5H2O  +  4.75CO2  + 7.6N2 

    The catalyst was then ground in a ball mill at room temperature and characterized. 
    X-ray diffraction (PW 1710 Philips diffractometer) was used to check the achievement of 
the perovskite structure. Conversely, the activity of the prepared catalyst was analysed by 
temperature programmed reaction (TPR), according to the standard operating procedures 
described in detail by Fino et al. [4]: air was fed at the constant rate of 50 ml٠min-1 to a fixed-
bed micro reactor constituted of a mixture of carbon and powdered catalyst (1:9 mass basis). 
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All experiments were performed by using, instead of real diesel soot, an amorphous carbon. 
This allows to regard as conservative the results obtained because amorphous carbon is more 
difficult to burn than real diesel soot. The reaction temperature was controlled through a PID-
regulated oven and varied from 200 to 700°C at a 5 °C٠min-1 rate meanwhile feeding air at a 
50 Ncm3/min rate. The analysis of the outlet gas was performed via NDIR analysers. 

 
Catalytic traps preparation 
 

    The LaCr0.9O3 catalyst was deposited by in situ combustion synthesis directly over the 
wall-flow filters. The ceramic support was dipped in the aqueous solution of its precursors 
and then placed into an oven at 600°C. The aqueous phase was rapidly brought to boil, the 
precursors mixture ignited and the synthesis reaction took place in situ.  The support selected 
was a silicon carbide (SiC) filter produced by IBIDEN (cell structure =14/200, diameter 30 
mm, length = 6-12’’; pore diameter of channel walls = 9 µm, porosity of channel walls = 
42%) which was found to be chemically compatible with the selected catalyst. The load, the 
adhesion and the thickness of the catalyst deposited onto the monolith were assessed by 
gravimetric analysis, SEM observation and ultrasonic bath test, respectively. The amount of 
perovskite deposited was 10 wt% for the catalytic trap tested in the following. 

 
Diesel engine bench tests 
 

    The developed traps were tested in the pilot plant sketched in Fig.1 on real Diesel exhaust 
gases (Kubota 1000 cc IDI engine, capable of up to 23.5 hp at 3000 rpm), where the 
temperature and gas composition before and after the trap can be controlled and monitored, as 
well as filtration efficiency and the evolution of the pressure drop through the trap (a sing of 
soot accumulation therein). A detailed description of the plant was provided by Fino et al. [4]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the engine-bench pilot plant. 
 

    The wall-flow was located along the main line of the main exhaust stream. The exhaust gas 
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superficial velocity across the trap could be controlled at a fixed value by measuring the 
exhaust flow rate through a volumetric flow controller connected to a throttling valve placed 
on by-pass exhaust stream. The pressure drop across the trap could be measured by means of 
differential pressure transducers (VIKA) whereas the trap inlet and outlet temperature was 
measured by K-type thermocouples at axial position. The soot concentration in the exhaust 
gases was measured by isokinetic sampling of a small flues-gas flow rate through a pump and 
by collecting the suspended particulate using a 2-filters system (PALLFLEX 47 TX 40 HI 20-
W). Finally, gas phase composition could be monitored through continuous analyser by 
Elsag-Bailey (NDIR for NO, CO, CO2, SO2; FID for overall HC; paramagnetic for O2). In 
line with the pending 2005 EU regulations, all the measurements were carried out by using a 
low-sulfur (<50 ppmw) diesel oil produced by Haltermann.  
    The standard bench test procedure can be described as follows. The traps is loaded by 
letting comparatively cold exhaust gases flow inside of it until a 120-150 mbar pressure drop 
is reached (corresponding to a particulate hold-up of about 10 g٠L-1). Then, regeneration is 
induced by post injecting some fuel with a metering pump and by burning these HC with an 
oxidizing honeycomb catalyst (OXICAT by Johnson Matthey) placed just upstream the trap. 
The time needed for complete trap regeneration (e.g. combustion of soot hold-up) is an index 
of catalyst performance. The higher the catalyst activity the lower the time required. 

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
    An index of their activity can be found in the peak temperature (Tp) of their TPR plot: the 
lower the Tp value, the higher the catalyst activity.  The choice of LaCr0.9O3 was driven by the 
fact that it entails a CO2 production peak temperature (Tp) of just 480°C. Owing to the nature 
of Cr, this transition metal can in part undergo a valence shift from Cr3+ to Cr4+ so as to re-
establish electroneutrality, despite its substoichiometric amount. The presence of Cr4+ was 
indeed demonstrated to promote an increase of catalytic activity towards carbon combustion 
[5]. The most likely explanation is that the perovskite can act as an oxygen pump towards 
soot. Oxygen can be indeed be made available to PM combustion in combination with a 
temporary shift of Cr valence from 4+ back to 3+. Oxygen molecules coming from the 
gaseous atmosphere can re-oxidise the perovskite and set the Cr4+ species back.     
    As mentioned earlier, LaCr0.9O3 was thus selected for the catalytic activation of wall-flow 
monoliths. To these merits, Fig. 2 shows SEM pictures of catalyst lined via in situ deposition 
on the upstream channel-walls of silicon carbide wall-flows traps: the catalyst is strongly 
bonded to the support and the microstructure obtained appears extremely foamy. 
 

 
 

 Fig. 2. SEM pictures of layers of LaCr0.9O3 catalyst deposited on the inlet channel walls 
 of the silicon carbide traps: a. front section; b. cross section. 

    During combustion synthesis, the decomposition of reacting precursors generates a large 
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amount of gaseous products in a very short period of time, which leads to a spongy catalyst 
morphology. This feature represents a great advantage, as it favours the contact between the 
catalyst and the soot and keeps the pressure drop increase due to the catalyst itself acceptable. 
    Shifting to the analysis of performance of the developed trap systems, Fig. 3 compares the 
results of the runs obtained with a catalytic and non-catalytic SiC wall-flow monolith: the 
results are encouraging. After a trap leading period of about 600 min, in both cases, the 
regeneration starts as soon as an inlet trap temperature of about 600°C is reached by fuel-post-
injection and catalytic combustion. However, the regeneration of the LaCr0.9O3-catalysed trap 
is much faster than that of the non-catalytic ceramic filter. By these means, it becomes 
possible to save a significant amount of fuel at any filter regeneration, therefore reducing 
working costs. It has to be kept into account however that the part of fuel saving cost is 
compensated by a slight decrease of filter permeability owing to the presence of the catalyst. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Trap loading and regeneration cycles for a catalytic (LaCr0.9O3) and a non-
catalytic wall-flow trap (SiC wall-flow monolith by Ibiden). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

    The development of the common-rail engines has deeply changed the perspectives in the 
diesel –exhaust treatment field, by enabling a momentary rise of the exhaust gas temperature 
for trap regeneration purposes, even if this implies a certain fuel penalty. In this context, wall 
flow ceramic filters catalyzed with a perovskite compound obtained with the in situ 
combustion synthesis method seem to be very promising, as they entail a reduction of the time 
required for trap regeneration and of the related fuel penalty. Both experimental and 
modelling studies are currently in progress to develop new and more active catalysts, to 
further improve the deposition technique for the sake of reducing the related pressure drop 
increase, and to design a trap structure optimized for this promising regeneration route. 
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In the past, the combustion of conventional gaseous and liquid fuels in Fluidized Bed 

did not represent an attractive solution for power generation. The interest in reducing the 
emission of particulate in the atmosphere lead to consider again this technique since it is very 
efficient; moreover, this process is well known to produce less NOX, PAH and soot than the 
conventional ones. In fact, steady combustion of liquids is feasible even in a lower 
temperature range than that commonly used for solid fuels in Fluid Bed Combustion (FBC). 

In spite of the advantages of this kind of combustion, several issues or problems 
remain to be solved like fuel atomisation and injection, in-bed air/fuel mixing, combustion 
instability, freeboard temperature peaks, etc.  

An experimental and theoretical research on FB combustion of light oils is currently in 
course with the aim of understanding critical mechanisms of the process and provide a full 
interpretation of the observed phenomenology (Miccio et al., 2001). This paper presents 
preliminary results on the formation of conventional pollutants (NOx, CO, etc.) and on the 
particulate emitted from a lab-scale fluidised bed fuelled with diesel oil. A particular interest 
was devoted to the detection of ultrafine particle emission (d<10 nm) by means of light 
absorption in the UV. 

Measurements of emissions were carried out on the exhausts of steady-state tests 
carried out with a lab-scale, bubbling bed combustor. The unit was 78 mm ID and 3.6 m tall. 
The fluidization and reaction zones were electrically heated and insulated from outside. Light 
oil was fed underbed with a horizontal, water-cooled, two-fluid injector, which delivered the 
fuel through a 1 mm nozzle with a stream of atomization air. The light oil was dosed by a 
peristaltic pump and its feed rate was determined by continuous weighing.  

Conventional composition analysis of exhausts was carried out by sampling gases 
before the combustor exit and sending them to a battery of O2, CO2, CO and NO analyzers 
after the due conditioning. The concentration of unburned hydrocarbons was expressed as 
CH4 equivalent and on-line measured by an ad-hoc adaptation of a gas-chromatograph 
equipped with a flame ionization detector. 

Silica sand with an average 
size of 0.3 mm was used as bed 
material. The test runs were 
carried out by varying bed 
temperature from 550 to 800°C 
and by keeping constant 
fluidization conditions (see 
Table 1). The excess air factor was 
fixed at the constant value e = 1.3. 
Correspondingly, the diesel oil 
flow rate was around 200 cm3/h. 

TABLE 1 
Design and operating variables of the experiments 

Reactor internal diameter, mm 78 
Sand size, mm 0.2-0.4 
Fuel nozzle size, mm 1.0 
Injector elevation, mm 30 
Bed mass, kg 1.8 
Excess fluidization velocity (U-Umf), m s-1 0.3 
Dispersion velocity (uo), m s-1 50÷150 
Bed temperature, °C 550÷800
Excess air ratio (e) 1.3 
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 Figure 1 reports CO, CnHm and NO concentrations at increasing bed temperature as 
measured by conventional analysis at the reactor exit. CO concentration shows a non-
monotonic dependence on the temperature, with a maximum at around 650°C and a fast decay 
above 700°C. This trend is to be related to an anomalous combustion behavior that was 
detected during experiments. Actually, in a broad temperature range (from 550 to 700°C) 
micro-explosions were noted in a random succession; they were associated to acoustic effects, 
which were clearly detectable by the hear, and to oscillations of the overbed pressure, which 
were monitored by the instrumentation.  
 As far as the other unburned species, analysis of Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates that the 
concentration of hydrocarbons (expressed as methane equivalent) is lower than CO 
concentration in the entire temperature range covered during the experiments (550-750°C). It 
is so even at the lowest investigated temperature, i.e. 550°C, where escape of pyrolysis 
products from the bed could be expected.  
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Figure 1- CO, CnHm and NO concentrations at reactor exit as a function of bed temperature 

 The analysis of data concerning NO provides a further confirmation of the anomalous 
behavior of light oil combustion at low temperatures. Actually, NO concentrations are low as 
absolute values, but they decrease monotonically with temperature. Higher values of NO 
concentration were measured in the low temperature range 550-650°C, whereas very small 
values were determined above 650°C (see Fig. 1), that is when micro-explosions tend to 
disappear. It is worth noting that the NO generation can be attributed to the thermal 
mechanism only, the fuel being nitrogen free. Therefore, NO might have been formed at a 
high concentration in a gas pocket reaching very high temperature following a deflagration; 
then sampling at the combustor exit smoothes and averages NO concentration.  
 The investigations via an optical technique were conceived in order to provide 
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confirmation and additional information to the conventional composition measurements. In 
particular, they were devoted at checking the presence of ultrafine particles in combustion 
exhausts.  
 Absorption measurements were carried out on the exhaust gases of test runs in the 
temperature range 650-800°C. The optical analysis of the exhaust gas is based on 
conventional schemes of broad band ultraviolet extinction spectroscopy. A remarkable feature 
in the extinction experiments is the use of a new kind of light source1 which exploits the laser-
induced breakdown of air, obtained by tightly focusing a pulsed Nd:YAG Q-switched laser 
beam (8 ns pulse, 200 mJ energy and 8 mm diameter). The resulting plasma kernel is 
extremely hot, reaching electron temperature up to 105 K, has a lifetime of nearly 20 ns and is 
spatially confined in a volume of the order of 10-2 mm3. The detected spectral emission of the 
light source spreads out from the visible band down to the deep ultraviolet (λ<190 nm), a 
spectral limit imposed by the strong absorption of atmospheric oxygen and by the detector 
sensitivity. The spectral, spatial and temporal features of the light source proved to enhance 
the sensitivity of classical optical techniques in recent experiments2-4. The absorption 
measurements were based on the analysis of the Lambert – Beer’s law: 
 

Kext(λ) = (1/L).ln[Io(λ)/I(λ)]   (1) 
 
where Kext is the extinction coefficient; λ is the wavelength; L is the optical path and I0 and 
are the incident and attenuated light respectively. 

Figure 2 shows the details of the optical set up. The UV-visible radiation, emitted by 
the Nd-YAG laser plasma, travels through the pipe duct, where the air-diluted exhausts are 
flown. The transmitted light enters the input slit of a spectrometer, where it is spectrally 
dispersed, and is recorded by an intensified and gated low-noise CCD detector. The 
absorption spectra were averaged over 100 shots.  
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quantity of soot particle since the decreasing slope of the extinction coefficient is close to λ-1 
law. Further, the NO peak wavelengths were found according to Okabe5. However, the 
optically measured NO values appear 2-3 times larger than those measured by the gas 
analyzer. A first-approximation analysis of the remaining peaks let us to infer the presence of 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon and unburned hydrocarbons in the exhausts. 
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Figure  3 - Absorption spectra obtained at the exhausts of the fluidized bed for different bed 
temperature 

 Further tests and a deeper analysis will be performed in order to be able to better 
identify the numerous peaks that compose the spectra.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In a previous work [1] we had used time resolved temperature measurements performed 
with a thermocouple inserted in hydrocarbon rich premixed flames to evaluate the 
emissivity of carbonaceous particles and their carbonization in the process of soot 
formation. It has been found that the emissivity of carbonaceous nanoparticles remained 
approximately constant at the value of 0.5 for a certain residence time in flame, thereafter 
it increased rapidly to values of the order of 0.95. This “induction” time was considered as 
the half-time of a second order reaction by which the particles with 0.5 emissivity 
(nanoparticles) were becoming soot, and calculated the kinetic constant of this 
carbonisation mechanism.  
In this work, we apply the same technique to evaluate the activation energy of the 
carbonization process performing measurements in ethylene/air flames varying the flow of 
the reacting mixture. In this way, we obtain a wide range of flame temperatures from 
1500K to 1800K which allow us to build the Arrhenius diagram and estimate the pre-
exponential factor and the activation energy of the process. 
 
SET-UP OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
The experimental set-up for the thermocouple measurements is constituted of a burner to 
stabilize laminar premixed flames and a fine-wire thermocouple for transient temperature 
measurements.  

The burner is a capillary stainless steel burner for flat premixed flames where C2H4/air 
mixture is fed, with the velocity of the cold gas mixture ranging from 5 to 10 cm/s. The 
thermocouple is a Pt/13%Rh-Pt thermocouple, whose response time is about 0.2s, with a 
filaments diameter of 100µm and the diameter of the junction of 330µm. The voltage 
signal is acquired with a fast analog/digital converter with a resolution of 1 ms and stored 
in a PC for further analysis. Light absorption spectra in the UV are measured for the 
determination of the particle volume fraction. The experimental set-up and procedure are 
reported in [1]. 

 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
Thermocouple junction is inserted in the flame and held in a fixed position during the 
measurement. In each measurement, the time response of the thermocouple signal is 
recorded for about 200s. Different measurements are performed, varying the velocity of 
the inlet fuel/air mixture, at different heights above the burner.  
In about 0.9s, thermocouple junction temperature increases from ambient temperature to a 
maximum value. This time interval (0.9s) is dependent on the response time of the 
thermocouple and on the time to insert the junction in the centreline of the flame. After 
the maximum measured temperature is reached, the temperature of the junction rapidly 
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decreases if particulate covers the junction. Thus, the junction emissivity increases from 
0.2 (platinum) to a final value which is typical of the deposited particles, and is reached 
when the particulate uniformly covers the junction. This process take about 10 seconds, 
after that the emissivity remains constant and the further particulate deposition only 
changes the diameter of the junction. The increase in diameter reduces the temperature of 
the junction. From the rate of this temperature drop in the time interval 10s-200s, also the 
density of the deposit layer can be calculated. 
The energy-balance on the junction can be written as follows [2]: 
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where mpl, cpl, Tj, D and εj are the mass, the temperature, the diameter, the heat specific 
and the emissivity of the junction, Nu is the Nusselt number, σ is the Stephan-Boltzmann 
constant, and kg and Tg are the thermal conductibility and the temperature of the gases (the 
conduction through the filaments of the thermocouple has been neglected).  

The particulate mass flux depositing on the junction because of thermophoretic forces and 
the consequent diameter variation of the junction is given by the expression [2]:  
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where fv, ρp, ρd are the volume fraction, the density in flame and the deposit density of the 
particles, µg, ρg are the viscosity and the density of the gases. 

Gas temperature is easily determined when the temperature of the thermocouple reach its 
maximum value; in fact, in that moment we can assume the thermocouple isn’t yet 
covered and by equation (1), using the emissivity of the platinum and the diameter of the 
clean junction, we can evaluate Tg.  

Emissivity of the particles is determined by equation (1) by the measurements performed 
in the first ten seconds of the time history of the temperature of the junction. In fact, in this 
period particulate matter from the gas phase is covering uniformly the thermocouple 
junction and it is possible to neglect the diameter variation. Consequently, only the 
emissivity is unknown. 

Using the data of the temperature profile in the time range 10s-200s, the density of the 
material deposited on the thermocouple can be calculated by the system of the two 
equation (1) and (2). In this period the emissivity is constant, the volume fraction is 
measured by UV light absorption and so only ρd/ρp is unknown. 

 

RESULTS 

In fig.1 the emissivity values of the particulate deposited on the thermocouple, measured 
in different flames varying the rate of the inlet mixture, are reported as a function of the 
flame residence time. 
It appears that in all the flames, the emissity of the particulate deposited on the 
thermocouple junction sharply increases fom 0.2, the value of platinum, to values between 
0.45 and 0.55 just downstream the reaction zone. Later on, the emissivity remains almost 
constant for a time interval. After this “induction” period, a second rise of the emissivity 
takes place. The emissivity tends to a final value around 0.95, typical of soot particles [2]. 
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It is quite reasonable to attribute the intermediate emissivity values to carbonaceous 
nanoparticles. As it was already assessed in the previous work [1] that combined 
thermocouple measurements with optical UV light absorption and light scattering 
measurements in order to characterize the flame particulate, in fact it is known that 
nanoparticles are produced very early in the reaction zone, where the concentration of 
atoms and radicals is high, and that their size is much smaller than soot particles, so that 
their presence is associated to relatively low scattering coefficients. 
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Fig. 1    Emissivity of the particles present in flat premixed flames of ethylene/air with 
C/O=0.77 and different rates of the inlet fuel/air mixture vg    
 

The peculiar behavior of the emissivity in premixed flames shown in Fig.1 suggests that 
the time interval between the first rise in the reaction zone and the second one represents a 
typical carbonization time during which soot precursor nanoparticles graphitize to form 
soot [1]. Therefore these data can be used in order to establish the kinetics of this process 
in premixed flames.  

For each flame observed, table I shows the flame temperature Tg, the “induction” time (τ), 
the volume fraction fv of nanoparticles measured with UV-absorption technique, and the 
diameter d of these particles measured with light scattering/absorption.  

Table I 
Vg (cm/s) Tg (K) τ (s) fv (cm3/cm3) d (cm) 

5 1440 0.01739 1.50E-07 3E-7 
6 1475 0.01058 2.30E-07 3E-7 

7.5 1540 0.00690 2.50E-07 3E-7 
10 1680 0.00355 3.20E-07 3E-7 

 

The previous work [1] showed that the process is a second order reaction, therefore the 
lifetime is given by the expression:  

cv Kf

d

⋅
= 6

3

π
τ          (3) 
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With this formula we calculate the kinetic constant kc. The Arrhenius plot, i.e. the 
logarithm of the kinetic constant versus the inverse of temperature 1/Tg, is reported in 
fig.2. 

ln(Kc) = -8.5777/Tg + 34.759
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Fig. 2    Arrhenius plot of the carbonization constant 

 
An activation energy of about 17 Kcal/mol and a pre-exponential factor of the order of 
1E15 cm3/s mol can be obtained from the best square fit of the data. 
As we have assessed in the previous work [1], it is interesting to note that also the 
coagulation rate is described by a second order law, the Smoluchowski equation 
dN/dt=kcoag*N2. An average value of the coagulation coefficient, kcoag, can be obtained 
starting from the measurement of the UV absorption and light scattering coefficients [3]. 
For a flame with C/O=0,77 and velocity of the inlet cold gases equal to 10 cm/s, the two 
kinetic constants show value almost similar. Moreover, the activation energy calculated 
by thermocouple measurements is of the same order of the depth of potential well of the 
overall interaction between two spherical particles of diameter of 3nm [4]. 
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Effetti globali e locali 
 
Questa comunicazione ha lo scopo di delineare le tendenze evolutive delle nuove tecnologie 
nei settori della generazione dell’energia e dei trasporti terrestri, in relazione alle istanze di 
tutela ambientale. Entrambi i settori si basano essenzialmente sui processi di combustione e, 
quindi, è logico considerare il loro impatto ambientale, sia su scala locale che globale, in 
termini unitari e comparativi. 
L’enfasi corrente su aspetti climatici globali può generare la falsa impressione, alimentata 
dagli indubbi progressi degli ultimi decenni, che ormai il problema dell’inquinamento 
atmosferico sia in fase di soluzione e non meriti ulteriori approfondimenti sia scientifici che 
tecnologici. 
Viceversa, i livelli di ozono nella troposfera persistono su valori non soddisfacenti ed il 
problema degli effetti sulla salute del particolato prodotto in combustione sta appena adesso 
rivelando le sue dimensioni reali [1,2]. 
Una diminuzione di interesse sul problema dei sottoprodotti dannosi della combustione si 
ripercuote sulla ricerca tecnologica per una combustione pulita di tutti i combustibili, siano 
essi gassosi, liquidi o solidi, che ha per obiettivo l’abbattimento delle barriere ambientali nei 
prossimi dieci anni. 
La chiave per saldare la questione climatica con la tutela della salute e della qualità dell’aria si 
trova nell’esame più approfondito degli effetti climatici e fisici dei processi radiativi 
dell’atmosfera. Si è visto come gli stessi composti gassosi ed aerosol, che hanno effetti 
dannosi sulla salute umana, presentano incrementi radiativi specifici superiori alla CO2 stessa. 
Quindi una drastica riduzione delle concentrazioni di ossidi di azoto e zolfo, di composti 
organici volatili, del particolato carbonioso in tutte le sue forme, nonché dei solfati e dei 
nitrati, contribuisce in maniera significativa a mitigare l’effetto serra nei prossimi anni. Ciò 
consente di avere un margine di tempo per provare sul campo le varie tecnologie per la 
riduzione e cattura dell’anidride carbonica, invece di costringere il mondo industrializzato ad 
investimenti inutili e/o riduzioni ingiustificate del tenore di vita e della mobilità. 
 
 
Tecnologie di combustione per energia e trasporti 
 
L’industria dell’energia e quella dei trasporti seguono logiche di prodotto e di mercato 
largamente diversificate e, naturalmente, perseguono, e presentano all’opinione pubblica, 
politiche ambientali dai rispettivi punti di vista settoriali. In aggiunta, non può essere 
sottostimata la questione associata alle fonti dei combustibili e, in particolare, dei loro costi, 
quale ulteriore variabile indipendente nella definizione del quadro in esame. Pertanto, chi ha 
la responsabilità della qualità dell’ambiente ha la continua necessità di valutare, sia in termini 
assoluti che comparativi, gli impatti sulla salute umana, sulla vivibilità e sugli equilibri 
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climatici locali e globali, senza trascurare i vincoli , le implicazioni e le opportunità di tipo 
economico su diversi piani.  
Il primo punto che appare evidente è che l’aspetto ambientale diventa sempre più 
determinante per lo sviluppo delle tecnologie dei combustibili, dell’energia e dei trasporti e 
questa è ormai una evoluzione di tipo irreversibile [3].  
L’evoluzione delle tecnologie di combustione, indipendentemente dagli utilizzi,  è basata sul 
progresso nei campi della fluidodinamica, della chimica, delle scienze dei materiali e sull’uso 
sistematico del controllo elettronico dei processi.  
Nel settore dei combustibili, ampi margini di evoluzione si intravedono per quelli solidi, o 
costituiti da miscele liquide di tagli petroliferi pesanti, per i quali si studiano tecnologie di 
combustione diverse da quelle convenzionali e sistemi di gassificazione seguiti da 
combustione in turbine a gas. 
Le tecnologie di gassificazione, seguite da sistemi di depurazione dei fumi, sono in 
competizione con quella del carbone o di residui petroliferi. Il progresso nel campo della 
pulizia dei gas caldi é centrale per lo sviluppo di questo approccio all’uso energetico del 
carbone. 
Un notevole progresso nel settore energetico è da segnalare nel campo delle turbine a gas, con 
l’introduzione dei cicli combinati, che consentono un sensibile incremento di rendimento 
rispetto ai generatori di vapore convenzionali. Anche i cicli a vapore supercritico mostrano 
progressi essenzialmente legati all’impiego dei materiali a più alta temperatura. 
Una linea di sviluppo è la combustione a letto fluido in cui un efficiente scambio di materia 
ed energia ed un più lungo tempo di residenza nei reattori consentono di condurre le reazioni 
di ossidazione a temperatura più bassa che nei normali sistemi basati sulla combustione a 
fiamma. Risultati analoghi possono essere ottenuti senza radicali alterazioni reattoristiche 
conducendo l’ossidazione previo un forte preriscaldamento dei reagenti e/o un notevole 
eccesso d’aria comburente. Questa tecnologia, definita combustione dolce o diluita (“mild 
combustion”), è attualmente in fase di sviluppo sia per la combustione del gas naturale che 
per tagli petroliferi complessi. 
Nel campo della trazione automobilistica, i progressi provengono dalla migliore conoscenza e 
controllo del reattore “motore a combustione interna. Un controllo più accurato della fase di 
formazione della miscela, della immissione dei combustibili e della conseguente combustione 
turbolenta, ha già consentito notevoli riduzioni delle emissioni inquinanti. Ciò è evidente nel 
caso del particolato carbonioso emesso dai motori diesel con iniezione diretta ad altissima 
pressione. Inoltre, la imminente introduzione commerciale di architetture di tipo ibrido, che 
combinano un motore elettrico con uno a combustione interna costituisce un salto evolutivo di 
grande portata, sia per i maggiori rendimenti energetici, che per la riduzione dell’impatto 
ambientale. Infatti, è molto più facile minimizzare le emissioni in motori che lavorano in 
condizioni quasi stazionarie che in ogni regime di carico ed in transitorio, come avviene con i 
motori attuali.  
Una peculiarità del settore dei trasporti, rispetto a quello della produzione elettrica, è 
costituita dal fatto che il coefficiente complessivo di utilizzo dell’energia, riferito al carico 
utile, si attesta tuttora su valori estremamente bassi, legati con proporzionalità inversa ai 
livelli totali dei consumi e delle emissioni. Per tale motivo, il settore dei trasporti è 
potenzialmente esposto a innovazioni di tipo concettuale di portata ben maggiore degli attuali 
avanzamenti graduali. 
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CO2, effetto serra e gas naturale 
 
Dal punto di vista ambientale, la prospettiva in cui opera il sistema energetico e quello dei 
trasporti, è essa stessa soggetta ad evoluzione. Negli ultimi anni all’attenzione per gli aspetti 
locali o regionali dell’inquinamento atmosferico si è sovrapposta quella per gli aspetti globali 
delle emissioni di origine antropica, che hanno effetti potenziali sugli equilibri climatici. La 
questione climatica è considerata generalmente di tale rilevanza ed urgenza da richiedere una 
drastica trasformazione delle tecnologie energetiche e dei trasporti in tempi medio-brevi.  
Si va, inoltre, affermando un punto di vista semplificato e cioè che l’effetto climatico dipenda 
unicamente dall’incremento dell’anidride carbonica nell’atmosfera. La CO2 è un prodotto 
stechiometrico della combustione, la cui percentuale diminuisce all’aumentare del rapporto 
H/C del combustibile. Ciò sposta il problema dalle tecnologie dei processi di combustione alla 
selezione dei combustibili. Quindi il gas naturale riveste un ruolo privilegiato rispetto al 
carbone ed ai prodotti petroliferi e, in prospettiva, viene preso in considerazione anche 
l’impiego dell’idrogeno, sia come vettore energetico che come carburante. Infine, si 
suggerisce di ritornare ad una politica di risparmio energetico, come durante le crisi 
petrolifere degli anni ’70. Questo indirizzo di pensiero sottende un atteggiamento culturale 
che ricorre anche in ad altri settori e che in alcuni casi sostiene visioni pessimistiche non 
sempre fondate [4]. 
Questa impostazione presenta diversi inconvenienti. In primo luogo, privilegiando il gas 
naturale si riduce pericolosamente l’offerta energetica rendendo il paese dipendente 
strategicamente da pochi fornitori. Inoltre, la rete attuale di distribuzione, già oggi vicina al 
limite della sua capacità operativa, costituisce una strozzatura e il punto debole di tale 
soluzione. Il ciclo dell’idrogeno, poi, è largamente ipotetico e certamente non maturo 
tecnologicamente nei tempi ristretti richiesti dall’emergenza ambientale. 
 
 
Conclusioni 
 
L’analisi delle linee di tendenza delle tecnologie della combustione, in generale, e dei 
combustibili, della produzione di energia e dei trasporti, in particolare, mostra che esse sono 
fortemente intrecciate alle questioni ambientali. A sua volta, la questione ambientale si 
presenta sia come un problema di inquinamento e qualità dell’aria su scala locale, sia come 
effetto climatico su scala globale. 
Le scelte in campo energetico devono rispettare simultaneamente entrambe le esigenze 
ambientali. Quindi, lo sforzo tecnologico per una combustione pulita va orientato verso tutte 
le tipologie di combustibili e va associato sia agli sforzi per incrementare i rendimenti 
energetici, sia a quelli per sviluppare nuovi metodi per la riduzione delle emissioni inquinanti 
e delle sostanze responsabili dell’effetto serra, siano esse gassose o particellari.  
La chiave di collegamento di queste due direzioni tecnologiche è nello sviluppo su scala 
molto maggiore e coordinata della ricerca scientifica nei campi tradizionalmente separati della 
combustione e della chimica dell’atmosfera. 
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Integrated environmental protection can be implemented in the process industry as well as 
energy conversion plants by process redesign, reutilization of residues and safer disposal of 
wastes with the aim of reducing and avoiding pollutants. Process innovation (i.e. production 
of the same or similar products using less raw material and energy and decreasing the 
pollutant output), materials cycles (i.e. recycling of residues and produced wastes so that 
resources are reduced) and safe waste disposal, represent the characteristic elements of a 
sustainable development model. In this work we address the use of self-propagating reactions 
for residues recycling and environmentally benign waste disposal. 
It is well known that self-propagating reactions of either solid-solid and gas-solid type has 
been exploited in the establishment of the technique referred to in the literature with the 
acronym of SHS (Self-Propagating High-Temperature Synthesis) which represents an 
attractive alternative to conventional methods of materials synthesis. This technique is 
characterized by the fact that once the starting mixture is ignited by means of external thermal 
sources for relatively short times, highly exothermic reactions may propagate through the 
mixture in the form of a self-sustained combustion wave leading to final products 
progressively without requiring additional energy, as depicted in Figure 1 (1,2). SHS is also 
characterized by process simplicity, short reaction time, easy-to-build equipments, low-energy 
requirements and the possibility of obtaining complex or metastable phases. 
Recently, the exploitation of self-propagating reactions for environmental protection has 
received renewed attention. In particular, interesting results have been obtained in the 
following areas: fixation and consolidation of high level radioactive wastes (3), treating and 
recycling of a highly toxic solid waste from electrolytic zinc plants (4,5), degradation of 
chlorinated aromatics (6,7) and recycling of silicon sludge and aluminum dross produced by 
semiconductor industries and aluminum foundries, respectively (8). 
In particular, self-propagating reactions of thermite type, i.e. a metallic or non-metallic oxide 
is exothermically reduced by a metal to form more stable products, have been proposed in the 
literature to address the fixation of high level radioactive wastes. The process consists of 
reducing the volume of radioactive liquid wastes and fixing products into a highly insoluble 
polysilicate structure by means of appropriate thermite reactions. The thermite process was 
preceded by a pre-treatment (evaporation, drying and denitration steps) of the radioactive 
waste which was originally in the form of an aqueous solution. Through this treatment all the 
salts present in the waste solution were converted to oxides. Silicon, iron oxide and silica are 
used to prepare the thermite mixture and to provide the desired reaction rate and final product 
composition. Leaching tests of radionuclides clearly demonstrate that the technique based on 
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the occurrence of self-propagating reactions display a higher chemical stability when 
compared to standard technologies used for radioactive nuclear waste disposal, i.e. their 
encapsulation in phosphate and borosilicate glass. 
Another environmental application of SHS method is the fixation of toxic species typical of 
hydrometallurgical wastes. Highly toxic solid wastes from electrolytic zinc plants, known as 
jarosite or goethite depending upon the treatment used for iron removal, are currently 
obtained as by-products (about 750,000 and 90,000 tons/year in Europe and Sardinia – Italy, 
respectively). The large production, the high cost of disposal and the increasing difficulty to 
find suitable disposal locations, clearly provide a demonstration of their environmental 
impact. Recently, a process of treating and recycling of goethite wastes based upon self-
propagating thermite reactions has been proposed. In particular, taking advantage of the 
relatively high content of iron oxides in the waste, thermite reactions were exploited due to 
their high exothermic character. It was found that by blending this waste with suitable amount 
of reducing agents (aluminum, silicon, magnesium and calcium) as well as ferric oxide and 
igniting the resulting mixture, a combustion wave rapidly travels through the mixture without 
requiring additional energy, thus converting reactants into two solid products called P1 and P2 
and a gas mainly containing SO2. Product P2 is distributed in powder form in the reaction 
chamber walls as a consequence of a probable expulsion occurring during the course of the 
reaction. On the other hand, product P1 remains in the same position where the original 
sample was placed inside the reactor. The occurrence of self-propagating reactions depends 
upon the combination of reducing agents and the waste content in the starting mixture. 
On the basis of the leaching tests performed, the corresponding product P1, constituted by an 
amorphous glassy structure of iron alumino-silicates, was found to fulfill the very restrictive 
environmental regulations for heavy metals.  
Another crucial problem in the area of hazardous waste management is the destruction of 
organo-chlorine pesticides, polychloric biphenyls, dibenzofurans, dioxins and other 
synthetically produced derivatives of chlorobenzene. Aromatic rings with halogen substitution 
are highly resistant to oxidative degradation and the possible emission of even worse by-
products appears one of the main disadvantages of conventional incinerator technologies. 
Recently, the attention has been directed to the exploitation of self-propagating reactions to 
degrade chlorinated aromatics. Hexachlorobenzene (C6Cl6) and the racemate of 2-(2-4-
dichlorophenoxy)-propanoic acid (C9H8Cl2O3), a commercial herbicide known as 
Dichlorprop-hereafter 2,4DP, were used as chlorinated test species, while calcium hydride 
was proposed as reducing agent. Relatively low CaH2/organohalide benchmark ratios are 
demanded for the complete reduction of the chloro-organics. At least three moles of calcium 
hydride are required in the case of hexachlorobenzene and four or five in the case of 2,4-DP.  
Consistent concentrations of reaction products has been founded, the total organo-chlorine 
conversion resulting in each trial greater than 99.999%. 
As shown in Figure 2, the transformation of reactants into non-toxic end-products was also 
confirmed by the X-ray analysis. In the case of hexachlorobenzene (cf. Figure 2a), the burnt 
powders were found to consist of graphite, CaCl2 and CaHCl, the hydride-chloride mixed salt 
becoming the predominant phase at the larger CaH2 content. In the case of 2,4-DP (cf. Figure 
2b), CaO was also found. 
Hydrogen and methane (with CO and CO2 in the case of 2,4-DP) were the main gaseous 
products. Traces of benzene, mono-, di- and tri-chlorobenzene, dichloroethylene, dichloro-
methane, xylene and trimethylbenzene were also detected.  
These preliminary results suggest that self-activating processes can be an alternative to 
conventional thermal treatments of hazardous chlorinated aromatics. The advantages are 
obvious in that very high temperatures are locally reached with low pressures and under 
extent-controlled conditions.  
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Solid and gaseous reaction products can be easily checked before their discharge. The 
simplicity and a very low energy requirement are two other merits of the process. 
In addition to the application of self-propagating reactions described above and following 
previous studies related to silicon wastes in zinc smelting, a new recycling process based on 
the SHS nitriding combustion of silicon sludge from semiconductor industries and aluminum 
dross from aluminum foundries both to obtain silicon based ceramics has been proposed. 
The process treatment of silicon sludge is based on the combination of silicon with nitrogen to 
form Si3N4. However, since the typical composition of the silicon sludge is Si (26 wt%), 
Al2O3 (14 wt%), ZrSiO4 (31 wt%), Fe2O3 (27 wt%) and CaO (2 wt%), the silicon content is 
too low to make the nitridation of the sludge possible by SHS. To overcome this problem, 
reclaimed Si and Al powders produced by silicon and aluminum industries, respectively, were 
added to the waste. 
The product consisted of three different Sialon compositions (i.e. Si6Al10O21N4, 
Si1.8Al0.2O1.2N1.8 and Si3Al3O3N5), iron silicides (FeSi2) and monoclinic zirconia (ZrO2). 
It is interesting to note that the product strength is lower than conventional Sialon (about 360 
MPa) but may be compared with silicon nitride obtained by reactive sintering (about 250 
MPa).  
The other SHS recycling process proposed in the literature which makes use of aluminum 
dross is based on the nitridation of aluminium. 
Aluminum dross, whose composition was 75 wt% AlN, 12.5 wt% Al2O3 and 12.5 wt %Al, 
was first pulverized and mixed with reclaimed silicon to make the self-propagation 
combustion possible. 
The resulting mixture was then combusted under nitrogen atmosphere and the resulting 
product consisted of Si6-xAlxOxN8-x and other Si-Al-O-N phases. 
Thus, by taking into account the large world-wide production of silicon wastes from 
semiconductor industries and aluminum dross, the proposed recycling process based on the 
exploitation of self-propagating reactions appears to be a promising alternative to the non 
productive disposal of these wastes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade public concern has risen over the potential risk of toxic elements emitted 
from anthropogenic sources. Among these, mercury has drawn special attention, because of 
its high volatility and the increasing level of bioaccumulation in the environment and in the 
food-chain, with potential risks for human health. Recent studies recognized that about 70-
85% of the total anthropogenic mercury emissions are caused by combustion sources, mainly 
coal-fired utilities and waste incinerators (1,2). Even if mercury emissions from coal-fired 
plants are very low on a local scale, the large amounts of coal burned worldwide make this 
source of mercury pollution significant on a global scale.  
At typical combustion temperatures mercury is readily vaporized and exits the combustion 
chamber with the flue gas mainly as elemental mercury (Hg0). Contrary to other trace metals, 
mercury does not undergo condensation and passes through traditional air pollution control 
systems with very low capture efficiency (3). Elemental mercury emitted in the atmosphere is 
slowly oxidized and then solubilized in rainwater and transported to soil, rivers and lakes 
where it is transformed into more toxic organic species (e.g. methyl mercury) and assimilated 
by animals and plants (4). The long life-time in the atmosphere (about one year) makes 
possible the transportation of mercury even at long distances from the source of emission. 
Following extensive experimental research carried out in the last decade, powdered activated 
carbon injection in flue gas upstream of a particulate matter control device (PMCD) has been 
indicated as one promising technology for mercury capture in coal-combustors flue gas (1). 
The powdered activated injection technology offers a number of advantages like: relatively 
high mercury capture efficiency; production of a non hazardous and non corrosive solid 
byproduct (possibly regenerable); limited fire or explosion hazards; simple and low cost 
process design, operation and maintenance; possibility of retrofitting existing plants. 
Few models for mercury adsorption by activated carbon injection have been proposed to date 
(5,6). The scope of the present work was to develop a detailed predictive tool for this process 
taking into account all relevant mechanisms. The starting point was a recently presented 
model for the in-duct mercury capture in incinerators (7). In this work the model was 
employed for the simulation of mercury capture in the duct between the activated carbon 
feeding point and the PMCD in conditions typical of coal-fired power plants. 

THEORY 
The system is schematized as a straight duct of constant diameter starting from the activated 
carbon feeding point and ending at the PMCD. The flue gas is assumed to travel in plug flow 
along the duct and particles have the same velocity as the flue gas. The model is based on the 
following assumptions: 
1. The relevant mercury species in the gas phase is elemental mercury (Hg0). 
2. The process is not dependent on flue gas composition apart from mercury concentration. 
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3. Activated carbon particles are spherical, monosized and uniformly dispersed in the gas. 
4. The system is at the steady state and both the gas and solid flow rates are constant. 
5. The temperature is constant and uniform through the system and pressure losses are 

neglected, so that gas velocity is constant along the duct. 
6. Mercury adsorption on the duct walls is negligible. 
7. Mercury adsorption heat effects are neglected due to the trace level concentrations. 
The process of mercury vapor adsorption onto activated carbon can be described as a series of 
three steps: mass transfer from the bulk gas to the external surface of the activated carbon 
particles. Mass transfer from the external surface to the interior of the particles through the 
pore structure. Surface adsorption on the internal surface area of the particles. The first step is 
treated by means of an external mass transfer coefficient. A reasonable assumption is that the 
particles Sherwood number is equal to the limiting value of 2 relative to stagnant boundary 
layer. As regards the second step, gaseous diffusion inside the pore network is treated by 
means of an effective pore diffusion coefficient given by a combination of molecular and 
Knudsen diffusivities. 
Considerable uncertainty exists on the mechanism of elemental mercury adsorption onto 
activated carbon particles. Both chemisorption and physical adsorption have been suggested 
as the relevant mechanism. Whatever the mechanism, according to the Lamgmuir theory the 
net rate of mercury adsorption on the activated carbon particle surface can be written as the 
difference between the adsorption rate and the desorption rate: 

 ( ) ωωωω
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where ω is the local mercury uptake on the sorbent and c is the local gas mercury 
concentration. The mercury mass balance in the gas phase inside the particle pores (in radial 
coordinates) reads: 
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where εP and ρP are the sorbent particles porosity and density and Deff is the effective 
diffusivity. The mercury mass balance in the bulk gas phase in the duct reads: 
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where cB is the gas bulk mercury concentration, ACΘ  the activated carbon loading per unit 
volume in the bulk gas and RP the sorbent particle radius. The system of three coupled 
differential equations (eqs.1-3) has the following initial and boundary conditions: 
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where the mass transfer coefficient is given by PmG R/ShDK 2= . The average mercury 
uptake in the activated carbon particles in a duct section is simply given by: 
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Tab

Solution procedure 
After adimensionalization, the boundary-value partial differential equation (eq.5) was reduced 
to a set of n initial-value ordinary differential equations in time using an orthogonal 
collocation technique (8). The resulting system of 2n + 1 ordinary differential equations was 
integrated using a 5th order Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize control. The number 
of collocation points (n) and the Runge-Kutta stepsize were adjusted in order to give a total 
accuracy of 10-4 in the value of the output variables. Accordingly n = 5 was used. 

RESULTS 
The model has been applied to one sulfur impregnated activated carbon of practical interest 
whose adsorptive and physical properties were taken from (9) and are reported in Tab.1.  
Figures 1 and 2 report the gas bulk mercury concentration decrease and the average mercury 
uptake on the sorbent as a function of residence time in the duct for different particle sizes 
(Fig.1) and different system temperatures (Fig.2). Mercury concentration has been normalized 
with the inlet concentration, while the sorbent mercury uptake with maxω . Both figures show 
that, as expected, the longer the particle residence time in the duct the larger the mercury 
capture. Figure 1 clearly points out that small sorbent particles achieve larger mercury capture 
at all residence times. Below a certain particle size, however, in this case about 10µm, there is 
not much effect in lowering the particle size. This behavior can be explained by assuming that 
for large particle sizes intraparticle diffusion resistance is mostly controlling the mercury 
uptake rate, while for small particle sizes the rate is under kinetic control regime. The effect 
of the system temperature is significant: curves in Fig.2 show that a temperature decrease 
from 200°C to 120°C leads to a mercury capture increase from about 50% to about 80% after 
10s of residence time. This result suggests that the adsorption of mercury onto HGR carbon is 
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Figure 
1 Gas Hg concentration (left) and Hg
uptake (right) as a function of
residence time in the duct for
different particle sizes. T=150°C;  

5µg/mIN
Bc = 3; ACΘ =10g/m3. 
V

Figure 2 Gas Hg concentration (left) and Hg
uptake (right) as a function of
residence time in the duct for
different temperatures. dP=20µm;  

5µg/mINc = 3; Θ =10g/m3. 
SORBENT T, °C k1, m3/gs k2, 1/s 
maxω , - Pρ , kg/m3 Pε , - pored , Å

120 0.41 7.06E-4 8.4E-2 
150 0.7 1.66E-3 2.2E-2 
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200 0.96 4.78E-3 1.1E-2 
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likely to be of a physical nature. It is interesting to observe that the sorbent mercury uptake 
figures are some orders of magnitude lower than maxω , indicating a low sorbent utilization. 

Figure 4 Gas mercury removal as a function
of sorbent loading in the duct at
different temperatures. dP = 20µm;

5µg/mIN
Bc = 3;  tD = 10s. 

Figure 3 Gas mercury removal as a function
of sorbent loading in the duct at
different particle sizes. T=150°C;

5µg/mIN
Bc = 3; tD = 10s. 

Figures 3 and 4 report the gas bulk mercury removal as a function of the sorbent loading in 
the duct at 10s of residence time at different particle sizes (Fig.3) and temperatures (Fig.4). 
The curves show that in order to obtain mercury removal efficiencies of the order of 90-95%, 
large loadings of the order of 10-100g/m3 have to be used with the sorbent at hand. The best 
operating conditions are achieved with small particles (dP<10µm) and low temperatures 
(120°C).  
The influence of the mercury gas inlet concentration was investigated in the range 1-10µg/m3. 
No appreciable influence on the mercury removal results was observed at any operating 
condition. The reason for this behavior is that at the short residence times considered the 
desorption term (k2ω) is always negligible so that eq.2 results practically linear in the mercury 
concentration.  
On the whole results of simulations indicate that large sorbent loadings in the duct are needed 
to obtain high mercury removal efficiencies, due to the short residence time. As a 
consequence very low utilization of the sorbent is achieved in any case. In order to minimize 
the sorbent feed rate it is particularly advisable to lower the operating temperature as much as 
possible. Improvements in the mercury capture performance can be obtained also by 
increasing the in-duct particles residence time and by decreasing the sorbent particles size. 
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ABSTRACT 
ENEL carried out an experimental campaign to investigate the effectiveness of some 
commercial sorbents on the mercury removal from the coal flue gas. The tests were 
performed at the 500 kWt Livorno pilot plant, equipped with a bag filter. Two commercial 
sorbents, injected at the inlet of the bag filter, were tested. 
An innovative laboratory system, adapted for continuous measurements, was used to monitor 
alternatively the two forms of speciated mercury (Hg0 and Hg2+), both at the inlet and the 
outlet of the bag filter.  
The results of the tests with sorbent injection, compared with the baseline values, are 
presented.  

EXPERIMENTAL 

Pilot plant description 
The tests of mercury removal through sorbent injection have been carried out at the 500 kWt 
furnace located in Livorno experimental area. The Figure 1 shows the general scheme of the 
plant, the sorbent injection point and the sampling points. 

Heat exchangers (high and
low temperature)

Sorbent
injection

Hg monitoring

By-pass LT exchanger

HT LT

Butterfly valve

Bag Filter

 

Fig. 1– General scheme of the 500 kWt facility  

Two heat exchangers are used to cool the flue gas; the second one (the low temperature heat 
exchanger) can be partially excluded in order to regulate the flue gas temperature at the inlet 
of the bag filter.  

Continuous mercury species monitoring in exhaust gas 
The Ontario Hydro Method modified has been used to measure the speciated mercury. The 
modification, described in more detail in [1], allows to reduce both sampling and analysis 
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length. A laboratory apparatus (FIMS 400 produced by Perkin Elmer for the analysis of 
mercury in liquids) has been adapted to monitor continuously the two species of mercury, by 
shifting between two absorbing solutions which are alternatively sent to the Flow Injection 
Mercury System (FIMS) by a 3-way valve. A steel probe, equipped with a sintered filter, 
samples the flue gas which passes through a PTFE tube where an absorption solution (KCl for 
Hg++ capture) is mixed with the gas itself. After a gas-liquid separator, the vapour phase 
passes through the KMnO4 solution for Hg0 absorption.  

S1

S2

 Pump 1

Loop 0°C

Loop 0°C

Gas

 Pump 2

HCl
 Solution  Solution
KCl KMnO4

 Solution Solution

NaBH4

Flow injection Analysis
System for Atomic

Spectroscopy

N2
100 ml/min

Waste
Waste

 Gas
    4,5 liter/min

 Waste

4,5 ml/min

4,5 ml/min

Pump

 

Fig. 2- Flow diagram of the continuous FIMS system 

Sorbents  
Two commercial sorbents have been tested: GL120® produced by NORIT and Sorbalit® 
produced by Märker Umwelttechnik GmbH.  
The first one is a steam activated carbon with an extra fine particle size; it is especially 
suitable for the removal of mercury, dioxins and other low concentration trace metals from 
the flue gases. 
The Sorbalit® is a tailor-made mixture of activated carbon (5-6%) and Ca(OH)2. 
The main sorbent characteristics are reported in Table 1.  

Table 1– Characteristics of the two sorbents  

Parameter  GL120® Sorbalit®
Total superficial area  m2/g 54.4 95.5 
micropores area m2/g 16.6 40.1 
mesopores Area m2/g 37.7 55.3 
macropores Area m2/g 0.1 0.1 
total pores volume  cc/g 0.14 0.19 
micropores volume  cc/g 0.01 0.02 
mean diameter µm 6.4 7.3 

Sorbent dosing system  
A calibrated cochlea was used to injected the sorbent. Since the minimum operating range of 
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the cochlea was higher than the minimum dosing rate for GL120 sorbent, we added some 
calcium carbonate (CaCO3) as inert carrier to increase the flow rate.  

Test conditions 
A South African coal was used for the tests. Daily samples of pf were collected in order to 
evaluate the variability of the mercury in the coal. The mean Hg content in the coal, 
determined by a dedicated instrument (AMA254), was 0.095 ±0.023 mg/kg.  
The test conditions are reported in Table 2. The load of the furnace was 230 kWt. The oxygen 
was about 6%. Two flue gas temperatures have been tested. 
Before each trial, baseline measurements were generally performed at the inlet and at the 
outlet of the bag filter.  

Table 2 – Test conditions 

Test 
conditions 

PF 
flow 

Flue gas 
flow 

T gas 
Inlet BF

T gas 
Outlet BF

Hg in 
the coal

Dosing 
rate a.c.

Dosing 
rate a.c. 

a.c./Hg 
ratio 

O2 

 kg/h Nm3/h °C °C mg/kg g/h mg/Nm3 g/µg % 
Sorbalit HT 36.6 305 209 143 0.078 1000 196.90 21017 5.3 
GL120 HT 36.1 326 205 141 0.083 50 153.20 16687 5.85
GL120 LT 35.8 326 187 122 0.091 50 153.56 15433 6.5 
Sorbalit LT 36.2 327 182 121 0.102 1000 183.40 16250 6.3 

RESULTS  

Baseline test. Bag filter Hg removal 
Baseline test without sorbent injection has been carried out to measure the removal capacity 
of the bag filter: Figure 3 shows the speciated mercury (vapor phase) measured at the inlet 
and the outlet of the bag filter. 
From the baseline test it results that the bag filter by itself is able to remove about 60-80% of 
the total mercury (vapor phase); its effectiveness improves when the content of UBC in the 
ash increases. The removed fraction of elemental mercury is 70-80%; the abatement of the 
ionic form is about 60-70%.  
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Fig. 3– Hg speciation at the inlet and the outlet of the bag filter  
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Hg removal by sorbent injection  
The two commercial sorbents (GL120 and Sorbalit) have been tested at two flue gas 
temperatures; the result is, as expected, that the removal capacity increases when temperature 
get lower. The Figure 4 shows the results of the GL120 injection test at low flue gas 
temperature; the pressure drop across the bag is reported too. The arrow line bounds the 
interval of sorbent injection. The dashed line indicates the sootblowing of the bag filter (the 
pressure drop gets down to 10 mmH20.). The sorbent becomes effective in reducing the ionic 
form two hours after the beginning of the injection (the temperature in the graphs is the mean 
working temperature of the bag filter). 
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Fig. 4– Test of Hg removal with GL120 injection (LT) 
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Fig. 5 – Sorbalit injection tests (HT) 
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The Figure 5 shows the results of Sorbalit injection test for high flue gas temperature 
(T=176°C): the elemental form is promptly removed after the sorbent injection. The 
effectiveness of the sorbent versus the ionic form is higher when the panel becomes more tick. 
The same result has been obtained at low temperature (T=152°C). 
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Fig. 6 – Mercury removal (vapour phase) with and without sorbent injection 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Figure 6 summarises the general results of the tests. The bag filter alone, depending from 
the UBC content in the ash, is able to reduce about 70%-80% of total mercury. Preliminary 
results indicate that GL120 seems more effective in removing the elemental form and 
Sorbalit appears more effective towards the ionic form; both sorbents have approximately 
the same effectiveness in removing total mercury (vapour phase). For both the effectiveness is 
higher when the flue gas temperature is lower. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Experimental data obtained in rich premixed flame have shown that carbonaceous particles, 
with typical sizes of few nanometers, are formed just downstream the reaction zone and they 
coagulate in the past flame region with a rate which is orders of magnitude smaller than that 
presented by the larger mature soot particles [1,2]. 
Recently, a kinetic model of PAH formation and growth has been developed. The model 
reproduce the total amount of particulate matter formed in flames and the concentration and 
sizes of nanoparticles at their inception[3,4]. The subsequent increase of the sizes of the 
nanoparticles and the sudden rise of their dimension at the soot threshold still wait for a 
theoretical explanation.  
In this paper we analyse the collisions of clusters of molecules, whose van der Waals 
interaction is described by Lennard – Jones potentials in order to explain the very low 
coagulation rate of nanoparticles and the sharp appearance of soot at critical C/O ratio. 
 

COLLISION AND COAGULATION OF SPHERICAL PARTICLES 
Collision and subsequent coagulation of particles is a result of their Brownian motion and of 
the mutual forces of interaction between them. The interactions of macroscopic bodies are due 
to different kind of force. We consider only van der Waals force between electrical neutre 
molecules. The origin of van der Waals forces is the quantum mechanical zero-point 
fluctuations of the electrons in a molecule. A single fluctuation in one particle induces a 
dipolar interaction in the second one and these compounded interactions yield an attractive 
force which changes in form with particle separation and size.  
The interaction between molecules is modelled by the Lennard – Jones 6-12 potential with 
both attractive and repulsive terms as a function of r, the separation distance between 
molecules. In the expression of this potential there are two parameters that characterize the 
molecular interaction: the minimum of potential φm and the distance at the minimum rm. 
When we consider the interactions of macroscopic particles, all the pair potentials between 
the molecules in each body are summed. The overall interaction potential between two 
particles containing q molecule per unit volume is given by U=∫V1dv1∫V2dv2q2φ(r) where V1 and 
V2 are the volumes of the particles and φ(r) is the Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential.  
We compare two types of interaction. First, two equal-sized spherical particles; second, two 
spheres of different radii. The total volume of  the two particles is the same in the two case. 
Figure 1 shows the overall interaction versus dimensionless distance between molecules in 
both case. An analytic form of the overall potential exists. It’s important to highlight that 
bodies of different size interact in a different way respect to those equal-sized although the 
total volume of interacting particle is the same. 
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Fig.1 Interaction potential between equal-sized particles(lower curve) and particles of 
different sizes.    (φm = 6.4173E-21J, rm = 5.29E-10m [5]). 
 
 
 
The probability of coagulation occurs upon collision is related to the fraction of particles 
having kinetic energy lower than the depth of potential well φ0. This fraction can be evaluated 
from Maxwell-Boltzmann kinetic energy distribution. Thus the sticking probability α, i.e., the 
number of active collision, is given by: 
 

( ) )exp(11 θθα −⋅+−=  
 

where θ is the dimensionless depth of potential well (θ=φ0/kT). For small particles, the depth 
of the potential well φ0 is low respect to the gas kinetic energy (kT) at flame temperatures. It 
means that colliding particles have enough energy to escape from the potential well and hence 
to remain uncoagulated. Conversely, for larger particles the potential well is deeper. The 
amount of particles with kinetic energy lower than the potential depth increases resulting in an 
increased coagulation rate.     
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Fig. 2 Sticking probability versus radii of spherical particles   

 

 

Figure 2 shows a tridimensional plot of α versus the radii of two spherical particles. As 
particle size increases also the sticking probability increases and even approaches to unity. It 
is interesting to note that when a small particle is involved in the coagulation process (sizes of 
the order os 2,3 nm), the sticking probability is very low and never excedees value high as 0.5 
whichever is the size of the colliding particles (see thick line in the tridimensional plot); on 
the contrary larger particles (sizes larger than 5 nm) have a sticking probability of the order of 
0.8-1. 
The evaluation of the size distribution function of the nanoparticles due to coagulation has 
been described by computing the population balance equation using the MAEROS code. 
Figure 3 compares the computed D63 moment of the size distribution along the axis of a 0.77 
premixed flame of ethylene/air with those obtained by light scattering and extinction 
measurements [2]. The coagulation process starts at about 7ms, which corresponds to a height 
of 4mm in the flame, and it is subsequent to the nucleation of nanoparticles. The process of 
nanoparticle nucleation is not able to reproduce the sharp increase of the particle size detected 
between 8 and 10ms but it is necessary to consider a size-dependent coagulation process to 
follow the growth of nanopartcicles to soot particles. 
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Fig.3 D63 evolution in the 0.77 ethylene/air flame. Comparison between model results and 
experimental data. 
 
 
 
Model results agree well with the measured particle sizes in the first region of the flame, 
when particle size is under 20nm. It should be reminded that the proposed model of particle 
interaction is valid for very small particles and it fails when particle size increases since other 
factors influence the interaction between particles.  
We conclude that the sticking probability of a small size particle can be correlated with the 
interaction potential between particles due to van der Waals forces. This model has been able 
to explain the evolution of the size of nanoparticle along the flame axis and the increase of the 
size of the particles across soot inception. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The need to control the emission of combustion by-products of environmental concern 
requires a better physical and chemical understanding of the mechanisms leading to pollutant 
formation. 
A significant research effort on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) and soot has been 
undertaken during recent years but many important details remain poorly understood. 
Particularly, the process whereby the molecular species are transformed to nanoparticles and 
their coagulation and carbonization to soot particles is still a subject of debate. 
The existence of soot precursor nanoparticles has mainly been inferred by spectroscopic and 
optical characterization in laminar premixed flames and a detailed reaction mechanism has 
been developed to simulate their formation and growth [1]. Modeling results indicate that the 
formation and growth of nanoparticles is triggered by the presence in the combustion system 
of both PAHs and small radicals [2]. This environment is typical of oxidative pyrolytic 
regimes such as those encountered in the post-oxidation zone of rich premixed flames 
whereas it is restricted to specific locations of non-premixed combustion systems where the 
pyrolysis of the fuel is almost decoupled from the oxidation chemistry. Consequently, it is not 
clear if the formation of carbonaceous nanoparticles similar to those measured in premixed 
flames is allowed also in diffusion flames. 
Thus, the purpose of this communication is to use advanced optical and spectroscopic 
diagnostics, already tested in premixed flames, for the identification of PAHs, nanoparticles 
and soot in a coflow ethylene/air flame at atmospheric pressure. 
 

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM 
Optical and spectroscopic measurements were carried out along the axis of a coflow burner 
fueled with ethylene/nitrogen mixtures. The burner is a 12 mm diameter uncooled vertical 
tube for the fuel mixture and a concentric tube (108 mm diam.) for air. The air-annulus was 
reduced at the burner lip by a ring (i.d. 55 mm) to stabilise the flame. This increased the air 
velocity by a factor of 4.8 and it only affect the flame height by a few millimetres. The burner 
is similar to that already used by Mc Enally et al. [3] and it has been largely used for the study 
of PAHs and soot.  
The burner can move along the vertical axis and it is quipped with different optical 
techniques. A Nd:Yag pulsed laser source is employed for spectroscopic measurements. For 
the determination of the UV absorption spectra, the laser beam (λ=1064 nm) with an energy 
of about 200 mJ is condensed into air with a short focal lens, which induces an optical 
breakdown. The high temperature plasma produces a high intensity light source with time 
duration of tens of nanoseconds, suitable for absorption measurements in the UV spectral 
range from 190nm down to the visible [4]. UV-visible extinction measurements were 
performed using a photomultiplier and two filters centered at 266 ±10 nm and 532 ±10 nm. 
The light scattering measurements are performed using the fourth harmonic of the laser 
(λ=266 nm), the laser beam and the detected scattering signals are both vertically polarised. 
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The detection system consists of a spectrometer coupled to an intensified and gatable CCD 
camera, which acquires and records the signal on a single shot basis. 
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) measurements are performed employing the fourth 
harmonic of the laser at λ0 = 266 nm but with a low energy. The LIF signal is collected at 90° 
and acquired by the a spectrometer-ICCD system. A delay generator provides gating pulses, 
with suitable delay and exposure times, to the ICCD. All the signals were corrected for flame 
background and filter attenuation. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
UV-visible absorption spectra have been measured in the cylindrical co-ordinate system 
centered on the flame. The local absorption values are obtained by inverting the measured 
spectra. Because of the cylindrical symmetry of our flame, this inversion is performed by the 
Abel transformation. 
The absorption spectra detected in the region between 20 and 35mm along the flame axis 
show a strong absorption coefficient in the UV at 200nm which sharply decreases for longer 
wavelengths and it is below the detection limit at 350nm. These spectra have been obtained 
by subtracting the contribution of gaseous compounds, such as CO2, H2O and O2, which are 
known to strongly absorb light in the UV region at flame temperatures. 
The spectra detected for heights above the burner larger than 35mm show a similar rise near 
200nm, but they are more extended towards the visible. Absorption was below the detection 
limit up to 20mm from the fuel port. 
Figure 1 shows the absorption coefficients detected at 266 and 532nm along the flame axis. 
Absorption in the visible is attributed only to soot particles. Indeed, the absorption spectrum 
typical for soot particles extends from UV to visible and exhibits a broad maximum at 230nm. 
The strong absorption at 200nm is representative of the presence of aromatic compounds. In a 
first approximation, the absorption coefficient at 532nm can be attributed to soot particles 

whereas those measured at 266nm are due to the two components: aromatic compounds and 
soot particles. From the analysis of the absorption profiles it appears that aromatic compounds 
are formed from fuel pyrolysis and increases up to about 30 mm, thereafter soot is formed. 
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Fig 1 Extinction coefficient at 266 nm and 532 nm measured along the flame axis. 

Laser induced fluorescence spectra have been recorded in order to characterise the aromatic 
fraction. The fluorescence spectra have been obtained by using the fourth harmonic of the Nd-
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Fig 2 Fluorescence spectra excited at 266 nm measured on the flame axis at
different heights above the burner. 

YAG laser at 266nm. Figure 2 presents fluorescence spectra measured along the axis of the 
flame at 6 and 20mm from the fuel outlet. The spectrum detected at 6mm shows a broad 
maximum centered at about 340nm and a second, less intense, at 410nm whereas in the 
spectrum detected at 20mm the visible peak is predominant. The UV fluorescence can be 
mainly attributed to two-, three-ring PAH whereas the fluorescence shifted toward the visible 
is attributed to four-ring PAHs [5]. 
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Figure 3 reports the UV-induced fluorescence, on an arbitrary scale, detected at 330 and 
420nm as a function of the height above the burner on the flame axis. Two-, three-ring PAHs 
are rapidly formed from the pyrolysis of the fuel and reach their maximum concentration at 
about 15mm from the fuel port. The formation of larger PAHs is delayed and peaks at 
200mm, thereafter PAHs are destroyed since the fluorescence signal vanishes and it is below 

Fig 3 Evolution of two fluorescence wavelengths (330 nm and 420 nm) along
the flame axis. 
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the detection limit. PAHs destruction, however, cannot be attributed to their oxidation since in 
the analysed flame the main oxidation region is located at about 60 mm on the flame axes. On 
the other hand UV absorption attributable to aromatic compounds is still present and even 
increases before the appearance of soot particles. Consequently, it should be hypothesised that 
the absorption signal is due to aromatic compounds having a very low fluorescence yield.  
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Fig 4 Excess scattering coefficient at 266 nm measured along the flame axis. 

 
In order to characterise these compounds we have also performed scattering measurements. 
Figure 4 reports the scattering coefficient along the flame axis in excess to gaseous 
compounds. From the scattering profile it appears that aromatic compounds formed from 
PAH destruction in the region between 20 and 35mm are species of high molecular mass. 
After 35mm both the scattering coefficient and the visible absorption strongly increase, thus 
showing the formation of soot particles. 
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INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 
 
The fuel-rich combustion products have been subjected to extensive chromatographic and 
mass spectral analysis able to isolate individual molecular components. These analyses are 
particularly adept in the characterization of light and medium weight hydrocarbons that are 
volatile hydrocarbons (C1-C6) and condensed ring aromatic hydrocarbons from indene 
(C9H8) to coronene (C24H12), respectively.  
The heavier hydrocarbon species, including tar and soot, are less amenable to gas 
chromatographic analysis due to the large molecular weight (MW) coupled with their 
aromaticity and polarity. In general, chromatographic separation of individual molecular 
components experiences difficulty because carbonaceous species are typically composed of 
similar, massive molecules for which the resolving power of chromatography is too low and 
because the largest part of carbonaceous species is so heavy to be inaccessible to most of the 
gas chromatographic analyses. Optical spectroscopy as uv-visible absorption and emission 
can be alternatively used as a direct probe of the aromaticity exploiting the correspondence 
between optical spectroscopy and excitation of Π electrons typically of aromatic systems. 
Moreover, the energy of Π transitions are related to the physical size of the aromatic ring 
systems, i.e. the number of condensed aromatic rings. The lighter aromatics exhibit electronic 
transitions across the ultraviolet range and the absorption extends toward the visible, 
sometimes even into the near infrared (NIR) by increasing the size of the aromatic system. 
Hence, optical spectroscopy is, in line of principle, able to give information on the size of the 
aromatic ring systems present in the heaviest carbonaceous species.  
The changes of the uv-visible spectral shapes of high molecular weight species sampled in the 
soot formation region of a premixed fuel-rich ethylene flame have been shown in a recent 
work (1) and related to the growth of the aromaticity. However, first soot particles and high 
molecular weight species, possible soot precursors, are thought to be composed of a sort of 
“clusters” of aromatic ring systems bridged by aliphatic chains since infrared analysis has 
shown that most of the hydrogen population resides on saturated carbon atoms (methyl and 
methylene groups) (2).  
It derives that a complete characterization of a such complex structure requires both the 
determination of the molecular weight and the size of the aromatic ring systems. This is 
important also because the knowledge of the structure of soot precursors and of the first soot 
particles should allow to understand the critical phases of soot inception and growth.  
In analogy with the polymer analysis, it has been previously shown that the distribution of the 
molecular weight of these clusters can be measured by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 
(3).  
In this work, SEC of tar and soot species, collected in a premixed fuel-rich ethylene flame, 
has been used to obtain an indication of the molecular mass of tar and soot species whereas 
the on-line uv-visible absorption analysis of the different SEC molecular mass classes has 
been utilized to get information on the size of the aromatic ring system units present in these 
structures.  
The analysis is focused on samples collected in the first soot inception region (Z=4.5 mm of a 
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C/O=1 ethylene flame) where tar species were found to reach their maximum flame 
concentration and the formation of the first soot particles could be just observed (4). Soot 
particles have been physically separated from the tar species by extraction in dichloromethane 
and filtration on 0.5µm Teflon filters. Soot particles deposited on the filter have been 
sonicated in a powerful organic solvent as N-methyl pyrrolidinone (NMP) obtaining stable 
“suspensions” of soot that can be subjected to SEC analysis.  
The SEC analysis of both tar and soot fractions has been carried out on PL-gel styrene-
divinylbenzene column where the column particle sizes are of 5 µm and the pore dimensions 
are of 50 nm. This column is able to separate polystyrene standards in the 100-100,000 mass 
atomic units. The on-line detection of SEC eluted species was done with a diode array uv-
visible by measuring the absorbance signal at selected wavelengths. Moreover, the diode 
array system was able to measure the absorption spectrum of the chromatographic peaks in 
the whole uv-visible range. These spectra will be used in the work to give information on the 
aromaticity degree. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The separation by size exclusion chromatography is based on the differing penetration degree 
of the sample molecules into the pores of the stationary phase. Big molecules are early 
excluded from the pores, i.e. eluted at early elution times, whereas small molecules can enter 
the pores and elute later on.  
Figure 1 reports the SEC chromatograms of the tar and soot species obtained by detecting the 
absorbance signal at 265 nm (left part of Fig.1) and 450 nm (on the right part of Fig.1) 
wavelengths. The first significant information given by these chromatograms is that neither 
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Fig. 1  SEC chromatograms of the tar and soot species measured by uv-visible absorption
detector at 265nm (left) and 450nm (right). 
tar and soot species present an uniform distribution of molecular weights in the mass range 
investigated, but peaks in selected molecular weight ranges are well distinct. These findings 
contradict the general thinking of a soot formation mechanism based on a progressive 
molecular growth starting from condensed aromatic ring structures of 2-7 ring polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons up to the first soot particles.  
In the chromatogram of tar species a predominant peak at about 20 min elution time 
demonstrates they mainly consist of relatively low molecular weight species in the 200-400 u 
MW range and indeed 2-7 ring PAH have been detected in this fraction by means of 
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gaschromatography-mass spectrometry. A shoulder on the predominant peak indicates the 
presence of higher molecular weight species (about 1000 u). This shoulder becomes more 
evident by detection at 450 nm wavelength (on the right chromatogram). A small peak around 
100,000 u MW can be also observed (on the left chromatogram) and also this peak is 
enhanced by detection in the visible at 450 nm wavelength (on the right chromatogram).The 
higher absorbance in the visible, indicates that, beside to a large MW, the 1000 u and 100,000 
u fractions present also a higher aromaticity degree with respect to the PAH fraction. 
As expected soot particles exhibit the predominant peak at early elution times, i.e. in the high 
molecular mass elution range of the column, unfortunately the elution time of this fraction is 
above the limit of high masses (>100,000 u) where it is impossible to obtain separation since 
the large size of sample molecules  causes the soot molecules to be directly “excluded” from 
the column.  
It is worth to note the presence of lower molecular weight species in the soot fraction that is 
testified by the appearance of two broad peaks in the low molecular weight elution range (on 
the right side of the SEC chromatograms). The detection of these species is not enhanced at 
higher absorption wavelengths (absorption wavelength=450nm) (on the right chromatogram 
of Fig.1) indicating that the uv-visible spectra of the low and high molecular weight fractions 
of soot are quite similar. This, in turn, implies that the size of the aromatic ring systems 
contained in this lower molecular weight soot fraction should be not so different of that 
contained in the higher molecular weight fraction of soot in the first soot inception region.  
This can be better seen in Fig. 2 where the absorption of tar and soot, detected at the apex of 
the chromatographic peaks, are reported on a log scale as a function of the wavenumber i.e. of 
the photon energy. The similarities and differences in the absorption spectra are much more 
striking in this kind of representation.   
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Fig. 2 Normalized absorption of tar and soot fractions measured at the SEC
chromatographic peaks apex. 

The 200 u peak of tar species exhibits the typical absorption spectrum of two-seven ring PAH 
that is limited to the high energy region of the spectrum and with the vibrational fine structure 
of PAH superimposed on a broad absorption. The lack of fine structure in the absorption 
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spectrum measured on the adjacent shoulder (1000 u) is noteworthy and ascribable to the 
contributions of many chromophores with overlapping spectra. The heaviest tar fraction 
(100,000 u) also presents a structureless shape, but much more extended toward low energy 
absorption range and this indicates the presence of chromophores with large aromatic ring 
sizes. 
The broad shape of the absorption spectrum of 100,000 u tar fraction resembles to the shape 
of the three sized soot fractions (>100,000 u, 2000 u and 400 u) and more interestingly the 
spectra of the heaviest tar fractions and of soot fractions exhibit, in the same energy range, 
quite similar slopes without crossing each other.  
This implies that the same repeating aromatic ring unit can be recognized in different 
molecular weight soot fractions as well as in the heaviest tar fraction.  
On the contrary step changes of aromaticity can be observed passing from the species with 
average molecular weight 200 u (two-seven ring PAH) up to 800-1000 u aromatic species 
(presumably 15 aromatic rings) and lastly 100,000 u species presenting the same uv-visible 
spectrum and hence the same aromatic condensation degree of soot particles.  
This spectroscopic analysis is relative just to the first soot particles formed in the soot 
inception region of the flame and this analysis will be in future work extended to mature soot 
sampled downstream of the flame. Moreover, further work is necessary to assign the number 
of aromatic rings to the higher molecular weight species in order to have a more quantitative 
evaluation of aromatic growth process and soot formation.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of natural gas (NG) as fuel for automotive applications is based on ecological and 
economics considerations, like reduced photochemical reactivity and global toxicity, low CO2 
emissions, together with the absence of efficiency loss in lean NG engines. However, because 
of the misfiring limits, NOx emissions cannot be satisfactorily controlled by only leaning the 
air/fuel mixture and catalytic after-treatments are necessary to abate main pollutants as CH4 
and NOx. Commercial three way catalysts performances are strongly limited by the presence 
of oxygen in exhaust streams, while metal ion-exchanged zeolites [1] are active catalysts for  
lean NOx removal with hydrocarbons in the absence of water. Co-FER was reported as the 
most active for NOx reduction with methane [2]. In the presence of water reversible 
deactivation of Co-FER is observed. Ag-FER catalysts showed usually lower activity than 
Co-exchanged, with higher tolerance to the presence of water, due to the low propensity of 
silver to be hydrolised [1]. Other zeolites have recently been proposed as catalysts for lean 
DeNOx with hydrocarbons. Kang [3] has found good activity of Co-SAPO34 for NOx 
removal with various hydrocarbons; Bellussi et. al. have reported that Co,Pd-BEA are active 
in the presence of water for the abatement of NOx with ethene [4,5]. 
In this work lean CH4-DeNOx activity of Co and Ag exchanged zeolites as ferrierite (FER), 
beta (BEA), aluminophosphate (APO34) and silicoaluminophosphate (SAPO34) has been 
investigated.  

EXPERIMENTAL 
Co-FER and Co-BEA powder catalysts were prepared using Na,K-ferrierite (Engelhard,  
Si/Al =8.4) and ammonium beta, NH4

+-BEA (Zeolyst, Si/Al =12.5) zeolites. Ammonium 
ferrierite (NH4

+-FER) was obtained by exhaustive exchange with aqueous solutions of 
ammonium nitrate at room temperature. Both ammonium zeolites were ion exchanged at 
80°C for different times with 1.6 10-2 M Co(CH3COO)2 aqueous solutions to obtain Co-
exchanged samples with various Co loading. Ag-FER and Ag-BEA samples were prepared in 
the same way of Co catalysts using 0.01 vol. % AgNO3 solution and performing the exchange 
at room temperature. Bimetallic Ag,Co-FER and Ag,Co-BEA samples were prepared by 
further exchange of Ag-ferrierite samples with Co(CH3COO)2 aqueous solutions and Co-
ferrierite or Co-beta samples with AgNO3 solution. Since Ag+ materials may be sensitive to 
light, all the procedures involving Ag where carried out in the dark. The samples were dried at 
120°C overnight and calcined at 550 °C for two hours. 
Ag and Co in aluminophosphate and silicoaluminophosphate with chabasite structure (APO34 
and SAPO34) samples were synthesized using a sol-gel method [6], Co acetate and/or Ag 
nitrate were added directly in the synthesis gel. All the metal-exchanged APO34/SAPO34 
samples were dried at 120 °C and heated up to 550 °C, flowing He, and then kept at this 
temperature for 60 hrs in 10 vol. % O2, balance He, to remove the template. 
The catalytic activity of NO reduction with CH4 was evaluated with a quartz flow 
microreactor, electrically heated and equipped with a temperature programmer-controller. The 
reactor was loaded with powder catalyst (180 to 350 µm particle size). Two on-line IR 
analysers for the analysis of NO, NOx and CH4, concentrations, (HB URAS 10E with NO2-
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NO converter CGO-K) and CO, CO2 concentrations (HB URAS 10E), and one on-line gas 
chromatograph (Dani 86.10 HT) for the analysis of O2, N2 and N2O, were used. An analog-
digital board (NI, AT MIO16E) was employed for computer acquisition of concentration data 
from the analysers. Typical experiments were carried out in the temperature range 300-650 
°C, feeding 1000 ppm of NO, 100 ppm of NO2, 1000 ppm of CH4, 2.5% O2, balance He (all 
gases from SOL s.p.a., 99.999% purity grade), with a space velocity of 30,000 h-1. Catalytic 
tests in wet condition were performed adding water to the feeding gas by a bubble saturator. 
Metal loading was evaluated by ICP Atomic Emission Spectroscopy after powder samples 
solubilisation. Micropore volume was obtained from Dubinin elaboration of N2 adsorption 
and desorption isotherm at 77 K. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Tab. 1 the list of the samples is reported with their metal content  and micropore volume. 

Tab. 1. List of the samples and their main characteristics 

Samples Parent 
Sample 

Exchange 
time, hrs 

Co, 
wt % 

Ag, 
wt % 

Micropore 
volume, 
mm3/g 

FER - - - - 130 
Co(1.3)FER NH4

+-FER 6 1.32 - 116 
Co(2.0)FER NH4

+-FER 18 2.00 - - 
Co(2.6)FER NH4

+-FER 24 2.58 - 107 
Ag (2.2 )FER NH4

+-FER 40 - 2.20 114 
Ag(6.8)FER NH4

+-FER 301 - 6.80 99 
Co(1.7)Ag(2.5)FER Ag(6.8)FER 67 1.70 2.50 98 
Ag(4.0)Co(1.3)FER Co(1.3)FER 24 1.37 4.03 110 
Ag(3.7)Co(2.6)FER Co(2.6)FER 24 2.56 3.73 104 
BEA - - - - 109 
Co(2.9 )BEA NH4

+-BEA 46 2.90 - 113 
Co(4.8 )BEA NH4

+-BEA 82 4.80 - - 
Ag(0.3)BEA BEA 40 - 0.30 129 
Ag(2.3)Co(1.6)BEA Co(2.9 )BEA 40 1.60 2.30 120 
Ag(2.7)Co(3.2)BEA Co(4.8)BEA 40 3.20 2.70 106 
Co(4.4 )APO - - 4.4 - - 
Co(3.1 )SAPO - - 3.1 - 128 
Ag(0.3 )SAPO - - - 0.30 188 

 
Metal loading for mono or bimetallic catalysts is function of the exchange time and exchange 
cation. For Ag samples, low metal content was obtained with BEA zeolite with respect to that 
observed at similar time with FER, the exchange degree being 12% for Ag(2.2 )FER and 
2.6% for Ag(0.3)BEA. 
Different affinity of Ag or Co for different zeolite structures was observed for bimetallic 
samples: for zeolite BEA the introduction of Ag, starting from Co samples, removes some 
Co2+. With similar procedure of double exchange, Co was not removed from FER matrix [7]. 
Co-FER samples proved to be very active in NOx reduction with methane. NOx conversion 
depended on the temperature and the cobalt content: the most active sample Co(5.4)FER 
showed a maximum of 50 % NOx conversion at 500 °C. CH4 conversion also increased with 
Co content. Temperature onset lies around 400 °C, and total conversion is reached at 600 °C 
for samples with higher amounts of metal. The main products were N2, CO2 and water. CO 
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yield is negligible over the whole temperature range for catalysts with higher Co contents [8]. 
The activity of all Ag-FER samples was low (NOx conversion in the 5-10 % range) and 
poorly dependent of the Ag content. However, Ag-FER catalysts were active in the oxidation 
of NO to NO2 in the range 300-500°C (maximum yield of 15 % at 350°C). Higher yield, close 
to the equilibrium values (27% at 450°C) was achieved with Ag(2.2)FER [7].  
In the range 350-650 °C Co-BEA samples showed lower activity of NO reduction than Co-
FER catalysts. The main products were again N2, CO2 and H2O, but NOx reached a maximum 
conversion value of only 20 % at about 580 °C on Co(2.9)BEA. The onset temperature for 
CH4 conversion was about 430 °C and 100 % conversion was achieved at 650 °C. The 
addition of silver to the Co-BEA samples resulted in decreasing the maximum in NOx 
conversion (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1 Comparison of NOx and CH4 conversions on Co(2.9)BEA, Co(4.8)BEA, 
Ag(2.3)Co(1.6)BEA, Ag(2.7)Co(3.2)BEA. 

 
Co-APO34/SAPO34 did not show significant DeNOx activity with methane in the range 350-
600 °C, NOx conversion reaching at maximum 5%. Methane conversion was comparable 
with the conversion curve of the reaction carried out in homogeneous condition [9]. No 
activity was found also for the samples containing Ag. 
The effect of the zeolitic matrix is evidenced by the comparison of samples with quite 
comparable Co content as reported in Fig. 2. Ferrierite resulted the most active zeolite with 
the following scale of activity: Co-ferrierite > Co-beta >> Co-APO34, Co-SAPO34. Ferrierite 
structure, characterized by channels at 8- and 10-ring, leads to more favorable Co2+ 
positioning and coordination with respect to three-dimensional structure of BEA at 12-ring 
but also to chabazite framework for metal-APO34, SAPO34 with 8-ring channels. Presence of 
octahedral Co2+ seems to favor DeNOx reduction activity. 
Bimetallic Ag,Co exchanged ferrierite catalysts were active in the range 300-650 °C. NOx 
reduction started after 370 °C, showing a maximum of 20% at 550 °C on the sample 
Co(1.7)Ag(2.5)FER, with total selectivity to CO2. Comparison of DeNOx activity of Co- 
ferrierite and Ag-ferrierite at similar metal loading (Fig. 3) showed that the presence of Ag 
enhanced the catalytic activity at low temperature. The presence of both metals in the zeolite 
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resulted in increased conversion of both NOx (20% at 550°C) and CH4 (100% at 650 °C). 
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Fig. 2 NOx conversion for Co(2.6)FER, 
Co(2.9)BEA, Co(4.4)APO, Co(3.1)SAPO 

Fig. 3 NOx and CH4 conversions for 
Co(1.7)Ag(2.5)FER, Co(2.0)FER, Ag(2.2)FER

CONCLUSIONS 

CH4-DeNOx activity of Co and Ag in FER, BEA, APO and SAPO zeolites has been 
investigated in lean conditions. In monometallic exchanged zeolites Co resulted always more 
active than Ag. Ferrierite matrix gave better cation siting with the following scale of activity: 
Co-ferrierite > Co-beta >>> Co-APO34, Co-SAPO34. Bimetallic catalysts showed lower 
activity for BEA, APO34, and SAPO34 zeolites while the addition of Ag to Co-FER gives 
higher performances than the relevant monometallic systems in terms of both NOx reduction 
and CO2 selectivity. 
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